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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a printing system, a method of generating a halftone processing rule, a method
of acquiring a characteristic parameter, image processing device and method, a halftone processing rule, a halftone
image, a printed material manufacturing method, an inkjet printing system, and a program, and more particularly, to an
image processing technology of generating a print halftone image from a continuous-tone image.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] In a printing system in which a printing device such as an ink jet printing device or an offset printing device
forms an image, a halftone process is performed on data of a continuous-tone image expressed by multiple gradations,
and thus, data of a halftone image corresponding to an image output mode of the printing device is generated. The data
of the halftone image is used as printing dot image data indicating a dot pattern in which dot arrangement of halftone
dots reproduced by the printing device or a size of each dot is defined. The printing device forms an image based on
the data of the halftone image.
[0003] As the method of the halftone process, there are various methods such as a dither method, an error diffusion
method, and a direct binary search (DBS) method. For example, in the dither method, multi-value data of the continuous-
tone image is converted into binary dot data by comparing a threshold value and a pixel value of a processing target
pixel using a threshold value matrix called a dither mask, assigning dot-ON pixels in a case where the pixel value is
equal to or greater than the threshold value and assigning dot-OFF pixels in a case where the pixel value is less than
the threshold value.
JP 2002 331653 A teaches a method for simulating printing, which improves the efficiency for developing a printer for
printing by ink dots.
JP 2008 027122 A teaches a method for evaluating graininess as it is necessary to actually print an image based on
data after image processing and to scan the result of printing by a scanner.
[0004] JP2012-222433A describes a printing system capable of selecting a halftone process appropriate for a printed
material in consideration of productivity of the printed material. The printing system described in JP2012-222433A may
select one signal processing condition from signal processing conditions of a plurality of halftone processes having
different dot distribution characteristics, and may perform the halftone process using the selected signal
processing condition.
[0005] In the printing system described in JP2012-222433A, four printing mode may be prepared, and an operator
may select the printing mode. If the printing mode is selected, since a recommended halftone processing condition is
presented, the operator can select an optimum halftone processing condition.
[0006] "Digital Halftoning Techniques for Printing" (Thrasvoulos N. Papas IS&T’s 47Th Annual Conference, Rochester,
NY, May 15-20, 1994), "Model-Based Digital Halftoning" (Thrasvoulos N. Papas, Jan P. Allebach, and David L. Neuhoff,
IEEE SIGNAL PROCESSING MAGAZINE JULY 2003, p14-27), and "Inkjet Printer Model-Based Halftoning" (Je-Ho Lee
and Jan P. Allebach, IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON IMAGE PROCESSING, VOL.14. NO.5 MAY 2005, P674-689) describe
a technology called model-based halftoning. "Digital Halftoning Techniques for Printing" (Thrasvoulos N. Papas IS&T’s
47Th Annual Conference, Rochester, NY, May 15-20, 1994), describes a method of performing halftone design capable
of improving dispersibility of a dot having an intermediate gradation based on an image in which the overlapping of dots
is reproduced in consideration of the spreading of a dot and the size of a dot at the time of printing from the characteristics
of the printing system. The term of "halftone design" means that the specific content of the halftone process is designed,
that is, the halftone processing rule is generated.
[0007] "Model-Based Digital Halftoning" (Thrasvoulos N. Papas, Jan P. Allebach, and David L. Neuhoff, IEEE SIGNAL
PROCESSING MAGAZINE JULY 2003, p14-27), and "Inkjet Printer Model-Based Halftoning" (Je-Ho Lee and Jan P.
Allebach, IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON IMAGE PROCESSING, VOL.14. NO.5 MAY 2005, P674-689) describe a method
of performing halftone design based on an image in which bidirectional error characteristics as position shift characteristics
which is a position shift of a dot in an outward path and an inward path through a reciprocating operation in serial scanning
are reproduced in addition to taking account of the overlapping of the dots.
[0008] JP2013-038643A describes a method of performing halftone design having tolerance to a paper transport error
or bidirectional error in a serial scanning type. JP2009-018479A  describes a method of performing halftone design
having tolerance to a position shift of a printing head in a line printer including a line head configured such that a plurality
of printing head is arranged.
[0009] JP2013-038643A describes a multipath and JP2009-018479A describes a single path, and these literatures
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describe that the halftone design capable of improving the dispersibility of a dot on a per path basis is performed. These
literatures may be classified as a "path dispersion halftoning" technology.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] A printing result based on the halftone image generated through the halftone process depends on the charac-
teristics of the printing system. Accordingly, it is preferable that the halftone processing rule appropriate for the printing
system is generated based on the characteristic parameters related to the characteristics of the printing system.
[0011] For example, in an ink jet printing system, as the characteristic parameters related to the characteristics of the
printing system, there are resolution, the number of nozzles, ink kind, an average dot density, an average dot diameter,
an average dot shape, a dot density, a dot diameter, a dot shape, a dot forming position shift, non-jetting and landing
interference of each printing element. Among the above-described various characteristic parameters, since the parameter
of the dot density, the dot diameter, the dot shape or the landing interference of each printing element are changed
depending on a combination of an ink or a printing medium to be used and the characteristics of a recording head and
the dot forming position shift or the non-jetting is changed by the state of the recording head, if the user inputs an
appropriate value for the various parameters, an operation load is excessive. The characteristics of the recording head
include a frequency or a waveform of a driving signal applied to the recording head when an ink is jetted. For example,
the state of the recording head indicates the inclining or bending of the recording head, a distance from the printing
medium, or a state of each printing element.
[0012] The invention has been made in view of such circumstances, and it is an object of the invention to provide a
printing system, a method of generating a halftone processing rule, an image processing device and a program which
are capable of setting characteristic parameters related to characteristics of the printing system without giving an ex-
cessive load to a user and capable of acquiring a halftone processing rule appropriate for the printing system.
[0013] In the printing system described in JP2012-222433A, the user can comprehend the halftone processing condition
in which a total evaluation value is maximized for each printing mode, but the halftone processing condition in which the
total evaluation value is maximized is not necessarily a condition in which the characteristics of the printing system in
each printing mode are appropriately reflected.
[0014] That is, in the printing system capable of selecting the printing mode, it is preferable that the halftone process
is performed using the halftone processing rule appropriate for each printing mode. In order to generate the halftone
processing rule appropriate for each printing mode, it is preferable that the characteristics of the printing system for each
printing mode are appropriately comprehended. The term of the halftone processing condition corresponds to the term
of a candidate processing condition described in Cited Literature 1.
[0015] The invention has been made in view of such circumstances, and it is another object of the invention to provide
a printing system, a method of acquiring a characteristic parameter, an image processing device and a program which
are capable of appropriately comprehending characteristics of the printing system for each printing mode.

[Other Problems]

[0016] The model-based halftoning technology described in "Model-Based Digital Halftoning" (Thrasvoulos N. Papas,
Jan P. Allebach, and David L. Neuhoff, IEEE SIGNAL PROCESSING MAGAZINE JULY 2003, p14-27) and "Inkjet Printer
Model-Based Halftoning" (Je-Ho Lee and Jan P. Allebach, IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON IMAGE PROCESSING, VOL.14.
NO.5 MAY 2005, P674-689) realizes the halftone process capable of achieving favorable image quality even in a state
in which there is the bidirectional error by reproducing the bidirectional error characteristics and generating the optimum
halftone processing rule in the serial scan type.
[0017] The path dispersion halftoning technology described in JP2013-038643A and JP2009-018479A generates the
halftone processing rule having tolerance to the position shift error of the recording head, the bidirectional error or the
paper transport error.
[0018] The system error taken into consideration in JP2013-038643A and JP2009-018479A is the position shift error
of the recording head, the bidirectional error or the paper transport error, but a system error other than these errors is
added at the time of actual printing in some cases. For example, as an item of the system error which is not taken into
consideration in JP2013-038643A and JP2009-018479A, there is a head vibration error according to carriage movement,
an error for each nozzle, non-jetting, or an error for each droplet kind. The term of "printing head" corresponds to the
term of "recording head".
[0019] The path dispersion halftoning technology described in JP2013-038643A is a method of improving the dispers-
ibility of each dot arrangement of each scanning path, and the weighting of an evaluation value of the dispersibility of
the entire image is in charge of the user.
[0020] In the method described in JP2013-038643A, there is a problem that an actual system error is not sufficiently
reflected and thus, it is difficult to necessarily perform the optimum halftone process in the actual system. For example,
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the halftone design using the related method is performed in an excess restriction condition in a system in which the
bidirectional error is completely none or a system in which the bidirectional error is extremely less, and image quality is
deteriorated in some cases.
[0021] In the path dispersion halftoning technology described in JP2009-018479A, the halftone design having tolerance
to only an attachment position error of a connection portion between the respective printing heads is performed in the
single path type.
[0022] However, as described above, since various system errors are added in addition to the position error between
the printing head at the time of actual printing, in a case where the system is in a state in which there is the system error
other than the position error between the printing heads, favorable image quality is not acquired.
[0023] The invention has been made in view of such circumstances, and it is another object of the invention to provide
image processing device and method, a printing system, a method of generating a halftone processing rule, a halftone
processing rule, a halftone image, a method of manufacturing a printed matter, and a program which are capable of
realizing an appropriate halftone process capable of acquiring favorable image quality in consideration of a system error
influencing actual printing.
[0024] In the ink jet printing device, when dots of ink droplets are jetted adjacent to each other on a recording medium,
landing interference occurs between the adjacent dots overlapping each other on the printing medium in some cases.
The landing interference indicates a phenomenon in which ink droplets adjacent to each other on the recording medium
are drawn to each other by the influence of surface energy of a liquid, and thus, the ink droplets are moved on the
recording medium. Since the dots are formed in positions shifted from the original landing positions due to the landing
interference, the granularity of the image is deteriorated or gloss is not uniform, and thus, the image quality is deteriorated.
[0025] The invention has been made in view of such circumstances, and it is another object of the invention to provide
image processing device and method, an ink jet printing system, and a program which are capable of suppressing image
quality deterioration caused by landing interference and are capable of realizing the generation of the halftone image
capable of forming an image having high image quality.
[0026] In order to achieve the aforementioned objects, the following invention aspects are provided.
[0027] A printing system according to a first aspect is a printing system comprising: characteristic-parameter-acqui-
sition-chart output means for outputting a characteristic parameter acquisition chart including a pattern for acquiring
characteristic parameters related to characteristics of a printing system; image reading means for reading the charac-
teristic parameter acquisition chart output by the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output means; characteristic
parameter acquisition means for acquiring the characteristic parameters by analyzing a read image of the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart acquired by the image reading means; and halftone process generation means for generating
halftone processing rules that define the processing contents of halftone processes used in the printing system based
on the characteristic parameter acquired by the characteristic parameter acquisition means.
[0028] According to the first aspect, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output by the printing system,
and the output characteristic parameter acquisition chart is read by the image reading means. The information of the
characteristic parameter is acquired from the read image of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart, and the
halftone processing rule appropriate for the printing system is generated based on the acquired characteristic parameter.
[0029] According to the first aspect, it is possible to simply set the characteristic parameter of the printing system
without giving an excessive load to a user, and it is possible to generate the halftone processing rule appropriate for the
characteristics of the printing system.
[0030] As a second aspect, in the printing system according to the first aspect, the halftone processing rule may be
specified by a combination of a halftone algorithm and a halftone parameter.
[0031] As a third aspect, in the printing system according to the second aspect, any one method of a dither method,
an error diffusion method, and a direct binary search method may be adopted as the halftone algorithm.
[0032] As a fourth aspect, in the printing system according to the second aspect or the third aspect, the halftone
parameter may include at least one parameter of a size and a threshold value of a dither mask in the dither method, a
size of an error diffusion matrix, a diffusion coefficient and setting of an applied gradation section of the error diffusion
matrix in the error diffusion method, the number of times pixels are updated and an exchange pixel range in the direct
binary search method, or a parameter for evaluating system error tolerance.
[0033] As a fifth aspect, in the printing system according to any one of the first aspect to the fourth aspect, the printing
system may include an image forming unit that includes a plurality of printing elements serving to form dots on a printing
medium, and the characteristics of the printing system may be characteristics that include at least one of individual
recording characteristics of the plurality of printing elements or common characteristics to the plurality of printing elements.
[0034] As a sixth aspect, in the printing system according to the fifth aspect, the recording characteristics may be
characteristics that include at least one of a dot density, a dot diameter, a dot shape, a dot recording position error, or
recording inexecutable abnormality.
[0035] As a seventh aspect, in the printing system according to the fifth aspect or the sixth aspect, the common
characteristics may be characteristics that include at least one of an average dot density, an average dot diameter, an
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average dot shape, or landing interference.
[0036] As an eighth aspect, in the printing system according to any one of the fifth aspect to the seventh aspect, the
characteristic parameter acquisition means may acquire parameters related to the individual recording characteristics
of the printing element and the common characteristics to the plurality of printing elements from the read image of the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart on which recording is performed multiple times by using the same printing
element by the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output means.
[0037] As a ninth aspect, in the printing system according to any one of the fifth aspect to the eighth aspect, the
characteristic parameter acquisition means may acquire parameters related to errors of the printing system from the
read image of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart on which recording is performed multiple times by using the
same printing element by the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output means.
[0038] As a tenth aspect, in the printing system according to any one of the fifth aspect to the ninth aspect, the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart may include a continuous dot pattern in which two or more dots are recorded
so as to be in contact, and the characteristic parameter acquisition means may acquire a parameter related to the landing
interference from the continuous dot pattern.
[0039] As an eleventh aspect, in the printing system according to the tenth aspect, the characteristic parameter ac-
quisition chart may include multiple kinds of continuous dot patterns in which at least any one of an inter-dot distance
between the two or more dots or a recording time difference between the two or more dots is differentiated.
[0040] As a twelfth aspect, in the printing system according to any one of the fifth aspect to the eleventh aspect, the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart may include a discrete dot pattern in which dots are discretely recorded in an
isolation state in which a single dot is isolated from another dot, and the characteristic parameter acquisition means may
generate dispersion information related to dispersion of dots from the discrete dot pattern.
[0041] As a thirteenth aspect, in the printing system according to any one of the first aspect to the twelfth aspect, the
halftone process generation means may generate two or more kinds of halftone processing rules of which balances of
priority for a plurality of requirements required in the halftone process are different based on the characteristic parameters.
[0042] As a fourteenth aspect, in the printing system according to the thirteenth aspect, the plurality of requirements
may include at least two items of image quality, cost, a halftone generating time, a halftone processing time, tolerance
to a system error, or tolerance to environment change.
[0043] As a fifteenth aspect, the printing system according to the thirteenth aspect to the fourteenth aspect may further
comprise: halftone registration means for registering the two or more kinds of halftone processing rules generated by
the halftone process generation means, as candidates of the halftone process capable of being used in the printing system.
[0044] As a sixteenth aspect, the printing system according to any one of the thirteenth aspect to the fifteenth aspect
may further comprise: halftone-selection-chart output means for outputting a halftone selection chart including quality
comparison and evaluation image regions of the halftone processes by using the two or more kinds of halftone processing
rules generated by the halftone process generation means.
[0045] As a seventeenth aspect, the printing system according to any one of the thirteenth aspect to the sixteenth
aspect may further comprise: evaluation value calculation means for calculating an evaluation value for quantitatively
evaluating at least one item of image quality, cost, a halftone generating time or a halftone processing time of the halftone
process defined by the halftone processing rule.
[0046] As an eighteenth aspect, the printing system according to the seventeenth aspect may further comprise: infor-
mation presentation means for presenting information of the evaluation value to a user.
[0047] As a nineteenth aspect, the printing system according to any one of the thirteenth aspect to the eighteenth
aspect may further comprise: halftone selection operating means for performing an operation of allowing a user to select
the kind of the halftone process used in printing from the kinds of the halftone processes defined by the two or more
kinds of halftone processing rules generated by the halftone process generation means.
[0048] As a twentieth aspect, the printing system according to any one of the thirteenth aspect to the nineteenth aspect
may further comprise: halftone automatic selection means for automatically selecting the kind of the halftone process
used in the printing of the printing system from the kinds of the halftone processes defined by the two or more kinds of
halftone processing rules generated by the halftone process generation means based on priority parameters related to
priorities for the plurality of requirements.
[0049] As a twenty-first aspect, the printing system according to the twentieth aspect may further comprise: a priority
input unit for allowing a user to input information related to the priorities for the plurality of requirements.
[0050] As a twenty-second aspect, in the printing system according to the twentieth aspect or the twenty-first aspect,
the halftone automatic selection means may include determination-evaluation-value calculation means for calculating
a determination evaluation value for evaluating adequateness of the halftone process defined by the halftone processing
rule generated by the halftone process generation means based on the priority parameter, and the halftone automatic
selection means automatically selects the kind of the halftone process used in the printing of the printing system based
on the determination evaluation value calculated by the determination-evaluation-value calculation means.
[0051] As a twenty-third aspect, in the printing system according to any one of the twentieth aspect to the twenty-
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second aspect, the halftone automatic selection means may include simulation image generation means for generating
a simulation image in a case where a halftone image acquired by applying the halftone process defined by the halftone
processing rule generated by the halftone process generation means is printed, and image-quality-evaluation-value
calculation means for calculating an image quality evaluation value from the simulation image.
[0052] As a twenty-fourth aspect, the printing system according to any one of the twentieth aspect to the twenty-third
aspect may further comprise: priority parameter retention means for retaining the priority parameter.
[0053] As a twenty-fifth aspect, the printing system according to any one of the first aspect to the twenty-fourth aspect
may further comprise: setting means for setting parameters related to system errors assumed in a case where printing
is performed by the printing system; means for generating a simulation image in which the system error indicated by the
parameter is reflected; and image quality evaluation means for evaluating image quality of a simulation image in which
the system error is reflected. The parameter may include the characteristic parameters, and the halftone process gen-
eration means generates the halftone processing rule based on a simulation image in which the evaluation falls in a
target range.
[0054] The "means for generating the simulation image" may serve as the same processing means as the "simulation
image generation means" of the twenty-third aspect, or may be provided as individual processing means.
[0055] The "simulation image in which the system error is reflected" refers to a simulation image generated in a
condition in which the system error is added in setting of simulation condition when the simulation image is generated.
[0056] The "target range" is a predetermined range defined as an image quality target. The target range may be
defined as an image quality target capable of satisfying required image quality target. The target range may be defined
as a condition for securing that image quality is favorable with an allowable level. The target range may include a case
where an evaluation value as an index for evaluating the image quality is most favorable.
[0057] According to the twenty-fifth aspect, it is possible to generate the halftone processing rule appropriate for the
printing system in consideration of the system error on the assumption of actual printing performed by the printing system.
Accordingly, it is possible to realize an appropriate halftone process capable of achieving favorable image quality, and
it is possible to acquire a print image having favorable image quality.
[0058] As a twenty-sixth aspect, in the printing system according to the twenty-fifth aspect, the system error may
include characteristic errors expected to exhibit reproducibility as the characteristics of the printing system, and random
system errors as irregularly changed errors.
[0059] The "expected to exhibit reproducibility" includes a case where the error has reproducibility and the error is
reasonably expected to exhibit reproducibility with a high probability from a statistical probability distribution. For example,
an average value or a center value of a distribution of the measurement values of the system error may be used as the
"characteristic error".
[0060] The "irregularly changed" includes a case where the error is changed temporally or depending on a place. The
irregularly changed error is an error having reproducibility lower than the characteristic error, and may be comprehended
as a component of "dispersion" for the characteristic error form a statistical probability distribution. It is understood that
the random system error is a change component added to the characteristic error. As the random system error as the
change component added to the characteristic error, there may be both a positive value and a negative value.
[0061] As a twenty-seventh aspect, in the printing system according to the twenty-sixth aspect, a plurality of levels
may be determined for values of the random system errors, and simulation images for the respective levels in which the
random system errors corresponding to the plurality of levels are reflected may be generated by the means for generating
the simulation image.
[0062] As a twenty-eighth aspect, in the printing system according to the twenty-seventh aspect, the plurality of levels
may be determined according to a system error distribution of the printing system.
[0063] As a twenty-ninth aspect, in the printing system according to the twenty-eighth aspect, the image quality eval-
uation means may perform image quality evaluation on the simulation images for the respective levels and may calculate
an image quality evaluation value acquired by integrating the image quality evaluation of the simulation images for the
respective levels.
[0064] As a thirtieth aspect, in the printing system according to any one of the twenty-seventh aspect to the twenty-
ninth aspect, the image quality evaluation means may include calculation means for calculating the summation of the
evaluation values of the simulation images for the respective levels or a weighted sum acquired by multiplying a weighting
factor to the evaluation values of the simulation images for the respective levels, and the weighting factor may be
determined according to the system error distribution of the printing system.
[0065] As a thirty-first aspect, in the printing system according to any one of the twenty-fifth aspect to the thirtieth
aspect may further comprise: a storage unit that accumulates data of the parameter acquired in the past. The halftone
processing rule may be generated based on the accumulated data.
[0066] As a thirty-second aspect, in the printing system according to the thirty-first aspect, information of the system
error distribution of the printing system may be updated based on the accumulated data.
[0067] As a thirty-third aspect, the printing system according to the thirty-first aspect or the thirty-second aspect may
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further comprise: characteristic parameter update determination means for determining whether or not to update the
characteristic parameter; and specified value acquisition means for acquiring a specified value used to determine whether
or not to update the characteristic parameter by the characteristic parameter update determination means. The charac-
teristic parameter update determination means may update the characteristic parameter in a case where a difference
between a new characteristic parameter acquired by the characteristic parameter acquisition means and an existing
characteristic parameter which is stored in the storage unit and is acquired in the past exceeds to the specified value
acquired by the specified value acquisition means.
[0068] As a thirty-fourth aspect, in the printing system according to the thirty-third aspect, the characteristic parameter
update determination means may determine whether or not to update the characteristic parameter indicating the char-
acteristic error expected to exhibit reproducibility as the characteristics of the printing system.
[0069] As a thirty-fifth aspect, in the printing system according to the thirty-third aspect or the thirty-fourth aspect, the
characteristic parameter update determination means may determine whether or not to update, as the characteristic
parameter, at least any one of an average dot density of the plurality of printing elements, an average dot diameter of
the plurality of printing elements, an average dot shape of the plurality of printing elements, landing interference in the
plurality of printing elements, a dot density for each printing element, a dot diameter for each printing element, a dot
shape for each printing element, a dot recording position error for each printing element, recording inexecutable abnor-
mality for each printing element, a dot position shift for each droplet kind, a bidirectional printing position shift, a bidirec-
tional printing position shift for each droplet kind, a head vibration error, a transport error of the printing medium, or a
head module vibration error in a head formed using a plurality of head modules.
[0070] As a thirty-sixth aspect, in the printing system according to any one of the thirty-third aspect to the thirty-fifth
aspect, the specified value acquisition means may acquire a specified value determined based on accumulated char-
acteristic parameters.
[0071] As a thirty-seventh aspect, in the printing system according to any one of the thirty-third aspect to the thirty-
fifth aspect, the specified value acquisition means may acquire a specified value determined based on an irregularly
changed error as the characteristics of the printing system.
[0072] As a thirty-eighth aspect, in the printing system according to any one of the first aspect to the thirty-seventh
aspect, the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output means may output a characteristic parameter acquisition
chart together with a continuously output image, and the characteristic parameter acquisition means may acquire the
characteristic parameters by analyzing the read image of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart which is already
output together with the image.
[0073] As a thirty-ninth aspect, the printing system according to any one of the first aspect to the thirty-eighth aspect
may further comprise: halftone processing means for performing the halftone process by using the halftone processing
rule generated by the halftone process generation means. The characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output means
may output the characteristic parameter acquisition chart together with each of a plurality of images, the halftone process
generation means may generate the halftone processing rule based on the read image of the characteristic parameter
acquisition chart output by the characteristic-parameter-acquisition chart output means, and the halftone processing
means may perform the halftone process on the plurality of images using the halftone processing rule generated by the
halftone processing means.
[0074] As a fortieth aspect, in the printing system according to the thirty-eighth aspect, the characteristic-parameter-
acquisition-chart output means may output the characteristic parameter acquisition chart together with an image output
two or more images earlier than the image on which the halftone process is performed, the characteristic parameter
acquisition means may acquire the characteristic parameter by using the characteristic parameter acquisition chart
together with the image output two or more images earlier than the image on which the halftone process is performed,
and the halftone process generation means may generate the halftone processing rule by using the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart together with the image output two or more images earlier than the image on which the
halftone process is performed.
[0075] As a forty-first aspect, in the printing system according to the fortieth aspect, any one or more processes of a
process of causing the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output means to output the characteristic parameter
acquisition chart, a process of causing using the characteristic parameter acquisition means to acquire the characteristic
parameter, and a process of causing the halftone process generation means to generate the halftone processing rule
may be performed in parallel with the halftone process performed by the halftone processing means for performing the
halftone process by using the halftone processing rule generated by the halftone process generation means.
[0076] As a forty-second aspect, the printing system according to any one of the first aspect to the forty-first aspect
may further comprise: quality request acquisition means for acquiring a quality request for a print image. The charac-
teristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output means may change at least any one of the content of the characteristic pa-
rameter acquisition chart or an output condition of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart in response to the quality
request for the print image acquired by the quality request acquisition means.
[0077] As a forty-third aspect, the printing system according to any one of the first aspect to the forty-first aspect may
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further comprise: quality request acquisition means for acquiring a quality request for a print image. The image reading
means may change a reading condition of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart in response to the quality request
for the print image acquired by quality request acquisition means.
[0078] As a forty-fourth aspect, the printing system according to any one of the first aspect to the forty-first aspect may
further comprise: quality request acquisition means for acquiring a quality request for a print image. The characteristic
parameter acquisition means may change a method of acquiring the characteristic parameter in response to the quality
request for the print image acquired by the quality request acquisition means.
[0079] As a forty-fifth aspect, the printing system according to any one of the first aspect to the forty-first aspect may
further comprise: quality request acquisition means for acquiring a quality request for a print image. The halftone process
generation means may change the content of the halftone processing rule in response to the quality request for the print
image acquired by the quality request acquisition means.
[0080] As a forty-sixth aspect, the printing system according to any one of the first aspect to the forty-fifth aspect may
further comprise: dot-reproduction-accuracy-investigation-dedicated-chart output means for outputting a dedicated chart
to investigate dot reproduction accuracy; and dot-reproduction-accuracy analysis means for analyzing the dedicated
chart to investigate the dot reproduction accuracy output by the dot-reproduction-accuracy-investigation-dedicated-chart
output means. The characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output means may change at least any one of the content
of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart or an output condition of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart
depending on the analyzing result of the dot-reproduction-accuracy analysis means.
[0081] As a forty-seventh aspect, the printing system according to any one of the first aspect to the forty-fifth aspect
may further comprise: dot-reproduction-accuracy-investigation-dedicated-chart output means for outputting a dedicated
chart to investigate dot reproduction accuracy; and dot-reproduction-accuracy analysis means for analyzing the dedicated
chart to investigate the dot reproduction accuracy output by the dot-reproduction-accuracy-chart output means. The
image reading means may change a reading condition of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart depending on
the analyzing result of the dot-reproduction-accuracy analysis means.
[0082] As a forty-eighth aspect, the printing system according to any one of the first aspect to the forty-fifth aspect
may further comprise: dot-reproduction-accuracy-investigation-dedicated-chart output means for outputting a dedicated
chart to investigate dot reproduction accuracy; and dot-reproduction-accuracy analysis means for analyzing the dedicated
chart to investigate the dot reproduction accuracy output by the dot-reproduction-accuracy-investigation-dedicated-chart
output means. The characteristic parameter acquisition means may change a method of acquiring the characteristic
parameter depending on the analyzing result of the dot-reproduction-accuracy analysis means.
[0083] As a forty-ninth aspect, the printing system according to any one of the first aspect to the forty-fifth aspect may
further comprise: dot-reproduction-accuracy-investigation-dedicated-chart output means for outputting a dedicated chart
to investigate dot reproduction accuracy; and dot-reproduction-accuracy analysis means for analyzing the dedicated
chart to investigate the dot reproduction accuracy output by the dot-reproduction-accuracy-investigation-dedicated-chart
output means. The halftone process generation means may change the content of the halftone processing rule depending
on the analyzing result of the dot-reproduction-accuracy analysis means.
[0084] As a fiftieth aspect, the printing system according to any one of the first aspect to the forty-ninth aspect may
further comprise: characteristic parameter storage means for storing characteristic parameters related to a system
specification, among the characteristic parameters; and characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart generation means
for generating characteristic parameter acquisition charts. The characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart generation
means may generate the characteristic parameter acquisition chart based on the characteristic parameter related to the
system specification acquired from the characteristic parameters related to the system specification stored in the char-
acteristic parameter storage means, the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output means may output the char-
acteristic parameter acquisition chart generated by the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart generation means,
the image reading means may read the characteristic parameter acquisition chart output by the characteristic-parameter-
acquisition-chart output means, and the characteristic parameter acquisition means may acquire the characteristic pa-
rameters by analyzing the read image of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart acquired by the image reading
means.
[0085] As a fifty-first aspect, the printing system according to any one of the first aspect to the forty-ninth aspect may
further comprise: characteristic parameter storage mans for storing characteristic parameters related to a system spec-
ification, among the characteristic parameters; characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart storage means for storing the
characteristic parameter acquisition charts; and characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart selection means for selecting
the characteristic parameter acquisition chart from the characteristic parameter acquisition charts stored in the charac-
teristic-parameter-acquisition-chart storage means. The characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart selection means may
select the characteristic parameter acquisition chart based on the characteristic parameter related to the system spec-
ification acquired from the characteristic parameters related to the system specification stored in the characteristic
parameter storage means, the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output means may output the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart selected by the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart selection means, the image read-
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ing means may read the characteristic parameter acquisition chart output by the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-
chart output means, and the characteristic parameter acquisition means may acquire the characteristic parameters by
analyzing the read image of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart acquired by the image reading means.
[0086] As a method of generating a halftone processing rule according to a fifty-second aspect is a method of generating
a halftone processing rule comprising: a characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output step of outputting a charac-
teristic parameter acquisition chart including a pattern for acquiring characteristic parameters related to characteristics
of a printing system; an image reading step of reading the characteristic parameter acquisition chart output in the
characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output step; a characteristic parameter acquisition step of acquiring the char-
acteristic parameters by analyzing a read image of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart acquired in the image
reading step; and a halftone process generation step of generating halftone processing rule that define halftone processes
used in the printing system based on the characteristic parameters acquired in the characteristic parameter acquisition
step.
[0087] In the fifty-second aspect, it is possible to appropriately combine the same matters as the matters specified in
the second aspect to the fifty-first aspect. In this case, a processing unit or a functional unit (means) as means serving
as the process or function specified in the printing system may be comprehended as an element of a "step" of a corre-
sponding process or operation.
[0088] An image processing device according to a fifty-third aspect is an image processing device comprising: char-
acteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart generation means for generating chart data of a characteristic parameter acqui-
sition chart including a pattern for acquiring characteristic parameters related to characteristics of a printing system;
characteristic parameter acquisition means for acquiring the characteristic parameters by analyzing a read image of the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart printed by the printing system based on the chart data; and halftone process
generation means for generating halftone processing rules that define the processing contents of halftone processes
used in the printing system based on the characteristic parameters acquired by the characteristic parameter acquisition
means.
[0089] According to the fifty-third aspect, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output by the printing system
based on the chart data of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart generated by the image processing device.
The output characteristic parameter acquisition chart is read by the image reading means, and thus, the read image of
the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is acquired. The image processing device acquires the information of the
characteristic parameter by analyzing the read image of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart, and generates
the halftone processing rule based on the acquired characteristic parameter.
[0090] According to the image processing device according to the fifty-third aspect, it is possible to simply set the
characteristic parameter of the printing system without giving an excessive load to the user, and it is possible to generate
the halftone processing rule appropriate for the characteristics of the printing system.
[0091] In the fifty-third aspect, it is possible to appropriately combine the same matters as the matters specified in the
second aspect to the fifty-first aspect.
[0092] A program according to a fifty-fourth aspect is a program causing a computer to function as: characteristic-
parameter-acquisition-chart generation means for generating chart data of a characteristic parameter acquisition chart
including a pattern for acquiring characteristic parameters related to characteristics of a printing system; characteristic
parameter acquisition means for acquiring the characteristic parameters by analyzing a read image of the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart printed by the printing system based on the chart data; and a halftone process generation
means for generating halftone processing rules that define the processing contents of halftone processes used in the
printing system based on the characteristic parameters acquired by the characteristic parameter acquisition means.
[0093] It is possible to appropriately combine the same matters as the matters specified in the second aspect to the
fifty-first aspect with the program according to the fifty-fourth aspect. In this case, a processing unit or a functional unit
(means) as means serving as the process or function specified in the printing system may be comprehended as an
element of a program for realizing means of a corresponding process or operation.
[0094] A printing system according to a fifty-fifth aspect is a printing system comprising: printing mode selection means
for selecting a printing mode of a printing system; characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output means for outputting
a characteristic parameter acquisition chart which includes a pattern for acquiring characteristic parameters related to
characteristics of the printing system, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart being for use in the printing mode
selected by the printing mode selection means; chart-output-condition setting means for setting a chart output condition
when the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output by the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output
means, the chart-output-condition setting means setting the chart output condition depending on the printing mode
selected by the printing mode selection means; image reading means for reading the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart output by the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output means; and characteristic parameter acquisition
means for acquiring the characteristic parameter by analyzing a read image of the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart acquired by the image reading means.
[0095] According to the fifty-fifth aspect, since the output condition of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart
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including the pattern for acquiring the characteristic parameters is set depending on the set printing mode, it is possible
to output the characteristic parameter acquisition chart on which the characteristics of the printing system for each
printing mode are reflected, and it is possible to appropriately comprehend the characteristics of the printing system for
each printing mode.
[0096] In the fifty-fifth aspect, since the optimized characteristic parameter acquisition chart can be output, in a case
where the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is reduced, it is possible to reduce the processing time when the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output, it is possible to reduce the amount of the printing medium on which
the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output, and it is possible to reduce the amount of ink.
[0097] As a fifty-sixth aspect, in the printing system according to the fifty-fifth aspect, the chart-output-condition setting
means may set at least one of a chart item related to the content of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart or a
scanning condition related to an operation of the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output means when the chart
output condition is set.
[0098] As a fifty-seventh aspect, the printing system according to the fifty-sixth aspect may further comprise: a recording
head that includes a plurality of printing elements which jets a liquid. The chart-output-condition setting means may set,
as the chart item, at least any one of the kind of the liquid used to output the characteristic parameter acquisition chart,
the kind of a liquid droplet of the liquid used to output the characteristic parameter acquisition chart, or the printing
element used to output the characteristic parameter acquisition chart, when the chart output condition is set.
[0099] As a fifty-eighth aspect, in the printing system according to the fifty-seventh aspect, the recording head may
be a serial scan type recording head that jets the liquid while scanning in a main scanning direction, and the chart-output-
condition setting means may set, as the scanning condition, at least any one of a scanning speed applied to the outputting
of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart, the transport amount of the printing medium applied to the outputting
of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart, a jetting frequency applied to the outputting of the characteristic pa-
rameter acquisition chart, or a scanning type applied to the outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart,
when the chart output condition is set.
[0100] As a fifty-ninth aspect, the printing system according to the fifty-sixth aspect may further comprise: a serial scan
type recording head that includes a plurality of printing elements which jets a liquid droplet, the recording head jetting a
liquid while scanning in a main scanning direction. The chart-output-condition setting means may set, as the scanning
condition, at least any one of a scanning speed applied to the outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart,
the transport amount of a printing medium applied to the outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart, a
jetting frequency applied to the outputting of characteristic parameter acquisition chart, or a scanning type applied to
the outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart, when the chart output condition is set.
[0101] As a sixtieth aspect, in the printing system according to the fifty-eighth aspect or the fifty-ninth aspect, the chart-
output-condition setting means may set, as the scanning type, at least one of unidirectional scanning, bidirectional
scanning, or the number of scanning paths, when the chart output condition is set.
[0102] As a sixty-first aspect, the printing system according to any one of the fifty-fifth aspect to the sixtieth aspect
may further comprise: halftone process generation means for generating halftone processing rules that define the
processing contents of halftone processes used in the printing system based on the characteristic parameters acquired
by the characteristic parameter acquisition means.
[0103] As a sixty-second aspect, the printing system according to any one of the fifty-fifth aspect to the sixty-first aspect
may further comprise: error message display means for displaying an error message indicating that the occurrence of
an error in the printing system, which is determined based on the characteristic parameters acquired by the characteristic
parameter acquisition means.
[0104] A method of acquiring a characteristic parameter according to a sixty-third aspect is a method of acquiring a
characteristic parameter. The method comprises: a printing mode selection step of selecting a printing mode of a printing
system; a characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output step of outputting a characteristic parameter acquisition
chart which includes a pattern for acquiring characteristic parameters related to characteristics of the printing system,
the characteristic parameter acquisition chart being for use in the printing mode selected in the printing mode selection
step; a chart-output-condition setting step of setting a chart output condition when the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart is output in the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output step, the chart-output-condition setting step setting
the chart output condition depending on the printing mode selected in the printing mode selection step; an image reading
step of reading the characteristic parameter acquisition chart output in the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart
output step; and a characteristic parameter acquisition step of acquiring the characteristic parameters by analyzing a
read image of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart acquired in the image reading step.
[0105] In the sixty-third aspect, it is possible to appropriately combine the same matters as the matters specified in
the fifty-sixth aspect to the sixty-second aspect. In this case, a processing unit or a functional unit (means) as means
serving as the process or function specified in the printing system may be comprehended as an element of a "step" of
a corresponding process or operation.
[0106] An image processing device according to a sixty-fourth aspect is an image processing device comprising:
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printing mode selection means for selecting a printing mode of a printing system; characteristic-parameter-acquisition-
chart output means for outputting a characteristic parameter acquisition chart which includes a pattern for acquiring
characteristic parameters related to characteristics of the printing system, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart
being for use in the printing mode selected by the printing mode selection means; chart-output-condition setting means
for setting a chart output condition when the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output by the characteristic-
parameter-acquisition chart output means, the chart-output-condition setting means setting the chart output condition
depending on the printing mode selected by the printing mode selection means; image reading means for reading the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart output by the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output means; and
characteristic parameter acquisition means for acquiring the characteristic parameters by analyzing a read image of the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart acquired by the image reading means.
[0107] In the sixty-fourth aspect, it is possible to appropriately combine the same matters as the matters specified in
the fifty-sixth aspect to the sixty-second aspect.
[0108] A program according to a sixty-fifth aspect is a program causing a computer to function as: printing mode
selection means for selecting a printing mode of a printing system; characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output
means for outputting a characteristic parameter acquisition chart which includes a pattern for acquiring characteristic
parameters related to characteristics of the printing system, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart being for use
in the printing mode selected by the printing mode selection means; chart-output-condition setting means for setting a
chart output condition when the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output by the characteristic-parameter-
acquisition chart output means, the chart-output-condition setting means setting the chart output condition depending
on the printing mode selected by the printing mode selection means; image reading means for reading the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart output by the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output means; and characteristic
parameter acquisition means for acquiring the characteristic parameters by analyzing a read image of the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart acquired by the image reading means.
[0109] In the sixty-fifth aspect, it is possible to appropriately combine the same matters as the matters specified in the
fifty-sixth aspect to the sixty-second aspect. In this case, it is possible to appropriately combine the same matters as the
matters specified in the fifty-sixth aspect to the sixty-second aspect with the program according to the sixty-fifth aspect.
In this case, a processing unit or a functional unit (means) as means serving as the process or function specified in the
printing system may be comprehended as an element of a program for realizing means of a corresponding process or
operation.
[0110] As an image processing device according to a sixty-sixth aspect is an image processing device comprising:
setting means for setting parameters related to system errors assumed in a case where printing is performed by a printing
system; simulation image generation means for generating a simulation image in which the system error indicated by
the parameter is reflected; image quality evaluation means for evaluating image quality of the simulation image; and
halftone process generation means for generating halftone processing rules that defines the processing contents of
halftone processes used in the printing system based on the simulation image in which the evaluation falls in a target range.
[0111] The "simulation image in which the system error is reflected" refers to a simulation image generated in a
condition in which the system error is added in setting of simulation condition when the simulation image is generated.
[0112] The "target range" is a predetermined range defined as an image quality target. The target range may be
defined as an image quality target capable of satisfying required image quality target. The target range may be defined
as a condition for securing that image quality is favorable with an allowable level. The target range may include a case
where an evaluation value as an index for evaluating the image quality is most favorable.
[0113] According to the sixty-sixth aspect, it is possible to generate the halftone processing rule appropriate for the
printing system in consideration of the system error on the assumption of actual printing performed by the printing system.
Accordingly, it is possible to realize an appropriate halftone process capable of achieving favorable image quality, and
it is possible to acquire a print image having favorable image quality.
[0114] As a sixty-seventh aspect, in the image processing device according to the sixty-sixth aspect, the image quality
evaluation means may calculate an image quality evaluation value of the simulation image.
[0115] As a sixty-eighth aspect, the image processing device according to the sixty-sixth aspect to the sixty-seventh
aspect may further comprise: parameter acquisition means for acquiring the parameter related to the system error.
[0116] As a sixty-ninth aspect, the image processing device according to the sixty-eighth aspect may further comprise:
information input means, as the parameter acquisition means, for allowing the user to input the parameter.
[0117] As a seventieth aspect, in the image processing device according to the sixty-ninth aspect, the information
input means may include average value input means for inputting an average value of the parameters in a plurality of
printing elements provided in the printing system or an average equivalent value which is a value equivalent to the
average value, or an average value of errors due to the vibration of a recording head provided in the printing system or
an average equivalent value which is a value equivalent to the average value, and a deviation input means for inputting
a deviation from the average value or the average equivalent value.
[0118] According to the seventieth aspect, it is possible to save an input load of the parameter without giving an
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excessive operation load in inputting of the parameter unlike the aspect in which the parameters are individually input
for the plurality of printing elements.
[0119] It is preferable that average value display means for displaying the input average value (or the average equivalent
value) and deviation display means for displaying a deviation are provided.
[0120] As an example of the parameter for inputting the average value or the average equivalent value and the
deviation, there is an individual parameter of the printing element. As an example of the individual parameter of the
printing element, there are a dot density, a dot diameter (a diameter of a dot), a dot shape, a dot forming position shift
and a position shift for each droplet kind.
[0121] As a seventy-first aspect, the image processing device according to any one of the sixty-eighth aspect to the
seventieth aspect may further comprise: image analysis means, as the parameter acquisition means, for acquiring the
parameters by analyzing a read image of a characteristic parameter acquisition chart printed by the printing system.
[0122] As a seventy-second aspect, in the image processing device according to the seventy-first aspect, the char-
acteristic parameter acquisition chart may include a continuous dot pattern in which two or more dots are recorded so
as to be in contact, and the characteristic parameter acquisition means acquires a parameter related to landing inter-
ference from the continuous dot pattern.
[0123] As a seventy-third aspect, in the image processing device according to the seventy-second aspect, the char-
acteristic parameter acquisition chart may include multiple kinds of continuous dot patterns in which at least one of an
inter-dot distance between the two or more dots or a recording time difference between the two or more dots is differ-
entiated.
[0124] As a seventy-fourth aspect, in the image processing device according to any one of the sixty-sixth aspect to
the seventy-third aspect, the system errors may be characteristic errors expected to exhibit reproducibility as the char-
acteristics of the printing system.
[0125] The "expected to exhibit reproducibility" includes a case where the error has reproducibility and the error is
reasonably expected to exhibit reproducibility with a high probability from a statistical probability distribution. For example,
an average value or a center value of a distribution of the measurement values of the system error may be used as the
"characteristic error".
[0126] As a seventy-fifth aspect, in the image processing device according to any one of the sixty-sixth aspect to the
seventy-third aspect, the system errors may include characteristic errors expected to exhibit reproducibility as the char-
acteristics of the printing system, and random system errors as irregularly changed errors.
[0127] The "irregularly changed" includes a case where the error is changed temporally or depending on a place. The
irregularly changed error is an error having reproducibility lower than the characteristic error, and may be comprehended
as a component of "dispersion" for the characteristic error form a statistical probability distribution. It is understood that
the random system error is a change component added to the characteristic error. As the random system error as the
change component added to the characteristic error, there may be both a positive value and a negative value.
[0128] As a seventy-sixth aspect, in the image processing device according to the seventy-fifth aspect, a plurality of
levels may be determined for values of the random system errors, and simulation images for the respective levels in
which the random system errors corresponding to the plurality of levels are reflected may be generated by the simulation
image generation means.
[0129] As a seventy-seventh aspect, in the image processing device according to the seventy-sixth aspect, the plurality
of levels may be determined according to a system error distribution of the printing system.
[0130] As a seventy-eighth aspect, in the image processing device according to the seventy-sixth aspect to the seventy-
seventh aspect, the image quality evaluation means may perform image quality evaluation on the simulation images for
the respective levels and may calculate an image quality evaluation value acquired by integrating the image quality
evaluation of the simulation images for the respective levels.
[0131] As a seventy-ninth aspect, in the image processing device according to any one of the seventy-sixth aspect to
the seventy-eighth aspect, the image quality evaluation means may include calculation means for calculating the sum-
mation of the evaluation values of the simulation images for the respective levels or a weighted sum acquired by multiplying
a weighing factor to the evaluation values of the simulation images for the respective levels, and the weighting factor is
determined according to the system error distribution of the printing system.
[0132] As an eightieth aspect, the image processing device according to any one of the sixty-sixth aspect to the
seventy-ninth aspect may further comprise: a storage unit that accumulates data of the parameter acquired in the past.
The halftone processing rule may be generated based on the accumulated data.
[0133] As an eighty-first aspect, in the image processing device according to the eightieth aspect, information of the
system error distribution of the printing system may be updated based on the accumulated data.
[0134] As an eighty-second aspect, in the image processing device according to any one of the sixty-sixth aspect to
the eighty-first aspect, the simulation image generation means may generate a simulation image in which the influence
of the landing interference is reflected.
[0135] As an eighty-third aspect, in the image processing device according to any one of the sixty-sixth aspect to the
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eighty-second aspect, the simulation image generation means may generate a simulation image which includes a plurality
of colors, the simulation image being generated by reflecting the influence of the landing interference between the colors.
[0136] As an eighty-fourth aspect, in the image processing device according to any one of the sixty-sixth aspect to
the eighty-third aspect, the simulation image generation means may generate a simulation image which includes dots
corresponding to multiple droplet kinds, the simulation image being generated by reflecting the influence of landing
interference caused by the droplet kind.
[0137] As an eighty-fifth aspect, in the image processing device according to any one of the sixty-sixth aspect to the
eighty-fourth aspect, the simulation image generation means may generate a simulation image in which the influence
of landing interference caused by an inter-dot interference is reflected.
[0138] As an eighty-sixth aspect, in the image processing device according to any one of the sixty-sixth aspect to the
eighty-fifth aspect, the simulation image generation means may generate a simulation image in which the influence of
landing interference caused by a jetting time difference is reflected.
[0139] As an eighty-seventh aspect, in the image processing device according to any one of the sixty-sixth aspect to
the eighty-sixth aspect, the simulation image generation means may generate a simulation image in which at least any
one of a change in inter-dot distance, a change in dot density, or a change in dot shape is reflected as the influence of
the landing interference.
[0140] As an eighty-eighth aspect, the image processing device according to any one of the sixty-sixth aspect to the
eighty-sixth aspect may further comprise: inter-dot contact determination means for determining whether or not dots are
in contact. The simulation image generation means may generate a simulation image in which the influence of the landing
interference is reflected on dots determined to be in contact by the inter-dot contact determination means.
[0141] As an eighty-ninth aspect, in the image processing device according to any one of the sixty-sixth aspect to the
eighty-eighth aspect, the simulation image generation means may calculate a vector summation acquired by adding
vectors indicated by directions from a given dot which is a target dot on which the influence of the landing interference
is reflected toward surrounding dots having a possibility that the landing interference with the given dot occurs and
distances between the given dot and the surrounding dots, and may generate a simulation image in which the influence
of the landing interference of the given dot is reflected using the calculated vector summation.
[0142] As a ninetieth aspect, in the image processing device according to any one of the sixty-sixth aspect to the
eighty-ninth aspect, the simulation image generation means may generate a simulation image in serial scanning type
printing performed using a plurality of scanning paths, may reflect the influence of the landing interference on dots jetted
along each scanning path when the simulation image is generated, and may repeat the reflection of the landing inter-
ference for the respective scanning paths.
[0143] As a ninety-first aspect, in the image processing device according to any one of the sixty-sixth aspect to the
ninetieth aspect, the simulation image generation means may generate a high-resolution simulation image through the
halftone processing result.
[0144] A printing system according to a ninety-second aspect is a printing system comprising: the image processing
device according to any one of the sixty-sixth aspect to the ninety-first aspect; and a printing device that performs printing
on a printing medium based on a halftone image generated through a halftone process defined by a halftone processing
rule.
[0145] A printing system according to a ninety-third aspect is a printing system comprising: setting means for setting
a parameter related to a system error assumed in a case where printing is performed by a printing system; simulation
image generation means for generating a simulation image in which the system error indicated by the parameter is
reflected; image quality evaluation means for evaluating image quality of the simulation image; halftone process gener-
ation means for generating halftone processing rules that define the processing contents of halftone processes used in
the printing system based on the simulation image in which the evaluation falls in a target range; and a printing device
that performs printing on a printing medium based on a halftone image generated through the halftone process defined
by the halftone processing rule.
[0146] A method of generating a halftone processing rule according to a ninety-fourth aspect is a method of generating
a halftone processing rule. The method comprises: a setting step of setting a parameter related to a system error assumed
in a case where printing is performed by a printing system; a simulation image generation step of generating a simulation
image in which the system error indicated by the parameter is reflected; an image quality evaluation step of evaluating
image quality of the simulation image; and a halftone process generation step of generating halftone processing rules
that define the processing contents of halftone processes used in the printing system based on the simulation image in
which the evaluation falls in a target range.
[0147] It is possible to appropriately combine the same matters as the matters specified in the sixty-seventh aspect
to the ninety-first aspect with the ninety-fourth aspect. In this case, a processing unit or a functional unit (means) as
means serving as the process or function specified in the printing system may be comprehended as an element of a
"step" of a corresponding process or operation. The method of generating the halftone processing rule according to the
ninety-fourth aspect may be comprehended as the invention of the method of producing the halftone processing rule.
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The halftone processing rule may be comprehended as information provided for the halftone process and is equivalent
to a program. Accordingly, the ninety-fourth aspect may be interpreted as the method of producing the halftone processing
rule.
[0148] A ninety-fifth aspect is a halftone processing rule generated by performing the method of generating a halftone
processing rule according to the ninety-fourth aspect.
[0149] The halftone processing rule may be specified by the combination of the halftone algorithm and the halftone
parameter. As an example of the halftone processing rule, there are a dither mask of the dither method, an error diffusion
matrix or information of an applied gradation range in the error diffusion method, and the number of times pixels are
updated and an exchange pixel range in the direct binary search method.
[0150] According to the halftone processing rule according to the ninety-fifth aspect, it is possible to generate a target
image having favorable image quality.
[0151] An image processing method of generating a halftone image according to a ninety-sixth aspect is an image
processing method of generating a halftone image by performing a halftone process defined by a halftone processing
rule generated by performing the method of generating a halftone processing rule according to the ninety-fourth aspect.
[0152] The image processing method according to the ninety-sixth aspect may be comprehend as the invention of the
method of producing the halftone image. The "halftone image" may be a form of image data as information provided for
a printing control process, or may be a form of a print image printed according to the image data. The ninety-sixth aspect
may be interpreted as the method of producing the halftone image.
[0153] A ninety-seventh aspect is a halftone image generated by performing a halftone process defined by a halftone
processing rule generated by performing the method of generating a halftone processing rule according to the ninety-
fourth aspect.
[0154] A ninety-eighth aspect is a printed material manufacturing method of acquiring a printed material by performing
printing on a printing medium based on a halftone image generated through a halftone process defined by a halftone
processing rule generated by performing the method of generating a halftone processing rule according to the ninety-
fourth aspect.
[0155] According to the ninety-eighth aspect, it is possible to produce a favorable printed material falling in a target
range of image quality.
[0156] A program according to the ninety-ninth aspect is a program causing a computer to function as: setting means
for setting a parameter related to a system error assumed in a case where printing is performed by a printing system;
simulation image generation means for generating a simulation image in which the system error indicated by the parameter
is reflected; image quality evaluation means for evaluating image quality of the simulation image; and halftone process
generation means for generating halftone processing rules that define the processing contents of halftone processes
used in the printing system based on the simulation image in which the evaluation falls in a target range.
[0157] It is possible to appropriately combine the same matters as the matters specified in the sixty-seventh aspect
to the ninety-first aspect to the ninety-ninth aspect. In this case, means serving as the process or function specified in
the image processing device may be comprehended as an element of a program for realizing means of a corresponding
process or operation.
[0158] An image processing device according to one hundredth aspect is an image processing device that performs
at least one of a process of generating halftone processing rules which define the contents of halftone processes used
in an ink jet printing system and the halftone process. The device comprises: analysis means for analyzing a contact
state of each dot of a plurality of pixels of a dot image indicating a dot arrangement form with another dot; landing-
interference-influence evaluation means for calculating a landing interference evaluation value for evaluating the degree
of influence of dot movement due to landing interference based on information indicating the contact state acquired by
the analysis means; and signal processing means for performing at least one process of a process of generating a
halftone parameter of the halftone processing rule or a process of generating a halftone image through the halftone
process by using the landing interference evaluation value calculated by the landing-interference-influence evaluation
means or using an evaluation value generated based on the landing interference evaluation value calculated by the
landing-interference-influence evaluation means.
[0159] As the "plurality of pixels of the dot image", all pixels constituting the dot image may be used as targets, or
some of the plurality of pixels constituting the dot image may be used as targets.
[0160] The "contact state" refers to a contact direction and/or a contact amount. The "landing interference evaluation
value" is an evaluation value for quantitatively representing the degree of influence of dot movement by a value. The
influence of the dot movement is quantitatively evaluated by the landing interference evaluation value. The "evaluation
value generated based on the landing interference evaluation value" is another evaluation value two-dimensionally
generated based on the landing interference evaluation value. The "evaluation value generated based on the landing
interference evaluation value" is a value in which the landing interference evaluation value is reflected.
[0161] The "using the landing interference evaluation value or using the evaluation value generated based on the
landing interference evaluation value" includes a case where a processing result of a process of comparing the "landing
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interference evaluation value" or the "evaluation value generated based on the landing interference evaluation value"
with a certain specified value (for example, specified reference value), a process of comprehending an increase/decrease
tendency of the "landing interference evaluation value" or the "evaluation value generated based on the landing inter-
ference evaluation value" by comparing the value of the "landing interference evaluation value" calculated from different
dot images or the "evaluation value generated based on the landing interference evaluation value", or a combination
process thereof is used.
[0162] The halftone processing rule may be specified by the combination of the halftone algorithm and the halftone
parameter. As an example of the halftone processing rule, there are a dither mask of the dither method, an error diffusion
matrix or information of an applied gradation range in the error diffusion method, and the number of times pixels are
updated and an exchange pixel range in the direct binary search method.
[0163] According to the one hundredth aspect, it is possible to quantitatively evaluating the influence of the dot move-
ment due to the landing interference by using the landing interference evaluation value, and it is possible to acquire the
halftone parameter and/or the halftone image in which the influence of the image quality of the dot movement due to
the landing interference is relatively less. According to the one hundredth aspect, it is possible to suppress the image
quality deterioration caused by the landing interference, and it is possible to generate an image having high image quality.
[0164] As one hundred-first aspect, in the image processing device according to the one hundredth aspect, the signal
processing means may generate at least one of the halftone parameter or the halftone image having tolerance to the
dot movement due to the landing interference based on a result of a comparison process using the landing interference
evaluation value or the evaluation value generated based on the landing interference evaluation value.
[0165] The "halftone image having tolerance to the dot movement due to the landing interference" means that the
image has robustness such that an equivalent image quality level to the landing interference phenomenon is maintained,
in other words, means that the image has fastness such that the image quality deterioration due to the landing interference
falls in an allowable range.
[0166] The "specified reference value" may be appropriately set in terms of an allowable range of the landing inter-
ference evaluation value or an allowable range of the target image quality. The reference value compared with the
landing interference evaluation value and the reference value compared with the evaluation value generated based on
the landing interference evaluation value may be set to be different reference values.
[0167] As one hundred-second aspect, in the image processing device according to the one hundred-third aspect, the
comparison process may include a process of comparing the landing interference evaluation value with a specified
reference value or a process of comparing the evaluation value generated based on the landing interference evaluation
value with a specified reference value, and the signal processing means may perform at least one of a process of
generating the halftone parameter such that dot arrangement falls in an allowable range indicated by the specified
reference value or a process of generating the halftone image such that dot arrangement falls in an allowable range
indicated by the specified reference value, based on the comparing result of the comparison process.
[0168] As one hundred-third aspect, in the image processing device according to the one hundred-second aspect, the
signal processing means may generate at least one of the halftone parameter or the halftone image in which the degree
of influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference is equal to or less than the degree of influence of the
dot movement indicated by the specified reference value by comparing the landing interference evaluation value with
the specified reference value.
[0169] As one hundred-fourth aspect, the image processing device according to any one of the one hundredth aspect
to the one hundred-third aspect may further comprise: movement amount calculation means for calculating the movement
amount of the dot movement due to the landing interference based on the information indicating the contact state acquired
by the analysis means. The landing-interference-influence evaluation means may calculate the landing interference
evaluation value based on information indicating the movement amount calculated by the movement amount calculation
means.
[0170] The movement amount of the dot movement due to the landing interference is described as a "landing inter-
ference movement amount" in some cases. The landing interference evaluation value may be directly calculated from
the information indicating the contact state, or the landing interference evaluation value may be calculated from the
information indicating the landing interference movement amount by acquiring the landing interference movement amount
based on the information indicating the contact state, as in the fifth aspect.
[0171] As one hundred-fifth aspect, the image processing device according to any one of the one hundredth aspect
to the one hundred-third aspect may further comprise: error reflection processing means for generating the dot arrange-
ment on which at least one error of a dot diameter, a dot shape, a dot forming position shift, or non-jetting is reflected
as an error of the ink jet printing system. The analysis means may analyze the contact state of the dot on which the error
is reflected with another dot, and the landing-interference-influence evaluation means may calculate the landing inter-
ference evaluation value for evaluating the degree of influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference in
a case where the error is reflected.
[0172] As one hundred-sixth aspect, in the image processing device according to the one hundred-fifth aspect, the
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analysis means may perform a process of analyzing the contact state in a case where the non-reflection of the error is
performed and in a case where the error is reflected, and the landing-interference-influence evaluation means may
calculate a first landing interference evaluation value as the landing interference evaluation value for evaluating the
degree of influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference in the case where the non-reflection of the error
is performed, and may calculate a second landing interference evaluation value as the landing interference evaluation
value for evaluating the degree of influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference in the case where the
error is reflected.
[0173] The "case where the non-reflection of the error is performed" refers to a case where the error is not reflected".
A case where the error is not reflected is equivalent to a state before the error is reflected. The expression of "the error
is reflected" means that an error component is added to the dot image, and is a synonym for the addition of the error.
[0174] The first landing interference evaluation value and the second landing interference evaluation value may be
used as the "landing interference evaluation value". The first evaluation value may be generated based on the first
landing interference evaluation value, and the second evaluation value may be generated based on the second landing
interference evaluation value.
[0175] The first evaluation value and the second evaluation value may be used as the "evaluation value", and a new
"evaluation value" may be generated by combining the first evaluation value and the second evaluation value.
[0176] As one hundred-seventh aspect, in the image processing device according to the one hundred-fifth aspect, the
analysis means may perform a process of analyzing the contact state in a case where the non-reflection of the error is
performed and in a case where the error is reflected, the landing-interference-influence evaluation means may calculate
a first landing interference evaluation value for evaluating the degree of influence of the dot movement due to the landing
interference in the case where the non-reflection of the error is performed, and may calculate a second landing interference
evaluation value for evaluating the degree of influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference in the case
where the error is reflected, and the landing-interference-influence evaluation means may calculate the landing inter-
ference evaluation value from a weighted sum of the first landing interference evaluation value and the second landing
interference evaluation value.
[0177] As one hundred-eighth aspect, the image processing device according to any one of the one hundred-fifth
aspect to the one hundred-seventh aspect may further comprise: movement amount calculation means for calculating
the movement amount of the dot movement due to the landing interference based on the information indicating the
contact state acquired by the analysis means. The landing-interference-influence evaluation means may calculate the
landing interference evaluation value based on information indicating the movement amount calculated by the movement
amount calculation means.
[0178] As one hundred-ninth aspect, in the image processing device according to the one hundred-eighth aspect, the
landing-interference-influence evaluation means may calculate the landing interference evaluation value from information
indicating the movement amount of only a dot group on which the error is reflected.
[0179] According to the one hundred-ninth aspect, it is possible to reduce a calculation amount, and it is possible to
simply evaluate the influence of the landing interference.
[0180] As one hundred-tenth aspect, in the image processing device according to the one hundred-eighth aspect or
the one hundred-ninth aspect, in a case where the dot forming position shift is reflected as the error, the landing-
interference-influence evaluation means may calculate the landing interference evaluation value from only the movement
amount in a direction parallel to a direction to which the error due to the dot forming position shift is applied, among
directions of the dot movement due to the landing interference.
[0181] As one hundred-eleventh aspect, in the image processing device according to any one of the one hundred-
fourth aspect and the one hundred-eighth aspect to the one hundred-tenth aspect, the landing-interference-influence
evaluation means may calculate the landing interference evaluation value from only the movement amount in a direction
perpendicular to a scanning direction of the ink jet printing system, among directions of the dot movement due to the
landing interference.
[0182] An ink jet printing system according to one hundred-twelfth aspect is an ink jet printing system comprising: the
image processing device according to any one of the one hundredth aspect to the one hundred-eleventh aspect; and
an ink jet printing device that performs printing on a printing medium based on a halftone image generated through a
halftone process determined by the halftone processing rule or a halftone image generated by the signal processing
means.
[0183] An image processing method according to one hundred-thirteenth aspect is an image processing method of
performing at least one process of a process of generating halftone processing rules that define the contents of halftone
processes used in an ink jet printing system or the halftone process. The method comprises: an analysis step of analyzing
a contact state of each dot of a plurality of pixels of a dot image indicating a dot arrangement form with another dot; a
landing-interference-influence evaluation step of calculating a landing interference evaluation value for evaluating the
degree of influence of dot movement due to landing interference based on information indicating the contact state
acquired in the analysis step; and a signal processing step of performing at least one process of a process of generating
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a halftone parameter of the halftone processing rule or a process of generating a halftone image through the halftone
process by using an evaluating result of the landing interference evaluation value calculated in the landing-interference-
influence evaluation step or using an evaluating result of an evaluation value generated based on the landing interference
evaluation value calculated in the landing-interference-influence evaluation step.
[0184] It is possible to appropriately combine the same matters as the matters specified in the one hundred-first aspect
to the one hundred-twelfth aspect with the one hundred-thirteenth aspect. In this case, means serving as the process
or function specified in the image processing device may be comprehended as an element of a "step" of a corresponding
process or operation.
[0185] The image processing method according to the one hundred-thirteenth aspect in a case where the image
processing step performs the process of generating the halftone parameter of the halftone processing rule may be
comprehended as the invention of the method of producing the halftone processing rule. The halftone processing rule
is information provided for the halftone process and is equivalent to a program. Accordingly, the image processing
method according to the one hundred-thirteenth aspect in a case where the signal processing step of generating the
halftone parameter is provided may be interpreted as the invention of the method of generating the halftone processing
rule.
[0186] The image processing method according to the one hundred-thirteenth aspect in a case where the signal
processing step performs the halftone process of generating the halftone image may be comprehended as the invention
of the halftone processing method, or may be comprehended as the invention of the method of generating the halftone
image. The "halftone image" may be a form of image data as information provided for the printing control process, or
may be a form of the print image printed according to the image data. The image processing method according to the
one hundred-thirteenth aspect in a case where the signal processing step of generating the halftone image is provided
may be interpreted as the invention of the method of producing the halftone image.
[0187] A program according to one hundred-fourteenth aspect is a program causing a computer to function as an
image processing device that performs at least one process of a process of generating halftone processing rules that
define the contents of halftone processes used in an ink jet printing system or the halftone process. The program causing
the computer to function as: analysis means for analyzing a contact state of each dot of a plurality of pixels of a dot
image indicating a dot arrangement form with another dot; landing-interference-influence evaluation means for calculating
a landing interference evaluation value for evaluating the degree of influence of dot movement due to landing interference
based on information indicating the contact state acquired by the analysis means; and signal processing means for
performing at least one process of a process of generating a halftone parameter of the halftone processing rule or a
process of generating a halftone image through the halftone process by using the landing interference evaluation value
calculated by the landing-interference-influence evaluation means or using an evaluation value generated based on the
landing interference evaluation value calculated by the landing-interference-influence evaluation means.
[0188] It is possible to appropriately combine the same matters as the matters specified in the one hundred-first aspect
to the one hundred-twelfth aspect to the one hundred-fourteenth aspect. In this case, means serving as the process or
function specified in the image processing device may be comprehended as an element of a program for realizing means
of a corresponding process or operation.
[0189] An image processing device according to one hundred-fifteenth aspect is an image processing device com-
prising: error reflection processing means for generating the dot arrangement in which at least one error of a dot diameter,
a dot shape, a dot forming position shift or non-jetting which is an element of an error of an ink jet printing system is
reflected on dots recorded by the ink jet printing system; first information generation means for generating first information
corresponding to a contact state between dots in first dot arrangement which is the dot arrangement before the error is
reflected; second information generation means for generating second information corresponding to a contact state
between dots in second dot arrangement which is the dot arrangement in a case where the error is reflected; landing-
interference-influence evaluation means for calculating a landing interference evaluation value for quantitatively evalu-
ating a change of the influence of dot movement due to landing interference before and after the error is reflected based
on the first information and the second information; and signal processing means for performing at least one process of
a process of generating a halftone parameter of a halftone processing rule or a process of generating a halftone image
by using the landing interference evaluation value calculated by the landing-interference-influence evaluation means or
using an evaluation value generated based on the landing interference evaluation value calculated by the landing-
interference-influence evaluation means.
[0190] The image processing device according to the one hundred-fifteenth aspect functions as an image processing
device that performs at least one of the process of generating the halftone processing rules which define the contents
of the halftone processes used in the ink jet printing system or the halftone process. The "dots recorded by the ink jet
printing system are dots of the dot image (that is, the halftone image) indicating the dot arrangement form on the
assumption of the recording performed by the ink jet printing system. The "dots recorded by the ink jet printing system" may
be all the dots constituting the dot image, or may be some dots thereof.
[0191] The "contact state between dots" includes a state in which the dots are in contact and a state in which the dots
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are not in contact".
[0192] The "before the error is reflected" refers to a state in which the error is not reflected, that is, a case where the
error is not reflected. The "case where the error is reflected" refers to a state after the error is reflected. The expression
of "the error is reflected" means that the error component is added to the dot image, and is a synonym for the addition
of the error.
[0193] The "before and after the error is reflected" refers to both the dot arrangements of the first dot arrangement
which is the state before the error is reflected and the second dot arrangement which is the state after the error is reflected.
[0194] The "landing interference evaluation value" is the evaluation value for quantitatively representing the degree
of the change of the influence of the dot movement by a value. The change of the influence of the dot movement is
quantitatively evaluated by the landing interference evaluation value. The "evaluation value generated based on the
landing interference evaluation value" is another evaluation value tow-dimensionally generated based on the landing
interference evaluation value. The "evaluation value generated based on the landing interference evaluation value" is
a value on which the landing interference evaluation value is reflected.
[0195] The "using the landing interference evaluation value or using the evaluation value generated based on the
landing interference evaluation value" includes a case where a processing result of a process of comparing the "landing
interference evaluation value" or the "evaluation value generated based on the landing interference evaluation value"
with a certain specified value (for example, specified reference value), a process of comprehending an increase/decrease
tendency of the "landing interference evaluation value" or the "evaluation value generated based on the landing inter-
ference evaluation value" by comparing the value of the "landing interference evaluation value" calculated from different
dot images or the "evaluation value generated based on the landing interference evaluation value", or a combination
process thereof is used.
[0196] The halftone processing rule may be specified by the combination of the halftone algorithm and the halftone
parameter. As an example of the halftone processing rule, there are a dither mask of the dither method, an error diffusion
matrix or information of an applied gradation range in the error diffusion method, and the number of times pixels are
updated and an exchange pixel range in the direct binary search method.
[0197] According to the one hundred-fifteenth aspect, since the change of the influence of the dot movement due to
the landing interference before and after the error reflection can be quantitatively evaluated using the landing interference
evaluation value, it is possible to acquire the halftone parameter and/or the halftone image in which the change of the
influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference before and after the error reflection is relatively less.
According to the one hundred-fifteenth aspect, it is possible to suppress the image quality deterioration caused by the
landing interference, and it is possible to generate an image having high image quality.
[0198] As one hundred-sixteenth aspect, in the image processing device according to the one hundred-fifteenth aspect,
the signal processing means may generate at least one of the halftone parameter or the halftone image having tolerance
to the dot movement due to the landing interference based on a result of a comparison process using the landing
interference evaluation value or the evaluation value generated based on the landing interference evaluation value.
[0199] The "halftone image having tolerance to the dot movement due to the landing interference" means that the
image has robustness such that an equivalent image quality level to the landing interference phenomenon is maintained,
in other words, means that the image has fastness such that the image quality deterioration due to the landing interference
falls in an allowable range.
[0200] As one hundred-seventeenth aspect, in the image processing device according to the one hundred-sixteenth
aspect, the comparison process may include a process of comparing the landing interference evaluation value with a
specified reference value or a process of comparing the evaluation value generated based on the landing interference
evaluation value with a specified reference value, and the signal processing means may perform at least one of a process
of generating the halftone parameter such that dot arrangement falls in an allowable range indicated by the specified
reference value or a process of generating the halftone image such that dot arrangement falls in an allowable range
indicated by the specified reference value based on the comparing result of the comparison process.
[0201] As one hundred-eighteenth aspect, in the image processing device according to one hundred-sixteenth aspect,
the signal processing means may generate at least one of the halftone parameter or the halftone image in which the
degree of influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference is equal to or less than the degree of influence
of the dot movement indicated by the specified reference value by comparing the landing interference evaluation value
with the specified reference value.
[0202] As one hundred-nineteenth aspect, in the image processing device according to any one of the one hundred-
fifteenth aspect to the one hundred-eighteenth aspect, the first information generation means may include first analysis
means for analyzing a contact direction and a contact amount of each of a plurality of dots of the first dot arrangement
with another dot, the first information may be first contact state information indicating the contact direction and the contact
amount acquired by the first analysis means, the second information generation means may include second analysis
means for analyzing a contact state and a contact amount of each of a plurality of dots in the second dot arrangement
with another dot, the second information may be second contact state information indicating the contact direction and
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the contact amount acquired by the second analysis means, and the landing-interference-influence evaluation means
may calculate the landing interference evaluation value for quantitatively evaluating a change of the movement amount
of the dot movement due to the landing interference before and after the error is reflected.
[0203] As one hundred-twentieth aspect, the image processing device according to the one hundred-nineteenth aspect
may further comprise: first movement amount calculation means for calculating the movement amount of the dot move-
ment due to the landing interference based on the first contact state information; and second movement amount calcu-
lation means for calculating the movement amount of the dot movement due to the landing interference based on the
second contact state information. The landing-interference-influence evaluation means may calculate the landing inter-
ference evaluation value based on first movement amount information indicating the movement amount acquired by the
first movement amount calculation means and second movement amount information indicating the movement amount
acquired by the second movement amount calculation means.
[0204] It is possible to directly calculate the landing interference evaluation value from the information of the "contact
direction and the contact amount" as the first contact state information indicating the dot contact state in the first dot
arrangement and the information of the "contact direction and the contact amount" as the second contact state information
indicating the dot contact state in the second dot arrangement. As in the one hundred-twentieth aspect, the first movement
amount information indicating the movement amount of the dot due to the landing interference is calculated based on
the information of the "contact direction and the contact amount" as the first contact state information and the second
movement amount information indicating the movement amount of the dot due to the landing interference is calculated
based on the information of the "contact direction and the contact amount" as the second contact state information, so
that the landing interference evaluation value may be calculated from the first movement amount information and the
second movement amount information. It is understood that the landing interference evaluation value calculated by the
configuration of the one hundred-twentieth aspect is calculated based on the first contact state information and the
second contact state information.
[0205] As one hundred-twenty-first aspect, in the image processing device according to the one hundred-nineteenth
aspect or the one hundred-twentieth aspect, the landing-interference-influence evaluation means may calculate the
landing interference evaluation value for quantitatively evaluating a change of the movement amount of only a dot group
to which the error is reflected.
[0206] According to the one hundred-twenty-first aspect, it is possible to reduce the calculation amount, and it is
possible to simply evaluate the influence of the landing interference.
[0207] As one hundred-twenty-second aspect, in the image processing device according to any one of the one hundred-
nineteenth aspect to the one hundred-twenty-first aspect, in a case where the dot forming position shift is reflected as
the error, the landing-interference-influence evaluation means may calculate the landing interference evaluation value
for quantitatively evaluating only a change of the movement amount in a direction parallel to a direction to which the
error due to the dot forming position shift is applied, among directions of the dot movement due to the landing interference.
[0208] As one hundred-twenty-third aspect, in the image processing device according to any one of the one hundred-
nineteenth aspect to the one hundred-twenty-second aspect, the landing-interference-influence evaluation means may
calculate the landing interference evaluation value for quantitatively evaluating only a change of the movement amount
in a direction perpendicular to a scanning direction of the ink jet printing system, among directions of the dot movement
due to the landing interference.
[0209] As one hundred-twenty-fourth aspect, in the image processing device according to any one of the one hundred-
fifteenth aspect to the one hundred-eighteenth aspect, the first information may be first contact state information indicating
a contact state between dots in the first dot arrangement, the second information may be second contact state information
indicating a contact state between dots in the second dot arrangement, and the landing-interference-influence evaluation
means may calculate the landing interference evaluation value for quantitatively evaluating a change of the contact state
before and after the error is reflected.
[0210] As one hundred-twenty-fifth aspect, in the image processing device according to the one hundred-twenty-fourth
aspect, the change of the contact state may be represented by any one of a first state change changed from a contact
state of a dot with another dot to a non-contact state and a second state change changed from the non-contact state of
the dot with the other dot to the contact state, or the number of dots exhibiting both the state changes of the first state
change and the second state change.
[0211] As one hundred-twenty-sixth aspect, in the image processing device according to the one hundred-twenty-
fourth aspect to the one hundred-twenty-fifth aspect, the landing-interference-influence evaluation means may calculate
the landing interference evaluation value for quantitatively evaluating a change of the contact state of only a dot group
on which the error is reflected.
[0212] According to the one hundred-twenty-sixth aspect, it is possible to reduce the calculation amount, and it is
possible to simply evaluate the influence of the landing interference.
[0213] As one hundred-twenty-seventh aspect, in the image processing device according to any one of the one hundred-
twenty-fourth aspect to the one hundred-twenty-sixth aspect, in a case where the dot forming position shift is reflected
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as the error, the landing-interference-influence evaluation means may calculate the landing interference evaluation value
for quantitatively evaluating only a change of the contact state in a direction parallel to a direction to which the error due
to the dot forming position shift is added, among directions of the dot movement due to the landing interference.
[0214] As one hundred-twenty-eighth aspect, in the image processing device according to any one of the one hundred-
twenty-fourth aspect to the one hundred-twenty-seventh aspect, the landing-interference-influence evaluation means
may calculate the landing interference evaluation value for quantitatively evaluating only a change of the contact state
in a direction perpendicular to a scanning direction of the ink jet printing system, among directions of the dot movement
due to the landing interference.
[0215] An ink jet printing system according to one hundred-twenty-ninth aspect is an ink jet printing system comprising:
the image processing device according to any one of the one hundred-fifteenth aspect to the one hundred-twenty-eighth
aspect; and an ink jet printing device that performs printing on a printing medium based on a halftone image generated
through a halftone process determined by the halftone processing rule or a halftone image generated by the signal
processing means.
[0216] An image processing method according to one hundred-thirtieth aspect is an image processing method com-
prising: an error reflection processing step of generating the dot arrangement in which at least one error of a dot diameter,
a dot shape, a dot forming position shift, or non-jetting which is an element of an error of an ink jet printing system is
reflected on dots recorded by the ink jet printing system; a first information generation step of generating first information
corresponding to a contact state between dots in first dot arrangement which is the dot arrangement before the error is
reflected; a second information generation step of generating second information corresponding to a contact state
between dots in second dot arrangement which is the dot arrangement in a case where the error is reflected; a landing-
interference-influence evaluation step of calculating a landing interference evaluation value for quantitatively evaluating
a change of the influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference before and after the error is reflected
based on the first information and the second information; and a signal processing step of performing at least one process
of a process of generating a halftone parameter of a halftone processing rule or a process of generating a halftone image
by using the landing interference evaluation value calculated in the landing-interference-influence evaluation step or
using an evaluation value generated based on the landing interference evaluation value calculated in the landing-
interference-influence evaluation step.
[0217] It is possible to appropriately combine the same matters as the matters specified in the one hundred-sixteenth
aspect to the one hundred-twenty-eighth aspect with the one hundred-thirtieth aspect. In this case, means serving as
the process or function specified in the image processing device may be comprehended as an element of a "step" of a
corresponding process or operation.
[0218] The image processing method according to the one hundred-sixteenth aspect in a case where the signal
processing step performs the process of generating the halftone parameter of the halftone processing rule may be
comprehended as the invention of the method of generating the halftone processing rule. The halftone processing rule
may be comprehended as information provided for the halftone process and is equivalent to a program. Accordingly,
the image processing method according to the one hundred-thirtieth aspect in a case where the the signal processing
step of generating the halftone parameters is provided may be interpreted as the method of producing the halftone
processing rule.
[0219] The image processing method according to the one hundred-thirtieth aspect in a case where the signal process-
ing step performs the halftone process of generating the halftone image may be comprehended as the invention of the
halftone processing method, or may be comprehended as the invention of the method of generating the halftone image.
The halftone image may be a form of image data as information provided for the printing control process, or may be a
form of the print image printed according to the image data. The image processing method according to the one hundred-
thirtieth aspect in a case where the signal processing step of generating the halftone image is provided may be interpreted
as the invention of the method of producing the halftone image.
[0220] A program according to one hundred-thirty-first aspect is a program causing a computer to function as: error
reflection processing means for generating the dot arrangement in which at least one error of a dot diameter, a dot
shape, a dot forming position shift, or non-jetting which is an element of an error of an ink jet printing system is reflected
on dots recorded by the ink jet printing system; first information generation means for generating first information cor-
responding to a contact state between dots in first dot arrangement which is the dot arrangement before the error is
reflected; second information generation means for generating second information corresponding to a contact state
between dots in second dot arrangement which is the dot arrangement in a case where the error is reflected; landing-
interference-influence evaluation means for calculating a landing interference evaluation value for quantitatively evalu-
ating a change of the influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference before and after the error is reflected
based on the first information and the second information; and signal processing means for performing at least one
process of a process of generating a halftone parameter of a halftone processing rule or a process of generating a
halftone image by using the landing interference evaluation value calculated by the landing-interference-influence eval-
uation means or using an evaluation value generated based on the landing interference evaluation value calculated by
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the landing-interference-influence evaluation means.
[0221] It is possible to appropriately combine the same matters as the matters specified in the one hundred-sixteenth
aspect to the one hundred-twenty-eighth aspect to the one hundred-thirty-first aspect. In this case, means serving as
the process or function specified in the image processing device may be comprehended as an element of a program
for realizing means of a corresponding process or operation.
[0222] An image processing device according to one hundred-thirty-second aspect is an image processing device
comprising: analysis means for analyzing a contact state of each dot of a plurality of pixels recorded by an ink jet printing
system with another dot; group classification means for performing a group classification process of classifying dots into
a plurality of groups based on information indicating the contact state acquired by the analysis means; dispersibility-
evaluation-value calculation means for calculating a dispersibility evaluation value for evaluating dispersibility of a dot
group for each classified group; and signal processing means for performing at least one process of a process of
generating a halftone parameter of a halftone processing rule or a process of generating a halftone image by using the
dispersibility evaluation value calculated by the dispersibility-evaluation-value calculation means or using an evaluation
value generated based on the dispersibility evaluation value calculated by the dispersibility-evaluation-value calculation
means.
[0223] The image processing device according to the one hundred-thirty-second aspect functions as an image process-
ing device that performs at least one of the process of generating the halftone processing rules which define the contents
of the halftone processes used in the ink jet printing system or the halftone process. The "dots recorded by the ink jet
printing system are dots of the dot image (that is, the halftone image) indicating the dot arrangement form on the
assumption of the recording performed by the ink jet printing system. The "dots recorded by the ink jet printing system" may
be all the dots constituting the dot image, or may be some dots thereof.
[0224] Here, the "contact state" refers to the contact direction and/or the contact amount. The movement direction
and the movement amount of the dot movement due to the landing interference may be different depending on the
contact state between the dots, the movement direction or the movement amount due to the landing interference may
be estimated from the contact state. Accordingly, it is possible to classify the dots in terms of the influence of the landing
interference based on the information indicating the contact state. Here, the "influence due to the landing interference"
includes the combination of the movement direction and the movement amount of the dot movement due to the landing
interference.
[0225] The dot group having the common or similar contact state may be estimated that the influence due to the
landing interference is in common or is similar, and the dot group having the common or similar contact state may be
classified as the same group. Here, the "similar" means that the dots have similarity falling in an allowable range capable
of being treated as a substantially same range depending on the detailedness of the classification. The dots may be
classified into a plurality of groups depending on different contact states. In a case where the dots are classified into the
groups in consideration of only a specific contact state, it is interpreted that the dots are classified into at least two groups
of the group of the dot group corresponding to the considered specific contact state or the non-corresponding group.
[0226] The "for each classified group" is not limited to each of all the classified groups, and includes the meaning of
a per group basis of at least one group which is a part of the plurality of classified groups. The dispersibility-evaluation-
value calculation means calculates the dispersibility evaluation value for evaluating dispersibility of the dot group on a
per group basis for all the plurality of classified groups or a part of the groups. A case where the dispersibility evaluation
value is calculated for only one (single) group of the plurality of classified groups is included in the concept of the "each
classified group".
[0227] The "dispersibility evaluation value" is an evaluation value for quantitatively representing the dispersibility of
the dot group by the value. The degree of the influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference is quantitatively
evaluated by the dispersibility evaluation value for each classified group. The dispersibility evaluation value may be used
as the landing interference evaluation value for evaluating the influence of the landing interference.
[0228] The "evaluation value generated based on the dispersibility evaluation value" is another evaluation value two-
dimensionally generated based on the dispersibility evaluation value. The "evaluation value generated based on the
dispersibility evaluation value" is a value on which the dispersibility evaluation value is reflected.
[0229] The "using the dispersibility evaluation value or using the evaluation value generated based on the dispersibility
evaluation value" includes a case where a processing result of a process of comparing the "dispersibility evaluation
value" or the "evaluation value generated based on the dispersibility evaluation value" with a certain specified value (for
example, specified reference value), a process of comprehending an increase/decrease tendency of the "dispersibility
evaluation value" or the "evaluation value generated based on the dispersibility evaluation value" by comparing the value
of the "dispersibility evaluation value" calculated from different dot images or the "evaluation value generated based on
the dispersibility evaluation value", or a combination process thereof is used.
[0230] The halftone processing rule may be specified by the combination of the halftone algorithm and the halftone
parameter. As an example of the halftone processing rule, there are a dither mask of the dither method, an error diffusion
matrix or information of an applied gradation range in the error diffusion method, and the number of times pixels are
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updated and an exchange pixel range in the direct binary search method.
[0231] According to the one hundred-thirty-second aspect, it is possible to evaluate the dispersibility of each dot group
for each group of the dot group in which the influence of the landing interference is in common or is similar, and it is
possible to acquire the halftone parameter and/or the halftone image in which the dispersibility of each dot group is
favorable. According to the one hundred-thirty-second aspect, it is possible to suppress the image quality deterioration
caused by the landing interference, and it is possible to generate the image having high image quality.
[0232] As one hundred-thirty-third aspect, in the image processing device according to the one hundred-thirty-second
aspect, the signal processing means may generate at least one of the halftone parameter or the halftone image having
tolerance to dot movement due to landing interference based on a result of a comparison process using the dispersibility
evaluation value or the evaluation value generated based on the dispersibility evaluation value.
[0233] As one hundred-thirty-fourth aspect, in the image processing device according to the one hundred-thirty-third
aspect, the comparison process may include a process of comparing the dispersibility evaluation value with a specified
reference value or a process of comparing the evaluation value generated based on the dispersibility evaluation value
with a specified reference value, and the signal processing means may perform at least one of a process of generating
the halftone parameter such that dot arrangement falls in an allowable range indicated by the specified reference value
or a process of generating the halftone image such that dot arrangement falls in an allowable range indicated by the
specified reference value based on the comparing result of the comparison process.
[0234] The "specified reference value" may be appropriately set in terms of an allowable range of the dispersibility
evaluation value or an allowable range of the target image quality. The reference value compared with the dispersibility
evaluation value and the reference value compared with the evaluation value generated based on the dispersibility
evaluation value may be set to be different reference values.
[0235] As one hundred-thirty-fifth aspect, in the image processing device according to the one hundred-thirty-third
aspect, the signal processing means may generate at least one of the halftone image or the halftone parameter in which
the dot group has a favorable dispersibility equal to or greater than a reference of the dispersibility indicated by the
reference value by comparing the dispersibility evaluation value with the specified reference value.
[0236] As one hundred-thirty-sixth aspect, the image processing device according to any one of the one hundred-
thirty-second aspect to the one hundred-thirty-fifth aspect may further comprise: movement amount calculation means
for calculating a movement direction and a movement amount of dot movement due to landing interference based on
information indicating the contact sate acquired by the analysis means. The group classification means may perform
the group classification process based on information indicating the movement direction and the movement amount
acquired by the movement amount calculation means.
[0237] It is possible to directly perform the group classification process from the information indicating the contact
state. As in the one hundred-thirty-sixth aspect, the movement direction and the movement amount of the dot movement
due to the landing interference is calculated based on the information indicating the contact state, and the group clas-
sification process may be performed from the information indicating the movement direction and the movement amount.
[0238] As one hundred-thirty-seventh aspect, the image processing device according to any one of the one hundred-
thirty-second aspect to the one hundred-thirty-sixth aspect may further comprise: error reflection processing means for
generating the dot arrangement in which at least one error of a dot diameter, a dot shape, a dot forming position shift,
or non-jetting which is an element of an error of the ink jet printing system is reflected. The group classification means
may perform the group classification process based on the information indicating the contact state of the dot on which
the error is reflected.
[0239] As one hundred-thirty-eighth aspect, in the image processing device according to the one hundred-thirty-seventh
aspect, the group classification means may perform the group classification process on only a dot group on which the
error is reflected.
[0240] According to the one hundred-thirty-eighth aspect, it is possible to reduce a calculation amount, and it is possible
to simply evaluate the influence of the landing interference.
[0241] As one hundred-thirty-ninth aspect, in the image processing device according to the one hundred-thirty-seventh
aspect to the one hundred-thirty-eighth aspect, in a case where the dot forming position shift is reflected as the error,
the group classification means may perform the group classification process on only dots in which a movement direction
of the dot movement due to the landing interference is a direction parallel to a direction to which the error is added.
[0242] As one hundred-fortieth aspect, in the image processing device according to any one of the one hundred-thirty-
seventh aspect to the one hundred-thirty-ninth aspect, in a case where the dot forming position shift is reflected as the
error, the dispersibility-evaluation-value calculation means may calculate the dispersibility evaluation value for only a
group to which the dots in which the movement direction of the dot movement due to the landing interference is the
direction parallel to the direction to which the error is added belong.
[0243] An ink jet printing system according to one hundred-forty-first aspect is an ink jet printing system comprising:
the image processing device according to any one of the one hundred-thirty-second aspect to the one hundred-fortieth
aspect; and an ink jet printing device that performs printing on a printing medium based on a halftone image generated
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through a halftone process determined by the halftone processing rule or a halftone image generated by the signal
processing means.
[0244] An image processing method according to one hundred-forty-second aspect is an image processing method
comprising: an analysis step of analyzing a contact state of each dot of a plurality of pixels recorded by an ink jet printing
system with another dot; a group classification step of performing a group classification process of classifying dots into
a plurality of groups based on information indicating the contact state acquired in the analysis step; a dispersibility-
evaluation-value calculation step of calculating a dispersibility evaluation value for evaluating dispersibility of each dot
group for each classified group; and a signal processing step of performing at least one process of a process of generating
a halftone parameter of a halftone processing rule or a process of generating a halftone image by using the dispersibility
evaluation value calculated in the dispersibility-evaluation-value calculation step or using an evaluation value generated
based on the dispersibility evaluation value calculated in the dispersibility-evaluation-value calculation step.
[0245] It is possible to appropriately combine the same matters as the matters specified in the one hundred-thirty-third
aspect to the one hundred-fortieth aspect with the one hundred-forty-second aspect. In this case, means serving as the
process or function specified in the image processing device may be comprehended as an element of a "step" of a
corresponding process or operation.
[0246] The image processing method according to the one hundred-forty-second aspect in a case where the image
processing step performs the process of generating the halftone parameter of the halftone processing rule may be
comprehended as the invention of the method of producing the halftone processing rule. The halftone processing rule
is information provided for the halftone process and is equivalent to a program. Accordingly, the image processing
method according to the one hundred-forty-second aspect in a case where the signal processing step of generating the
halftone parameter is provided may be interpreted as the invention of the method of generating the halftone processing
rule.
[0247] The image processing method according to the one hundred-forty-second aspect in a case where the signal
processing step performs the halftone process of generating the halftone image may be comprehended as the invention
of the halftone processing method, or may be comprehended as the invention of the method of generating the halftone
image. The "halftone image" may be a form of image data as information provided for the printing control process, or
may be a form of the print image printed according to the image data. The image processing method according to the
one hundred-forty-second aspect in a case where the signal processing step of generating the halftone image is provided
may be interpreted as the invention of the method of producing the halftone image.
[0248] A program according to one hundred-forty-third aspect is a program causing a computer to function as: analysis
means for analyzing a contact state of each dot of a plurality of pixels recorded by an ink jet printing system with another
dot; group classification means for performing a group classification process of classifying dots into a plurality of groups
based on information indicating the contact state acquired by the analysis process; dispersibility-evaluation-value cal-
culation means for calculating a dispersibility evaluation value for evaluating dispersibility of each dot group for each
classified group; and signal processing means for performing at least one process of a process of generating a halftone
parameter of a halftone processing rule or a process of generating a halftone image by using the dispersibility evaluation
value calculated by the dispersibility-evaluation-value calculation means or using an evaluation value generated based
on the dispersibility evaluation value calculated by the dispersibility-evaluation-value calculation means.
[0249] It is possible to appropriately combine the same matters as the matters specified in the one hundred-thirty-third
aspect to the one hundred-fortieth aspect with the one hundred-forty-third aspect. In this case, means serving as the
process or function specified in the image processing device may be comprehended as an element of a program for
realizing means of a corresponding process or operation.
[0250] According to the inventions described in the first aspect to the fifty-fourth aspect, it is possible to set the
characteristic parameters related to the characteristics of the printing system without giving an excessive load to a user,
and it is possible to generate the halftone processing rule appropriate for the printing system.
[0251] According to the inventions described in the fifty-fifth aspect to the sixty-fifth aspect, since the output condition
of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart including the pattern for acquiring the characteristic parameter is set
depending on the set printing mode, it is possible to output the characteristic parameter acquisition chart on which the
characteristics of the printing system for each printing mode are reflected, and it is possible to appropriately comprehend
the characteristics of the printing system for each printing mode.
[0252] According to the inventions described in the sixty-sixth aspect to the ninety-ninth aspect, the appropriate halftone
processing rule is generated based on the simulation image in which the system error on the assumption of actual
printing is reflected. Accordingly, it is possible to acquire the image having favorable image quality.
[0253] According to the inventions described in the one hundredth aspect to the one hundred-forty-third aspect, it is
possible to generate the halftone processing rule or perform the halftone process capable of suppressing the image
quality deterioration caused by the landing interference. Accordingly, it is possible to acquire the image having tolerance
to the landing interference and favorable image quality.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0254]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing a configuration example of a printing system according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a hardware configuration example of an image processing device.
Fig. 3 is a block diagram for describing a function of an image processing device according to a first embodiment.
Fig. 4 is a flowchart showing an example of a method of generating a halftone processing rule.
Fig. 5 is a diagram showing an example of a characteristic parameter acquisition chart.
Fig. 6 is a schematic plan view of a serial scan type ink jet printing device used to draw the characteristic parameter
acquisition chart of Fig. 5.
Fig. 7 is an explanatory diagram of a characteristic parameter related to landing interference.
Fig. 8 is a diagram showing a landing interference parameter expressed by a function of an inter-dot distance.
Fig. 9 is a table showing the advantages and disadvantages of various halftone algorithms for a plurality of require-
ments.
Fig. 10 is a flowchart related to a process of generating a halftone parameter.
Fig. 11 is a conceptual diagram of the simulation image.
Fig. 12A shows that the jetting order in a drawing mode in which drawing is performed along 8 scanning paths is
represented by a path number.
Fig. 12B is a conceptual diagram in a case where a predetermined amount of error is added to dots of pixels of a
first path in a case where the drawing is performed in the drawing mode shown in Fig. 12A.
Fig. 13 is an explanatory diagram showing that the error in which a dot diameter is decreased by a predetermined
amount is added to dots of pixels of a third path in a case where the drawing is performed in the drawing mode
shown in Fig. 12A.
Fig. 14 is a flowchart of an example in which a dither mask is generated using a void-and-cluster method.
Fig. 15 is a schematic diagram showing an example of a halftone selection chart.
Fig. 16 is a flowchart showing a procedure of generating a halftone image of the halftone selection chart using a
DBS method.
Fig. 17 is a graph showing qualitative tendencies of various halftone processing rules.
Fig. 18 is a graph showing the relationship between tolerance to instability of the system and granularity.
Fig. 19 is a block diagram for describing a function of an image processing device according to a second embodiment.
Fig. 20 is a flowchart showing another example of a method of generating the halftone processing rule.
Fig. 21 is a diagram showing another example of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart.
Fig. 22 is a schematic plan view of a single path type inkjet printing device used in the drawing of the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart of Fig. 21.
Fig. 23 is a schematic diagram showing an example of a chart for measuring a head vibration error according to
carriage movement.
Fig. 24 is an explanatory diagram showing a shift amount of a recording position.
Fig. 25A is a graph showing an example of a head vibration error, and is a graph showing a position shift amount
in a main scanning direction.
Fig. 25B is a graph showing an example of a head vibration error, and is a graph showing a position shift amount
in a sub scanning direction.
Fig. 26 is a schematic diagram showing an example of a chart for measuring a paper transport error.
Fig. 27 is a distribution diagram showing an example of the distribution of the measurement values of the paper
transport error.
Fig. 28 is a schematic diagram showing an example for acquiring a head vibration error parameter in the single path
type.
Fig. 29 is a schematic diagram showing an example of a chart for acquiring a head module attachment error
parameter.
Fig. 30A is a schematic diagram for describing a shift of a central position of gravity of a dot array.
Fig. 30B is an explanatory diagram of an inclination angle of the dot array.
Fig. 31 is a graph showing the relationship between a system error distribution and a level of a random system error
reflected on the generation of the simulation image.
Fig. 32 is an explanatory diagram for describing the relationship between levels of a plurality of random system
errors and a weighting factor.
Fig. 33 is a diagram showing that a two-dimensional error distribution in the main scanning direction and the sub
scanning direction is represented as shades.
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Fig. 34 is a sectional view of the error distribution along the main scanning direction in the two-dimensional error
distribution shown in Fig. 33.
Fig. 35 is a sectional view of the error distribution along the sub scanning direction in the two-dimensional error
distribution shown in Fig. 33.
Fig. 36 is a block diagram showing major parts of an image processing device according to a third embodiment.
Fig. 37 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a printing system according to a fourth embodiment.
Fig. 38 is a flowchart of a method of generating a halftone processing rule to which the updating of the characteristic
parameter according to the fourth embodiment is applied.
Fig. 39 is an explanatory diagram of an example of the updating of the characteristic parameter in a case where the
system error is applied to a specified value.
Fig. 40 is an explanatory diagram of a difference between an existing change amount of an inter-dot distance and
a new change amount of an inter-dot distance.
Fig. 41 is a flowchart of a method of generating a halftone processing rule applied to a modification example of the
printing system according to the fourth embodiment.
Fig. 42 is a flowchart of a method of generating a halftone processing rule according to a fifth embodiment.
Fig. 43A is a conceptual diagram of the method of generating a halftone processing rule according to the fifth
embodiment.
Fig. 43B is a conceptual diagram of a method of generating a halftone processing rule according to an application
example of the fifth embodiment.
Fig. 44 is a flowchart of the method of generating a halftone processing rule according to the application example
of the fifth embodiment.
Fig. 45 is a flowchart of a first modification example of the method of generating a halftone processing rule according
to the application example of the fifth embodiment.
Fig. 46 is a flowchart of a second modification example of the method of generating a halftone processing rule
according to the application example of the fifth embodiment.
Fig. 47 is a block diagram showing the configuration of an image processing device applied to a printing system
according to a sixth embodiment.
Fig. 48 is a block diagram showing the configuration of an image processing device applied to a printing system
according to a seventh embodiment.
Fig. 49 is an explanatory diagram of a printing mode.
Fig. 50 is a flowchart of a method of acquiring a characteristic parameter according to the seventh embodiment.
Fig. 51 is a flowchart of a method of acquiring a characteristic parameter according to a modification example of
the seventh embodiment.
Fig. 52 is a flowchart according to an eighth embodiment showing another example of the method of generating a
halftone processing rule shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 53 is an explanatory diagram showing an example of an input screen used in an input step of the flowchart
shown in Fig. 52.
Fig. 54 is an explanatory diagram showing another example of a dot shape item on the input screen shown in Fig. 53.
Fig. 55 is a flowchart of an aspect (ninth embodiment) in which the influence of the landing interference when the
simulation image shown in Fig. 11 is generated is reflected.
Fig. 56 is a conceptual diagram in which the jetting order of a drawing mode in which drawing is performed along
8 scanning paths is denoted by a path number.
Fig. 57 is a conceptual diagram of a simulation image showing the arrangement of dots jetted along a first path in
the generation of the simulation image.
Fig. 58A is a conceptual diagram of a simulation image showing the arrangement of dots jetted up to a second path
in the generation of the simulation image.
Fig. 58B is a conceptual diagram of a simulation image showing the dot arrangement in which the dots are rearranged
by reflecting the influence of the landing interference.
Fig. 59A is a conceptual diagram of a simulation image showing the arrangement of dots jetted up to a third path
in the generation of the simulation image.
Fig. 59B is a conceptual diagram of a simulation image showing the dot arrangement in which the dots are rearranged
by reflecting the influence of the landing interference.
Fig. 60 is an explanatory diagram of the inter-dot distance.
Fig. 61 is an explanatory diagram of the function used in Expression (11) to Expression (14).
Fig. 62A is a conceptual diagram showing a change due to the landing interference including a dot shape, and is a
diagram showing the relationship between an inter-density-maximum-point distance and an inter-center distance
of two dots in a case where the landing interference does not occur.
Fig. 62B is a conceptual diagram showing a change due to the landing interference including a dot shape, and is a
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diagram showing the relationship between an inter-density-maximum-point distance and an inter-center distance
of two dots in a case where the landing interference occurs.
Fig. 63 is a schematic diagram of the dot when the dot of Fig. 62B is viewed from the top.
Fig. 64 is a flowchart related to the process of generating the halftone parameter as an example of means for
suppressing image quality deterioration due to the landing interference.
Fig. 65 is a flowchart showing an example of the more detailed processing contents of step S504 and step S505 of
Fig. 64.
Fig. 66 is an explanatory diagram for describing a method of calculating a movement direction and a movement
amount of dot movement due to the landing interference.
Fig. 67 is an explanatory diagram showing an example of the dot arrangement on which an error due to a dot forming
position shift of a specific nozzle of a recording head is reflected.
Fig. 68 is a block diagram of major parts for describing the function of an image processing device according to a
tenth embodiment.
Fig. 69 is a flowchart in a case where the void-and-cluster method is used at the time of halftone design in the dither
method as an example of means for suppressing image quality deterioration due to the landing interference.
Fig. 70 is a flowchart showing an example of the more detailed processing contents of step S523 and step S524 of
Fig. 69.
Fig. 71 is a flowchart in a case where the halftone process using the DBS method as an example of means for
suppressing image quality deterioration due to the landing interference is performed.
Fig. 72 is a flowchart showing an example of the more detailed processing contents of step S534 and step S535 of
Fig. 71.
Fig. 73 is an explanatory diagram in a case where a landing interference evaluation value is acquired from a contact
direction and a contact amount of a dot.
Fig. 74 is a flowchart showing another example of the more detailed processing contents of step S504 and step
S505 of Fig. 64.
Fig. 75 is an explanatory diagram for describing a method of calculating changes of the movement direction and
the movement amount before and after the error of the dot forming position shift shown in Figs. 66 and 67 is reflected.
Fig. 76 is a block diagram of major parts for describing the function of an image processing device according to an
eleventh embodiment.
Fig. 77 is a flowchart showing another example of the more detailed processing content of step S523 and step S524
of Fig. 69.
Fig. 78 is a flowchart showing another example of the more detailed processing contents of step S534 and step
S535 of Fig. 71.
Fig. 79 is a flowchart according to another embodiment capable of being applied instead of the flowchart of Fig. 74.
Fig. 80A is an explanatory diagram related to a change of the contact state, and is a diagram showing an example
of a dot image before the error reflection.
Fig. 80B is an explanatory diagram related to a change of the contact state, and is a diagram showing an example
of a dot image after the error reflection.
Fig. 81A is an explanatory diagram related to a change of the contact state, and is a diagram showing an example
of a dot image before the error reflection.
Fig. 81B is an explanatory diagram related to a change of the contact state, and is a diagram showing an example
of a dot image after the error reflection.
Fig. 82 is a block diagram of major parts for describing the function of an image processing device according to a
twelfth embodiment.
Fig. 83 is a flowchart according to another embodiment capable of being applied instead of the flowchart of Fig. 77.
Fig. 84 is a flowchart according to another embodiment capable of being applied instead of the flowchart of Fig. 78.
Fig. 85 is a flowchart showing another example of the more detailed processing contents of step S504 and step
S505 of Fig. 64.
Fig. 86 is a block diagram of major parts for describing the function of an image processing device according to a
thirteenth embodiment.
Fig. 87 is a flowchart showing another example of the more detailed processing contents of step S523 and step
S524 of Fig. 69.
Fig. 88 is a flowchart showing another example of the more detailed processing contents of step S534 and step
S535 of Fig. 71.
Fig. 89 is a block diagram of major parts for describing the function of an image processing device according to a
fourteenth embodiment.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0255] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with reference to the accompanying
drawings.
[0256] Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing a configuration example of a printing system according to an embodiment
of the present invention. A printing system 10 includes a desk top publishing device (DTP) 12, a database server 14, a
management computer 16, an image processing device 20, a printing control device 22, a printing device 24, and an
image reading device 26. The image processing device 20 is connected to the DTP device 12, the database server 14,
the management computer 16, the printing control device 22 and the image reading device 26 via an electric commu-
nication line 28.
[0257] The electric communication line 28 may be a local area network (LAN), a wide area network (WAN), or may
be a combination thereof. The electric communication line 28 is not limited to a wired communication line, and a part of
the electric communication line or the entire electric communication line may be a wireless communication line. In the
present specification, the term "connection" between devices capable of delivering a signal is not limited to a wired
connection, and includes a wireless connection.
[0258] The DTP device 12 is a device that generates manuscript image data indicating the content of an image desired
to be printed. The DTP device 12 is realized by combining hardware and software of a computer. The term "software"
is a synonym for a program. The DTP device 12 is used to perform an operation of editing various kinds of image
components such as characters, figures, patterns, illustrations and photographic images which are desired to be printed
and laying the image components out on a printing surface.
[0259] The manuscript image data as print source image data is generated by the editing operation performed by the
DTP device 12. The DTP device 12 generates an electronic manuscript using a page description language (PDL). The
manuscript image data generated by the DTP device 12 is transmitted to the database server 14 or the image processing
device 20. Means for generating the manuscript image data is not limited to an aspect in which the manuscript image
data is generated by the DTP device 12, and may include an aspect in which the manuscript image data is generated
by another computer or an image creating and editing device (not shown). The manuscript image data may be input to
the database server 14, the image processing device 20, or the printing control device 22 via the electric communication
line 28 or using a removal media (external storage medium) such as a memory card.
[0260] The database server 14 is a device that manages various data items such as a job ticket of the electronic
manuscript, color sample data, target profile, and device profile appropriate for a combination of the printing device 24
and paper. For example, the job ticket may be in the form of a job definition format (JDF) file.
[0261] The management computer 16 performs various managements in the printing system 10. For example, the
management computer performs an image management, a printing job management, and an operation status manage-
ment of one or plurality of printing devices 24.
[0262] The image processing device 20 functions as means for performing rasterizing on the printing manuscript image
data (for example, data described using a page description language) generated by the DTP device 12. The rasterizing
process is called a raster image processor (RIP) process. The image processing device 20 may realize one function of
a RIP device.
[0263] The image processing device 20 has a halftone processing function and a color conversion function of converting
the printing manuscript image data which is a continuous-tone image into each color dot-patterned data appropriate for
the output of the printing device 24. The image processing device 20 of the present example has a function of generating
two or more halftone processing rules for the halftone processing function, based on characteristic parameter of the
printing device 24 of the printing system 10. That is, the image processing device 20 has a halftone process generation
function of generating the halftone processing rule and a halftone processing function of performing the halftone process
on the continuous-tone image using the generated halftone processing rules. The image processing device 20 may be
realized by combining the hardware and the software of the computer.
[0264] The halftone processing rule is a processing rule for performing the halftone process of converting data of the
continuous-tone image into data of a halftone image which is the dot-patterned data. The halftone processing rule is
defined by a combination of a halftone algorithm and a halftone parameter. The halftone processing rule means a specific
calculation mechanism of the halftone process, and specifies the content of the halftone process.
[0265] For example, as the kind of the halftone algorithm, there are a dither method, an error diffusion method, and
a direct binary search method. The halftone parameter is a specific parameter used in a calculation process according
to the halftone algorithm. The halftone parameter is determined for each halftone algorithm. For example, as the halftone
parameter in the dither method, a size and a threshold value of a dither matrix are determined. As the halftone parameter
in the error diffusion method, there are a matrix size of an error diffusion matrix, an error diffusion coefficient, and setting
of an applied gradation section of each error diffusion matrix. As the halftone parameter in the direct binary search
method, there are a pixel update number indicating the number of times a process of replacing (exchanging) pixels is
performed, and an exchange pixel range indicating a pixel range in which the pixels are replaced. A parameter for
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evaluating tolerance to a system error may be added to the halftone parameter in each halftone algorithm. When the
halftone processing rule is generated, at least one parameter of the plurality of parameters described above is specified
as the halftone parameter.
[0266] The specific content of the processing function of the image processing device 20 will be described below. The
data of the halftone image generated by the image processing device 20 is supplied to the printing control device 22,
and thus, a target image is printed by the printing device 24.
[0267] The printing control device 22 controls a printing operation performed the printing device 24 based on the print
image data generated by the image processing device 20. The printing device 24 is image forming means for printing
the image data according to the control of the printing control device 22. A printing method or the kind of color material
to be used in the printing device 24 is not particularly limited. For example, as the printing device 24, various kinds of
printing devices such as an ink jet printing machine, an electrophotographic printer, a laser printer, an offset printing
machine and a flexographic printing machine may be adopted. The term "printing device" is understood as a synonym
for a printing machine, a printer, an image recording device, an image forming device and an image output device. As
the color material, ink or toner may be used depending on the kind of the printing device 24.
[0268] Here, an example in which an ink jet printing machine which is an example of a non-plate type digital printing
machine is used as the printing device 24 will be described. In the printing system 10 according to the present embodiment,
an ink jet printing machine capable of forming a color image using four color inks of cyan (C), magenta (M), yellow (Y)
and black (K) is used as an example of the printing device 24. However, the number of colors of the inks or a combination
thereof is not limited to this example. For example, in addition to four colors of CMYK, an aspect in which light color inks
such as light cyan (LC) and light magenta (LM) are added, or an aspect in which special color inks such as red and
green are used may be applied.
[0269] Although an aspect in which the printing control device 22 and the printing device 24 are depicted as separate
blocks and a signal is delivered between these devices through the wired or wireless communication connection has
been shown in Fig. 1, the present embodiment is not limited to such a configuration, and a printing device in which the
printing control device 22 and the printing device 24 are integrally combined may be used.
[0270] In a case where a plate type printing machine using a printing plate is adopted as the printing device 24, the
printing system includes a plate making device (not shown) such as a plate recorder that makes a printing plate from
the image data in addition to the printing control device 22. In this case, the plate making device such as the plate
recorder, a controller thereof, and a printing machine that prints the image data using the printing plate made by the
plate making device are connected to the electric communication line 28. In a case where the plate type printing machine
is used, the configuration in which the printing control device 22, the plate making device (not shown) and the printing
device 24 are combined can be comprehended as the "printing device" as a whole. The printing device 24 corresponds
to one example of an "image forming unit".
[0271] The image reading device 26 is means for reading an image of a printed material printed by the printing device
24 and generating electronic image data indicating the read image. The image reading device 26 includes an imaging
element (photoelectric conversion element) that images the image of the printed material and converts the imaged image
information into an electric signal, and a signal processing circuit that processes the signal acquired from the image
element and generates digital image data.
[0272] As the image reading device 26, a separate scanner (for example, a flatbed scanner, that is, an office scanner
capable of being used online) from the printing device 24 may be used. The image reading device 26 may be combined
with the printing device 24. For example, line sensors (image units) for reading the image may be provided in a paper
transport path of the printing device 24, and a print image may be read by the line sensors while transporting the printed
material on which the image has formed. The line sensor for reading the image which is provided in the paper transport
path in the printing device 24 is referred to as the term "inline scanner" or "inline sensor" in some cases. The image
reading device 26 corresponds to one example of "image reading means".
[0273] The read image data of the print image generated by the image reading device 26 is input to the image processing
device 20. The image processing device 20 has a function of analyzing the read image data acquired from the image
reading device 26.

<Variation of System Configuration>

[0274] The functions of the DTP device 12, the database server 14, the management computer 16, the image processing
device 20 and the printing control device 22 may be realized by one computer, or may be realized by a plurality of
computers. The roles and functions of the respective computers may be shared in various forms. For example, the
functions of the DTP device 12 and the image processing device 20 may be realized by one computer, or the function
of the image processing device 20 may be offered within the management computer 16. The function of the image
processing device 20 and the function of the printing control device 22 may be realized by one computer. The function
of the image processing device 20 may be shared and realized by a plurality of computers.
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[0275] The numbers of DTP devices 12, database servers 14, management computers 16, image processing devices
20, printing control devices 22, printing devices 24, image reading devices 26 and plate making devices which are
included in the present system are not particularly limited.
[0276] A network system in which the DTP device 12, the database server 14, the management computer 16, the
image processing device 20 and the printing control device 22 are connected to the electric communication line 28 has
been described in the present example. However, when the present invention is implemented, the respective elements
may not be necessarily connected to the communication network.

<Hardware Configuration of Image Processing Device 20>

[0277] Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a hardware configuration example of the image processing device 20. The
image processing device 20 of the present example is realized using a personal computer (PC). That is, the image
processing device 20 includes a PC main body 30, a display device 32, and an input device 34. The term "PC" means
a personal computer, and includes various types of computers such as a desktop computer, a laptop computer and a
tablet computer. The PC main body 30 includes a central processing unit (CPU) 41, a memory 42, a hard disk drive
(HDD) 43 as a storage device that stores and retains various programs or data items, an input interface unit 44, a
communication interface unit 45 for network connection, a display control unit 46, and a peripheral device interface unit 47.
[0278] The image reading device 26 described in Fig. 1 may be connected to the image processing device 20 through
the peripheral device interface unit 47 of Fig. 2.
[0279] For example, as the display device 32, a liquid crystal display or an organic electro-luminescence (EL) display
may be used. The display device 32 is connected to the display control unit 46. The input device 34 may adopt various
means such as a keyboard, a mouse, a touch panel and a trackball, and may be an appropriate combination thereof.
In the present example, as the input device 34, a keyboard and a mouse are used. The input device 34 is connected to
the input interface unit 44. The display device 32 and the input device 34 function as a user interface (UI). An operator
(user) may input various information items by using the input device 34 while viewing the content displayed on a screen
of the display device 32, and may operate the image processing device 20 or the printing device 24. The operator can
comprehend (check) a system state through the display device 32.
[0280] Various programs or data items required for the image processing are stored in the hard disk drive 43. For
example, chart data of a characteristic parameter acquisition chart, a calculation program for generating a characteristic
parameter, an image processing program including a process of generating the halftone processing rule, and a program
of generating a halftone selection chart are stored. The programs stored in the hard disk drive 43 are loaded to the
memory 42, and the loaded programs are executed by the CPU 41. Thus, various means defined by the programs are
functioned.
[0281] The same hardware configurations as those of the PC main body 30, the display device 32 and the input device
34 shown in Fig. 2 may be adopted as the hardware configurations of the DTP device 12, the database server 14, the
management computer 16 and the printing control device 22 described in Fig. 1.

<Description related to Function of Image Processing Device 20>

[0282] Fig. 3 is a block diagram for describing a function of an image processing device 20 according to a first em-
bodiment. The image processing device 20 includes a control unit 50, a characteristic parameter acquisition unit 52, a
characteristic parameter storage unit 54, a priority parameter retention unit 56, a halftone process generation unit 58,
and a halftone-processing-rule storage unit 60.
[0283] The control unit 50 controls the operations of the respective units of the image processing device 20. The
characteristic parameter acquisition unit 52 is means for acquiring a characteristic parameter related to the characteristics
of the printing system 10 including the printing device 24 described in Fig. 1. For example, in an ink jet printing system,
as the characteristic parameter related to the characteristics of the printing system, there are resolution, the number of
nozzles, an ink kind, an average dot density, an average dot diameter, an average dot shape, and a dot density, a dot
diameter, a dot shape, a dot forming position shift, non-jetting and landing interference of each printing element. Infor-
mation related to at least one of the parameters described herein, preferably, the plurality of parameters is acquired
through the characteristic parameter acquisition unit 52.
[0284] The dot forming position shift is a concept for comprehensively representing that a position in which a dot is
actually formed is shifted from an ideal dot forming position in which a dot is formed. The "ideal position in which a dot
is formed" is a target position in design and indicates a dot forming position in a state in which it is assumed that there
is no error. There are various causes of the dot forming position shift. For example, there are the bending of each printing
element in a jetting direction, a variation in jetting speed of each printing element, a shift in jetting timing of each printing
element, a shift in jetting timing between outward scanning and inward scanning in bidirectional scanning, a shift in
position between the outward scanning and the inward scanning in the bidirectional scanning, the bending of the outward
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scanning and the inward scanning in the bidirectional scanning in the jetting direction, a shift in jetting timing of each
scanning path of a plurality of scanning paths, a shift in position of each scanning path, and bending of each scanning
path in the jetting direction. The dot forming position shift is generated by the cause including at least one of the causes
described herein. The "bending of a nozzle in a jetting direction" means "jetting bending".
[0285] Among various characteristic parameters described above, since parameters such as a dot density, a dot
diameter, a dot shape and landing interference of each printing element are changed depending on a combination of
the characteristics of the recording head, an ink or a printing medium to be used and the dot forming position shift or
the non-jetting is changed by the state of the recording head, if appropriate values are input as these various parameters
by the user, an operation load is increased. The characteristics of the recording head include a waveform or a frequency
of a driving signal applied to the recording head when the ink is jetted, and the state of the recording head includes, for
example, the inclining or bending of the recording head and indicates a distance from the printing medium or a state of
each printing element.
[0286] The printing element means a recording element serving to record the dot in the printing device 24. In the case
of an ink jet printing device, a nozzle for jetting an ink in an ink jet head corresponds to the "printing element". In the
case of a printing device using a relief plate, a relief of a protrusion portion of a halftone dot in the plate corresponds to
the "printing element".
[0287] The characteristics of the printing system include at least one of individual recording characteristics of a plurality
of printing elements or common characteristics of the plurality of printing elements. The individual recording characteristics
of the printing elements include at least one of a dot density, a dot diameter, a dot shape, a dot recording position error,
or unrecordable abnormality. In the ink jet printing device, the dot recording position error corresponds to the "dot forming
position shift", and the unrecordable abnormality corresponds to the "non-jetting".
[0288] The "common characteristics" of the plurality of printing elements include at least one of an average dot density,
an average dot diameter, an average dot shape, or landing interference.
[0289] A method of acquiring the characteristic parameter may be performed by causing the printing device 24 to
output the characteristic parameter acquisition, causing the image reading device 26 (see Fig. 1) such as the inline
scanner or the office scanner to read the characteristic parameter acquisition chart and to analyze the read image.
[0290] Among the resolution, the number of nozzles, the ink kind, the average dot density, the average dot diameter,
the average dot shape, and the dot density, the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift, the non-jetting
and the landing interference of each printing element, the resolution, the number of nozzles and the kind of the ink are
characteristic parameters related to the system specification.
[0291] Accordingly, it is preferable that the characteristic parameters related to the system specifications are previously
retained within the system. It is preferable that data of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart for acquiring the
parameters related to the individual characteristics of the system is generated based on the resolution, the number of
nozzles and the kind of the ink which are the characteristic parameters related to the system specification or data of the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart is selected from data items of a plurality of characteristic parameter acquisition
charts that is previously retained within the system, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output by the printing
device 24 of the printing system 10, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is read from the image reading device
26 (see Fig. 1), and various characteristic parameter related to the characteristics specific to the printing device 24 are
acquired.
[0292] In addition, as the characteristic parameters related to the system specification, there are a droplet kind, uni-
directional scanning or bidirectional scanning, a scanning speed, the amount of transported printing media, and a jetting
frequency. It is preferable that the data of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is generated based on at least
one the characteristic parameter related to the system specification which includes the characteristic parameters.
[0293] The image processing device 20 of the present example includes a characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart
generation unit 62 and an image analysis unit 64, as means for automatically acquiring the characteristic parameters
related to the characteristics of the printing system 10.
[0294] The characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart generation unit 62 is a processing unit that generates chart data
for the characteristic parameter acquisition chart including the parameters for acquiring the characteristic parameters
related to the characteristics of the printing system. The chart data generated by the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-
chart generation unit 62 is sent to the printing control device 22 (see Fig. 1) through the data output unit 66, and the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart is printed by the printing device 24.
[0295] The combination of the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart generation unit 62 and the configuration in
which the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output by the printing device 24 (see Fig. 1) based on the chart
data generated by the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart generation unit 62 corresponds to one example of
"characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output means". The characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart generation
unit 62 corresponds to one example of "characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart generation means".
[0296] An example of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart will be described below in detail, but a single dot
pattern of each printing element by a head of each color of the ink may be the characteristic parameter acquisition chart.
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The single dot pattern is a pattern which is obtained by isolating each dot from another dot without overlapping another
dot and individually jetting dots. The chart of the single dot pattern is read, and thus, the parameters related to the dot
density, dot diameter, dot shape, dot forming position shift and non-jetting of each printing element can be read.
[0297] The characteristic parameter acquisition chart may include a continuous dot pattern in which a plurality of dots
overlaps in addition to the single dot pattern. The continuous dot pattern may include a continuous dot pattern in which
an inter-dot distance between two dots is changed and the dots are jetted such that a part of each dot overlaps a part
of another dot. Such a continuous dot pattern is used to acquire a parameter of a dot deformation amount due to landing
interference.
[0298] In a case where there the droplet kind of the present printing system 10 is one, a single dot pattern may be
formed by independently jetting one kind of dot, and a continuous dot pattern may be formed by jetting a plurality of dots
so as to overlap each other. In a case where the droplet kind of the present printing system is plural, a single dot pattern
may be formed by independently jetting the respective kinds of dots, and a continuous dot pattern may be formed by
jetting a combination of the respective kinds of dots so as to overlap each other.
[0299] When the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output, a single dot of the same printing element may
be printed multiple times, and the average values of the dot densities, the dot diameters, the dot shapes and the dot
forming position shifts thereof may be the dot density, the dot diameter, the dot shape and the dot forming position shift
of the printing element. An average dot density, an average dot diameter and an average dot shape may be acquired
by averaging the dot densities, the dot diameters and the dot shapes of the respective printing elements.
[0300] In a case where a tolerance deign to the system error is performed, a variance σ2 indicating a variation in an
average value of measurement values acquired by reading the characteristic parameter acquisition chart may be cal-
culated, and a value of a standard deviation σ which is the square root of the variation σ2 may be used as a predetermined
amount of an error to be used later.
[0301] A printing result of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart printed by the printing device 24 is read by
the image reading device 26, and the data of the read image of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is acquired.
[0302] The image analysis unit 64 functions as a characteristic parameter generation unit that analyzes the read image
read by the image reading device 26 and generates information of the characteristic parameter. The information of the
characteristic parameter is automatically acquired from the characteristic parameter acquisition chart by the image
analysis unit 64. The image analysis unit 64 corresponds to one example of "image analysis means".
[0303] That is, the characteristic parameter acquisition unit 52 of the image processing device 20 is configured to
automatically acquire the characteristic parameter from a result measured by analyzing the read image of the charac-
teristic parameter acquisition chart. The combination of the image analysis unit 64 and the characteristic parameter
acquisition unit 52 correspond to one example of "characteristic parameter acquisition means".
[0304] The information of the characteristic parameter acquired through the characteristic parameter acquisition unit
52 is stored in the characteristic parameter storage unit 54. The characteristic parameters related to the system speci-
fication may be previously stored in the characteristic parameter storage unit 54.
[0305] The halftone process generation unit 58 generates the halftone processing rule that defines the processing
content of each of two or more kinds of halftone processes of which the balances of priority for a plurality of requirements
required in the halftone process are different based on the characteristic parameters. The image processing device 20
includes an image quality evaluation processing unit 74 that includes a simulation image generation unit 68 and an
evaluation value calculation unit 70, and the halftone process generation unit 58 generates the two or more kinds of
halftone processing rules in cooperation with the image quality evaluation processing unit 74. The halftone process
generation unit 58 corresponds to one example of "halftone process generation means". The evaluation value calculation
unit 70 corresponds to one example of "evaluation value calculation means". The image quality evaluation processing
unit 74 corresponds to one example of "image quality evaluation means".
[0306] The image quality evaluation processing unit 74 performs an optimum searching process in which an evaluation
value is enhanced while repeatedly performing the generation of the simulation image and the calculation of the evaluation
value of the image quality for the simulation image. The halftone parameter is determined through the process performed
by the image quality evaluation processing unit 74.
[0307] The multiple kinds of halftone processing rules generated by the halftone process generation unit 58 are
registered in the halftone-processing-rule storage unit 60. For the sake of convenience in the illustration, it has been
described in Fig. 3 that two kinds of different halftone processing rules 1 and 2 are generated and the halftone processing
rules 1 and 2 are stored and retained in the halftone-processing-rule storage unit 60. However, in a case where K is an
integer which is equal to or greater than 2, K or more kinds, that is, multiple kinds of halftone processing rules may be
generated. All or a part of the K kinds of generated halftone processing rules 1, 2, ..., and K may be registered as a line-
up in the halftone-processing-rule storage unit 60. The halftone-processing-rule storage unit 60 corresponds to one
example of halftone registration means. Multiple kinds of halftone processing rules as candidates of the halftone process
capable of being used in the printing system 10 may be registered in the halftone-processing-rule storage unit 60. The
halftone processing rule actually used in the printing is determined among the plurality of halftone processing rules
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generated in the halftone process generation unit 58.
[0308] The image processing device 20 of the present example includes a halftone-selection-chart generation unit 76
as selection supporting means for selecting any one halftone processing rule of the plurality of halftone processing rules.
[0309] The halftone-selection-chart generation unit 76 generates chart data of the halftone selection chart in which
the printing results of the halftone images acquired by two or more kinds of halftone processing rules are arranged so
as to be compared. The chart data generated by the halftone-selection-chart generation unit 76 is sent to the printing
control device 22 (see Fig. 1) through the data output unit 66, and the halftone selection chart is printed by the printing
device 24.
[0310] The combination of the halftone-selection-chart generation unit 76 and the printing device 24 corresponds to
one example of "halftone-selection-chart output means".
[0311] A user can select a desired halftone processing rule while viewing the output result of the halftone selection
chart. A selection operation of the halftone processing rule performed by the user is performed using the input device
34. The input device 34 functions as "halftone selection operating means" for allowing the user to perform the selection
operation of the desired halftone processing rule. That is, the input device 34 functions as halftone selection operating
means for receiving a user operation for allowing the user to select the kind of any one halftone process from the two
or more kinds of halftone processes used to generate the halftone selection chart.
[0312] The input device is not limited to the function of selecting the halftone processing rule by the user, and may
have a function of allowing the system to automatically select one halftone processing rule. In this case, it is necessary
to previously retain priority parameters related to the priorities for the plurality of requirements in the halftone process.
Priority parameters that designate the balances of priority related to the plurality of requirements are stored in the priority
parameter retention unit 56. The priority parameter retention unit 56 corresponds to one example of priority parameter
retention means.
[0313] The priority parameter may be freely input by the user through the input device 34. The balances of priority
may be set and the setting content may be changed. Alternatively, as the priority parameter, one kind or multiple kinds
of selection candidates may be previously prepared on the system. In a case where multiple kinds of selection candidates
related to the setting of the priority parameter are prepared, the user can select any one selection candidate through
the input device 34 in consideration of the printing purpose or usage and productivity.
[0314] The balances of priority for the requirements may be designated by the priority parameter, and thus, one
optimum halftone processing rule recommended on the system may be uniquely determined according to the priority
parameter specified by the priority parameter retention unit 56. The automatic selection function may be realized by the
control unit 50, and the configuration of the control unit 50 serving to perform the automatic selection process corresponds
to one example of halftone automatic selection means.
[0315] The input device 34 functions as a priority input unit for allowing the user to input a setting related to the priority
for each requirement. The halftone processing rule (that is, a combination of the halftone algorithm and the halftone
parameter) based on the setting of the priority and the halftone processing rule which is the balance of the priority
symmetrical with the balances of priority related to the user setting may be generated depending on the priority set by
the user, and these halftone processing rules may be compared.
[0316] The balance of the priority may be slightly adjusted with the priority set by the user as its reference, and the
plurality of halftone processing rules may be generated based on the plurality of set balances of the priority.
[0317] The image processing device 20 has a function of performing the halftone process on the data of the continuous-
tone image according to the generated halftone processing rule. That is, the image processing device 20 includes an
image input unit 77, a color conversion processing unit 78, and a halftone processing unit 80.
[0318] The image input unit 77 is an input interface unit that inputs the data of the manuscript image, and functions
as an image data acquisition unit. The image input unit 77 may be a data input terminal that inputs the manuscript image
data from another signal processing unit outside or inside the device. As the image input unit 77, a wired or wireless
communication interface unit may be adopted, a media interface unit that performing reading and writing on an external
storage medium (removable disk) such as a memory card may be adopted, or an appropriate combination thereof may
be adopted.
[0319] The color conversion processing unit 78 performs the color converting process on the manuscript image data
by using color profile in accordance with the form of ICC profile by the International Color Consortium (ICC), and generates
a color image signal appropriate for outputting performed by the printing device 24. In a case where four color inks of
CMYK are used in the printing device 24, image signals of CMYK are generated by the color conversion processing unit
78. In addition to CMYK, in a case where six color inks which include light magenta (LM) and light cyan (LC) are used,
image signals which include the respective color components of CMYK, LM and LC are generated by the color conversion
processing unit 78.
[0320] The halftone processing unit 80 performs the halftone process on the continuous-tone images of the respective
colors by using the halftone processing rule generated by the halftone process generation unit 58, and generates the
halftone image. The data of the halftone image generated by the halftone processing unit 80 is sent to the printing control
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device 22 (see Fig. 1) through the data output unit 66, and the printing is performed by the printing device 24.
[0321] A method of acquiring the printed material by performing the printing on the printing medium by the printing
device 24 based on the halftone image generated through the process by the halftone processing unit 80 may be
comprehended as a method of manufacturing the printed material.
[0322] The image quality evaluation processing unit 74 of the image processing device 20 may calculate the evaluation
value of the printing halftone image in cooperation with the halftone processing unit 80. Information of the evaluation
value related to the halftone image generated by the halftone processing unit 80 may be displayed on the screen of the
display device 32, and may be supplied to the outside through the data output unit 66.

<Procedure of Determining Halftone Processing Rule in Printing System>

[0323] A method of determining the halftone processing rule in the printing system 10 according to the present em-
bodiment will be described in detail. Fig. 4 is a flowchart showing an example of a method of generating the halftone
processing rule according to the present embodiment.
[0324] Initially, in order to acquire the characteristic parameters related to the characteristics of the printing system
10, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is generated, and the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is
output by the printing device 24 (see Fig. 1) (step S10 of Fig. 4). Step S10 corresponds to one example of a "characteristic-
parameter-acquisition-chart output step".
[0325] Subsequently, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart output in step S10 is read (step S11). In step S11,
the printed material of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is read by the image reading device 26 (see Fig.
1), and the read image of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is acquired. Step S11 of Fig. 4 corresponds to
one example of an "image reading step".
[0326] Subsequently, the read image acquired in step S11 is analyzed, and the characteristic parameters related to
the characteristics of the printing system are acquired (step S12). Step S12 is one example of a "characteristic parameter
acquisition step".
[0327] Subsequently, the two or more kinds of halftone processing rules of which the priorities for the requirements
of the halftone process are different are generated (step S14). When the halftone processing rule is generated, multiple
kinds of halftone processing rules are generated based on the priority parameter and the characteristic parameter. Step
S14 is one example of a halftone process generation step.
[0328] The halftone selection chart is output using the respective generated halftone processing rules (step S16).
Steps S16 is one example of a "halftone-selection-chart output step".
[0329] The user can select any one halftone processing rule while viewing the output result of the halftone selection
chart. The halftone processing rule used in the printing is determined based on the selection operation of the user (step
S18). That is, in step S18, the user operation for allowing the user to select the kind of any one halftone process from
the two or more kinds of halftone processes used to generate the halftone selection chart is received, and the halftone
processing rule is determined based on the selection operation by the user. Step S18 is one example of a halftone
selection operating step.

<Example of Characteristic Parameter Acquisition Chart>

[0330] A specific example of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart used in the characteristic parameter ac-
quisition step described in step S12 of Fig. 4 will be described.
[0331] Fig. 5 is a diagram showing an example of a characteristic parameter acquisition chart 100. Here, an example
in which single dot patterns 102C, 102M, 102Y and 102K, first continuous dot patterns 104C, 104M, 104Y and 104K
and second continuous dot patterns 106C, 106M, 106Y and 106K on a printing medium 101 are jetted by the nozzles
which are the printing elements in the recording heads of the respective colors of cyan, magenta, yellow and black is
illustrated. The single dot patterns 102C, 102M, 102Y and 102K are discrete dot patterns in which dots are discretely
recorded in an isolation state in which the single dot is isolated from another dot. The first continuous dot patterns 104C,
104M, 104Y and 104K and the second continuous dot patterns 106C, 106M, 106Y and 106K are continuous dot patterns
in which two or more dots are recorded so as to be in contact.
[0332] The single dot patterns 102C, 102M, 102Y and 102K, the first continuous dot patterns 104C, 104M, 104Y and
104K and the second continuous dot patterns 106C, 106M, 106Y and 106K correspond to one example of a "pattern
for acquiring the characteristic parameters". The single dot patterns 102C, 102M, 102Y and 102K correspond to one
example of a "discrete dot pattern". The first continuous dot patterns 104C, 104M, 104Y and 104K and the second
continuous dot patterns 106C, 106M, 106Y and 106K correspond to one example of a "continuous dot pattern".
[0333] Fig. 6 is a schematic plan view of a serial scan type ink jet printing device used to draw the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart of Fig. 5. In Fig. 6, for the sake of convenience in the illustration, only four nozzles of the
respective colors are illustrated by reducing the number of nozzles of the recording heads of the respective colors. The
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number of nozzles, the arrangement form of nozzles, and the nozzle density may be variously designed.
[0334] As shown in Fig. 6, a head unit 110 of the serial scan type ink jet printing device is configured such that a cyan
recording head 112C that jets an cyan ink, a magenta recording head 112M that jets a magenta ink, an yellow recording
head 112Y that jets a yellow ink and a black recording head 112K that jets a black ink are mounted on a carriage 114
and can be moved in reciprocating motion in an X direction of Fig. 6. A Y direction perpendicular to the X direction is a
transport direction of the printing medium 101. The X direction corresponds to a "main scanning direction", and the Y
direction corresponds to a "sub scanning direction".
[0335] The detailed structure of the respective recording heads of the cyan recording head 112C, the magenta recording
head 112M, the yellow recording head 112Y and the black recording head 112K are not shown. However, each of the
ink jet type recording heads includes jetting energy generating elements (for example, piezoelectric elements or heat
generating elements) that generate jetting energy required to jet the inks depending on the respective nozzles. The
respective recording heads (112C, 112M, 112Y and 112K) jet ink liquid droplets on demand in response to driving signals
and jetting control signals applied from the printing control device 22 (see Fig. 1).
[0336] The droplets are jetted from the respective nozzles 118C of the cyan recording head 112C in an appropriate
timing while moving the carriage 114 of Fig. 6 in the X direction, and thus, the single dot pattern denoted by reference
numeral 102C of Fig. 5 can be formed. After the single dot pattern 102C is drawn using the cyan ink, a recording region
in the printing medium 101 is changed by transporting the printing medium 101 in the Y direction, and the droplets are
jetted from the respective nozzles 118C of the cyan recording head 112C in an appropriate timing while moving the
carriage 114 in the X direction. Thus, the first continuous dot pattern denoted by reference numeral 104C of Fig. 5 can
be formed. After the first continuous dot pattern 104C is drawn using the cyan ink, the recording region in the printing
medium 101 is changed by transporting the printing medium 101 in the Y direction, and the droplets are jetted from the
respective nozzles 118C of the cyan recording head 112C in an appropriate timing while moving the carriage 114 in the
X direction. Thus, the second continuous dot pattern denoted by reference numeral 106C of Fig. 5 can be formed.
[0337] In the first continuous dot pattern 104C and the second continuous dot pattern 106C, the inter-dot distances
between the dots overlapping each other are differently set. Multiple kinds of continuous dot patterns are recorded by
changing the inter-dot distances, and thus, the characteristic parameter related to the relationship between an inter-dot
distance d and the deformation amount due to the influence of the landing interference can be comprehended.
[0338] Although it has been described in Fig. 5 that two kinds of continuous dot patterns (104C and 106C) in which
the inter-dot distances are different are used, three or more kinds of continuous dot patterns may be formed by changing
the inter-dot distances.
[0339] Subsequently to the recording of the dot patterns (102C, 104C and 106C) using the cyan ink, the droplets from
the respective nozzles 118M of the magenta recording head 112M, the droplets from the respective nozzles 118Y of
the yellow recording head 112Y, and the droplets from the respective nozzles 118K of the black recording head 112K
are sequentially jetted in a similar manner. Thus, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart 100 shown in Fig. 5 is
generated.
[0340] Information items related to the dot density, the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift and
the non-jetting of each printing element of each color may be acquired from each of the single dot patterns 102C, 102M,
102Y and 102K of the respective colors. A statistical process is performed on the measurement results of a plurality of
single dots, and thus, it is possible to acquire the average dot density, the average dot diameter, the average dot shape
and the standard deviation σ (square root of the variation σ2) thereof. The standard deviation σ or the variance σ2

calculated for at least one item of the dot density, the dot diameter, the dot shape or the dot forming position shift of
each printing element corresponds to one example of "dispersion information related to dispersion of a dot".
[0341] Information of the characteristic parameter related to the landing interference can be acquired from the first
continuous dot patterns 104C, 104M, 104Y and 104K and the second continuous dot patterns 106C, 106M, 106Y and
106K of the respective colors. The characteristic parameter related to the landing interference refers to information
related to a change in inter-dot distance, a change in dot density or a change in dot shape due to the influence of the
landing interference which is the interaction between the dots overlapping each other.

<Characteristic Parameter related to Landing Interference>

[0342] Figs. 7 and 8 are explanatory diagrams of the characteristic parameter related to the landing interference. The
left fields of Fig. 7 represent that the set value of the inter-dot distance between two dots when two dots are continuously
jetted by partially overlapping the two dots is differently set in three steps of d1, d2 and d3, and the right fields of Fig. 7
represent that the inter-dot distance is changed due to the influence of the landing interference in a case where the
droplets are jetted in the set values of the inter-dot distances d1, d2 and d3. The inter-dot distance means a distance
between the centers of the dots.
[0343] As shown in the drawings, it is assumed that actual inter-dot distances are u1, u2 and u3 (u1 > u2 > u3) for the
inter-dot distances d1, d2 and d3 (d1 > d2 > d3) as the set values. Since the dots are drawn due to the landing interference,
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the relationships of d1 > u1, d2 > u2, and d3 > u3 are satisfied.
[0344] The data of the change in the inter-dot distance due to the influence of the landing interference is acquired by
changing the setting of the inter-dot distance, and thus, it is possible to acquire landing interference data shown in Fig.
8. A horizontal axis of Fig. 8 denotes a set value of the inter-dot distance, and "R" represents a radius of the dot. A
vertical axis of Fig. 8 denotes the change amount by which the inter-dot distance is changed due to the influence of the
landing interference, and represents an absolute value of |di - uil of Fig. 7 (i = 1, 2 and 3). "2R" on the horizontal axis of
Fig. 8 represents a position in which two dots are circumscribed. If the inter-dot distance is greater than 2R, since the
dots do not overlap each other, there is no influence of the landing interference. In a case where the inter-dot distance
is set to be smaller than 2R, the dots overlap each other, and the dots are drawn due to the landing interference. Thus,
the inter-dot distance is changed.
[0345] Although it has been described in Fig. 8 that the influence of the landing interference is the "change amount
of the inter-dot distance", the influence of the landing interference may be measured as a change in dot density or a
change in dot shape.
[0346] The landing interference data parameterized as a function of the inter-dot distance d can be acquired from the
reading result of the first continuous dot patterns 104C, 104M, 104Y and 104K and the second continuous dot patterns
106C, 106M, 106Y and 106K in the characteristic parameter acquisition chart 100 described in Fig. 5.
[0347] The parameters related to the landing interference are calculated for the respective printing elements (in this
example, the respective nozzles), and are averaged. The value acquired by averaging the parameters for each color
may be retained, or the value acquired by averaging the parameters for all the colors may be retained as a common
parameter.
[0348] It has been described in Fig. 5 that the single dot pattern and the continuous dot pattern are used in a case
where it is assumed that the droplet kind is one for each color of CMYK. However, in a case where the droplet kind is
plural, it is assumed that the single dot pattern is formed by independently jetting the respective kinds of dots and the
continuous dot pattern is formed by jetting the combination of the respective kinds of dots so as to overlap each other.
The parameters related to the landing interference for the combination of the respective droplet kinds are acquired. The
continuous dot pattern may be formed by jetting the combination of the dots of the respective CMYK colors so as to
overlap each other, and the parameters related to the landing interference may be acquired for the combination of the
dots of the respective colors.
[0349] As the chart for acquiring the parameters related to the landing interference, the chart in which the inter-dot
distance between the plurality of dots is changed and a recording time difference between the plurality of dots is changed
may be output. For example, in the condition in which a time difference when the plurality of dots is recorded is one
path, two paths, 3 paths, ... , the chart in which the time difference is set in a plurality of levels and the dots are in contact
in the time difference in the plurality of levels may be output. The recording time difference corresponds to a jetting time
difference.
[0350] For example, in the condition in which two dots jetted so as to overlap each other in the first continuous dot
pattern and the second continuous dot pattern of the respective CMYK colors of Fig. 5 are respectively Dot 1 and Dot
2, the continuous dot pattern in which Dot 1 and Dot 2 are continuously jetted by moving the carriage 114 in the X
direction once is formed and the continuous dot pattern in which after Dot 1 is jetted by moving the carriage 114 in the
X direction once and Dot 2 is jetted by moving the carriage 114 in the X direction twice without transporting the printing
medium 101 in the Y direction is formed, and the continuous dot pattern in which after Dot 1 is jetted by moving the
carriage 114 in the X direction once, Dot 2 is jetted by moving the carriage 114 in the X direction three times without
transporting the printing medium 101 in the Y direction is formed, the continuous dot pattern in which Dot 1 and Dot 2
are in contact in the time difference (path difference) at multiple levels may be formed.

<Requirements for Halftone Process>

[0351] For example, as the requirements required in the halftone process, there are the following requirements. That
is, as a first classification (a) of the requirement, there are image quality, system cost, halftone generating time, and
halftone processing time. As a second classification (b) of the requirement, there are "granularity" and "tolerance to a
system error" which are related to the image quality. The plurality of requirements has the trade-off relationship. As the
tolerance to the system error, there is "tolerance to environment change". For example, since the density of the ink and
the spread amount of the dot are changed due to the influence of temperature or humidity, it is considered that the
halftone processing rule is designed by simulating the influence thereof as the tolerance to the environment change.
[0352] In the present embodiment, the two or more kinds of halftone processing rules of the halftone process of which
the balances of priority for the plurality of requirements required in the halftone processing are different are generated.
However, the "plurality of requirements" includes at least two items of the image quality, the system cost, the halftone
generating time, the halftone processing time, the tolerance to the system error or the tolerance to the environment
change, which are described above.
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<Advantages and Disadvantages of Halftone Algorithm and Each Requirement

[0353] The advantages and disadvantages of various halftone algorithms for the respective requirements such as the
image quality, the system cost, the halftone generating time and the halftone processing time of the first classification
(a) are represented in the table of Fig. 9. Here, as the halftone algorithm, three kinds of methods including the dither
method, the error diffusion method, and the direct binary search (DBS) method are compared.
[0354] The system cost includes cost related to another system specification such as central processing unit (CPU)
performance or memory capacity required to realize the function of the halftone process. The halftone generating time
is time necessary to generate the halftone processing rule, and includes, for example, time necessary for calculation for
determining the halftone parameter. The halftone processing time is time necessary for process of converting the data
of the continuous-tone image into the data of the halftone image by using the generated halftone processing rule.
[0355] If three kinds of halftone algorithms including the dither method, the error diffusion method and the DBS method
are compared, as for the image quality, the image quality is relatively low in the dither method, the image quality is
relatively high quality in the DBS method, and the image quality is medium image quality therebetween in the error
diffusion method. As for the system cost, the cost is relatively low in the dither method, and the cost is relatively high in
the DBS method. The system cost in the error diffusion method is a medium level between the dither method and the
DBS method. The halftone generating time and the halftone processing time are relatively short in the dither method,
and are relatively longer time in the DBS method. The halftone generating time and the halftone processing time are
medium levels between the dither method and the DBS method.
[0356] The advantages and disadvantages for the respective requirements are changed by the setting of the halftone
parameter even in the same halftone algorithm in addition to the relative advantages and disadvantages due to the kind
of the halftone algorithm shown in Fig. 9. For example, in a case where the halftone algorithm is the dither method, the
image quality becomes higher as the dither size becomes larger, but the system cost becomes higher and the halftone
generating time or the halftone processing time becomes longer.
[0357] In a case where the halftone algorithm is the error diffusion method, the image quality becomes higher as an
error diffusion matrix size becomes larger or as the number of gradation sections to which an error diffusion matrix is
applied becomes greater, but the system cost becomes higher for another requirement, and the halftone generating
time and the halftone processing time becomes longer.
[0358] In a case where the halftone algorithm is the DBS method, the image quality becomes higher as the number
of times pixels are updated becomes greater or as an exchange pixel range becomes wider, but the system cost becomes
higher for another requirement, and the halftone generating time or the halftone processing time becomes longer.
[0359] As for the second classification (b) of the requirement, the error occurs in the characteristic parameters such
as the dot density, the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift and the non-jetting due to the printing
order, the drawing path or the jetting timing, and the tolerance design to the system error can be performed such that a
deterioration in granularity or stripe occurrence is suppressed, but the granularity in a state in which there is no error by
the tolerance design is deteriorated. That is, the tolerance to the system error and the granularity have the trade-off
relationship.
[0360] For example, the printing order as the cause of the system error is the order in which the ink colors overlap
each other. The printing order may include the order of an outward path and an inward path in serial scan type head
scanning. The path is the order of the paths in a drawing mode in which the drawing is completed multipath by the serial
scan type ink jet head. In the case of a single path printer, a line in the main scanning direction corresponds to the "path".
For example, in a case where the jetting is performed while sending the printing medium, the timing is taken on the
assumption that the error occurs in the landing position or the dot shape by the jetting timing due to the influence of the
transport error of the printing medium.
[0361] Since the characteristic parameters such as the dot density, the dot diameter, the dot forming position shift or
the non-jetting are changed by the temporal state change of the printing element, these errors are regarded as the
system error. It is difficult to reproduce the simulation by accurately acquiring the change of the dot density, the shape
or the position due to the landing interference as the parameter from only the characteristic parameter acquisition chart
shown in Fig. 5, and such a difference from the reality is regarded as the system error.
[0362] That is, the tolerance deign is performed by regarding the restrictions of the temporal state change of the
system, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart or the image reading device 26 and the difference between the
simulation image and the reality occurring by the limitation of the simulation model as the system error, optimizing the
granularity in a state in which there is no difference and suppressing the deterioration in granularity of a real image or
the occurrence of the streak even though there are such differences.
[0363] In the dither method, for example, in the printing system such as a single path printer in which the respective
printing elements are independently present in a range in which the width direction of the printing medium is wide, it is
difficult to perform the halftone design such that the granularity is optimized by reflecting the characteristics such as the
dot density, the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift or the non-jetting of each printing element.
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[0364] Accordingly, in this case, the design is also performed such that the granularity is optimized based on the
information of the average dot density, the dot diameter or the dot shape for each ink droplet and the tolerance to the
error such as the dot density, the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift or the non-jetting due to the
individual characteristic of the plurality of printing elements is given.

<Description using Specification Example>

[0365] In the image processing device 20 of the present example, two or more halftone processing rules are set
depending on the priorities of the respective requirements based on the advantages and disadvantages of the respective
requirements. The halftone processing rule is specified by the combination of the halftone algorithm and the halftone
parameter.

[Setting Example 1]

[0366] For example, as a setting example of the priority, in a case where the setting is performed such that the image
quality is important for the first classification (a) and the granularity is important for the second classification (b), the
following halftone processing rule may be determined as the halftone processing rule corresponding to the setting (Setting
Example 1) of the priority.

• Halftone algorithm: DBS method
• Halftone parameter: number of times pixel is updated = large, and exchange pixel range = large
• Tolerance design to system error: no

[0367] An appropriate value belonging to a relatively large value of a plurality of value candidates capable of being
selected on the system is set to a specific value that specifies the number of times the pixel related to the halftone
parameter is updated or a specific value that specifies the exchange pixel range.
[0368] In the DBS method, the halftone processing rule is determined by simply designating the number of times the
pixel is updated and the exchange pixel range as the halftone parameter.

[Setting Example 2]

[0369] For example, as another setting example of the priority, in a case where the setting is performed such that the
halftone processing time is important for the first classification (a) and the tolerance to the system error is important for
the second classification (b), the following halftone processing rule can be determined as the halftone processing rule
corresponding to the setting (Setting Example 2) of the priority.

• Halftone algorithm: dither method
• Halftone parameter: dither mask size = small
• Tolerance design to system error: error of 610 micrometers [mm] is added, and tolerance to "streaks" is considered

[0370] Setting is performed such that granularity evaluation parameter α = 1 and streak evaluation parameter β = 1.
[0371] An appropriate value belonging to a relatively small value of a plurality of value candidates capable of being
selected on the system is set to a specific value that specifies a dither mask size related to the halftone parameter. In
the illustrated Setting Example 2, as for the second classification (b), since the extent of the system error is not understood
in some cases and how much the system error influences the streak quality or granularity of a real image is not still
understood, a plurality of values may be set depending on the priority of the tolerance to the system error. For example,
a plurality of values such as "610 micrometers [mm]", "620 micrometers [mm]", ... may be set to the error amount. As
for the simulation of the landing interference, a plurality of settings such as "non-execution setting", "execution setting",
"setting in which only dot movement due to the landing interference is simulated at the time of execution", and "setting
in which a change in dot density or shape as well as the dot movement is simulated" may be performed. As for the
setting of the dot movement due to the landing interference or the change in the density or shape, a plurality of settings
may be performed by changing the values using the parameter acquired from the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart as its reference.
[0372] In a case where the simulation in consideration of the landing interference is performed, the dot movement
and/or dot deformation due to the landing interference may be given as a function of time as well as a function of an
inter-dot distance.
[0373] The setting example is not limited to Setting Examples 1 and 2 described above, and the halftone processing
rule corresponding to various settings of the priority may be generated.
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[0374] In a case where the dither method or the error diffusion method is selected as the halftone algorithm, a process
of generating the halftone parameter corresponding to each halftone algorithm is performed by a flowchart shown in
Fig. 10.
[0375] Fig. 10 is a flowchart related to the process of generating the halftone parameter. The flowchart of Fig. 10 is a
common flowchart in both the dither method and the error diffusion method. Here, the dither method will be described
as an example.
[0376] Initially, the halftone parameter is temporarily set (step S22). In the dither method, the matrix size (that is, dither
mask size) of the dither mask and each threshold value being determined corresponds to the halftone parameter being
determined. Various sizes such as 32 x 32, 64 x 64, 128 x 128 and 256 x 256 may be used as the dither mask size. The
halftone parameter in a case where the dither mask size is designated represents the threshold value of the dither mask,
and the flowchart of Fig. 10 is repeated from 0 to the maximum value of the threshold value.
[0377] After the halftone parameter is temporarily set in step S22, the halftone process is subsequently performed
using the temporarily set halftone parameter (step S24). In the dither method, in step S24, dot-ON pixels from a threshold
value "0" to a current threshold value are acquired. That is, a halftone image (dot arrangement) on which the halftone
process to which the dither mask is applied has been performed is acquired from a single-gradation input image having
a gradation of a current threshold value.
[0378] Subsequently, a simulation image of a printed image is generated for the halftone image acquired in step S24
by using the characteristic parameters related to the characteristics of the printing system (step S26). In step S26, the
dots on which the characteristic parameters related to the dot density, the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming
position shift or the non-jetting of each printing element, or an appropriate combination thereof are reflected are arranged
so as to overlap the pixels of the halftone image, and thus, the simulation image of the print image is generated from
the data of the dot pattern indicated by the halftone image.
[0379] Fig. 11 is a conceptual diagram of the simulation image. In Fig. 11, the respective lattice cells represent the
pixels of the image data. In the data of the halftone image, the cells of the "dot-ON" pixels are represented by a screentone
pattern, and the "dot-OFF" pixels are represented by a white background.
[0380] When the simulation image is generated, the dots on which the recording characteristics such as the dot density,
the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift or the non-jetting of each printing element serving to record
the dot-ON pixels or the appropriate combination thereof are reflected are arranged on the positions of the dot-ON pixels.
[0381] In this case, based on an arrangement state including surrounding dots or an arrangement state after the dots
overlap, the dot shape after the landing interference may be calculated from the already acquired deformation parameter
of the dot shape due to the landing interference, and the dots may be rearranged. For example, if the dot movement
represented by a function of f(ya) is caused in the Y direction due to the influence of the landing interference by an inter-
dot distance ya in the "sub scanning direction" (Y direction of Fig. 11) which is a direction parallel to the transport direction
of the printing medium and the dot movement represented by a function of f(xb) is caused in the X direction due to the
influence of the landing interference by an inter-dot distance xb in the "main scanning direction" (X direction of Fig. 11)
which is a direction perpendicular to the transport direction of the printing medium, the dot shape caused by the dot
movement of f(ya) + f(xb) is changed, and thus, the dots are rearranged.
[0382] Since the surrounding dots that cause the landing interference are present in a diagonal direction as well as
the "sub scanning direction" or "main scanning direction" and are influenced by the landing direction, the dot movement
represented by a function of f(cn) is caused in the direction of the dots due to the influence of the landing interference
by an inter-dot distance cn with surrounding dots n in an arbitrary direction as well as the "sub scanning direction" or
"main scanning direction", and thus, the dots may be moved by f(ya) + f(xb) + f(c1) + f(c2) + ... + f(cn), and the dots may
be rearranged. Of course, since the influence of the landing interference is different by the droplet kind, a function f(*)
is different by the kind of surrounding dot. "*" represents a parameter. Due to the landing interference, the dot density
or the dot shape as well as the dot movement may be changed, and the dots may be rearranged.
[0383] The inter-dot distance cn and the function f(*) representing the dot movement may be treated as vector. That
is, the parameters ya, xb, and c1 to cn described with reference Fig. 11 are treated as vector having a direction for the
functions of f(ya) + f(xb) and f(ya) + f(xb) + f(c1) + f(c2) + ... + f(cn). The functions of f(ya) + f(xb) and f(ya) + f(xb) + f(c1)
+ f(c2) + ... + f(cn) are treated as vector having a direction.
[0384] Here, the change of the dot movement, density or shape due to the landing interference may be caused by the
function including a jetting time difference between the dots as well as the inter-dot distance. That is, the function f(*)
may be a function using the inter-dot distance and the jetting time difference between the dots.
[0385] In Fig. 11, since the simulation image is disposed by reflecting the recording characteristics such as the dot
diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift and the landing interference, the simulation image needs to have
resolution higher than that of the halftone image data. For example, in a case where the resolution of the halftone image
data is 1200 dots per inch [dpi] in both the main scanning direction and the sub scanning direction, the size of each cell
is about 21 micrometers [mm] x 21 micrometers [mm]. However, if the dot forming position shift is about 3 micrometers
[mm], the simulation image needs to have the resolution of 8400 dots per inch [dpi] which is at least seven times as large
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as the resolution of the halftone image data. However, after the dots are arranged on a high-resolution simulation image
once, smoothing is performed on the high-resolution simulation image, and the high-resolution simulation image is
converted into a low-resolution simulation image through smoothing. Thus, it is possible to reduce memory capacity
required for the simulation image. That is, since the high-resolution simulation image is needed only near a region where
the dots are arranged and the entire simulation image is maintained with only low resolution, it is possible to reduce the
memory capacity.
[0386] When the simulation image is generated in step S26 of Fig. 10, in a case where the printing device 24 is a
printing system in which each printing element is independently present over a wide range in a width direction of the
printing medium as in the single path printer, not the individual dot density, dot diameter and dot shape of each printing
element but the average values of the dot densities, dot diameters and dot shapes of each printing element for each ink
kind may be used.
[0387] Subsequently, the image quality of the simulation image generated in step S26 is evaluated (step S28 of Fig. 10).
[0388] The image quality evaluation is performed by calculating at least one evaluation value of a value acquired by
applying a low-pass filter such as a Gaussian filter or a visual transfer function (VTF) representing human visual sensitivity
to the simulation image, performing frequency conversion and performing integral calculus, root mean square (RMS)
granularity, or an error or a standard deviation with the input image. The value calculated in the image quality evaluation
step of step S28 is stored as an "image quality evaluation value" in the memory.
[0389] Here, in a case where the tolerance design to the system error is performed, the generation (step S26) of the
simulation image as described above and the calculation (step S28) of the image quality evaluation value are performed
by applying at least one error of a predetermined dot density, a dot diameter, a dot shape, a dot forming position shift
or non-jetting to the dots of the pixels belonging to the same condition as at least one condition of the printing order, the
path or the timing of the dot-ON pixels corresponding to the current threshold value of the halftone processing result.
[0390] In a case where the tolerance design is performed such that the streaks are generated as well as the deterioration
in granularity as the tolerance to the system error, a value acquired by performing one-dimensional frequency conversion
and integral calculus, or an error or a standard deviation with respect to the value of the integral of the input image in
the main scanning direction is calculated as a streak evaluation value by applying the error to the simulation image and
performing integral calculus on the simulation image in the main scanning direction after the low-pass filter or VTF is
applied. As the method of calculating a quantitative evaluation value of the granularity or streaks, the known method
described in JP2006-67423A or JP2007-172512A may be used.
[0391] In the present example, the image quality evaluation value is calculated by the following equation, and the
acquired value is retained. 

[0392] The granularity evaluation value [system error absence] in the calculation expression of the image quality
evaluation value is a granularity evaluation value calculated from a simulation image to which a system error corre-
sponding to a variation component of the characteristic parameter is not added. The granularity evaluation value [system
error presence (+ predetermined amount)] is a granularity evaluation value calculated from a simulation image to which
a plus (positive) predetermined amount as the system error is added. The granularity evaluation value [system error
presence (- predetermined amount) is a granularity evaluation value calculated from a simulation image to which a minus
(negative) predetermined amount as the system error is added. The streak evaluation value [system error presence (+
predetermined amount) is a streak evaluation value calculated from the simulation image to which a plus (positive)
predetermined amount as the system error is added. The streak evaluation value [system error presence (- predetermined
amount) is a streak evaluation value calculated from a simulation image to which a minus (negative) predetermined
amount as the system error is added. The coefficients α and β are evaluation parameters, the coefficient α is a granularity
evaluation parameter, and the coefficient β is a streak evaluation parameter. In a case where there is an attempt to
increase the tolerance to the system error, α or β is set to be a larger value. Particularly, in a case where there is an
attempt to make the "streaks" inconspicuous as well as the granularity, the value of β is increased. The predetermined
amount of an addition error, the kind of the addition error (density, dot diameter, dot shape, dot forming position shift,
non-jetting, or landing interference) and the coefficients α and β as the evaluation parameters are determined depending
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on the priority of the tolerance to the system error described above.
[0393] As the predetermined amount of the addition error, the standard deviation σ of each item such as the dot
densities, the dot diameters, or the dot forming position shifts may be used. As the predetermined amount of the addition
error, at least one of the standard deviation of the dot densities, the standard deviation of the dot diameters, the standard
deviation of the dot shapes or the standard deviation of the dot forming position shifts may be used, and an appropriate
combination thereof may be used.
[0394] The image quality evaluation value in step S28 of Fig. 10 is calculated, and the halftone parameter is updated
in a case where the image quality evaluation value is enhanced (step S30). In step S32, it is determined whether or not
the steps of step S22 to step S30 are repeatedly performed the predetermined number of times. The "predetermined
number of times" of step S32 in the dither method is the number of all pixels of candidates corresponding to the threshold
value.
[0395] If the step is performed the predetermined number of times and the step is not completed in the determination
of step S32, the step returns to step S22, and the steps of step S22 to step S30 are repeated. In the determination of
step S32, if the step performed the predetermined number of times is completed, the step is ended.

<Case of Error Diffusion Method>

[0396] An example in which the flowchart of Fig. 10 is applied to the generating of the halftone parameter in the error
diffusion method will be described. In the error diffusion method, the halftone parameter indicates the setting of the size
of the error diffusion matrix, the diffusion coefficient and the applied gradation section of each error diffusion matrix.
Here, in order to simplify the description, it is assumed that one kind of common size is used as the size of the error
diffusion matrix.
[0397] The flowchart of Fig. 10 is repeated for all the applied gradation sections, and thus, the diffusion coefficient of
the error diffusion matrix of each applied gradation section is determined.
[0398] For example, the applied gradation section of the error diffusion matrix can be divided into five levels of 0-50,
51-100, 101-150, 151-200, and 201-255 in the case of an 8-bit gradation. The dividing method of the applied gradation
sections may be performed by various determining methods, and the added gradation section may be equally divided
into m levels as an integer m of 2 or more or may be divided in arbitrary unequal gradation regions.
[0399] In a certain gradation section, the average value of the evaluation values of each gradation is used as the
image quality evaluation value by temporarily setting the diffusion coefficient of the error diffusion matrix added to the
gradation section (step S22), performing the halftone process on the input image (single-gradation uniform image) of
each gradation in the gradation section (step S24 of Fig. 10), generating the simulation image (step S26) and the
calculating the image quality evaluation value (step S28).
[0400] When the halftone parameter is temporarily set in step S22, it is assumed that the initial value of the diffusion
coefficient of the error diffusion matrix is 1/matrix size. When the temporal setting is repeated the predetermined number
of items, in the temporal setting of the error diffusion matrix coefficient after the second temporal setting (step S22), the
temporal setting is performed by adding "6 random numbers in a predetermined range" to the respective coefficients
of the best error diffusion matrix and standardizing the summation of coefficients to be "1".
[0401] It is preferable that a diffusion coefficient of an error diffusion matrix of an adjacent gradation section which has
been already optimized is used as an initial value of a diffusion coefficient related to an error diffusion matrix of an
adjacent gradation section.
[0402] The simulation image of step S26 is generated as in the dither method. The image quality evaluation (step
S28) is performed as in the dither method. However, in a case where the tolerance design to the system error is performed,
the simulation image is generated by performing the error addition to the dots of the pixels belonging to the printing
order, the path or the timing, the granularity or streak evaluation values are calculated, and the summation thereof is
used as the "evaluation value". For example, the granularity evaluation value in the system error presence is represented
by the following expression. 
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[0403] Here, the group classification such as the first group and the second group indicates a pixel group belonging
to the same condition as at least one condition of the printing order, the path or the timing. For example, in the case of
a drawing mode in which drawing along 8 inward and outward paths is completed, the group may be sequentially
classified such that a pixel group recorded along a first path is a first group and a pixel group recorded along a second
path is a second group, and a pixel group recorded in along eight path may be an eighth group.
[0404] The "predetermined amount" of the error added to the pixels belonging to each classified group may have the
same value between the groups, or may have different values for each group. The "+ predetermined amount" and the
"- predetermined amount" may have the same absolute value, or may have different absolute values.
[0405] Fig. 12A shows that the jetting order in a drawing mode in which drawing is performed along 8 scanning paths
with predetermined recording resolution is represented by a path number. Fig. 12B is a conceptual diagram in a case
where a predetermined amount of error is added to the dots of the pixels of the first path in a case where the drawing
is performed in the drawing mode shown in Fig. 12A. In Fig. 12B, the error of the dot forming position shift in the X
direction is added to the dots of each pixel groups jetted along the first path. The error may be added to the pixel group
of another path number.
[0406] Fig. 13 shows that the error in which the dot diameter is decreased by a predetermined amount is added to the
dots of the pixels of the third path in a case where the drawing is performed in the drawing mode shown in Fig. 12A.
The dot diameter depicted by a broken line of Fig. 13 indicates an average dot diameter having no error.

<Another Example of Dither Method>

[0407] The dither method is not limited to the flowchart described in Fig. 10, and a void-and-cluster method may be
used. Fig. 14 is a flowchart of the void-and-cluster method.
[0408] Initially, a halftone initial image is prepared (step S42). A method of generating the halftone initial image follows
the void-and-cluster method. That is, in an energy image acquired by applying a filter to a simulation image having a
specific gradation, the initial image is generated by regarding pixels having a maximum energy value as cluster pixels
in which dots are dense, regarding minimum-energy pixels as void pixels in which dots are sparse and repeatedly
exchanging the cluster pixels and the void pixels. For example, an initial image having a gradation value "128" in image
data expressed by gradations from 0 to 255 is generated using a gradation value which is about 50% of a maximum
density as the specific gradation.
[0409] Subsequently, a simulation image is generated from the halftone image by using the characteristic parameters
related to the printing system (step S44). The method of generating the simulation image is the same as that in the
example described in Fig. 11. A filter is applied to the simulation image generated in step S44, threshold values are set
to the minimum-energy pixels (that is, void pixels) of pixels of the halftone image to which dots are not set, and dots are
set to the void pixels of the halftone image (step S46). For example, a Gaussian filter is used as the filter used when the
filter is applied.
[0410] In step S48, it is determined whether or not the setting (that is, the setting of the dots) of the threshold values
to all the gradations is completed, and if the setting is not completed, the step returns to step S44, and the steps of steps
S44 and S46 are repeated. That is, in step 46, the simulation image is generated from the halftone image to which dots
are newly added (step S44), and the energy image acquired by applying the filter to the simulation image is generated
and the threshold values are set to the minimum-energy pixels (step S46).
[0411] In step S48, if the step on all the gradations is completed, the step of Fig. 14 is ended.
[0412] The flowchart shown in Fig. 14 is the process in a direction in which the threshold values are increased from
the initial image, but a method in which the threshold values (that is, gradation values) are decreased from the initial
image also follows the void-and-cluster method. That is, a process of setting the threshold values to the cluster pixels
among the pixels to which the dots are set by regarding the maximum-energy pixels of the energy image acquired by
applying the filter to the simulation image as the cluster pixels in which the dot are dense, a process of generating the
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simulation image by removing the dots of the pixels, a process of setting the threshold values by applying the filter, and
a process of removing the dots are sequentially repeated. For example, a Gaussian filter is used as the filter used when
the filter is applied.
[0413] Similarly to the example described in Fig. 10, in a case where the tolerance design to the system error is
performed, the simulation image is generated by adding at least one kind of error of the error of the predetermined
amount of dot density, the error of the dot diameter, the error of the dot shape, the error of the dot forming position shift
or the error of the non-jetting to the dots of the pixels belonging to the same condition as at least one condition of the
printing order, the path or the timing of the pixels corresponding to the current threshold value (step S44), and the filter
is applied (step S46).
[0414] In a case where the tolerance design to the streaks is performed, one-dimensional energy (that is, streak
energy) is calculated as streak energy by adding the predetermined amount of error to the simulation image, applying
the filter to the simulation image, and performing integral calculus on the simulation image in the main scanning direction.
As the energy of the entire print image, the pixels which have a minimum image evaluation value to be represented
below and include a streak energy component are searched. 

[0415] Through the method described in Fig. 10 or 14, the halftone parameter of the dither method or the error diffusion
method is determined, and the halftone processing rule specified by the combination of the halftone algorithm and the
halftone parameter. By doing this, the multiple kinds of halftone processing rules are generated.

<Halftone Selection Chart>

[0416] In the printing system 10 according to the present embodiment, the halftone selection chart is output in order
to provide determination information when one kind of halftone processing rule used in printing is selected from the
multiple kinds of halftone processing rules generated by the image processing device 20 (step S16 of Fig. 4).
[0417] For example, as the halftone selection chart, a chart including a gradation patch acquired by arranging a primary
color such as cyan, magenta or yellow, a secondary color such as red, green or blue, a tertiary color or a quaternary
color in a predetermined gradation level may be used. The halftone selection chart may include a gradation image
acquired by continuously changing a gradation value instead of the acquired gradation patch to a patch, which is acquired
by discretely changing a gradation value in the predetermined gradation level for each color, or by combining these
patches.
[0418] The halftone selection chart may include a gradation image or a patch having a uniform density of a predeter-
mined gradation according to a special color such as sky blue or pale orange. As the kind of the "special color", various
colors may be set. The sky blue or the pale orange are examples of colors in which the granularity becomes a particularly
sensitive issue in the printed material. As stated above, the particularly important color in the printed material is set as
the "special color", and may be included in the image of the halftone selection chart.
[0419] The halftone selection chart is a chart capable of being used as determination information when an appropriate
halftone process is selected by the user through the comparison of the qualities of the respective halftone processes,
from the results of the halftone processes represented in the chart.
[0420] In order to facilitate the comparison of the qualities of the multiple kinds of halftone processes, it is preferable
that a halftone selection chart in which the processing results of the multiple kinds of halftone processes are provided
on one printing medium is generated.
[0421] Fig. 15 is a schematic diagram showing an example of the halftone selection chart. In Fig. 15, an example of
a halftone selection chart 150 printed by arranging the respective processing rules of the two or more kinds of halftone
processing rules on one printing medium 101 is shown.
[0422] A chart region shown on the left side of Fig. 15 is a chart that represents the processing result of a first halftone
processing rule (referred to as "Halftone 1"), and a chart region shown on the right side is a chart that represents the
processing result of a second halftone processing rule (referred to as "Halftone 2").
[0423] In the halftone selection chart 150 of the present example, as for the respective halftone processes of the two
or more kinds of halftone processing rules, a total of 32 primary color patches 151 and 152 acquired by dividing a
gradation region having gradation values from 0 to 255 into 16 levels of "16" notches are arranged for the respective
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primary colors of C, M, Y and K.
[0424] For the sake of convenience in the illustration, Fig. 15 shows that some of the gradation levels are omitted and
the number of patches is reduced. However, the primary color patches 151 and 152 corresponding to the respective
gradation values of 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192, 208, 224, 240 and 255 are recorded for the
respective colors of CMYK. Reference numeral 151 denotes primary color patches according to the processing result
of the first halftone processing rule, and reference numeral 152 denotes primary color patches according to the processing
result of the second halftone processing rule.
[0425] The halftone selection chart 150 includes gradation images 161 and 162 of the respective colors, sky blue
patches 171 and 172 according to the a predetermined gradation of sky blue, and pale orange patches 181 and 182
according to a predetermined gradation of pale orange in addition to the arrangement of the primary color patches 151
and 152 of the respective colors of CMYK. Reference numeral 161 denotes gradation images according to the processing
result of the first halftone processing rule, and reference numeral 162 denotes gradation images according to the process-
ing result of the second halftone processing rule. The gradation images 161 and 162 are image regions of a shaded
image acquired by continuously changing a gradation value in a range of a gradation region from a minimum gradation
value to a maximum gradation value for the primary colors of the respective colors of CMYK.
[0426] Reference numeral 171 denotes sky blue patches according to the processing result of the first halftone process-
ing rules, and reference numeral 172 denotes sky blue patches according to the processing result of the second halftone
processing rule. Reference numeral 181 denotes pale orange patches according to the processing result of the first
halftone processing rule, and reference numeral 182 denotes pale orange patches according to the processing result
of the second halftone processing rule.
[0427] Information items related to system cost, ink cost and processing time for each halftone processing rule are
printed on the halftone selection chart 150.
[0428] Although not shown in Fig. 15, information items indicating granularity evaluation value and/or streak evaluation
value in association with the patches may be printed for some or all of the primary color patches 151 and 152. As a
method of printing the information items in association with the patches, there are an aspect in which the information
items are printed so as to overlap the patches, or an aspect in which the information items is printed close to the patches.
[0429] The same is true of the sky blue patches 171 and 172 or the pale orange patches 181 and 182, and the
information items indicating granularity evaluation value and/or streak evaluation value in association with the patches
may be similarly printed for some or all of the patches (171, 172, 181 and 182).
[0430] The user may compare the chart of the processing result according to the first halftone processing rule and the
chart of the processing result according to the second halftone processing rule, and may select a preferable halftone
processing rule.
[0431] The primary color patches 151 and 152, the gradation images 161 and 162, the sky blue patches 171 and 172
and the pale orange patches 181 and 182 of the halftone selection chart 150 shown in Fig. 15 are image regions for
comparing and evaluating the quality of the halftone process, and correspond to one example of a "comparison and
evaluation image region".
[0432] The chart is not limited to the form of the halftone selection chart 150 illustrated in Fig. 15, and various forms
of charts may be used. A gradation image of another color such as the secondary color, the tertiary color or the quaternary
color may be formed instead of the gradation images to the gradation images 161 and 162 of the primary colors illustrated
in Fig. 15 or by a combination thereof. Various kinds of colors or layouts of patches or gradation images as the comparison
and evaluation image region may be used.
[0433] When the halftone selection chart is output, in order to evaluate the tolerance (deterioration in granularity or
suppression of streak occurrence) to the system error of the halftone process, the same chart may be disposed on the
entire surface of the printing medium in a drawing executable range, or the content of the same chart may be output
over multiple pages. The configuration in which the same chart is disposed on the entire surface of the printing medium
in the drawing executable range is beneficial in a case where the tolerance to the system error depending on the printing
position (printing place) within the drawing executable range is evaluated. The configuration in which the content of the
same chart is output over multiple pages is beneficial in a case where the tolerance to the temporal system error is
evaluated. The "content of the same chart" is one example of "an image of the same halftone processing result". The
configuration in which the same chart is output so as to be disposed on the entire surface of the printing medium in the
drawing executable range corresponds to one example of a configuration in which "the image of the same halftone
processing result is output in different position on the printing medium multiple times". The configuration in which the
content of the same chart is output over multiple pages corresponds to one example of a configuration in which the
image of the same halftone process is output in different printing timings multiple times.
[0434] In the configuration in which the same chart is output over multiple pages, when the same chart is continuously
output while temporally shifting the chart, a continuous chart output may be performed on the multiple kinds of halftone
processes by switching the halftone process. In this case, it is preferable that the printing place (printing position on the
printing medium) of the processing result of the same halftone process is fixed. In a case where the chart of the processing
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result of the same halftone process is output over multiple pages, the chart is printed in the same place of each printing
medium, and thus, the influence of the system error depending on the place can be excluded.
[0435] In the configuration in which the same chart is output multiple times while spatially shifting the chart, the halftone
processing results adjacent to each other on one printing medium may be processing results of different kinds of halftone
processes. In the configuration in which the same chart is output multiple times while spatially shifting the chart, the
same halftone processing results may be output on the same one printing medium. Accordingly, the influence of the
system error with time can be excluded.
[0436] As described in Fig. 15, information beneficial to the determination or selection performed by the user is not
limited to the image indicating the processing result of the halftone process, and at least one information item of the
quantitative evaluation value of the granularity or streak, the system cost, the ink cost, the halftone generating time or
the halftone processing time may be printed on the printed material of the halftone selection chart. For example, the
"system cost" is indicated as cost an additional option for functional enhancement required to realize the system spec-
ification necessary to be performed within a required halftone processing time. As for the "ink cost", since a slight
difference in the usage amount of ink is generated depending on the kind of the halftone, ink cost is calculated from the
ink usage amount for each kind of halftone in a case where the same image content is printed over a predetermined
sheet of page, and information indicating the ink cost is presented. At least one of the system cost or the ink cost
corresponds to "cost".
[0437] At least one information item of the quantitative evaluation value of the granularity or streak, the system cost,
the ink cost, the halftone generating time or the halftone processing time related to the processing result of the halftone
process may be displayed on the screen of the user interface instead of the configuration in which the halftone selection
chart is printed and presented at the time of outputting or by a combination thereof. The configuration in which the
information of the evaluation value related to such quantitative evaluation together with the halftone selection chart is
printed, or the configuration in which the screen of the user interface is displayed corresponds to one example of
"information presentation means". That is, the display device 32 (see Figs. 2 and 3) of the image processing device 20
may function as the "information presentation means".
[0438] As for the quantitative evaluation value of the granularity or streak, the simulation image may be generated
from the halftone processing result of the halftone selection chart by the above-described method and the granularity
evaluation value or the streak evaluation value may be calculated. Alternatively, the output result of the halftone selection
chart may be read by the image reading device 26 such as the in-line scanner, and the granularity evaluation value or
the streak evaluation value may be calculated from the read image.
[0439] In order to evaluate the tolerance to the system error, the generation of the simulation image related to the
halftone selection chart includes the generation of the simulation image by adding a predetermined amount of error to
the dots of the pixel group belonging to the same condition as at least one condition of the printing order, the path or
the timing.
[0440] In a case where the quantitative evaluation value of the granularity or streak is calculated from the simulation
image, the calculated value may be printed on the printed material of the halftone selection chart.
[0441] Meanwhile, in a case where the output result of the halftone selection chart is read and the quantitative evaluation
value of the granularity or streak is calculated from the read image, the calculation result may be displayed on the screen
of the user interface. The user can select an appropriate halftone process by referring to the quantitative evaluation
value displayed on the screen of the user interface and checking the printed material of the halftone selection chart.
[0442] As another method, in a case where the output result of the halftone selection chart is read and the quantitative
evaluation value of the granularity or streak is calculated from the read image, the calculation result may be additionally
printed on the read halftone selection chart. Alternatively, after the read halftone selection chart is output, when the
same halftone selection chart is output, the already calculated quantitative evaluation value of the granularity or streak
may be printed.
[0443] In a case where the information of the quantitative evaluation value of the granularity or streak is presented,
an aspect in which a portion of the patch in which a difference in evaluation value or a change in evaluation value
necessary to alert the user is generated is highlighted on the screen or the printed material is preferable.
[0444] For example, in a case where the halftone selection chart is output over multiple pages with a temporal difference
between the printing timings and the change with a change in time is checked, the notification that a change in quantitative
evaluation value calculated from the read image of the halftone selection chart exceeds an allowable range and is large
may be highlighted so as to alert the user. In this case, the history of the quantitative evaluation value is stored in the
memory, and a differentiated display or another highlight display is performed in a case where the change amount of
the quantitative evaluation value exceeds the allowable range.
[0445] In addition to checking the temporal system error, that is, instability of the system for time using the halftone
selection chart, it is possible to check the system error depending on the printing position (place) on the printing medium,
that is, the instability of the system for the space (place) by using the halftone selection chart. In this case, the notification
that a difference in quantitative evaluation value exceeds the allowable range and is large due to a difference in place
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may be highlighted so as to alert the user.
[0446] After one halftone processing rule is selected by the automatic selection of the system or the selection operation
of the user, a plurality of other halftone processing rules of which the priority balances of the first classification (a) and
the second classification (b) of the requirements approximate the selected halftone processing rule may be further
generated, the image quality evaluation value or the total evaluation value may be calculated based on the priority
parameter or the halftone selection chart may be output, and the system or the user may select an optimum halftone
processing rule and the calculated values or output halftone selection chart. In a case where the system automatically
selects the halftone process, the halftone processing rule may be repeatedly generated until the image quality evaluation
value or the total evaluation value is equal to or greater than a predetermined threshold value.

<Method of Generating Halftone Selection Chart using DBS method>

[0447] Fig. 16 is a flowchart showing a procedure of generating the halftone image of the halftone selection chart using
the DBS method. In the DBS method, the halftone image of the halftone selection chart is acquired based on the already
determined halftone parameter according to the flowchart of Fig. 16.
[0448] Initially, the initial halftone image is prepared (step S52). The initial halftone image is separately generated by
performing a dither process using the halftone processing rule of the dither method generated in step S14 of Fig. 4 or
a simply generated dither mask on the halftone selection chart.
[0449] Subsequently, a process of replacing the dots of the halftone image is performed (step S54 of Fig. 16). The
simulation images are generated using the characteristic parameters related to the characteristics of the printing system
before and after the dots are replaced (step S56). The image quality is evaluated for the generated simulation images
(step S58), and the halftone image is updated in a case where the evaluation value is enhanced before and after the
dots are replaced (step S60). The image quality evaluation value calculated when the image quality is evaluated in step
S58 is acquired by applying the low-pass filter such as the Gaussian filter or the visual transfer function (VTF) representing
the human visual sensitivity and calculating an error (difference) between the input image and the simulation image.
[0450] The steps from step S54 to step S60 are repeated by repeatedly replacing dots a predetermined number of
times according to the previously set "pixel updating number of times".
[0451] In step S62, it is determined whether or not the process of replacing the dots the predetermined number of
times is completed. In a case where the process of replacing the dots the predetermined number of times is not completed,
the step returns to step S54, and the steps from step S54 to step S60 are repeated. In step S62, in a case where it is
determined that the process of replacing the dots the predetermined number of times is completed, this process is ended.

<Means for Compensating for Image Quality Deterioration due to Influence of Landing Interference>

[0452] It has been described that it is assumed that the simulation image including the landing interference is generated
in order to acquire a favorable halftone processing result by adding the influence of the landing interference in the
generation of the respective halftone parameters of the dither method and the error diffusion method represented by
the flowcharts of Figs. 10 and 14 or the halftone process of the direct binary search (DBS) method represented by the
flowchart of Fig. 16. However, since an excessive time necessary to simulate the landing interference and simulation
accuracy are problems, it is preferable that image quality deterioration due to the influence of the landing interference
can be compensated by a simple method without performing the simulation. From such a viewpoint, a configuration in
which means for compensating for the image quality deterioration due to the landing interference when the dots are in
contact is provided is one of a desirable form.
[0453] For example, in order to compensate for granularity deterioration due to the influence of the landing interference,
the moving direction or moving amount may be estimated for the dot of each pixel based on the kind, contact direction
or contact amount of surrounding dots, each dot may be classified as a small group having the same moving direction
and/or same moving amount based on the moving direction and/or moving amount, and the halftone parameter may be
generated or the halftone process may be performed while favorably maintaining the granularity of each small group.
In order to compensate for streak, unevenness occurrence and granularity deterioration due to the landing interference
in a case where there are the errors of the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift and the non-jetting,
at least one error of a predetermined dot diameter, a dot shape, a dot forming position shift or non-jetting may be added
to the dots of the pixel group belonging to the same printing order, path or timing, the moving direction or moving amount
may be estimated for the dot of each pixel of the group based on the kind, contact direction or contact amount of
surrounding dots, each dot may be classified as a small group having the same moving direction and/or moving amount
based on the moving direction and/or moving amount, and the halftone parameter may be generated or the halftone
process may be performed while favorably maintaining the granularity of each small group.
[0454] Alternatively, in order to compensate for the streak, unevenness occurrence and granularity deterioration due
to the landing interference in a case where there is at least one error of the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming
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position shift or the non-jetting, even though at least one error of a predetermined dot diameter, a dot shape, a dot
forming position shift or non-jetting is added to the dots of the pixel group belonging to the same printing order, path or
timing, the generation of the halftone parameter or the halftone process may be performed such that a change in contact
state of the dots of the group with the surrounding dots is decreased.

<Significance of what Halftone Selection Chart is Output>

[0455] The halftone selection chart has at least one significance of a first significance of what the halftone selection
chart is output to compare the processing results of the two or more kinds of halftone processing rules or a second
significance of what the halftone selection chart is output to check the instability of the system. The chart configuration
in which the processing results of the two or more kinds of halftone processing rules are provided on one printing medium
101 is beneficial to the first significance. Meanwhile, in a case where the second significance is paid attention to, the
processing results of the two or more kinds of halftone processing rules are not necessarily provided on one printing
medium 101. In order to check the instability of the system depending on the place or check the instability of the system
for the time, the chart form in which only the processing rule of one kind of halftone processing rule is recorded on the
printing medium 101 may be used.

<Generation of Two or More Kinds of Halftone Processing Rules and Comparison of These Processing Results>

[0456] It has been described in the present embodiment that at least two kinds of halftone processing rules are
generated, and more preferably, two or more halftone processing rules are generated.
[0457] Fig. 17 is a graph showing qualitative tendencies of various halftone processing rules in a case where a horizontal
axis represents the image quality and a vertical axis represents the system cost or the halftone processing time. If the
comparison is relatively performed on the halftone algorithms of the dither method, the error diffusion method and the
DBS method, the image quality becomes higher in sequential order of the dither method, the error diffusion method and
the DBS method, and the system cost or the halftone processing time becomes higher or longer in sequential order of
the dither method, the error diffusion method and the DBS method. However, in all the dither method, the error diffusion
method and the DBS method, the balance between the image quality and the system cost or the halftone processing
time can be changed depending on the setting of the halftone parameter.
[0458] Various kinds of halftone processes of which the balances of the requirements are different may be set. However,
in the example shown in Fig. 17, a total of 9 kinds of settings in which the level of the "image quality" is divided into 3
levels of low/medium/high are performed for the dither method, the error diffusion method and the DBS method. In Fig.
17, D1, D2 and D3 represent 3 kinds of settings in the dither method, ED1, ED2 and ED3 represent 3 kinds of settings
in the error diffusion method, and DBS1, DBS2 and DBS3 represent 3 kinds of settings in the DBS method.
[0459] Unlike the advantages and disadvantages of each requirement depending on the halftone algorithm described
in Fig. 17, if the granularity is improved using one parameter irrespective of the halftone algorithm, there is a tendency
for the tolerance to the instability of the system to be deteriorated, as shown in Fig. 18.
[0460] In Fig. 18, a horizontal axis represents the granularity, and a vertical axis represents the tolerance to the
instability of the system. In Fig. 18, as the tolerance to the instability of the system, there are both the tolerance of the
granularity and the tolerance of the streaks, but there is the same qualitative tendency in both these tolerances. In Fig.
18, only the tolerance of the granularity is illustrated. That is, as shown in Fig. 18, there is a tendency for the tolerance
to the instability of the system to be deteriorated and the tolerance of the streaks to be deteriorated if the granularity is
increased. In contrast, there is the relation that the tolerance to the instability of the system is improved and the tolerance
of the streaks is also improved if the granularity is sacrificed.
[0461] For example, as the setting example of the tolerance to the instability of the system, it is considered that 3 kinds
of settings in which the level of the tolerance is divided into 3 levels of high/medium/low are performed. In Fig. 18, T1,
T2 and T3 represent 3 kinds of settings performed on the tolerance to the instability of the system.
[0462] Two or more kinds of halftone processing rules of which the balances of the plurality of requirements for the
halftone process are different are generated based on the qualitative tendency described in Figs. 17 and 18. For example,
a total of 27 kinds of halftone processing rules may be generated as a default by combining 9 kinds of settings described
in Fig. 17 with 3 kinds of settings related to the tolerance of the granularity described in Fig. 18.
[0463] The halftone selection charts according to the processing results of 27 kinds of halftone processing rules may
be output, and one halftone processing rule may be selected from these charts by the user.
[0464] As another method, the user may designate the setting of the priority for the requirement, may generate two
kinds or several kinds of halftone processing rules which approximate the setting of the priority, may previously reflect
the intension of the user, and may narrow the presentation range of the kind of the halftone process.
[0465] For example, the kind of the halftone algorithm may be previously restricted and the halftone processing rule
may be generated such that the DBS method or the error diffusion method is used in a case where the setting in which
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the image quality is important is designated, the error diffusion method is used in a case where the setting in which the
image quality and the cost balance are important is designated, and the dither method is used in a case where the setting
in which the cost is important is designated.
[0466] A quantitative requirement value as a target is previously estimated to some extent for the halftone processing
time or the cost of the requirements in many cases. That is, in order to meet the requirements such as productivity, the
user can previously set a target value to the halftone processing time or the cost in many cases.
[0467] Accordingly, a plurality of halftone processing rules may be selected from 27 kinds of halftone processing rules
within a range that satisfies the requirements (target value) of the user, and may be actually output as the halftone
selection chart.

<Selection of Halftone Process>

[0468] The method of selecting one halftone processing rule from the two or more kinds of halftone processing rules
is not limited to a form in which the user checks the chart output of the halftone selection chart and selects any one
halftone process, and the system may automatically select one halftone process.
[0469] In this case, the system previously retains the priority parameters for the plurality of requirements. For example,
there is the image quality, the system cost or the halftone generating time as the first classification (a) of the requirement,
and there is the granularity or the tolerance to the system error as the second classification (b) of the requirement. The
system previously retains the following parameters A, B, C, D, p, q and r, and the total evaluation value is calculated by
the following expression. 

[0470] Here, in order to acquire the image quality evaluation value, the simulation image is generated from the halftone
processing result of the halftone selection chart by the above-describe method, the granularity evaluation values or the
streak evaluation values are calculated, the values of the evaluation are appropriately averaged values for each color,
each gradation, sky blue or pale orange.
[0471] The granularity evaluation values or the streak evaluation values may be averaged or may not be average for
the ink kind. In order to acquire the granularity or streak evaluation values for the system error, the generation of the
simulation image includes the generation of the simulation image by respectively adding the error to the dots of the pixel
group belonging to the same condition as the printing order, the path or the timing.
[0472] A simulation condition applied when the halftone process generation of generating the two or more kinds of
halftone processing rules is performed as a previous stage does not necessarily coincide with a simulation condition
applied when the simulation image quality evaluation in the halftone selection of selecting one halftone processing rule
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from the two or more kinds of halftone processing rules by the user selection or the automatic selection of the system
is performed. For example, the simulation in the halftone process generation may be performed in a condition in which
the factor of the landing interference is not included or a condition in which the simulation is performed in consideration
of only the "dot movement" of the factor of the landing interference in order to promptly generate the halftone processing
rule, and the simulation in the automatic halftone selection may be performed including all changes in dot density, dot
shape and dot movement due to the landing interference in order to reliably reproduce a reality image if possible. Here,
the "halftone process generation" indicates the generation of the halftone parameter in a case where the halftone
algorithm is the dither method or the error diffusion method and the generation of the halftone image in a case where
the halftone algorithm is the DBS method.
[0473] As the predetermined amount of the added error (that is, a predetermined error amount), an appropriate value
may be separately determined, or may be a standard deviation calculated from the reading result of the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart.
[0474] Alternatively, instead of the calculation of the evaluation value based on the simulation image, the halftone
selection chart output by the printing device 24 may be read by the image reading device 26, the granularity evaluation
value or the streak evaluation value may be calculated from the read image, the values of the evaluation values may
be appropriately averaged for each color, each gradation, sky blue or pale orange, and the image quality evaluation
value may be acquired by the following expression. 

[0475] The respective allowable threshold values may be set to the image quality evaluation value, the system cost,
the halftone generating time, the halftone processing time, the granularity evaluation value [system error absence], the
granularity evaluation value [system error presence] and the streak evaluation value, the halftone processing rules of
which the value is equal to or greater than the threshold value may be initially extracted, and an optimum halftone process
may be determined based on the total evaluation value from the extracted halftone processing rules.
[0476] For example, in a case where there is an attempt to determine the halftone process in which the system cost
is as low as possible, there is a method of acquiring the total evaluation value by initially extracting the halftone processes
of which the value is equal to or greater than the allowable threshold value for the image quality evaluation value, the
system cost, the halftone generating time, the halftone processing time, the granularity evaluation value [system error
absence], the granularity evaluation value [system error presence] and the streak evaluation value and setting the priority
parameter B to be a large value.
[0477] The total evaluation value is one example of a "determination evaluation value". Real numbers indicating the
priorities are respectively set to the priority parameters A, B, C, D, p, q and r.
[0478] After one halftone processing rule is selected by the automatic selection of the system or the selection operation
of the user, a plurality of other halftone processing rules of which the priority balances of the first classification (a) and
the second classification (b) of the requirements approximate the selected halftone processing rule may be further
generated, the image quality evaluation value or the total evaluation value may be calculated based on the priority
parameter or the halftone selection chart may be output, and the system or the user may select an optimum halftone
processing rule and the calculated values or output halftone selection chart. In a case where the system automatically
selects the halftone process, the halftone processing rule may be repeatedly generated until the image quality evaluation
value or the total evaluation value is equal to or greater than a predetermined threshold value.

<Description related to Function of Image Processing Device according to Second Embodiment>

[0479] Fig. 19 is a block diagram for describing a function of an image processing device according to a second
embodiment. The image processing device according to the second embodiment shown in Fig. 19 may be used instead
of the configuration of the image processing device according to the first embodiment described in Fig. 3. In Fig. 19, the
same or similar elements as or to those of the configuration described in Fig. 3 will be assigned the same reference
numerals, and the description thereof will be omitted.
[0480] The halftone process generation unit 58 of the image processing device 20 according to the second embodiment
shown in Fig. 19 includes a previous-stage halftone process generation unit 58A, and a halftone automatic selection
unit 58B. The previous-stage halftone process generation unit 58A generates the halftone processing rule that defines
the processing contents of the two or more kinds of halftone processes of which the balances of priority for the plurality
of requirements required in the halftone process are different based on the characteristic parameters. The halftone
automatic selection unit 58B performs a process of automatically selecting the kind of the halftone process used in the
printing of the printing system 10 from the kinds of the halftone processes defined by the two or more kinds of halftone
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processing rules generated by the previous-stage halftone process generation unit 58A based on the priority parameters.
[0481] The halftone automatic selection unit 58B corresponds to one example of "halftone automatic selection means".
The halftone automatic selection unit 58B includes a determination-evaluation-value calculation unit 59 as one example
of "determination-evaluation-value calculation means".
[0482] The determination-evaluation-value calculation unit 59 is calculation means for calculating a determination
evaluation value that evaluates the adequateness of the halftone process defined by the halftone processing rule gen-
erated by the previous-stage halftone process generation unit 58A. The determination-evaluation-value calculation unit
59 calculates the determination evaluation value based on the priority parameter retained by the priority parameter
retention unit 56. That is, the determination-evaluation-value calculation unit 59 calculates a total evaluation value which
is one example of the determination evaluation value. The specific example of the total evaluation value is already
described. The halftone automatic selection unit 58B automatically selects the kind of the halftone process used in the
printing of the printing system 10 based on the determination evaluation value calculated by the determination-evaluation-
value calculation unit 59.
[0483] The priority parameter retention unit 56 stores the priority parameters that designate the balances of priority
related to a plurality of requirements. The step of causing the priority parameter retention unit 56 to store the priority
parameters corresponds to one example of a priority parameter retention step.
[0484] The priority parameter is freely input by the user through the input device 34, and thus, the balances of priority
can be set and the setting content can be changed.
[0485] The image processing device 20 includes the image quality evaluation processing unit 74 which includes the
simulation image generation unit 68 and the evaluation value calculation unit 70, and the halftone process generation
unit 58 generates the halftone processing rule in cooperation with the image quality evaluation processing unit 74. The
simulation image generation unit 68 corresponds to one example of "simulation image generation means", and the
evaluation value calculation unit 70 corresponds to one example of "image-quality-evaluation-value calculation means".
[0486] The image quality evaluation processing unit 74 performs an optimum searching process in which the evaluation
value is enhanced while repeatedly performing the generation of the simulation image and the calculation of the evaluation
value of the image quality for the simulation image. The halftone parameter is determined through the process performed
by the image quality evaluation processing unit 74. The simulation image generation unit 68 generates the simulation
image in a case where the halftone image acquired by applying the halftone process defined by the halftone processing
rule generated by the previous-stage halftone process generation unit 58A is printed, and the evaluation value calculation
unit 70 calculates the image quality evaluation value from the simulation image generated by the simulation image
generation unit 68. The determination-evaluation-value calculation unit 59 of the halftone automatic selection unit 58B
can calculate the determination evaluation value by using the image quality evaluation value calculated by the image
quality evaluation processing unit 74.
[0487] The multiple kinds of halftone processing rules generated by the previous-stage halftone process generation
unit 58A are registered in the halftone-processing-rule storage unit 60.
[0488] The image analysis unit 64 shown in Fig. 19 functions as means for calculating a quantitative evaluation value
of the halftone image by analyzing the read image of the halftone selection chart output from the printing device 24 in
addition to function as means for generating the characteristic parameters by analyzing the read image of the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart. The determination-evaluation-value calculation unit 59 of the halftone automatic selection
unit 58B may acquire information of at least one quantitative evaluation value of the granularity evaluation value or the
streak evaluation value calculated by the image analysis unit 64 based on the output result of the halftone selection
chart from the image analysis unit 64, and may calculate the determination evaluation value. The halftone automatic
selection unit 58B may perform a process of automatically selecting the optimum halftone processing rule based on the
quantitative evaluation value calculated from the read image of the halftone selection chart.
[0489] Fig. 20 is a flowchart showing a method of generating the halftone processing rule in the printing system
including the image processing device according to the second embodiment.
[0490] In Fig. 20, the steps common to the steps of the flowchart described in Fig. 4 will be assigned the same step
numbers, and thus, the description thereof will be omitted. In Fig. 20, the steps from step S10 to step S14 are the same
as those of the flowchart of Fig. 4.
[0491] After the two or more kinds of halftone processing rules are generated based on the characteristic parameters
in step S14, one kind of halftone processing rule is determined from the two or more kinds of generated halftone processing
rules based on the priority parameter (step S17). That is, the combination of step S14 and step S17 corresponds to one
example of a "halftone process generation step". Step S14 is a previous stage for acquiring one optimum halftone
process for the system, and the two or more kinds of halftone processing rules are generated. In step S17, a stepwise
process of selecting one kind of optimum halftone priority parameter from the two or more kinds of halftone processing
rules generated in step S14 is performed.
[0492] However, when the present invention is implemented, the present invention is not necessarily limited to the
configuration in which the step of the stepwise process shown in Fig. 20 is performed. For example, an evaluation
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function that reflects the setting of the priority parameter may be defined, and one kind of halftone processing rule may
be generated using an optimum method of searching an optimum solution which maximizes or minimizes the evaluation
value as the value of the evaluation function for the combination of the halftone algorithm and the halftone parameter.
[0493] In this case, the multiple kinds of halftone processing rules may be generated during the calculation process
of calculating the optimum solution, but the halftone processing rule generated as the kind of the halftone process capable
of being ultimately used in the system may be analyzed to be one kind of halftone processing rule as the optimum solution.
[0494] Even in a case where one halftone processing rule is automatically selected (determined) by the system ac-
cording to the setting of the priority parameter, the halftone processing rule determined by the automatic selection may
be appropriately changed by the user. It is preferable that various halftone processing rules generated by the image
processing device 20 are registered as a line-up such that the halftone processing rule can be reselected by changing
the setting of the priority parameter by the user operation or the program of the system.
[0495] It is preferable that information items of the quantitative evaluation value of the granularity or streaks, the
halftone generating time, the halftone processing time and the system cost related to the halftone processing rule are
stored in association with the halftone processing rule such that these information items are referred to if necessary.
[0496] The image quality evaluation value, the system cost, the halftone generating time and the halftone processing
time may be calculated for each color of ink used in the printing device 24, that is, for each ink kind, and a different
halftone algorithm and halftone parameter may be selected for each ink kind. Alternatively, the image quality evaluation
value, the system cost, the halftone generating time and the halftone processing time may be calculated for all colors,
and the same common halftone algorithm and halftone parameter may be selected for all colors.

<Another Example of Characteristic Parameter Acquisition Chart>

[0497] Fig. 21 is a diagram showing another example of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart. A characteristic
parameter acquisition chart 200 shown in Fig. 21 is an example of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart output
by the single path printer.
[0498] The characteristic parameter acquisition chart 200 shown in Fig. 21 includes single dot patterns 202C, 202M,
202Y and 202K, first continuous dot patterns 204C, 204M, 204Y and 204K, and second continuous dot patterns 206C,
206M, 206Y and 206K, which are recorded on a printing medium 201 by nozzles which are printing elements in recording
heads of the respective colors of cyan, magenta, yellow and black.
[0499] The single dot patterns 202C, 202M, 202Y and 202K are discrete dot patterns in which dots are discretely
recorded in an isolation state in which the single dot is isolated from another dot. The first continuous dot patterns 204C,
204M, 204Y and 204K and the second continuous dot patterns 206C, 206M, 206Y and 206K are continuous dot patterns
in which two or more dots are recorded so as to be in contact.
[0500] The single dot patterns 202C, 202M, 202Y and 202K correspond to the single dot patterns 102C, 102M, 102Y
and 102K of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart 100 described in Fig. 5. The first continuous dot patterns
204C, 204M, 204Y and 204K of Fig. 21 correspond to The first continuous dot patterns 104C, 104M, 104Y and 104K of
the characteristic parameter acquisition chart 100 described in Fig. 5, and the second continuous dot patterns 206C,
206M, 206Y and 206K of Fig. 21 correspond to the second continuous dot patterns 106C, 106M, 106Y and 106K of the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart 100 described in Fig. 5. The first continuous dot patterns 104C, 104M, 104Y
and 104K and the second continuous dot patterns 106C, 106M, 106Y and 106K of Fig. 5 in which the plurality of dots
in contact with each other are adjacent in the main scanning direction are different from the first continuous dot patterns
204C, 204M, 204Y and 204K and the second continuous dot patterns 206C, 206M, 206Y and 206K of Fig. 21 in which
the plurality of dots in contact with each other are adjacent in the sub scanning direction.
[0501] In both the single path type and the serial scan type, multiple levels of continuous dot patterns acquired by
changing a jetting time difference as well as the distance between two dots jetted so as to overlap in the continuous dot
pattern may be similarly formed. In the single path type, the transport speed of the printing medium 201 is changed, and
thus, it is possible to change the jetting time difference between two dots of the continuous dot pattern.
[0502] Fig. 22 is a schematic plan view of a recording head portion of an ink jet printing device as the single path
printer used in the outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart 200 shown in Fig. 21. In Fig. 22, a longitudinal
direction from the top to the bottom is the transport direction of the printing medium 201. As means (medium transport
means) for transporting the printing medium 201, various forms such as a drum transport type, a belt transport type, a
nip transport type, a chain transport type and a palette transport type may be adopted, or an appropriate combination
of these types may be adopted. The transport direction of the printing medium 201 is referred to as a "medium transport
direction". In Fig. 22, the medium transport direction is depicted by a white arrow. The medium transport direction
corresponds to the "sub scanning direction". A horizontal direction in Fig. 22, that is, a direction which is parallel to the
paper surface and is perpendicular to the medium transport direction is referred to as a "medium width direction". The
medium width direction corresponds to the "main scanning direction".
[0503] The ink jet printing device as the single path printer shown in Fig. 22 includes a cyan recording head 212C that
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jets a cyan ink, a magenta recording head 212M that jets a magenta ink, a yellow recording head 212Y that jets a yellow
ink and a black recording head 212K that jets a black ink.
[0504] Each of the cyan recording head 212C, the magenta recording head 212M, the yellow recording head 212Y
and the black recording head 212K is a line head having a nozzle array in which a plurality of nozzles is arranged over
a length corresponding to the maximum width of an image forming region in the medium width direction perpendicular
to the medium transport direction.
[0505] The number of nozzles, the arrangement form of nozzles and a nozzle density of the recording heads (212C,
212M, 212Y and 212K) of the respective colors may be variously designed. A head common to all colors may be designed
for the recording heads (212C, 212M, 212Y and 212K) of the respective colors, or different heads may be designed for
the recording heads of some colors or the respective colors.
[0506] Here, in order to simplify the illustration, a common structure in which the head common to all colors is designed
for the recording heads (212C, 212M, 212Y and 212K) of the respective recording heads is established, and only 40
nozzles for each of the recording heads (212C, 212M, 212Y and 212K) are shown. In Fig. 22, an example in which the
ink jet printing device uses four inks of CMYK is illustrated, and the combination of the ink colors and the number of
colors is not limited to the present embodiment. As described in Fig. 6, a light ink, a dense ink or a special color ink may
be added if necessary. The arrangement order of the recording heads of the respective colors is not limited to the
example of Fig. 22.
[0507] On an ink jetting surface of the cyan recording head 212C shown in Fig. 22, a plurality of ink jetting nozzles
218C is arranged in a regular arrangement pattern in both a row direction along the main scanning direction and a
diagonal column direction which is not parallel and perpendicular to the main scanning direction and has a predetermined
angle. Here, an example of a nozzle arrangement of a matrix arrangement in 4 rows x 10 columns in which nozzle arrays
in which four nozzles 218C are arranged in the diagonal column direction at a predetermined interval are formed in 10
columns in different positions in the main scanning direction is illustrated.
[0508] Such a two-dimensional nozzle arrangement is configured such that row-direction nozzle arrays in which 10
nozzles 218C are arranged in a line along the row direction at an equal interval are formed in 4 rows in different positions
in the sub scanning direction. In a case where row numbers are assigned to the row-direction nozzle arrays in 4 rows
in the order of a first row, a second row, a third row and a fourth row from the bottom to the top of Fig. 22 (that is, from
the downstream to the upstream in the medium width direction), the nozzle positions of the first row and the second row
are different in the main scanning direction. Similarly, the nozzle positions in the main scanning direction are different
between the second row and the third row, between the third row and the fourth row, and between the fourth row and
the first row.
[0509] If a nozzle interval between the nozzles 218C, which are arranged in a line at an equal interval, in the main
scanning direction within the row-direction nozzle array is LN, the shift amount of the nozzle position in the main scanning
direction between the first row and the second row, between the second row and the third row, between the third row
and the fourth row, and between the fourth row and the first row is LN/4 which is a value acquired by dividing LN by the
total number of rows. Such a two-dimensional nozzle arrangement may be considered as a nozzle array in which the
respective nozzles 218C are arranged at an equal interval (an interval of "LN/4") in the main scanning direction.
[0510] The arrangement form of the ink jetting nozzles 218M of the magenta recording head 212M, the arrangement
form of the ink jetting nozzles 218Y of the yellow recording head 212Y and the arrangement form of the ink jetting nozzles
218K of the black recording head 212K are the same as the nozzle arrangement form of the cyan recording head 212C.
[0511] The present embodiment is not limited to the matrix arrangement illustrated in Fig. 22. In general, in the recording
head having the two-dimensional nozzle arrangement, a projection nozzle array projected (orthogonally projected) such
that the respective nozzles in the two-dimensional nozzle arrangement are arranged in the medium width direction
(corresponding to the main scanning direction) may be considered to be equivalent to a single-row nozzle array in which
the nozzles are arranged at an approximately equal interval with a nozzle density capable of achieving a recording
resolution in the main scanning direction (medium width direction). The "equal interval" mentioned herein means that a
jetting point capable of being recorded in the ink jet printing device are a substantially equal interval. For example, a
case where intervals are slightly differentiated in consideration of the movement of the liquid droplets on the medium
due to the landing interference or a manufacturing error included in the concept of the "equal interval". If the projection
nozzle array (referred to as a "substantial nozzle array".) is considered, the nozzle positions (nozzle numbers) may be
associated with the projection nozzles in the order of the arrangement of the projection nozzles arranged in the main
scanning direction. The number of nozzles or the arrangement form of nozzles constituting the two-dimensional nozzle
arrangement is appropriately designed depending on the recording resolution and a drawing executable width.
[0512] When the line head is formed, a plurality of short head modules in which a plurality of nozzles is two-dimensionally
arranged is connected, and thus, it is possible to form the line head including a nozzle array having a required length in
the medium width direction.
[0513] As shown in Fig. 22, the ink jet printing device that uses the recording heads (212C, 212M, 212Y and 212K)
as the line head including a nozzle array having a length corresponding to the entire width of the image forming region
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of the printing medium 201 can record the image in the image forming region of the printing medium 201 by transporting
the printing medium 201 at a predetermined speed by medium transport means (not shown), performing jetting from the
respective recording heads (212C, 212M, 212Y and 212K) in an appropriate timing according to the transport of the
printing medium 201 and performing an operation (that is, single sub scanning) of relatively moving the printing medium
201 and the respective recording heads (212C, 212M, 212Y and 212K) once in the medium transport direction.
[0514] According to the configuration of Fig. 22, it is possible to form the single dot patterns 202C, 202M, 202Y and
202K, the first continuous dot patterns 204C, 204M, 204Y and 204K and the second continuous dot patterns 206C,
206M, 206Y and 206K shown in Fig. 21.by transporting the printing medium 201 at a predetermined speed in the medium
transport direction by the medium transport means (not shown) and performing jetting the nozzles (218C, 218M, 218Y
and 218K) of the respective recording heads (212C, 212M, 212Y and 212K) in an appropriate timing.
[0515] That is, it is possible to form the single dot pattern 202C, the first continuous dot pattern 204C and the second
continuous dot pattern 206C of Fig. 21 by performing jetting from the respective nozzles 218C of the cyan recording
head 212C. An inter-dot distance between two dots overlapping each other is different in the first continuous dot pattern
204C and the second continuous dot pattern 206C. That is, an interval between two times of jetting timings when two
dots overlapping each other are recorded is different in the first continuous dot pattern 204C and the second continuous
dot pattern 206C.
[0516] The same is true of the respective colors of M, Y and K, and it is possible to form the single dot pattern 202M,
the first continuous dot pattern 204M and the second continuous dot pattern 206M of Fig. 21 by transporting the printing
medium 201 and performing jetting from the respective nozzles 218M of the magenta recording head 212M of Fig. 22
in an appropriate timing.
[0517] It is possible to form the single dot pattern 202Y, the first continuous dot pattern 204Y and the second continuous
dot pattern 206Y of Fig. 21 by transporting the printing medium 201 and performing jetting from the respective nozzles
218Y of the yellow recording head 212Y of Fig. 22 in an appropriate timing.
[0518] Similarly, it is possible to form the single dot pattern 202K, the first continuous dot pattern 204K and the second
continuous dot pattern 206K of Fig. 21 by transporting the printing medium 201 and performing jetting from the respective
nozzles 218K of the black recording head 212K of Fig. 22 in an appropriate timing.
[0519] It is necessary to separate (give a time difference) the jetting timings of the nozzles adjacent to each other in
the horizontal direction in Fig. 22 by a predetermined time such that dots adjacent to each other in the horizontal direction
(main scanning direction) do not overlap in Fig. 21. The "nozzles adjacent to each other in the horizontal direction" are
nozzles adjacent to each other in the projection nozzle array as the "substantial nozzle array" arranged in the horizontal
direction.
[0520] In the configuration shown in Fig. 22, it is possible to form the pattern shown in Fig. 21 by performing jetting in
the order of K → Y → M → C according to the transport of the printing medium 201 and performing jetting in the order
of first row → second row → third row → fourth row among the four rows of the two-dimensional nozzle arrangement
for the respective colors. However, it is necessary to separate (give a time difference) the jetting timings of the nozzles
of the respective colors and the respective rows by a predetermined amount such that dots recorded by different nozzles
do not overlap each other.
[0521] The above-described jetting timings are controlled by combining the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart
generation unit 62 (see Figs. 3 and 19) and the printing control device 22 (see Fig. 2) which are already described above.
Instead of the configuration described in Figs. 5 and 6, the configuration described in Figs. 21 and 22 may be adopted.

<Inclusion of System Characteristic Parameter by Concept of System Error>

[0522] It has been described in the above description that the "system error" within the term "system error absence"
or "tolerance to the system error" has the meaning of an error changed temporally and/or for each place as the change
component of the characteristic parameter.
[0523] Meanwhile, as already described above, errors having reproducibility such as non-jetting due to nozzle failure
and an error in nozzle position caused by the manufacturing error are included in the system error. These errors having
reproducibility may be comprehended as parameters indicating the characteristics of the system, and may be considered
as a parameter of the "system error". That is, the error of the system errors which is capable of being reliably defined
by the input from the user or the measurement based on the reading result of a test chart, that is the error having
reproducibility may be considered as the characteristic parameter of the system. In the present specification, the error
having reproducibility is referred to as a "characteristic error". The characteristic error means an error as the system
characteristic. Since the characteristic error of the system errors which is the error having reproducibility is the charac-
teristic parameter of the system, it is possible to generate an optimum halftone processing rule acquired by estimating
the characteristic error for the characteristic error.
[0524] Meanwhile, in the present specification, the error of the system errors which is changed temporally and/or for
each place, that is, the irregularly changed error is referred to as a "random system error". It is possible to design only
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the halftone to which the tolerance to the error is applied for the random system error.
[0525] It is possible to comprehend that the relationship between the characteristic error and the random system error
corresponds to the relationship between a representative value such as an expectation value (average value) or a center
value related to the distribution of the measurement values of a certain interest error item and "dispersion" such as a
variation from the representative value or a change width.
[0526] A further specific example of the system error will be described. As an example of a common "system error"
for the serial scan type ink jet printing system and the single path type ink jet printing system, there are each nozzle
error of the head, non-jetting and a position shift for each droplet kind.
[0527] The nozzle error includes an error of a liquid droplet in a flying direction, an error of a jetting speed, an error of
a droplet amount or an error of a dot shape in each nozzle. The jetting speed is represented by the term "drop velocity"
in some cases. The error of the droplet amount can be comprehended as the error of the dot density. The dot shape is
a synonym for a "dot profile". Since the error in the flying direction, the error of the jetting speed, the error of the droplet
amount and the error of the dot shape are errors depending on the droplet kind in some cases, it is preferable that these
errors are comprehended for each droplet kind.
[0528] The nozzle error is the term that comprehensively represents the error of the nozzle position in the main scanning
direction and/or sub scanning direction, the error of the dot density, the error of the dot diameter, the error of the dot
shape or an error of an appropriate combination thereof.
[0529] The droplet kind is the kind of liquid droplet corresponding to a dot size with which the recording can be controlled
by the head. For example, in the configuration in which the jetting of a small droplet, a medium droplet and a large droplet
corresponding to three kinds of dot sizes of a small dot, a medium dot and a large dot can be controlled, the droplet kind
is three. The position shift for each droplet kind means a landing position error for each droplet kind in the main scanning
direction and/or sub scanning direction.
[0530] The nozzle error of each nozzle may determine a value capable of being treated as a "characteristic error"
which is approximately observed on average for each nozzle can be determined, and may be a target of the "random
system error" changed temporally and/or for each place.
[0531] As an example of the "system error" in the serial scan type ink jet printing system, there is a bidirectional position
shift in scanning, a bidirectional position shift for each droplet kind, a head vibration error according to the carriage
movement or a paper transport error.
[0532] The bidirectional position shift is an error in the main scanning direction of a dot recording position in a case
where the jetting is performed during the movement of the carriage in an outward direction in a reciprocating operation
of the carriage and a dot recording position in the main scanning direction in a case where the jetting is performed during
the movement of the carriage in an inward direction.
[0533] The bidirectional position shift for each droplet kind is an error in position in the main scanning direction and
the sub scanning direction for each droplet kind in a case where the jetting is performed during the movement in the
outward and inward directions of the carriage movement.
[0534] The head vibration error is caused by the vibration of the driving belt of the carriage, and is observed as a
change in dot position in the main scanning direction and/or the sub scanning direction. The paper transport error is an
error in paper sending amount in the sub scanning direction which is the paper transport direction. The paper transport
error is observed as a recording position error in the sub scanning direction.
[0535] As an example of the "system error" in the single path type ink jet printing system, there is an error (referred
to as a "head module vibration error") due to the vibration of the head module constituting the line head, or an error
(head module attachment error) of an attachment position of each head module. The head module vibration error is
observed as the error in the dot position in the main scanning direction and/or the sub scanning direction. The head
module attachment error may also be observed as the error in the dot position in the main scanning direction and/or the
sub scanning direction.
[0536] The head module attachment error corresponds to the characteristic error.

[Chart for Acquiring System Error Parameter]

[0537] In Fig. 5, the "characteristic parameter acquisition chart" for acquiring the characteristic parameter has been
described. As mentioned above, since the characteristic parameter can be comprehended as the parameter indicating
the characteristic error of the system errors, the characteristic parameter can be understood as a kind of system error
parameter. Accordingly, it is understood that the "characteristic parameter acquisition chart" corresponds to one example
of a "system error parameter acquisition chart".
[0538] As the system error parameter acquisition chart in the single scan type ink jet printing system, the following
charts may be used.
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(Example 1)

[0539] As the chart for acquiring each nozzle error or non-jetting parameter among the system errors, the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart described in Fig. 5 may be applied.

(Example 2)

[0540] In order to comprehend the nozzle error for each droplet kind such as the position shift (including the bidirectional
position shift) for each droplet kind, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart described in Fig. 5 is generated from
the outward path and the inward path. For example, in a case where the jetting of three droplet kinds of a small droplet,
a medium droplet and a large droplet can be controlled, the respective droplet kinds of the small droplet, the medium
droplet and the large droplet, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart described in Fig. 5 may be output and
measured for the medium droplet and the large droplet. It is possible to acquire position shift information indicating how
much the dot position which is actually recorded is shifted from a target recording position (pixel position) for each droplet
kind. The characteristic parameter acquisition chart described in Fig. 5 is generated for the outward path and the inward
path for each droplet kind. It is possible to acquire the information of the position shift related to the carriage movement
direction (main scanning direction) in the outward path and the inward path for each droplet kind from the measurement
results of the charts.

(Example 3)

[0541] An example of the chart for measuring the head vibration error according to the carriage movement is shown
in Fig. 23. Here, in order to simplify the illustration, only the black recording head 112K is schematically shown. As shown
in Fig. 23, a continuous jetting operation is performed from a specific nozzle 118S of the recording head while moving
the carriage, and thus, the head vibration error measurement chart is generated. The "continuous jetting operation being
performed" mentioned herein means that the jetting is repeated at a cycle of time intervals enough to record the dots
as independent dots which are individually separated (isolated) from each other so as not to overlap each other.
[0542] For the sake of convenience in the description, Fig. 23 shows that the dot interval in the main scanning direction
or the head vibration error highlighted (deformed) so as to be extremely increased. The head is vibrated according to
the movement of the carriage, and thus, the shift amount in the main scanning direction and/or the sub scanning direction
is changed.
[0543] The output result of the chart shown in Fig. 23 is read by the image reading device 26 (see Fig. 1) such as the
in-line sensor, and the shift amounts in the main scanning direction and the sub scanning direction from an ideal position
to be originally jetted are measured for each dot. How much the actual landing position is shifted from each pixel position
is measured. As the ideal position to be originally jetted, the pixel position is determined to be in a line in the main
scanning direction. The pixel position to be originally jetted in the main scanning direction is expressed by "n", and a
shift amount Δx(n) in the main scanning direction and a shift amount Δy(n) in the sub scanning direction with respect to
each pixel position n may be measured (see Fig. 24). "n" indicates a position coordinate (X coordinate) of the pixel on
which the jetting is performed in the main scanning direction. n may be an integer from 0 to N. N in this case indicates
an integer corresponding to the number of jetted dots. Δx(n) and Δy(n) represent the shifts from the ideal landing position.
[0544] Figs. 25A and 25B show examples of the head vibration error. In Fig. 25A, a horizontal axis represents the
pixel position n in the main scanning direction, and a vertical axis represents the position shift amount in the main
scanning direction. In Fig. 25B, a horizontal axis represents the pixel position n in the main scanning direction, and a
vertical axis represents the position shift amount in the sub scanning direction.
[0545] By doing this, the shift amount Δx(n) in the main scanning direction and the shift amount Δy(n) in the sub
scanning direction are calculated as the function of the pixel position n.
[0546] Although the example in which the continuous jetting operation is performed from the specific single nozzle
118S has been described in Fig. 23, the continuous jetting operation may be performed from a plurality of specific nozzles
in a similar manner, the statistical process is performed on the shift amounts Δx(n) and Δy(n) acquired from the meas-
urement, and the parameter of the head vibration error may be generated.

(Example 4)

[0547] The paper transport error is an error indicating a variation in paper sending amount. The paper transport error
is an error with which the dot position is shifted due to a paper transport mechanism in the printing system. Fig. 26 is
an example of a chart for acquiring information of the paper transport error. Here, in order to simplify the illustration, only
the black recording head 112K is schematically shown. Similarly to the example of Fig. 23, in a case where the parameter
of the paper transport error is acquired, the continuous jetting operation is performed in the specific nozzle 118S of the
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recording head, and a line of a dot array according to the main scanning direction is drawn. The specific nozzle 118S
of Fig. 23 and the specific nozzle 118S of Fig. 26 may be the same nozzle, or may be different nozzles.
[0548] As shown in Fig. 26, if a first-row dot array DL1 is drawn, a predetermined amount of paper transport in the
sub scanning direction is performed. The "paper transport" is a synonym for "paper sending" or "sheet sending". It is
assumed that the control amount of the predetermined of paper transport is Δy0. A second-row dot array DL2 is similarly
drawn. The predetermined amount Δy0 of paper transport and the continuous jetting operation are repeated, and thus,
a plurality of dot arrays DL1, DL2, DL3, ... is drawn. It is preferable that this chart is recorded by performing scanning
only in the outward path of the carriage movement, or only in the inward path thereof, or in any one thereof.
[0549] A pixel position as a jetting command position of each dot in a k-th-row dot array is represented as (n, k). k is
an integer from 1 to m, and m is an integer of 2 or more. A difference yav(k+1) - yav(k) between an average value yav(k) of
sub-scanning-direction positions of the respective dots in the k-th-row dot array and an average value yav(k+1) of sub-
scanning-direction positions of the respective dots in a (k+1)-th-row dot array is measured as a k-th paper sending
amount Δyk. An error of the k-th paper transport may be expressed as Δyk - Δy0.
[0550] Fig. 27 shows an example of the distribution of the measurement values of Δyk (k = 1, 2, .., m-1) measured
from a paper transport error measurement chart. A horizontal axis represents a paper transport error Δy. The illustrated
distribution of the paper sending amount is a distribution according to the normal distribution.
[0551] As the system error parameter acquisition chart in the single path type ink jet printing system, the following
charts may be used.

(Example 5)

[0552] As the chart for acquiring each nozzle error or non-jetting parameter among the system errors, the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart described in Fig. 21 may be applied.

(Example 6)

[0553] In order to comprehend the nozzle error for each droplet kind such as the position shift (including the bidirectional
position shift) for each droplet kind, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart described in Fig. 21 is generated for
each droplet kind. For example, in a case where the jetting of three droplet kinds of the small droplet, the medium droplet
and the large droplet can be controlled, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart described in Fig. 5 may be output
and may be measured for the small droplet, the medium droplet and the large droplet. It is possible to acquire position
shift information indicating how much the dot position which is actually recorded is shifted from a target recording position
(pixel position) for each droplet kind.

(Example 7)

[0554] An example of the chart for the head vibration error parameter in the single path type is shown in Fig. 28. For
the sake of convenience in the description, Fig. 28 shows only the cyan recording head 212C. The cyan recording head
212C of Fig. 28 is a line head formed by connecting a plurality of head modules 220-j (j = 1, 2, ..., and Nm). Although
an example in which Nm = 5 as an example of the number of connected head modules is illustrated in this drawing, the
number of connected head modules is not particularly limited, and may be arbitrarily designed.
[0555] The plurality of head modules 220-j (j = 1, 2, ..., and Nm) is fixed to a common supporting frame 222, and is
formed as one head bar as a whole. The dot recording position is changed due to the vibration of the head bar. As shown
in Fig. 28, the jetting is continuously performed form the single specific nozzle 228S while the printing medium 201 is
transported in the sub scanning direction at a predetermined speed, and the dot array arranged in the sub scanning
direction is recorded. Similarly to the example described in Fig. 23, the "jetting being continuously performed" means
that the jetting is repeated at a cycle of time intervals enough to record the dots as independent dots which are individually
separated (isolated) from each other so as not to overlap each other.
[0556] Similarly to Fig. 23, for the sake of convenience in the description, Fig. 28 shows that the dot interval in the sub
scanning direction or the head vibration error highlighted (deformed) so as to be extremely increased. The shift amount
in the main scanning direction and/or the sub scanning direction is changed due to the vibration of the head bar.
[0557] The output result of the chart shown in Fig. 28 is read by the image reading device 26 (see Fig. 1) such as the
in-line sensor, and the shift amounts in the main scanning direction and the sub scanning direction from an ideal position
to be originally jetted are measured for each dot. How much the actual landing position is shifted from each pixel position
is measured. As the ideal position to be originally jetted, the pixel position is determined to be in a line in the sub scanning
direction. The pixel position to be originally jetted in the sub scanning direction is expressed by "n", and a shift amount
Δx(n) in the main scanning direction and a shift amount Δy(n) in the sub scanning direction with respect to each pixel
position n may be measured. Here, "n" indicates a position coordinate (Y coordinate) of the pixel on which the jetting is
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performed in the sub scanning direction.
[0558] Similarly to the example described in Fig. 23, it is possible to acquire the head vibration error parameter in the
single path type from the measurement result of the chart of Fig. 28.

(Example 8)

[0559] As the system error specific to the single path type, there is the head module attachment error. Fig. 29 is an
example of the chart for acquiring the head module attachment error parameter. The respective head modules 220-j (j
= 1, 2, ..., and Nm) are attached so as to be shifted from attachment positions (ideal attachment positions) in the design.
The attachment positions of the respective head modules 220-j (j = 1, 2, ..., and Nm) may include a main scanning
direction error, a sub scanning direction error and an in-surface rotation direction error. The dot recording position is
shifted from the ideal position due to the head module attachment error.
[0560] In the chart shown in Fig. 29, in the respective nozzle groups of the head modules 220-j (j = 1, 2, ..., and Nm),
the jetting is performed on a pixel array arranged in a line in the main scanning direction, and a dot array Ds(j) for each
of the head modules 220-j (j = 1, 2, ..., and Nm) is recorded.
[0561] A central position of gravity G(j) of a group of dot arrays Ds(j) and an angle of inclination θ(j) with respect to the
main scanning direction are calculated from the density distributions thereof for the dot array Ds(j) for each of the head
modules 220-j (j = 1, 2, ..., and Nm) from the read image of the chart (see Figs. 30A and 30B).
[0562] A central position of gravity Go(j) is determined for each originally intended (that is, ideally designed) dot array
Ds(j). Accordingly, as shown in Fig. 30(A), it is possible to comprehend the shift of the central position of gravity indicating
how much the central position Go(j) of gravity of the dot array Ds(j) calculated by reading the chart in both directions of
the main scanning direction and the sub scanning direction is shifted from the ideal central position Go(j) of gravity. It is
possible to comprehend the main scanning direction error and the sub scanning direction error from the shift of the
central position of gravity. Since it is assumed that the head modules 220-j (j = 1, 2, ..., and Nm) are attached while
being rotated in the surface, the angle of inclination θ(j) of the dot array Ds(j) with respect to the main scanning direction
is also measured as shown in Fig. 30B. The angle of inclination θ(j) indicates the in-surface rotation direction error.

[Accumulation and Utilization of System Error Parameter]

[0563] The "head module attachment error" described above is not temporally changed, and corresponds to the
characteristic error which is reliably determined due to the attachment of the head module. Meanwhile, the respective
error items such as each nozzle error (including each nozzle error for each droplet kind), bidirectional position shift
(including the bidirectional position shift for each droplet kind), the head vibration error and the paper transport error
may be temporally changed.
[0564] Accordingly, it is preferable that the tolerance design to the system error is performed by accumulating the
acquiring results of the system error parameters acquired from the respective charts in a storage unit other than the
memory, updating the distribution data of the system errors including accumulation data of the system error parameters
acquired in the past and the newly acquired system error parameters and determining the "random system error" based
on the latest updated system error distribution.
[0565] As for the characteristic errors included in the system errors, it is preferable that the value of the "characteristic
error" is updated from the data distribution including the accumulation data of the system error parameters acquired in
the past and the newly acquired system error parameters.

[Simulation Image Generation and Image Quality Evaluation in Designing Tolerance to System Error]

[0566] A total evaluation value (weighted sum) for each level is used as an image quality evaluation value by performing
the simulation image generation and image quality evaluation in a case where the system errors are classified in terms
of the characteristic error and the random system error and in a case where the tolerance design to the system error is
performed when the halftone processing rule is generated for each level of the plurality of random system errors. A total
evaluation value (weighted sum) for each level is used as an image quality evaluation value by performing the simulation
image generation and the image quality evaluation in a case where the tolerance design to the system error is performed
when the halftone processing rule is generated for each level of the plurality of random system errors.
[0567] The "plurality of levels" of the random system error added when the simulation image is generated follows the
system error distribution of the printing system.
[0568] Fig. 31 is a graph showing the relationship between the system error distribution and the level of the random
system error reflected on the generation of the simulation image.
[0569] A horizontal axis of Fig. 31 represents the system error. A specific item of the system error may be each nozzle
error, the bidirectional position shift, the head vibration error, or the paper transport error.
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[0570] As shown in Fig. 31, the system errors are distributed so as to be shifted in a plus direction and a minus direction
with the value A of the characteristic error as its center. The plurality of levels of the random system error is determined
within a spreading range of the system error distribution. In the example of Fig. 31, an example in which four levels of
6σ and 62σ are determined using the standard deviation σ of the system error distribution is illustrated. The value A
of the characteristic error corresponds to an average value in the system error distribution. The present embodiment is
not limited to the configuration in which the levels are defined using the standard deviation σ, and the levels may be
determined using an arbitrary value.
[0571] In a case where the four levels of "-2σ", "-σ", "+σ" and "+2σ" are determined as the error amount added as the
random system error when the simulation image is generated, the simulation image for each level is generated by adding
the errors of the respective levels, and the image quality is evaluated for the simulation image.
[0572] The image quality evaluation value as the total value is calculated by performing the evaluation on the simulation
image for each level. In this case, the frequency of giving each random system error having the plurality of levels may
follow the distribution shown in Fig. 31. The "frequency" following the system error distribution means that more simulation
images are generated near the center value of the distribution and the evaluation values of the simulation images are
calculated.
[0573] Alternatively, a weighted sum may be calculated by multiplying weighting factors following the distribution shown
in Fig. 31 to the simulation images of the random system errors of the respective levels or the evaluation values.
[0574] For example, a case where four levels of "+al", "+a2", "-al" and "-a2" are determined as the plurality of levels
of the random system error from the system error distribution will be described as shown in Fig. 32. However, the a1
and a2 are values that satisfy "0 < al < a2". In order to simplify the description, in a case where it is assumed that the
center value (average value) of the system error distribution is "0" and a distribution function f(x) is the normal distribution,
the levels are symmetrically set with respect to the plus and minus directions.
[0575] In this case, if the evaluation values of the respective simulation images to which the random system error of
each level is added are respectively represented as Val[+a1], Val[+a2], Val[-a1] and Val[-a2], the image quality evaluation
value Total_Value as the total evaluation value which is the total evaluation value of the simulation image to which the
system error of each level is added is expressed by the following expression. 

[0576] The weighting factors A1, A2, A3 and A4 follow the system error distribution of Fig. 32. That is, if the distribution
function of the system error distribution is expressed by f(x), f(-a1) = f(a1) and f(-a2) = f(a2), and A1 = A3 = u x f(a1) and
A2 = A4 = u x f(a2) by using a positive proportionality constant u.
[0577] In order to simplify the description, although it has been described in Fig. 32 that the four levels are symmetrically
set in the plus and minus directions in a case where the center value (average value) of the system error distribution is
"0" and the distribution function f(x) is the normal distribution, the distribution function may be determined based on the
actual chart measurement value, and it is possible to arbitrarily set the plurality of levels within the spreading range of
the distribution.

[Application to Expression for Calculating Image Quality Evaluation Value]

[0578] If the expressions (1) to (4) for image quality evaluation already described above are corrected in terms of the
characteristic error and the random system error as the change component, the following expressions are acquired.
That is, the description of granularity evaluation value [system error absence] described in Expressions (1) to (4) may
be comprehended to be replaced with granularity evaluation value [system error presence (characteristic error presence)],
and the description of granularity evaluation value [system error presence] may be comprehended as granularity eval-
uation value [random system error presence]. The description of streak evaluation value [system error presence] may
be comprehended as streak evaluation value [random system error presence]. Hereinafter, the correction expressions
corrected by introducing the viewpoint described in Expression (5) and Fig. 32 to each of Expressions (1) to (4) will be
described.

[1] Dither Method

[0579] The following Expression (6) may be used as the correction expression of Expression (1). 
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[0580] a1, a2, A1 and A2 follow the relationship described in Fig. 32. The evaluation may be performed using Expression
(6) instead of Expression (1).

[2] Error Diffusion Method

[0581] Similarly to the dither method, as for the error diffusion method, the following Expression (7) may be used as
the correction expression of Expression (2) in the already described error diffusion method. 
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[0582] The evaluation may be performed using Expression (7) instead of Expression (2).

[3] Case Where Void-and-Cluster Method is used for Dither Method

[0583] The following Expression (8) may be used as the correction expression of Expression (3) in the void-and-cluster
method. 
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[0584] The evaluation may be performed using Expression (8) instead of Expression (3).

[4] DBS Method

[0585] In the DBS method, the same evaluation method as the example described in Expressions (6) to (8) described
above when the simulation image may be evaluated.

[5] Evaluation Expression in Automatic Selection of Halftone Process

[0586] The following Expression (9) may be used as the correction expression of Expression (4) described using the
image quality evaluation in a case where the system automatically selects one halftone processing rule from the two or
more kinds of halftone processing rules. 
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[0587] Here, in order to simplify the description, the case where it is assumed that a one-dimensional distribution is
used as the system error distribution as in Fig. 31 or 32 and it is assumed that the calculation expression of the image
quality evaluation value is also the one-dimensional error has been described. However, each nozzle error or the head
vibration error actually represents a two-dimensional error distribution in the main scanning direction and the sub scanning
direction as shown in Figs. 33 to 35.
[0588] Fig. 33 is a diagram showing that the two-dimensional error distribution in the main scanning direction and the
sub scanning direction is represented as shades. Fig. 34 is a sectional view of the error distribution along the main
scanning direction in the two-dimensional error distribution shown in Fig. 33. Fig. 35 is a sectional view of the error
distribution along the sub scanning direction in the two-dimensional error distribution shown in Fig. 33.
[0589] For example, as shown in Figs. 34 and 35, in a case where four levels "+al", "+a2", "-al" and "-a2" are determined
in the main scanning direction, four levels "+bl", "+b2", "-bl" and "-b2" are determined in the sub scanning direction as
the plurality of levels of the random system error from the system error distribution, the image quality evaluation value
Total_Value as an example is expressed by the following Expression (10) instead of Expression (5). 
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[0590] Here, the evaluation value of the simulation image to which the random system error having the error amounts
of x in the main scanning direction and y in the sub scanning direction is added are expressed as Val[x,y]. The weighting
factors A1 to A4, B1 to B4, C1 to C4 and D1 to D4 follow the system error distribution shown in Figs. 33 to 35. That is,
if the distribution function of the system error distribution is expressed as f(x,y), A1 = A3 = u x f(a1,0), A2 = A4 = u x
f(a2,0), B1 = B3 = u x f(0,b1), B2 = B4 = u x f(0,b2), C1 = C2 = C3 = C4 = u x f(a1,b1), and D1 = D2 = D3 = D4 = u x
f(a2,b2). Here, u indicates a positive proportionality constant.
[0591] In the generation of the described simulation image and the image quality evaluation expressed as Expressions
(1) to (10), the method of generating the simulation image having the system error and evaluating the image quality
corresponds to the embodiment in which the simulation image is generated by independently adding the predetermined
system error to each pixel group of the halftone image, which belongs to the printing order, the path and timing, and the
evaluation value is calculated. However, the simulation image acquired by adding the predetermined system error to all
the pixel groups belonging to the printing order, the path and the timing may be generated, and the image quality may
be evaluated. The simulation image may be generated by independently adding the system errors of the respective
items of each nozzle error (including the position shift for each droplet kind), the non-jetting, the bidirectional position
shift (including the bidirectional position shift for each droplet kind), the head vibration error and the paper transport error
to the halftone image, and the image quality may be evaluated. Alternatively, the simulation image may be generated
by simultaneously adding the system errors of all the items to the halftone image, and the image quality may be evaluated.
[0592] In addition, the method of generating the simulation image having the system error (including the setting of the
error level) and evaluating the image quality may be realized as various embodiments without departing the gist of the
present invention.

[Configuration of Image Processing Device According to Third Embodiment]

[0593] Fig. 36 is a block diagram of major parts for describing the function of an image processing device according
to a third embodiment. In Fig. 36, the same or similar elements as or to those of the configuration described in Fig. 3
will be assigned to the same reference numerals, and the description thereof will be omitted.
[0594] The image processing device 20 according to the third embodiment shown in Fig. 36 includes a system-error-
parameter acquisition unit 53, a system-error-parameter storage unit 55, and a system error setting unit 67. The system-
error-parameter acquisition unit 53 is means for acquiring parameters related to the system errors. The system-error-
parameter acquisition unit 53 corresponds to one example of "parameter acquisition means". The system-error-parameter
acquisition unit 53 has the same function as that of the characteristic parameter acquisition unit 52 described in Fig. 3,
and has a function of the characteristic parameter acquisition unit 52.
[0595] The system-error-parameter storage unit 55 is means for storing system error parameters acquired from the
system-error-parameter acquisition unit 53. The system-error-parameter storage unit 55 includes a characteristic error
storage unit 55A, and a random-system-error storage unit 55B. The characteristic error storage unit 55A is a storage
unit that stores characteristic error parameters of the system errors. The random-system-error storage unit 55B is a
storage unit that stores random-system-error parameters of the system errors. The system-error-parameter storage unit
55 accumulates data of parameter acquired in the past. The control unit 50 performs the calculation of a statistical
process from the distribution of a data group of the system errors stored in the system-error-parameter storage unit 55,
and determines a value of the characteristic error corresponding to the center value of the system error distribution and
a plurality of levels of the random system errors.
[0596] The system-error-parameter storage unit 55 has a function of the characteristic parameter storage unit 54
described in Fig. 3. The system-error-parameter storage unit 55 corresponds to one example of storage means.
[0597] The system error setting unit 67 is means for setting the parameters related to the system errors assumed in
a case where the printing is performed by the printing system 10 (see Fig. 1). The system error setting unit 67 sets a
parameter as a simulation condition for generating a simulation image by the simulation image generation unit 68. The
system error setting unit 67 corresponds to one example of "setting means". The process of causing the system error
setting unit 67 to set the system error corresponds to one example of a "system error setting step". The control unit 50
may have the function of the system error setting unit 67.
[0598] The simulation image generation unit 68 reflects the system error indicated by the parameter set by the system
error setting unit 67 on the halftone processing result, and generates a high-resolution simulation image by the halftone
processing result. The simulation image generation unit generates the high-resolution simulation image once, performs
smoothing on the generated simulation image, and generates the simulation image by converting the smoothed simulation
image into a low-resolution simulation image. The step of causing the simulation image generation unit 68 to generate
the simulation image corresponds to one example of a "simulation image generation step". The evaluation value calcu-
lation unit 70 calculates an evaluation value for evaluating the image quality of the simulation image generated by the
simulation image generation unit 68. The evaluation value calculation unit 70 functions as calculation means for calculating
the summation of the evaluation values of the simulation image for the respective levels or a weighted sum by multiplying
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the weighting factors to the evaluation values of the simulation image for the respective levels.
[0599] The image processing device 20 allows the user to directly input the characteristic parameters related to the
characteristics of the printing system 10 by using the input device 34. That is, the aspect of the characteristic parameter
acquisition unit 52 of the image processing device 20 may be a configuration in which the user directly inputs the
characteristic parameters related to the characteristics of the printing system 10 by using the input device 34, may be
a configuration in which the characteristic parameters are automatically acquired from the measurement result of the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart (system error parameter acquisition chart), or may be a combination of these
configurations. The input device 34 corresponds to one example of "information input means". The image processing
devices 20 described in the Figs. 3 and 19 may have the configuration in which the parameters can be directly input
from the input device 34.
[0600] The image processing device 20 shown in Fig. 36 has the configuration in which the generation and evaluation
of the simulation image described in Expressions (6) to (9) can be performed.
[0601] The processing contents performed by the image processing devices 20 according to the respective embodi-
ments described above can be comprehended as an image processing method.

[Description of Updating of Characteristic Parameter According to Fourth Embodiment]

[0602] Hereinafter, the updating of the characteristic parameter according to a fourth embodiment will be described.

<Entire Configuration>

[0603] Fig. 37 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a printing system according to a fourth embodiment. In
Fig. 37, the same configurations as those of Fig. 3 will be assigned to the same reference numerals, and the description
thereof will be appropriately omitted.
[0604] The updating of the characteristic parameter according to the fourth embodiment, to be described below, means
that the characteristic parameter is updated in a case where a difference between an existing characteristic parameter
which is a characteristic parameter acquired in the past and a new characteristic parameter newly acquired exceeds a
specified value previously acquired.
[0605] That is, an image processing device 20A shown in Fig. 37 has a configuration in which a characteristic parameter
update determination unit 230 and a specified value acquisition unit 232 are added to the image processing device 20
shown in Fig. 3.
[0606] The characteristic parameter update determination unit 230 functions as characteristic parameter update de-
termination means for determining whether or not to update the characteristic parameter. The determination of whether
or not to update the characteristic parameter is performed based on the specified value acquired by the specified value
acquisition unit 232.
[0607] The specified value acquisition unit 232 functions as specified value acquisition means for acquiring the specified
value used to determine whether or not to update the characteristic parameter of the characteristic parameter update
determination unit 230.
[0608] As an example of the aspect in which the specified value is acquired, there are an aspect in which the specified
value is calculated by a specified value calculation unit (not shown) functioning as specified value calculation means,
an aspect in which a specified value table which is a specified value table (not shown) functioning as specified value
storage means and stores the specified values which are acquired and accumulated in the past is referred to, and an
aspect in which the specified value input (designated) using the input device 34 is acquired.
[0609] As the existing characteristic parameter, the characteristic parameter stored in the characteristic parameter
storage unit 54 shown in Fig. 37 may be applied. As the existing characteristic parameter, the latest acquired characteristic
parameter of the characteristic parameters acquired in the past may be applied, or a representative value of the char-
acteristic parameters acquired in the past such as an average value of the characteristic parameters acquired in the
past may be used.
[0610] As the difference between the existing characteristic parameter and the new characteristic parameter, a differ-
ence between the existing characteristic parameter and the new characteristic parameter, which is calculated by sub-
tracting the existing characteristic parameter from the new characteristic parameter, or an absolute value of the difference
between the existing characteristic parameter and the new characteristic parameter may be used.
[0611] As the difference between the existing characteristic parameter and the new characteristic parameter, a ratio
of the new characteristic parameter to the existing characteristic parameter, which is calculated by dividing the new
characteristic parameter by the existing characteristic parameter may be used.
[0612] The specified value may be constant (fixed value), or may be changed whenever the characteristic parameter
is acquired. That is, the specified value acquisition unit 232 may acquire the fixed value as the specified value once, or
may acquire the specified value multiple times.
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[0613] In the aspect in which the specified value is updated, it is preferable that the past specified value (the history
of the specified value) is retained (stored). In a case where the history of the specified value is not retained, the specified
value may be retained within the printing system, or the user may designate (input) the specified value. In an aspect in
which the user designates the specified value, a specified value designation unit (specified value input unit) is provided
in the printing system. The input device 34 may be used as the specified value designation unit (specified value input unit).

<Description of Method of Generating Halftone Processing Rule to which Updating of Characteristic Parameter According 
to Fourth Embodiment is Applied>

[0614] Fig. 38 is a flowchart of a method of generating the halftone processing rule to which the updating of the
characteristic parameter according to the fourth embodiment is applied. A characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart
output step S100, an image reading step S101 and a characteristic parameter acquisition step S102 shown in Fig. 38
are the same as the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output step S10, the image reading step S11 and the
characteristic parameter acquisition step S12, and thus, the description thereof will be omitted.
[0615] The specified value acquisition step S103 shown in Fig. 38 acquires the specified value. The specified value
acquisition step S103 is performed by the specified value acquisition unit 232 shown in Fig. 37. As an aspect of the
specified value acquisition step, there are a specified value calculation step of calculating the specified value, a specified-
value-table referring step of referring to the table that stores the specified value, or a specified value acquisition step of
acquiring the specified value input through the specified value input step of acquiring the input specified value.
[0616] If the specified value through the specified value acquisition step S103 shown in Fig. 38 is acquired, the step
proceeds to a characteristic parameter update determination step S104.
[0617] In the characteristic parameter update determination step S104, it is determined whether or not to update the
characteristic parameter depending on whether or not the difference between the existing characteristic parameter and
the new characteristic parameter acquired through the characteristic parameter acquisition step S102 exceeds the
specified value.
[0618] In a case where it is determined as No in the characteristic parameter update determination step S104, that
is, the difference between the existing characteristic parameter and the new characteristic parameter acquired through
the characteristic parameter acquisition step S102 is equal to or less than the specified value, the step proceeds to an
ending step.
[0619] Meanwhile, in a case where it is determined as Yes in the characteristic parameter update determination step
S104, that is, the difference between the existing characteristic parameter and the new characteristic parameter exceeds
the specified value, the step proceeds to a characteristic parameter updating step S105.
[0620] In the characteristic parameter updating step S105, the characteristic parameter applied to the generation of
the halftone processing rule is updated. That is, the existing characteristic parameter is updated to the new characteristic
parameter, and the step proceeds to a halftone-processing-rule generation step S106.
[0621] In the halftone-processing-rule generation step S106, the two or more kinds of halftone processing rules of
which the priorities of the requirements for the halftone process are different are generated by using the characteristic
parameter updated through the characteristic parameter updating step S105.
[0622] A halftone-selection-chart output step S107 and a halftone selection operating step S108 have the same con-
tents as those of the halftone-selection-chart output step S16 and the halftone selection operating step S18 shown in
Fig. 4, and thus, the description thereof will be omitted.
[0623] The updating of the characteristic parameter may be performed when an arbitrary printing job is started, may
be performed during the execution of an arbitrary printing job (for example, at a regular interval such as once every 100
pages or once every 1000 pages), or may be performed when the user inputs (for example, the user brings the image
quality into question). The updating of the characteristic parameter may be performed when the printing system (device)
is started.

<Description of Updating of Characteristic Parameter in a case where System Error is Applied to Specified Value>

[0624] Fig. 39 is an explanatory diagram of an example of the updating of the characteristic parameter in a case where
the system error is applied to the specified value. The image processing device 20A shown in Fig. 37 may determine
the specified value based on the random characteristic error. That is, the specified value acquisition unit 232 shown in
Fig. 37 and the specified value acquisition step S103 shown in Fig. 38 may acquire the specified value determined based
on the random system error which is the irregularly changed error as the characteristics of the printing system.
[0625] 6σ and 62σ shown in Fig. 39 are examples of the specified values determined based on the random system
error with characteristic error A its center, σ indicates a standard deviation of the random system errors, and it is possible
to determine whether or not to update the characteristic parameter by determining 6σ, 62σ or σ x σ as the specified
value. α is an arbitrary positive real number excluding 0. For example, in a case where the specified value is 62σ, if the
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difference between the existing characteristic parameter and the new characteristic parameter is B shown in Fig. 39,
since the difference B between the existing characteristic parameter and the new characteristic parameter exceeds the
specified 2σ, the characteristic parameter is updated.
[0626] In a case where the random system error is changed by performing the acquiring (updating) of the characteristic
parameter multiple times, it is preferable that the specified value is updated depending on the change of the random
system error.
[0627] The updating of the characteristic parameter may be performed by updating the existing characteristic parameter
to the new characteristic parameter, or may be performed by updating the existing characteristic parameter to the average
value of the existing characteristic parameter and the new characteristic parameter. The characteristic parameter may
be updated to the latest existing characteristic parameter of the existing characteristic parameters or as much of the
existing characteristic parameters as the previously determined number from the newest parameter and the value
calculated using the new characteristic parameter. In this case, it is not necessary to store all the characteristic parameters
acquired in the past, and the latest existing characteristic parameter or as much of the existing characteristic parameters
as the previously determined number from the newest parameters may be stored, and it is possible to reduce the storage
capacity of the characteristic parameter storage unit 54 (see Fig. 3) that stores the existing characteristic parameters.
[0628] Even in a case where the difference between the existing characteristic parameter and the new characteristic
parameter is equal to or less than the specified value, that is, even in the characteristic parameter is not updated, the
random system error may be changed based on the new characteristic parameter. The specified value may be changed
according to the change of the random system error.
[0629] It is possible to use the characteristic error (shown by reference numeral A in Fig. 39) as the characteristic
parameter. That is, in a case where the difference between the characteristic error of the existing characteristic parameter
and the error characteristics of the new characteristic parameter exceeds the specified value (for example, 6σ or 62σ
described in Fig. 39), it is possible to update the characteristic parameter.

<Specific Example of Characteristic Parameter to be Updated>

[0630] Hereinafter, a specific example of a characteristic parameter to be updated will be described. The description
of the already described characteristic parameters among the characteristic parameters to be illustrated below will be
appropriately omitted.
[0631] As the characteristic parameters to be updated, there are the average dot density of the plurality of printing
elements, the average dot diameter in the plurality of printing elements, the average dot shape in the plurality of printing
elements and the landing interference in the plurality of printing elements, which are the characteristic parameters
common to the plurality of printing elements.
[0632] The specified value in a case where the characteristic parameters to be updated are the average dot density
in the plurality of printing elements, the average dot diameter in the plurality of printing elements and the average dot
shape in the plurality of printing elements may be an absolute value, or may be a ratio between the existing average dot
density in the plurality of printing elements, the existing average dot diameter in the plurality of printing elements and
the existing average dot shape in the plurality of printing elements.
[0633] In a case where the tolerance design is performed while the average dot density, the average dot diameter
and the average dot shape in the plurality of printing elements are regarded as the characteristic errors and a variation
in dot density, a variation in dot diameter and a variation in dot shape in the individual printing element with respect to
the average dot density, the average dot diameter and the average dot shape in the plurality of printing elements are
regarded as the random system errors, the characteristic errors or the random system errors are updated or the char-
acteristic errors and the random system errors are updated according to the following order.
[0634] Initially, the new characteristic errors (the average dot density, the average dot diameter, the average dot shape
in the plurality of printing elements) and the new random system errors (a variation in dot density, a variation in dot
diameter and a variation in dot shape in the individual printing element) are acquired from the new characteristic param-
eters. Subsequently, the difference between the existing characteristic error and the new characteristic error is calculated,
and it is determined whether or not the difference between the existing characteristic error and the new characteristic
error exceeds the specified value. In a case where the difference between the existing characteristic error and the new
characteristic error exceeds the specified value, the characteristic error is updated.
[0635] The difference between the existing random system error and the new random system error is calculated, it is
determined whether or not the difference between the existing random system error and the new random system error
exceeds the specified value, and in a case where the difference between the existing random system error and the new
random system error exceeds the specified value, the random system error is updated.
[0636] As the specified value in a case where the characteristic parameter to be updated is the landing interference,
an index indicating the difference such as the summation of the absolute values of New(x) - Old(x) which are the
differences between Old(x) which are the existing change amounts of the inter-dot distance and New(x) which are the
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new change amounts of the inter-dot distance in the relationship between the inter-dot distance and the change amount
of the inter-dot distance shown in Fig. 40, the summation of squares thereof, the summation of New(x)/Old(x) which are
ratios between the existing change amounts of the inter-dot distance and the new change amounts of the inter-dot
distance, or the summation of squares thereof, or an index indicating similarity such as a correlation coefficient may be
applied.
[0637] The summation of the absolute values of the differences between the existing change amounts of the inter-dot
distance and the new change amounts of the inter-dot distance is expressed by ∑|New(x) - Old(x)|. The summation of
squares of the distances between the existing change amounts of the inter-dot distance and the new change amounts
of the dot-inter distance is expressed by ∑(New(x) - Old(x))2. The summation of the ratios between the existing change
amounts of the inter-dot distance and the new change amounts of the inter-dot distance is expressed by ∑(New(x)/Old(x)).
The summation of squares of ratios between the existing change amounts of the inter-dot distance and the new change
amounts of the inter-dot distance is expressed by ∑(New(x)/Old(x))2. AveNew represents the average of the new change
amount of the inter-dot distance, AveOld represents the average of the existing change amount of the inter-dot distance,
and the correlation coefficient is expressed by ∑{(New(x) - AveNew) x (Old(x) - AveOld)}/{∑(New(x) - AveNew)2 x ∑(Old(x)
- AveOld)2}.
[0638] The relationship between an inter-dot recording time difference and the change amount of the inter-dot distance
is schematically represented in the drawing in which a horizontal axis in Fig. 40 represents the inter-dot recording time
difference instead of the inter-dot distance. The inter-dot recording time difference is a landing time difference between
arbitrary two dots or a jetting time difference between arbitrary two dots. As the specified value in a case where the
characteristic parameter is the landing interference, an index such as the summation of the absolute values of the
differences between the existing change amounts of the inter-dot distance and the new change amounts of the inter-
dot distance in the relationship between the inter-dot recording time difference and the change amount of the inter-dot
distance, the summation of squares of the differences between the existing change amounts of the inter-dot distance
and the new change amounts of the inter-dot distance, the summation of the ratios between the existing change amounts
of the inter-dot distance and the new change amounts of the inter-dot distance, or the summation of squares of ratios
between the existing change amounts of the inter-dot distance and the new change amounts of the inter-dot distance,
or an index indicating similarity such as a correlation coefficient may be applied.
[0639] As another example of the characteristic parameter to be updated, there are the dot density for each printing
element, the dot diameter for each printing element, the dot shape for each printing element, the dot forming position
shift for each printing element, the non-jetting for each printing element and the dot position shift for each droplet kind
for each printing element which are the characteristics of the individual printing element. The dot forming position shift
for each printing element corresponds to a dot recording position error for each printing element. The non-jetting for
each printing element corresponds to recording inexecutable abnormality for each printing element.
[0640] The specified value in a case where the dot density for each printing element, the dot diameter for each printing
element and the dot shape for each printing element are the characteristic parameters may be the absolute value, or
may be the ratio between the existing dot density for each printing element, the existing dot diameter for each printing
element and the existing dot shape for each printing element. One specified value may be determined using an arbitrary
printing element group such as the printing element array and the plurality of printing element arranged adjacent to each
other as its target.
[0641] As the specified value in a case where the non-jetting for each printing element is the characteristic parameter,
the characteristic parameter may be immediately updated in a case where the non-jetting occurs in the printing element,
or the characteristic parameter may be updated in a case where there are as much of the printing elements of the printing
element group (the plurality of printing elements arranged so as to be adjacent to each other) such as the printing element
array as the previously determined number. For example, there is an aspect in which the characteristic parameter is
updated in a case where the non-jetting occurs in 10% of printing elements using the one-row printing element array as
its target.
[0642] In a case where the dot position shift for droplet kind for printing element is the characteristic parameter, since
the characteristics of the dot position shift may be different for each droplet kind even in the same printing element, the
specified value may be determined for each droplet kind.
[0643] As another example of the characteristic parameter to be updated, there are a paper transport error difference,
a head vibration error according to the carriage movement, a printing position shift in scanning for each droplet kind, a
bidirectional printing position shift in scanning, and which are the characteristic parameters specific to the serial scan
type. The bidirectional printing position shift in scanning corresponds to a bidirectional printing position shift. The bidi-
rectional printing position shift in scanning for each droplet kind corresponds to a bidirectional printing position shift for
each droplet kind. The head vibration error according to the carriage movement corresponds to a vibration error of the
image forming unit. The paper transport error corresponds to a transport error of the printing medium.
[0644] As the specified value in a case where the head vibration error according to the carriage movement is the
characteristic parameter, an index indicating a difference between an existing head vibration error according to the
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carriage movement and a new head vibration error according to the carriage movement may be applied. As the index
indicating the difference between the existing head vibration error according to the carriage movement and the new
head vibration error according to the carriage movement, the summation of the absolute values of the differences between
the existing position shift amounts in the main scanning direction and the new position shift amounts in the main scanning
direction in the shift amount Δx(n) in the main scanning direction with respect to a pixel position n shown in Fig. 25A, or
the summation of squares of the differences between the existing position shift amounts in the main scanning direction
and the new position shift amounts in the main scanning direction may be applied. The difference between the existing
position shift amount in the main scanning direction and the new position shift amount in the main scanning direction
may be calculated by subtracting the existing position shift amount in the main scanning direction from the new position
shift amount in the main scanning direction.
[0645] As the index indicating the difference between the existing head vibration error according to the carriage
movement and the new head vibration error according to the carriage movement, the summation of the ratios between
the existing position shift amounts in the main scanning direction and the new position shift amounts in the main scanning
direction in the shift amount Δx(n) in the main scanning direction in the pixel position n shown in Fig. 25A, or the summation
of squares of the ratios between the existing position shift amounts in the main scanning direction and the new position
shift amounts in the main scanning direction may be applied. The ratio between the existing position shift amount in the
main scanning direction and the new position shift amount in the main scanning direction may be calculated by dividing
the new position shift amount in the main scanning direction by the existing position shift amount in the main scanning
direction.
[0646] A shift amount Δy(n) in the sub scanning direction with respect to a pixel position n shown in Fig. 25B may be
applied instead of the shift amount Δx(n) in the main scanning direction with respect to the pixel position n or together
with the shift amount Δx(n) in the main scanning direction with respect to the pixel position n.
[0647] As the specified value in a case where the head vibration error according to the carriage movement is the
characteristic parameter, an index indicating similarity may be applied. As the similarity, a correlation coefficient may
be applied. The specified value in a case where the head vibration error according to the carriage movement is the
characteristic parameter may be determined based on the magnitude of the head vibration error according to the carriage
movement. As the magnitude of the head vibration error according to the carriage movement, a standard deviation or
a variance of the magnitude of the head vibration error according to the carriage movement may be applied. The head
vibration error according to the carriage movement corresponds to the head vibration error.
[0648] As another example of the characteristic parameter to be updated, there is a head module (denoted by reference
numeral 220-j (= 1, 2, ..., and Nm) in Fig. 28) vibration error which is the characteristic parameter specific to the single
path type.
[0649] As the specified value in a case where the head module vibration error in the single path type is the characteristic
parameter, an index indicating the difference between the existing head module vibration error and the new head module
vibration error may be applied. As the index indicating the difference between the existing head module vibration error
and the new head module vibration error, the summation of the absolute values of the difference between the existing
position shift amounts in the main scanning direction and the new position shift amounts in the main scanning direction,
or the summation of squares of the differences between the existing position shift amounts in the main scanning direction
and the new position shift amounts in the main scanning direction in the position shift amount (dot position shift amount)
in the main scanning direction (denoted by reference numeral x) with respect to the position in the paper transport
direction (sub scanning direction, denoted by reference numeral y) shown in Fig. 28 may be applied.
[0650] The difference between the existing position shift amount in the main scanning direction and the new position
shift amount in the main scanning direction may be calculated by subtracting the existing position shift amount in the
main scanning direction from the new position shift amount in the main scanning direction.
[0651] As the index indicating the difference between the existing head module vibration error and the new head
module vibration error, the summation of the ratios between the existing position shift amounts in the main scanning
direction and the new position shift amounts in the main scanning direction or the summation of squares of the ratios
between the existing position shift amounts in the main scanning direction and the new position shift amounts in the
main scanning direction in the position shift amount (dot position amount) in the main scanning direction (denoted by
reference numeral x) with respect to the position in the paper transport direction (sub scanning direction, denoted by
reference numeral y) shown in Fig. 28 may be applied.
[0652] The ratio between the existing position shift amount in the main scanning direction and the new position shift
amount in the main scanning direction may be calculated by dividing the new position shift amount in the main scanning
direction by the existing position shift amount in the main scanning direction.
[0653] As the specified value in a case where the head module vibration error in the single path type is the characteristic
parameter, the index indicating the similarity between the existing head module vibration error and the new head module
vibration error may be applied. As the index indicating the similarity between the existing head module vibration error
and the new head module vibration error, the correlation coefficient may be applied. The head module vibration error
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corresponds to the head module vibration error in the head including by a plurality of head modules.
[0654] The specified value in a case where the head module vibration error is the characteristic parameter may be
determined based on the magnitude of the head module vibration error. As the magnitude of the head module vibration
error, a standard deviation or a variance of the magnitude of the head module vibration error may be applied.
[0655] In the printing system according to the present embodiment, at least any one characteristic parameter of the
above-described characteristic parameters may be updated.

<Modification Example of Printing System According to Fourth Embodiment>

[0656] Fig. 41 is a flowchart of a method of generating the halftone processing rule applied to a modification example
of the printing system according to the fourth embodiment. In Fig. 41, the same steps as those of Fig. 38 will be assigned
the same reference numerals, and the description thereof will be appropriately omitted.
[0657] The characteristic parameter in the method of generating the halftone processing rule shown in Fig. 38 may
be updated whenever the print job is executed. The characteristic parameter shown in the flowchart of Fig. 38 may be
updated during the execution of the print job. However, in a case where the characteristic parameter is updated during
the execution of the print job, it is preferable that the halftone processing rule is determined such that the printing is not
stopped when the user selects the halftone processing rule.
[0658] The flowchart shown in Fig. 41 includes a halftone-processing-rule determination step S110 of determining the
halftone processing rule based on the priority parameter, instead of the halftone-selection-chart output step S107 and
the halftone selection operating step S108 in the flowchart shown in Fig. 38.
[0659] The halftone-processing-rule determination step S110 shown in Fig. 41 has the same content as that of the
step (step S17) of determining one kind of halftone processing rule from the two or more kinds of generated halftone
processing rules based on the priority parameter after the two or more kinds of halftone processing rules are generated
as shown in Fig. 20, and thus, the description thereof will be omitted.
[0660] That is, in the flowchart shown in Fig. 37, if there is no user selection in the halftone selection operating step
S108, there is a concern that the printing is stopped without determining the halftone processing rule to be applied to
the printing. Meanwhile, in the flowchart shown in Fig. 41, since the halftone processing rule is determined from the two
or more kinds of halftone processing rules based on the priority parameter in the halftone-processing-rule determination
step S110, the phenomenon in which the printing is stopped without determining the halftone processing rule to be
applied to the printing does not occur.
[0661] According to the printing system having the above-described configuration, since the characteristic parameter
is updated according to the difference between the existing characteristic parameter and the new characteristic parameter,
the characteristic parameter may be updated according to the change of the characteristics of the printing system.
[0662] Since the halftone processing rule is generated using the updated characteristic parameter, the printing using
the halftone processing rule corresponding to the change of the characteristics of the printing system can be performed.

[Description of Output of Characteristic Parameter Acquisition Chart and Generation of Halftone Processing Rule Ac-
cording to Fifth Embodiment]

[0663] Hereinafter, the output of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart and the generation of the halftone
processing rule according to a fifth embodiment will be described.

<Flowchart of Method of Generating Halftone Processing Rule to which Output of Characteristic Parameter Acquisition 
Chart and Generation of Halftone Processing Rule are Applied according to Fifth Embodiment>

[0664] Fig. 42 is a flowchart of a method of generating the halftone processing rule according to the fifth embodiment.
The method of generating the halftone processing rule of the flowchart shown in Fig. 42 may be applied to the image
processing device 20 shown in Fig. 3 and the image processing device 20A shown in Fig. 37. In the following description,
it is assumed that the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output and the halftone processing rule is generated
during the execution of an arbitrary print job.
[0665] In the method of generating the halftone processing rule show in the flowchart of Fig. 42, the halftone processing
rule used in the outputting of the subsequent image to the image which is output together with the characteristic parameter
acquisition chart is generated based on the characteristic parameter acquisition chart which is output together with the
image. The image subsequent to the image which is output together with the characteristic parameter acquisition chart
may be the next image of the plurality of images which is continuously output, or may be an image subsequent to the
next image. The plurality of images may have the same content, or may have different contents.
[0666] In an initialization step S120, zero is substituted for iA indicating an image number, and zero is substituted for
jA indicating a halftone processing rule number. That is, a first image of an arbitrary print job is determined, and a halftone
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processing rule applied to the first image is determined.
[0667] In the present embodiment, the values substituted for the image number iA, the halftone processing rule number
jA and a chart number kA are zero and a positive integer. In the following description, an iA-th image is described as
the image iA, a jA-th halftone processing rule is described as the halftone processing rule jA, and a kA-th characteristic
parameter acquisition chart is described as the characteristic parameter acquisition chart kA (chart kA). In Fig. 42, the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart kA (chart kA) is not shown.
[0668] In an image output step S122, the halftone process is performed on image data indicating the image iA using
the halftone processing rule jA, and the image iA is output. The halftone process is performed by the halftone processing
unit 80 shown in Fig. 3. The image is output by the image processing device 20 shown in Fig. 1. The halftone processing
unit 80 corresponds to halftone processing means.
[0669] In a determination step S124, it is determined whether or not the outputting of the entire image iA is completed.
In a case where it is determined as Yes in the determination step S124, that is, the outputting of the entire image iA is
completed, the step proceeds to an ending step. In a case where it is determined as No in the determination step S124,
that is, the outputting of the entire image iA is not completed, the step proceeds to a characteristic-parameter-acquisition-
chart output step S126.
[0670] In the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output step S126, the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart is output together with the image iA. As the aspect in which the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output
together with the image iA, there is an aspect in which the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output on a part
of the paper on which the image iA is printed (see Fig. 43A).
[0671] If the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output, the step proceeds to a characteristic parameter
acquisition step S128 of acquiring the output characteristic parameter by reading the output characteristic parameter
acquisition chart and analyzing the read image of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart. The characteristic
parameter acquisition step S128 shown in Fig. 42 has the same contents as those of the step (step S11) of reading the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart shown in Fig. 4 and the step (step S12) of analyzing the read image acquired
in step S11 and acquiring the characteristic parameters related to the characteristics of the printing system, and thus,
the description thereof will be omitted.
[0672] If the characteristic parameter is acquired, two or more kinds of halftone processing rules of which priorities of
the requirements for the halftone process are different are generated in a halftone process generation step S130. In a
halftone-processing-rule determination step S132, a halftone processing rule jA+1 is determined based on the priority
parameter.
[0673] The halftone process generation step S130 shown in Fig. 42 is the same as the step (step S14) of generating
the two or more kinds of halftone processing rules of which the priorities of the requirements for the halftone process
shown in Fig. 4 are different. The halftone-processing-rule determination step S132 shown in Fig. 42 has the same
content as that of the step (step S17) of determining one kind of halftone processing rule based on the priority parameter
shown in Fig. 20.
[0674] In an updating step S136, the image number is updated from iA to iA+1. The halftone processing rule number
is updated from jA to jA+1. The updating of the image number includes both a case where the content of the image is
changed and a case where the content of the image is not changed. In a case where the halftone processing rule number
is updated from jA to jA+1, the halftone processing rule jA and the halftone processing rule jA+1 may have the same
content.
[0675] If the image number and the halftone processing rule number are updated, the step proceeds to the determination
step S124, and the steps from the determination step S124 to the updating step S136 are repeatedly performed.
[0676] Although the aspect in which the determination step S124 is performed in the next step to the image output
step S122 has been described in Fig. 42, the determination step S124 may be the next step to the characteristic-
parameter-acquisition-chart output step S126, or may be the next step to the halftone-processing-rule determination
step S132.
[0677] Fig. 43A is a conceptual diagram of the method of generating the halftone tone processing rule according to
the fifth embodiment. HT in Fig. 43A denotes the halftone processing rule. The same is true of Fig. 43B.
[0678] On the uppermost portion of Fig. 43A, the image iA output together with the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart (chart kA) is represented. The halftone process is performed on the image iA by using a halftone processing rule
jA(HTjA). A halftone processing rule jA+1(HTjA+1) is generated based on the characteristic parameter acquisition chart
kA shown in Fig. 43A through the characteristic parameter acquisition step S128 and the halftone process generation
step S130 shown in Fig. 42. The halftone processing rule jA is generated based on a characteristic parameter acquisition
chart (chart kA-1) output together with an image iA-1 (not shown).
[0679] On the middle portion of Fig. 43A, an image iA+1 output together with a characteristic parameter acquisition
chart (chart kA+1) is represented. The halftone process is performed on the image iA+1 by using the halftone processing
rule jA+1(HTjA+1) generated based on the characteristic parameter acquisition chart kA.
[0680] A halftone processing rule jA+2(HTjA+2) is generated based on the characteristic parameter acquisition chart
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kA+1 shown in Fig. 43A through the characteristic parameter acquisition step S128 and the halftone process generation
step S130 shown in Fig. 42.
[0681] On the bottommost portion of Fig. 43A, an image iA+2 output together with the characteristic parameter acqui-
sition chart (chart kA+2) is represented. The halftone process is performed on the image iA+2 by using the halftone
processing rule jA+2(HTjA+2) generated based on the characteristic parameter acquisition chart kA+1.
[0682] A halftone processing rule jA+3(HTjA+3) is generated based on the characteristic parameter acquisition chart
kA+2 shown in Fig. 43A through the characteristic parameter acquisition step S128 and the halftone process generation
step S130 shown in Fig. 42.
[0683] According to the method of generating the halftone processing rule according to the fifth embodiment, since a
characteristic parameter acquisition chart used to generate a halftone processing rule used in a subsequently output
image is output together with the image during the execution of an arbitrary print job, it is possible to determine the
change of the characteristics of the printing system whenever the image is output (whenever the characteristic parameter
acquisition chart is output), and it is possible to generate the halftone processing rule corresponding to the change of
the characteristics of the printing system.
[0684] Accordingly, the image is output using the halftone processing rule corresponding to the change of the char-
acteristics of the printing system, and thus, it is possible to prevent the image quality from being deteriorated even in a
case where the characteristics of the printing system are changed.
[0685] In Fig. 43A, the aspect in which the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output on the same paper as
the paper on which the image is output has been described as the aspect in which the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart is simultaneously output with the image output. However, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart may be
output on a paper which is the subsequent paper to the paper on which the image is output and is the paper before the
next image is output.

<Application Example of Method of Generating Halftone Processing rule According to Fifth Embodiment

[0686] Hereinafter, an application example of the method of generating the halftone processing rule according to the
fifth embodiment will be described. Any one or more processes of the process (output process) of outputting the char-
acteristic parameter acquisition chart, the process of reading the characteristic parameter acquisition chart and acquiring
the characteristic parameter and the process of generating the halftone processing rule, and the halftone process are
performed in parallel by applying the method of generating the halftone processing rule described with reference to Figs.
42 and 43A. By doing this, it is possible to perform any one or more processes of the process of outputting the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart, the process of reading the characteristic parameter acquisition chart and acquiring the
characteristic parameter and the process of generating the halftone processing rule and the halftone process within the
same period of time.
[0687] Fig. 43B is a conceptual diagram of the method of generating the halftone processing rule according to the
application example of the fifth embodiment. In Fig. 43B, the same parts as those of Fig. 43A will be assigned the same
reference numerals, and the description thereof will be appropriately omitted.
[0688] On the uppermost portion of Fig. 43B, the image iA output together with the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart (chart kA) is represented. The halftone process is performed on the image iA by using the halftone processing rule
jA(HTjA). The characteristic parameter acquisition chart kA output together with the image iA is a characteristic parameter
acquisition chart used when the halftone processing rule applied to the halftone process of the image iA+2 output two
images later than the image iA is generated.
[0689] The halftone processing rule jA+2(HTjA+2) is generated based on the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart kA shown in Fig. 43B through the characteristic parameter acquisition step S128 and the halftone process generation
step S130 shown in Fig. 42.
[0690] On the middle portion of Fig. 43B, the image iA+1 output together with the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart (chart kA+1) is represented. The halftone process is performed on the image iA+1 by using the halftone processing
rule jA+1(HTjA+1) generated based on the characteristic parameter acquisition chart kA-1 (not shown).
[0691] The halftone processing rule jA+3(HTjA+3) is generated based on the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart kA+1 shown in Fig. 43B through the characteristic parameter acquisition step S128 and the halftone process
generation step S130 shown in Fig. 42.
[0692] On the bottom portion of Fig. 43B, the image iA+2 output together with the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart (chart kA+2) is represented. The halftone process is performed on the image iA+2 by using the halftone processing
rule jA+2(HTjA+2) generated based on the characteristic parameter acquisition chart kA.
[0693] A halftone processing rule jA+4(HTjA+4) is generated based on the characteristic parameter acquisition chart
kA+2 shown in Fig. 43B through the characteristic parameter acquisition step S128 and the halftone process generation
step S130 shown in Fig. 42.
[0694] That is, in the method of generating the halftone processing rule shown in Fig. 43B, the characteristic parameter
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acquisition chart used to generate the halftone processing rule used in the halftone process is output together with an
image output two images earlier than the image on which the halftone process is performed. In other words, the halftone
process generation unit 58 (see Fig. 37) generates the halftone processing rule by using the characteristic parameter
acquisition chart together with an image output two images earlier than the image on which the halftone process is
performed.
[0695] In Fig. 43B, the aspect in which the characteristic parameter acquisition chart used to generate the halftone
processing rule used in the halftone process is output together with an image output two images earlier than the image
on which the halftone process is performed has been described. However, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart
used to generate the halftone processing rule used in the halftone process may be output together with an image output
two or more images earlier than the image on which the halftone process is performed.
[0696] Accordingly, it is possible to generate the halftone processing rule jA+2 applied to the halftone process of the
image iA+2 based on the characteristic parameter acquisition chart kA during a period of time when the halftone process
is performed on the image iA+1.
[0697] As in the method of generating the halftone processing rule shown in Fig. 43B, in a case where the halftone
processing rule used in the halftone process of an image output two or more images later than the image output together
with the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is generated, the halftone process of an image output one image later
than the image and the generation of the halftone processing rule used in the halftone process of an image output two
or more images later than the image may be simultaneously performed as parallel processes. In other words, in a case
where nB is an integer of 2 or more, and also in a case where a halftone processing rule jA+nB is generated from the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart kA output together with the image iA which is the processing result of the
halftone process by using the halftone processing rule jA, it is possible to simultaneously perform the halftone process
and the generation of the halftone processing rule as the parallel processes, and it is possible to improve productivity.
However, since the halftone processing rule is not generated based on the characteristic parameter acquisition chart
output together with the image from Halftone Processing Rule 1 to Halftone Processing Rule nB-1, Halftone Processing
Rule 0 (initially set halftone processing rule) is applied.
[0698] Fig. 44 is a flowchart of the method of generating the halftone processing rule according to the application
example of the fifth embodiment. In Fig. 44, the same steps as those of Fig. 42 will be assigned the same reference
numerals, and the description thereof will be appropriately omitted.
[0699] In an initialization step S121 shown in Fig. 44, zero is substituted for iA indicating the image number, zero is
substituted for jA indicating the halftone processing rule number, and zero is substituted for the characteristic parameter
acquisition chart number kA.
[0700] An image output step S122 and a determination step S124 shown in Fig. 44 are the same as the image output
step S122 and the determination step S124 shown in Fig. 42, and the description thereof will be omitted.
[0701] In a case where it is determined as No in the determination step S124 shown in Fig. 44 (the outputting of the
entire image iA is not completed), the step proceeds to a characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output step S140
and a halftone processing step S148. In the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output step S140, the character-
istic parameter acquisition chart kA is output together with the image iA.
[0702] In a characteristic parameter acquisition step S142, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart kA output in
the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output step S140 is read, and the characteristic parameter is acquired.
[0703] In a halftone process generation step S144, two or more kinds of halftone processing rules of which the re-
quirements are different are generated based on the characteristic parameter acquired in the characteristic parameter
acquisition step S142.
[0704] In a halftone-processing-rule determination step S146, the halftone processing rule jA+2 applied to the halftone
process of the image iA+2 is determined from the two or more kinds of halftone processing rules of which the requirements
are different and which are generated in the halftone process generation step S144 based on the priority parameter.
The halftone processing rule jA+2 is stored in the halftone-processing-rule storage unit shown in Fig. 3 or 37 (halftone-
processing-rule storing step).
[0705] In a halftone processing step S148, the halftone process is performed using the halftone processing rule jA+1,
and the image iA+1 is output. The halftone processing rule jA+1 is an initially set halftone processing rule (Halftone
Processing Rule 0) in a case where jA = 0, and is a halftone processing rule generated based on the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart kA-1 output together with the image iA-1 in a case where jA > 0.
[0706] In the method of generating the halftone processing rule shown in Fig. 44, the halftone processing step S148
may be performed within the same period of time as that of the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output step
S140, the characteristic parameter acquisition step S142, the halftone process generation step S144 and the halftone-
processing-rule determination step S146, which are a series of steps of generating the halftone processing rule, and
the halftone processing rule jA+2 applied to the halftone process of the image iA+2 in parallel with the halftone process
of the image iA+1 may be generated.
[0707] In an updating step S150, the image number is updated from iA to iA+1. The halftone processing rule number
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is updated from jA to jA+1. The characteristic parameter acquisition chart number is updated from kA to kA+1.
[0708] According to the method of generating the halftone processing rule according to the application example of the
fifth embodiment having the above-described configuration, the halftone process and the generating of the halftone
processing rule are performed in parallel, and thus, it is possible to improve the productivity of the printing system unlike
a case where the generation of the halftone processing rule that reflects the change of the characteristics of the printing
system and the halftone process to which the halftone processing rule that reflects the change of the characteristics of
the printing system is applied are successively performed.

<Description of Modification Example of Method of Generating Halftone Processing Rule According to Application Ex-
ample of Fifth Example>

[0709] Fig. 45 is a flowchart of a first modification example of the method of generating the halftone processing rule
according to the application example of the fifth embodiment. Fig. 46 is a flowchart of a second modification example
of the method of generating the halftone processing rule according to the application example of the fifth embodiment.
In Figs. 45 and 46, the same steps as those of Fig. 44 will be assigned the same reference numerals, and the description
thereof will be approximately omitted.
[0710] As shown in Figs. 45 and 46, the methods of generating the halftone processing rule shown in Fig. 44 may be
changed in consideration of the balance of parallel processes. As the balance of parallel processes, there are the balance
of processing time and the balance of processing load.
[0711] In the method of generating the halftone processing rule according to the first modification example shown in
Fig. 45, the halftone process generation step S144 and the halftone-processing-rule determination step S146 of the
method of generating the halftone processing rule shown in Fig. 44 are removed, a characteristic parameter storing step
S143 is added after the characteristic parameter acquisition step S142, and a halftone process generation step S154
and a halftone-processing-rule determination step S156 are added before the halftone processing step S148.
[0712] In the method of generating the halftone processing rule shown in Fig. 45, if the characteristic parameter used
when the halftone processing rule jA+2 is generated is acquired based on the characteristic parameter acquisition chart
kA in the characteristic parameter acquisition step S142, the characteristic parameter is stored in the characteristic
parameter storing step S143, and the step proceeds to an updating step S150. The characteristic parameter is stored
in the characteristic parameter storage unit 54 shown in Fig. 3.
[0713] In a case where it is determined as No (the outputting of the entire image iA is not completed) in the determination
step S124 shown in Fig. 45, the step proceeds to the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output step S140 and
the halftone process generation step S154. In the halftone process generation step S154, two or more kinds of halftone
processing rules of which the priorities of the requirements are different are generated based on the characteristic
parameter acquired from the characteristic parameter acquisition chart kA-1 output together with the image iA-1 (the
previous image of the image iA).
[0714] In the halftone-processing-rule determination step S156, the halftone processing rule jA+1 applied to the halftone
process of the image iA+1 is generated from two or more kinds of halftone processing rules of which the priorities of the
requirements are different and which are generated in the halftone process generation step S154 based on the priority
parameter.
[0715] In the halftone processing step S148, the halftone process is performed using the halftone processing rule jA+1
determined in the halftone-processing-rule determination step S156, and the image iA+1 is output. If the image iA+1 is
output in the halftone processing step S148 and the characteristic parameter used when the halftone processing rule
jA+2 is generated is stored in the characteristic parameter storing step S143, the step proceeds to the updating step S150.
[0716] In a case where the first image is output, the halftone process generation step S154 and the halftone-processing-
rule determination step S156 are omitted, and a process of "performing the halftone process by using Halftone Processing
Rule 0 and outputting Image 1" is performed instead of the halftone processing step S148.
[0717] In the method of generating the halftone processing rule according to the second modification example shown
in Fig. 46, the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output step S140 of outputting the characteristic parameter
acquisition chart kA together with the image iA is performed as the step which is performed after the image output step
S122 of the method of generating the halftone processing rule shown in Fig. 44 and is performed before the determination
step S124.
[0718] In the method of generating the halftone processing rule shown in Fig. 46, the characteristic parameter acqui-
sition chart is output together with the first image. The image output step S122 and the characteristic-parameter-acqui-
sition-chart output step S140 shown in Fig. 46 may be performed as one step.
[0719] In a case where it is determined as No in the determination step S124 shown in Fig. 46 (the outputting of the
entire image iA is not completed), the step proceeds to the characteristic parameter acquisition step S142 and the
halftone processing step S148.
[0720] If the image iA+1 is output in the halftone processing step S148, the step proceeds to the characteristic-
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parameter-acquisition-chart output step S160. In the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart output step S160, the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart kA+1 is output together with the image iA+1.
[0721] In the updating step S162 which is provided instead of the updating step S150 shown in Fig. 44 and is shown
in Fig. 46, the image number is updated from iA to iA+1. The halftone processing rule number is updated from jA to
jA+1. The characteristic parameter acquisition chart number is updated from kA to kA+1.
[0722] The method of generating the halftone processing rule shown in Figs. 44, 45 and 46 is a method of generating
the halftone processing rule for performing the halftone process on an image output two images later than the image
output together with the characteristic parameter acquisition chart based on the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart. However, an integer of 2 or more is expressed as nB, and a halftone processing rule for performing the halftone
process on an image output later than an nB-th image may be similarly generated.
[0723] Specifically, in the halftone-processing-rule determining step S146 shown in Figs. 44 and 46, a "halftone process-
ing rule jA+nB" may be determined instead of the "halftone processing rule jA+2". In the method of generating the halftone
processing rule shown in Fig. 45, a "halftone processing rule jA+nB-1" may be determined instead of the "halftone
processing rule jA+1" in the halftone-processing-rule determining step S156. The same is not true of the halftone process-
ing step S148 shown in Figs. 44, 45 and 46.
[0724] However, in the method of generating the halftone processing rule shown in Figs. 44, 45 and 46, since the
halftone processing rule is not generated from Halftone Processing Rule 1(jA=1) to Halftone Processing Rule nB-1 based
on the characteristic parameter acquisition chart output together with the image output, the halftone process is performed
using Halftone Processing Rule 0 (initially set halftone processing rule) instead of the halftone processing rule jA+1 in
the halftone processing step S148. In the method of generating the halftone processing rule shown in Fig. 45, the halftone
process generation step S154 and the halftone-processing-rule determining step S156 are omitted.
[0725] In the method of generating the halftone processing rule shown in Figs. 42, 44, 45 and 46, the images and the
halftone processing rules are in one-to-one correspondence. That is, if the image is changed, the halftone processing
rule is changed. However, it is not necessary to necessarily perform such a change. One halftone processing rule may
be applied to a plurality of images. For example, Halftone Processing Rule 1 may be applied to Image 1, Image 2, Image
3 and Image 4, and Halftone Processing Rule 2 may be applied to Image 5, Image 6, Image 7 and Image 8.
[0726] That is, the halftone processing rule is updated once at a time whenever the plurality of images is output, and
thus, it is possible to improve the productivity. In a case where the halftone processing rule is updated once at a time
whenever the plurality of images is output, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart may be output together with
any one of the plurality of images.
[0727] Since the image together with the characteristic parameter acquisition chart and the image on which the halftone
process is performed using the halftone processing rule generated based on this characteristic parameter acquisition
chart are separated with two or more images interposed therebetween, the halftone process and the generation of the
halftone processing rule are simultaneously performed as the parallel processes, and thus, it is possible to further improve
the productivity as described above.
[0728] According to the methods of generating the halftone processing rule according to the first modification and the
second modification, it is possible to obtain the same effects as those of the method of generating the halftone processing
rule according to the application example of the fifth embodiment, and it is possible to optimize the allocation of the
processing time of the parallel processes and the allocation of the processing load of the parallel processes depending
on the configuration of the printing system.

[Description of Outputting of Characteristic Parameter Acquisition Chart According to Sixth Embodiment]

<Configuration of Image Processing Device>

[0729] Fig. 47 is a block diagram showing the configuration of an image processing device applied to a printing system
according to a sixth embodiment. For the sake of convenience in the illustration, in Fig. 47, control units 50 are shown
in two places. The functions and structures of the control units 50 in two places shown in Fig. 47 are not limited. In the
acquisition of the characteristic parameter according to the sixth embodiment, a new characteristic parameter is acquired
by generating the characteristic parameter acquisition chart based on the characteristic parameter related to the system
specification retained in a characteristic parameter storage unit 54, outputting the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart, reading the characteristic parameter acquisition chart and analyzing the read image of the characteristic parameter
acquisition chart.
[0730] The characteristic parameters related to the system specifications are determined based on the system spec-
ification. In other words, this characteristic parameter is a characteristic parameter acquired without using the charac-
teristic parameter acquisition chart.
[0731] As an example of the characteristic parameter related to the system specification, there are a droplet kind,
unidirectional scanning, or bidirectional scanning in addition to the resolution, the number of nozzles (number of used
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nozzles) and the ink kind which are already described. In the present embodiment, the characteristic parameters related
to the system specifications are described as system specification parameters.
[0732] Among the characteristic parameters, the characteristic parameter other than the system specification param-
eter is a characteristic parameter acquired using the characteristic parameter acquisition chart.
[0733] As an example of the characteristic parameter other than the system specification parameter, there are a dot
density, a dot diameter, a dot shape, a dot forming position shift, and non-jetting of each printing element. As another
example of the characteristic parameter other than the system specification parameter, an average dot density, an
average dot diameter and an average dot shape of the plurality of printing elements. As another example of the char-
acteristic parameter other than the system specification parameter, a dot forming position shift for each droplet kind, a
bidirectional printing position shift, a head vibration error, a transport error of the printing medium, a head module vibration
error in a head formed using a plurality of head modules, and landing interference.
[0734] Here, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart corresponding to the acquired system specification param-
eter may be selected from the characteristic parameter acquisition charts stored in a characteristic-parameter-acquisition-
chart storage unit 242 instead of generating the characteristic parameter acquisition chart.
[0735] The characteristic parameter storage unit 54 corresponds to characteristic parameter storage means. A char-
acteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart generation unit 62 corresponds to characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart gen-
eration means. The configuration in which the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is selected instead of generating
the characteristic parameter acquisition chart using the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart generation unit 62
corresponds to characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart selection means. The characteristic-parameter-acquisition-
chart storage unit 242 corresponds to characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart storage means.
[0736] In the following embodiment, an aspect in which the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is generated or
selected according to the selection of a printing mode will be described.
[0737] An image processing device 21 shown in Fig. 47 is configured such that a printing mode selection unit 240,
the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart storage unit 242, and a chart-output-condition setting unit 244 are added
to the image processing device 20 shown in Fig. 3.
[0738] The printing mode selection unit 240 selects a printing mode in the printing executed by a data output unit 66
and the printing device 24 shown in Fig. 1. As a selection example of the printing mode, there are an aspect in which
an operator selects the printing mode through the input device 34 shown in Fig. 3, and an aspect in which the printing
mode is automatically selected from information such as the kind of printing medium or input image data.
[0739] If the printing mode is selected, the system specification parameter corresponding to the selected printing mode
is read and acquired from the system specification parameters stored in the characteristic parameter storage unit 54.
The characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart generation unit 62 generates the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart based on the acquired system specification parameter.
[0740] If the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is generated, a chart output condition for the printing mode
selected by the chart-output-condition setting unit 244 is set, and the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output
by the data output unit 66 and the printing device 24 shown in Fig. 1.
[0741] Instead of generating the characteristic parameter acquisition chart, the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart corresponding to the acquired system specification parameter may be selected from the characteristic parameter
acquisition charts previously stored in the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart storage unit 242.

<Specification Example of Generation and Selection of Characteristic Parameter Acquisition Chart>

[0742] Hereinafter, a specific example of the selection of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart will be described.
Unit charts each including the single dot pattern and the continuous dot pattern are generated by the characteristic-
parameter-acquisition-chart generation unit 62 shown in Fig. 47. The unit chart is a unit chart constituting the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart, and is a necessity minimum chart. As an example of the single dot pattern in the serial scan
type, there are the single dot patterns 102C, 102M, 102Y and 102K shown in Fig. 5. As an example of the single dot
pattern in the single path type, the single dot patterns 202C, 202M, 202Y and 202K shown in Fig. 21.
[0743] As an example of the continuous dot pattern in the serial scan type, there are the first continuous dot patterns
104C, 104M, 104Y and 104K and the second continuous dot patterns 106C, 106M, 106Y and 106K shown in Fig. 5. As
an example of the continuous dot pattern in the single path type, there are the first continuous dot patterns 204C, 204M,
204Y and 204K and the second continuous dot patterns 206C, 206M, 206Y and 206K shown in Fig. 21.
[0744] If the printing mode is selected by the printing mode selection unit 240 shown in Fig. 47, the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart appropriate for the system specification parameter corresponding to the printing mode is
generated by generating the unit charts by the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart generation unit 62 and arranging
the unit charts generated based on the system specification parameter corresponding to the selected printing mode.
[0745] The generated characteristic parameter acquisition chart is stored in the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-
chart storage unit 242 by using the printing mode or the system specification parameter as an index. When the printing
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mode is selected, in a case where there is the characteristic parameter acquisition chart capable of being applied to the
selected printing mode or the characteristic parameter acquisition chart capable of being applied to the system specifi-
cation parameter corresponding to the selected printing mode, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart capable of
being applied to the selected printing mode or the characteristic parameter acquisition chart capable of being applied
to the system specification parameter corresponding to the printing mode is selected instead of generating the charac-
teristic parameter acquisition chart described above.

<Specific Example of Printing Mode and System Specification Parameter Corresponding to Printing Mode>

[0746]

(1) In a case where a high-quality mode is selected, the ink kinds used in the high-quality mode are cyan, magenta,
yellow, black, light cyan and light magenta, the used droplet kind is only the small droplet, and the scanning direction
is the unidirectional scanning,
a chart is generated by arranging the unit charts of the small droplet of the cyan ink, the small droplet of the magenta
ink, the small droplet of the yellow ink, the small droplet of the black ink, the small droplet of the light cyan ink and
the small droplet of the light magenta ink are generated only in the outward scanning direction. A continuous dot
pattern acquired by combining the small droplet of the cyan ink, the small droplet of the magenta ink, the small
droplet of the yellow ink, the small droplet of the black ink, the small droplet of the light cyan ink and the small droplet
of the light magenta ink may be generated.
In a case where the characteristic parameter acquisition chart in a case where the ink kinds in the high-quality mode
are cyan, magenta, yellow, black, light cyan and light magenta, the droplet kind is only the small droplet and the
scanning direction is the unidirectional scanning is stored in the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart storage
unit 242, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart in a case where the ink kinds in the high-quality mode are
cyan, magenta, yellow, black, light cyan and light magenta, the droplet kind is only the small droplet and the unidi-
rectional scanning is used is selected.
(2) In a case where a standard-quality mode is selected, the ink kinds used in the standard-quality mode are cyan,
magenta, yellow and black, the used droplet kinds are the small droplet, the medium droplet and the large droplet
and the scanning direction is the bidirectional scanning,
the unit charts for the small droplets, the medium droplets and the large droplets of the respective color inks of cyan,
magenta, yellow and black are generated, and the characteristic parameter acquisition chart acquired by arranging
the generated unit charts in the outward scanning direction and the inward scanning direction is generated. A
continuous dot pattern acquired by combining the small droplets, the medium droplets and the large droplets of the
respective color inks of cyan, magenta, yellow and black may be generated.
In a case where the characteristic parameter acquisition chart in a case where the ink kinds in the standard-quality
mode are cyan, magenta, yellow and black, the used droplet kinds are the small droplet, the medium droplet and
the large droplet and the scanning direction is the bidirectional scanning is stored in the characteristic-parameter-
acquisition-chart storage unit 242, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart in a case where the ink kinds in
the standard-quality mode are cyan, magenta, yellow and black, the used droplet kinds are the small droplet, the
medium droplet and the large droplet and the scanning direction is the bidirectional scanning is selected.
(3) In a case where a monochrome mode is selected, the ink kind used in the monochrome mode is only black, the
used droplet kinds are the small droplet, the medium droplet and the large droplet and the scanning direction is the
bidirectional scanning,
the characteristic parameter acquisition chart acquired by generating the unit charts of the small droplet, the medium
droplet and the large droplet of the black ink and arranging the generated unit charts in the outward scanning direction
and the inward scanning direction is generated. A continuous dot pattern acquired by combining the small droplet,
the medium droplet and the large droplet of the black ink may be generated.

[0747] In a case where the characteristic parameter acquisition chart in a case where the ink kind in the monochrome
mode is black, the used droplet kinds are the small droplet, the medium droplet and the large droplet and the scanning
direction is the bidirectional scanning is stored in the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart storage unit 242, the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart in a case where the ink kind in the monochrome mode is black, the used
droplet kinds are the small droplet, the medium droplet and the large droplet and the scanning direction is the bidirectional
scanning is selected.
[0748] In a case where the nozzles used by the printing mode are different, the contents of the unit charts are different
for the respective printing modes. When the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output, the chart-output-condition
setting unit 244 sets a scanning speed, a paper transport amount and a jetting frequency corresponding to the selected
printing mode, as the chart output condition. The scanning speed is a speed of the recording head when the recording
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head scans in the main scanning direction. The transport amount of the printing medium is a distance at which the
printing medium is moved while transport in the sub scanning direction is performed once, and is a value by representing
an inverse number of a substantial resolution in the sub scanning direction as a unit.

<Relationship between Generation and Selection of Characteristic Parameter Acquisition Chart>

[0749] In a case where the storage capacity of the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart storage unit 242 shown
in Fig. 47 is sufficient, the charts corresponding to the system specification parameters may be previously generated
and stored for the respective printing modes.
[0750] Meanwhile, in a case where the storage capacity of the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart storage unit
242 shown in Fig. 47 is insufficient, in a case where there is a heavy cost burden for what the characteristic-parameter-
acquisition-chart storage unit 242 has the sufficient storage capacity, and in a case where a period of time when the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart is generated is a short period of time, the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart may be generated.
[0751] The characteristic parameter acquisition chart may be previously generated and stored for the frequently se-
lected printing mode, and the characteristic parameter acquisition chart may be generated sometimes for the infrequently
selected printing mode.
[0752] For example, in a printing mode selected when the printing is arbitrarily executed, the characteristic parameter
acquisition chart for the selected printing mode may be generated, and the generated characteristic parameter acquisition
chart may be stored in the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart storage unit 242 shown in Fig. 47 for a predetermined
period of time. In a case where the same printing mode is reselected for a predetermined period of time, the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart for the printing mode which is stored in the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart storage
unit 242 is selected, and the characteristic parameter acquisition chart for the printing mode is stored for a predetermined
period of time from a point of time when the printing mode is reselected. After the predetermined period of time elapses,
the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is deleted. After the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is deleted,
the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is newly generated when the printing mode is subsequently set, and is
stored for a predetermined period of time. As mentioned above, a period of time during which the characteristic parameter
acquisition chart is stored may be determined, and the generation and selection of the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart may be switched depending on the period of time during which the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is
stored.

[Description of Acquisition of Characteristic Parameter According to Seventh Embodiment]

[0753] Hereinafter, the acquisition of a characteristic parameter according to a seventh embodiment will be described.

<Entire Configuration>

[0754] Fig. 48 is a block diagram showing the configuration of an image processing device applied to a printing system
according to the seventh embodiment. In Fig. 48, the same configurations as those of Fig. 3 will be assigned the same
reference numerals, and the description thereof will be appropriately omitted.
[0755] An image processing device 20B shown in Fig. 48 is configured such that a printing mode selection unit 300,
a chart-output-condition setting unit 302, and a characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart storage unit 304 are added
to the image processing device 20 shown in Fig. 3.
[0756] The printing mode selection unit 300 selects the printing mode in the printing executed by the data output unit
66 and the printing device 24 shown in Fig. 1. As a selection example of the printing mode, there are an aspect in which
the printing mode manually input by the operator through the input device 34 shown in Fig. 3 is selected, and an aspect
in which the printing mode is automatically selected from information such as the kind of printing medium or input image
data. The printing mode selection unit 300 corresponds to printing mode selection means.
[0757] The chart-output-condition setting unit 302 shown in Fig. 48 sets a chart output condition of the selected printing
mode. The chart output condition includes at least one of a chart item related to the content of the characteristic parameter
acquisition chart or a scanning condition related to the operations of the data output unit 66 and the printing device 24
shown in Fig. 1. The details of the relationship between the printing mode and the chart item and the relationship between
the printing mode and the scanning condition will be described below. The chart-output-condition setting unit 302 cor-
responds to chart-output-condition setting means.
[0758] A characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart generation unit 62 shown in Fig. 48 generates the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart based on the chart item set depending on the selected printing mode. The characteristic
parameter acquisition chart generated by the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart generation unit 62 is stored in
the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart storage unit 304. When the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is
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output, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart corresponding to the set chart output condition may be selectively
read from the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart storage unit 304.
[0759] That is, in the acquisition of the characteristic parameter according to the seventh embodiment, the chart output
condition when the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is acquired depending on the printing mode is set. As the
chart output condition, at least any one of the chart item related to the content of the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart or a scanning condition related to the operation of the printing device 24 which functions as a part of a characteristic-
parameter-acquisition-chart output means and is shown in Fig. 1 is set.

<Description of Printing Mode>

[0760] Fig. 49 is an explanatory diagram of the printing mode. In the present embodiment, an example in which the
printing device 24 shown in Fig. 1 is an ink jet recording device including serial scan type recording heads will be
described. The serial scan type recording heads are assigned the reference numerals 112C, 112M, 112Y and 112K in
Fig. 6.
[0761] The recording head applied to the present embodiment has a structure in which 50 nozzles are arranged with
an arrangement density of 150 nozzles per inch. The nozzles are assigned the reference numerals 118C, 118M, 118Y
and 118K in Fig. 6. However, the number of nozzles and the nozzle density described above are examples, and the
printing system according to the present embodiment is not limited thereto.
[0762] As shown in Fig. 49, the printing system according to the present embodiment may select 7 kinds of printing
modes. If the printing mode is selected, the chart output condition is set. In Fig. 49, as an example of the chart output
condition, the ink kind, the resolution, the droplet kind, the number of paths in the main scanning direction, the scanning
speed, the frequency, the unidirectional scanning or the bidirectional scanning, the nozzle, and the transport amount
are illustrated. As the names of a horizontal series of items shown in Fig. 49, abbreviation terms are used. For example,
uni/bi shown in Fig. 49 represents the unidirectional scanning or the bidirectional scanning. The chart output condition
is not limited to the condition shown in Fig. 49, and may be added, deleted and changed depending on the specification
of the printing system.
[0763] The ink kind as the chart output condition shown in Fig. 49 represents the kind of ink used in each printing
mode. C represents the cyan ink, Lc represents the light cyan ink, M represents the magenta ink, Lm represents the
light magenta ink, Y represents the yellow ink, and K represents the black ink. The ink is one aspect of a liquid.
[0764] In Printing Mode A, only the black ink is used. In Printing Mode B, Printing Mode C and Printing Mode D, 4
kinds of inks such as the cyan ink, the magenta ink, the yellow ink and the black ink are used. In Printing Mode E, Printing
Mode F and Printing Mode G, 6 kinds of inks such as the cyan ink, the light cyan ink, the magenta ink, the light magenta
ink, the yellow ink and the black ink are used.
[0765] If Printing Mode A is selected, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output using only the black ink.
If Printing Mode B, Printing Mode C and Printing Mode D are selected, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is
output using 4 kinds of inks such as the cyan ink, the magenta ink, the yellow ink and the black ink. If Printing Mode E,
Printing Mode F and Printing Mode G are selected, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output using 6 kinds
of inks such as the cyan ink, the light cyan ink, the magenta ink, the light magenta ink, the yellow ink and the black ink.
[0766] In a case where the ink kind shown in Fig. 49 is limited by the printing mode, it is possible to output the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart by using the used ink, and it is possible to appropriately acquire the charac-
teristic parameter for each used ink kind.
[0767] Since the characteristic parameter acquisition chart can be output without using the unused ink kind, in a case
where the content of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is reduced, it is possible to reduce the usage amount
of ink in the outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart, it is possible to reduce the usage amount of
printing medium, and it is possible to reduce the processing time until the characteristic parameter is acquired after the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output.
[0768] The resolution as the chart output condition shown in Fig. 49 represents printing resolution. In Printing Mode
A and Printing Mode B, low resolution is applied. As an example of the low resolution, there is an aspect in which the
resolution in the main scanning direction is 150 dots per inch and the resolution in the sub scanning direction is 150 dots
per inch.
[0769] In Printing Mode C and Printing Mode E, medium resolution is applied. As an example of the medium resolution,
there is an aspect in which the resolution in the main scanning direction is 300 dots per inch and the resolution in the
sub scanning direction is 300 dots per inch.
[0770] In Printing Mode D and Printing Mode F, high resolution is applied. As an example of the high resolution, there
is an aspect in which the resolution in the main scanning direction is 600 dots per inch and the resolution in the sub
scanning direction is 600 dots per inch.
[0771] In Printing Mode G, super-high resolution is applied. As an example of the super-high resolution, there is an
aspect in which the resolution in the main scanning direction is 1200 dots per inch and the resolution in the sub scanning
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direction is 1200 dots per inch.
[0772] In a case where the resolution shown in Fig. 49 is determined by the printing mode, it is possible to output the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart by using the determined resolution, and it is possible to appropriately acquire
the characteristic parameter for the determined resolution.
[0773] Since the characteristic parameter acquisition chart can be output without using the unused ink kind, in a case
where the content of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is reduced, it is possible to reduce the usage amount
of ink in the outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart, it is possible to reduce the usage amount of
printing medium, and it is possible to reduce the processing time until the characteristic parameter is acquired from the
outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart.
[0774] The droplet kind as the chart output condition shown in Fig. 49 represents the kind of liquid droplet classified
by a volume ratio. In the printing system shown in the present embodiment, 5 kinds of liquid droplets such as extra-
large, large, medium, small and extra-small are used. As an example of the droplet kind, there is an example in which
a volume ratio of the extra-small droplet kind is 1, a volume ratio of the small droplet kind is 2, a volume ratio of the
medium droplet kind is 4, a volume ratio of the large droplet kind is 8 and a volume ratio of the extra-large kind is 16.
[0775] The droplet kind is determined by the resolution in most cases. In Printing Mode A and Printing Mode B to
which the low resolution is applied, 3 kinds of droplet kinds of medium, large and extra large are used. In Printing Mode
C and Printing Mode E to which the medium resolution is applied, 3 kinds of droplet kinds of small, medium and large
are used. In Printing Mode D and Printing Mode F to which the high resolution is applied, 3 kinds of droplet kinds of
extra-small, small and medium are used. In Printing Mode G to which the super-high resolution is applied, one kind of
droplet kind of extra-small is used. In Fig. 49, extra-large represents the extra-large droplet kind, and extra-small repre-
sents the extra-small droplet kind.
[0776] If Printing Mode A and Printing Mode B are selected, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output
using 3 kinds of droplet kinds of medium, large and extra-large. If Printing Mode C and Printing Mode E are selected,
the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output using 3 kinds of droplet kinds of small, medium and large. If
Printing Mode D and Printing Mode F are selected, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output using 3 kinds
of droplet kinds of extra-small, small and medium. If Printing Mode G is selected, the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart is output using one kind of droplet kind of extra-small.
[0777] In a case where the droplet kind shown in Fig. 49 is different by the printing mode, it is possible to output the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart by using the used droplet kind, and it is possible to appropriately acquire the
characteristic parameter for the used droplet kind.
[0778] Since the characteristic parameter acquisition chart can be output without using the unused ink kind, in a case
where the content of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is reduced, it is possible to reduce the usage amount
of ink in the outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart, it is possible to reduce the usage amount of
printing medium, and it is possible to reduce the processing time until the characteristic parameter is acquired from the
outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart.
[0779] The number of paths as the chart output condition shown in Fig. 49 represents the number of paths which is
the number of times the recording head is moved in the main scanning direction which is required to arrange as much
dots as one raster in the main scanning direction. The one raster in the main scanning direction is referred to as one
line in the main scanning direction in some cases. In a case where the number of paths is 2, as much of the dots as one
raster are arranged by performing the scanning in the main scanning direction twice. The error of the landing position
for each nozzle or the transport error of the printing medium is diffused as the number of paths is increased, and thus,
the high image quality is achieved.
[0780] As an example of the number of paths, the number of paths is 1 in Printing Mode A and Printing Mode B to
which the low resolution is applied, and the number of paths is 2 in Printing Mode C and Printing Mode E to which the
medium resolution is applied. In Printing Mode D and Printing Mode F to which the high resolution is applied, the number
of paths is 2. In Printing Mode G to which the super-high resolution is applied, the number of paths is 4.
[0781] If Printing Mode A and Printing Mode B are selected, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output
by setting the number of paths to be 1. If Printing Mode C, Printing Mode D, Printing Mode E and Printing Mode F are
selected, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output by setting the number of paths to be 2. If Printing Mode
G is selected, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output by setting the number of paths to be 4.
[0782] In a case where the number of paths shown in Fig. 49 is determined by the printing mode, it is possible to
output the characteristic parameter acquisition chart by using the determined number of paths, and it is possible to
appropriately acquire the characteristic parameter for the determined number of paths.
[0783] Since the characteristic parameter acquisition chart can be output without using the unused ink kind, in a case
where the content of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is reduced, it is possible to reduce the usage amount
of ink in the outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart, it is possible to reduce the usage amount of
printing medium, and it is possible to reduce the processing time until the characteristic parameter is acquired from the
outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart.
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[0784] The scanning speed as the chart output condition shown in Fig. 49 represents a scanning speed of the recording
head in the main scanning direction. The scanning speed shown in Fig. 49 represents a relative scanning speed ratio
using a scanning speed in Printing Mode A and Printing Mode B to which the low resolution is applied as a standard
scanning speed. In Fig. 49, the standard scanning speed is represented as 1.
[0785] In Printing Mode C and Printing Mode E to which the medium resolution is applied, a scanning speed of 1, that
is, the standard scanning speed is applied. In Printing Mode D and Printing Mode F to which the high resolution is applied,
a scanning speed of 2, that is, a scanning speed which is twice as high as the standard scanning speed is applied. In
Printing Mode G to which the super-high resolution is applied, a scanning speed of 4, that is, a scanning speed which
is four times as high as the standard scanning speed is applied.
[0786] If Printing Mode A, Printing Mode B, Printing Mode C and Printing Mode E are selected, the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart is output at the standard scanning speed. If Printing Mode D and Printing Mode F are
selected, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output at a scanning speed which is twice as high as the
standard scanning speed. If Printing Mode G is selected, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output at a
scanning speed which is four times as high as the standard scanning speed.
[0787] The dot density, the dot diameter, the dot shape and the dot forming position shift for each printing element,
the position shift for each droplet kind, the landing interference, the bidirectional scanning position shift of scanning in
the serial scanning, and a bidirectional printing position shift of scanning for each droplet kind, and the head vibration
error according to the carriage movement, which are acquired as the characteristic parameters, are influenced by the
scanning speed.
[0788] In a case where the scanning speed shown in Fig. 49 is determined by the printing mode, it is possible to output
the characteristic parameter acquisition chart by using the determined scanning speed, and it is possible to appropriately
acquire the characteristic parameter for the determined scanning speed.
[0789] Since the characteristic parameter acquisition chart can be output without using the unused ink kind, in a case
where the content of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is reduced, it is possible to reduce the usage amount
of ink in the outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart, it is possible to reduce the usage amount of
printing medium, and it is possible to reduce the processing time until the characteristic parameter is acquired from the
outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart.
[0790] The frequency as the chart output condition shown in Fig. 49 represents a jetting frequency of the recording
head. The jetting frequency is determined by the resolution in the main scanning direction in most cases, the number
of paths in the main scanning direction, and the scanning speed in the main scanning direction. The frequency shown
in Fig. 49 represents a relative jetting frequency ratio using a jetting frequency in Printing Mode A and Printing Mode B
to which the low resolution is applied.
[0791] As a jetting frequency in Printing Mode C and Printing Mode E to which the medium resolution is applied, a
standard jetting frequency is applied. As a jetting frequency in Printing Mode D and Printing Mode F to which the high
resolution is applied, a jetting frequency which is four times as high as the standard jetting frequency is applied. As a
jetting frequency in Printing Mode G to which the super-high resolution is applied, a jetting frequency which is eight times
as high as the standard jetting frequency is applied.
[0792] It is assumed that the printing resolution in the main scanning direction in Printing Mode C and Printing Mode
E is 300 dots per inch. Since the number of paths in Printing Mode C and Printing Mode E is 2, as much dots as one
raster may be arranged in the main scanning direction with a printing resolution of 150 dots per inch by performing the
scanning of the recording head in the main scanning direction once.
[0793] Since the scanning speed in Printing Mode C and Printing Mode E is the standard speed, the standard jetting
frequency is applied in Printing Mode C and Printing Mode E, similarly to Printing Mode A and Printing Mode B in which
as much dots as one raster are arranged in the main scanning direction with the printing resolution of 150 dots per inch
in the main scanning direction at the standard scanning speed.
[0794] It is assumed that the printing resolution in the main scanning direction in Printing Mode D and Printing Mode
F to which the high resolution is applied is 600 dots per inch. Since the number of paths in Printing Mode D and Printing
Mode F is 2, as much dots as one raster may be arranged in the main scanning direction with a printing resolution of
300 dots per inch, that is, with a printing resolution which is twice as high as that in Printing Mode A and Printing Mode
B by performing the scanning of the recording head in the main scanning direction once.
[0795] Since the scanning speed in Printing Mode D and Printing Mode F is twice as high as the standard scanning
speed, a jetting frequency which is four times as high as the standard jetting frequency applied to Printing A and Printing
B in which the dots are arranged in the main scanning direction with the printing resolution of 150 dots per inch at the
standard scanning speed is applied to a jetting frequency in Printing Mode D and Printing Mode F.
[0796] It is assumed that the printing resolution in the main scanning direction in Printing Mode G to which the super-
high resolution is applied is 1200 dots per inch. Since the number of paths in Printing Mode G is 4, as much dots as one
raster may be arranged in the main scanning direction with a printing resolution of 300 dots per inch, that is, with a
printing resolution which is twice as high as that of Printing Mode A and Printing Mode B by performing the scanning of
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the recording head in the main scanning direction once.
[0797] Since the scanning speed in Printing Mode G is four times as high as the standard scanning speed, a jetting
frequency which is eight times as high as the standard jetting frequency applied to Printing Mode A and Printing B in
which the dots are arranged in the main scanning direction with the printing resolution of 150 dots per inch at the standard
scanning speed is applied to a jetting frequency in Printing Mode G.
[0798] If Printing Mode A, Printing Mode B, Printing Mode C and Printing Mode E are selected, the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart is output at the standard jetting frequency. If Printing Mode D and Printing Mode F are
selected, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output at a jetting frequency which is four times as high as the
standard jetting frequency. If Printing Mode G is selected, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output at a
jetting frequency which is eight times as high as the standard jetting frequency.
[0799] If the jetting frequency is different, the characteristic parameters such as the dot density, the dot diameter, the
dot shape and the dot forming position shift for each printing element, and the position shift for each droplet kind are
influenced.
[0800] In a case where the frequency shown in Fig. 49 is determined by the printing mode, it is possible to output the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart by using the determined jetting frequency, and it is possible to appropriately
acquire the characteristic parameter for the determined jetting frequency.
[0801] Since the characteristic parameter acquisition chart can be output without using the unused ink kind, in a case
where the content of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is reduced, it is possible to reduce the usage amount
of ink in the outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart, it is possible to reduce the usage amount of
printing medium, and it is possible to reduce the processing time until the characteristic parameter is acquired from the
outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart.
[0802] The unidirectional scanning or the bidirectional scanning as the chart output condition shown in Fig. 49 repre-
sents whether or not to perform the printing for only a period of time during which the recording head scans in one
direction of the main scanning direction, and whether or not to perform the printing for both a period of time during which
the recording head scans in the one direction of the main scanning direction and a period of time during which the
recording head scans in the other direction of the main scanning direction.
[0803] In Fig. 49, uni represents the unidirectional scanning, and bi represents the bidirectional scanning. In the
unidirectional scanning, a printing speed is slower than that in the bidirectional scanning, but since the position shift
caused by the bidirectional scanning, which may occur when the bidirectional scanning is performed, does not occur, it
is possible to perform the printing with high quality. In the present embodiment, the unidirectional scanning is applied to
Printing Mode G to which the super-high resolution is applied, and the bidirectional scanning is applied to Printing Mode
A to Printing Mode F. The printing speed mentioned herein is an index indicating a printing time per unit sheet of the
printing medium.
[0804] If Printing Mode A to Printing Mode F are selected, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output both
in the outward path and the inward path through the bidirectional scanning. If Printing Mode G is selected, the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart is output in only the outward path through the unidirectional scanning.
[0805] In a case where the scanning type indicating whether or not to perform the unidirectional scanning or the
bidirectional scanning shown in Fig. 49 is determined by the printing mode, it is possible to output the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart by using the determined scanning type, and it is possible to appropriately acquire the char-
acteristic parameter for the determined scanning type.
[0806] Since the characteristic parameter acquisition chart can be output without using the unused ink kind, in a case
where the content of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is reduced, it is possible to reduce the usage amount
of ink in the outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart, it is possible to reduce the usage amount of
printing medium, and it is possible to reduce the processing time until the characteristic parameter is acquired from the
outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart.
[0807] The nozzle as the chart output condition shown in Fig. 49 represents a usage nozzle range. As an aspect of
the usage nozzle range, there is the number of nozzle to be used. The usage nozzle range is determined by the number
of paths in most cases, and a pitch between nozzles. In the present embodiment, some of the nozzles are used in
Printing Mode G to which the super resolution is applied, and all the nozzles are used in Printing Mode A to Printing Mode F.
[0808] As an example of the number of nozzles of some of the nozzles applied to Printing Mode G, the number of
nozzles of some of the nozzles is 44 in a case where the number of nozzles provided at the recording head is 50.
[0809] If Printing Mode A to Printing Mode F are selected, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output using
all the nozzles. If Printing Mode G is selected, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output using some of the
nozzles.
[0810] In a case where the nozzles shown in Fig. 49 is determined by the printing mode, it is possible to output the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart by using the determined nozzles, and it is possible to appropriately acquire
the characteristic parameter for the determined nozzles.
[0811] Since the characteristic parameter acquisition chart can be output without using the unused ink kind, in a case
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where the content of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is reduced, it is possible to reduce the usage amount
of ink in the outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart, it is possible to reduce the usage amount of
printing medium, and it is possible to reduce the processing time until the characteristic parameter is acquired from the
outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart.
[0812] The transport amount as the chart output condition shown in Fig. 49 represents the transport amount of the
printing medium which is a distance at which the printing medium is moved by transporting the printing medium in the
sub scanning direction once. The transport amount is determined by the resolution in the sub scanning direction in most
cases, the pitch between the nozzles in the sub scanning direction, the number of nozzles and the number of paths in
the main scanning direction. In the present embodiment, the distance at which the printing medium is moved by trans-
porting the printing medium in the sub scanning direction once is represented as a multiple of a unit movement amount
using an inverse number of a substantial resolution in the sub scanning direction as the unit movement amount. The
substantial resolution in the sub scanning direction is calculated by dividing the pitch between the nozzles by the number
of paths in the sub scanning direction.
[0813] As for the resolution in the sub scanning direction in each printing mode, the low resolution is applied to Printing
Mode A and Printing Mode B, and the medium resolution is applied to Printing Mode C and Printing Mode E. The high
resolution is applied to Printing Mode D and Printing Mode F, and the super-high resolution is applied to Printing Mode G.
[0814] As an example of the resolution in the sub scanning direction, there is an aspect in which the low resolution is
150 dots per inch, the medium resolution is 300 dots per inch, the high resolution is 600 dots per inch, and the super-
high resolution is 1200 dots per inch. The low resolution in the main scanning direction and the low resolution in the sub
scanning direction may be the same resolution, or may be different resolutions. The medium resolution in the main
scanning direction and the medium resolution in the sub scanning direction may be the same resolution, or may be
different resolution. The high resolution in the main scanning direction and the high resolution in the sub scanning
direction may be the same resolution, or may be different resolution. The super-high resolution in the main scanning
direction and the super-high resolution in the sub scanning direction may be the same resolution, or may be different
resolution.
[0815] As the transport amount shown in Fig. 49, a transport amount which is 50 times as large as the unit movement
amount is applied to Printing Mode A and Printing Mode B to which the low resolution in the sub scanning direction is
applied, a transport amount which is 25 times as large as the unit movement amount is applied to Printing Mode C and
Printing Mode E to which the medium resolution is applied, a transport amount which is 25 times as large as the unit
movement amount is also applied to Printing Mode D and Printing Mode F to which the high resolution is applied, and
a transport amount which is 11 times as large as the unit movement amount is applied to Printing Mode G to which the
super-high resolution is applied.
[0816] If Printing Mode A and Printing Mode B are selected, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output
by applying the transport amount which is 50 times as large as the unit movement amount. If Printing Mode C, Printing
Mode D, Printing Mode E and Printing Mode F are selected, the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output by
applying the transport amount which is 25 times as large as the unit movement amount. If Printing Mode G is selected,
the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output by applying the transport amount which is 11 times as large as
the unit movement amount.
[0817] If the transport amount is different, the characteristic parameter such as the paper transport error is influenced.
[0818] In a case where the transport amount shown in Fig. 49 is determined by the printing mode, it is possible to
output the characteristic parameter acquisition chart by using the determined transport amount, and it is possible to
appropriately acquire the characteristic parameter for the determined transport amount.
[0819] Since the characteristic parameter acquisition chart can be output without using the unused ink kind, in a case
where the content of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is reduced, it is possible to reduce the usage amount
of ink in the outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart, it is possible to reduce the usage amount of
printing medium, and it is possible to reduce the processing time until the characteristic parameter is acquired from the
outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart.
[0820] Among the setting items shown in Fig. 49, the items of the ink kind, the droplet kind and the nozzle are classified
as the chart items related to the contents of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart. The number of paths, the
scanning speed, the frequency, the unidirectional scanning or the bidirectional scanning, and the transport amount are
classified as the scanning conditions related to the operations of the printing device. The ink kind corresponds to the
kind of liquid used to output the characteristic parameter acquisition chart. The droplet kind corresponds to the kind of
liquid droplet of the liquid used to output the characteristic parameter acquisition chart. The nozzle corresponds to the
printing element used to output the characteristic parameter acquisition chart. The number of paths is an aspect of the
scanning type applied to the outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart. The scanning speed corresponds
to the scanning speed applied to the outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart. The frequency corre-
sponds to the jetting frequency applied to the outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart. The unidirec-
tional scanning or the bidirectional scanning is an aspect of the scanning type applied to the outputting of the characteristic
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parameter acquisition chart. The transport amount corresponds to the transport amount of the printing medium applied
to the outputting of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart.
[0821] Although it has been described in the present embodiment that if the printing mode is selected, both the chart
items and the scanning conditions are set, the scanning conditions may be set depending on the selected printing mode
in the printing system in which the chart items are fixed. In the printing system in which the scanning conditions are fixed,
the chart items may be set depending on the selected printing mode. In other words, at least any one of the chart items
or the scanning conditions may be set depending on the selected printing mode so as to correspond to the configuration
of the printing system, and the characteristic parameter acquisition chart may be output depending on the setting.
[0822] Although the plurality of chart items has been described in the present embodiment that the plurality of chart
items is collectively set depending on the selected printing mode, at least any one chart item of the plurality of chart
items may be set.
[0823] Although the plurality of scanning conditions has been described in the present embodiment that the plurality
of scanning conditions is collectively set depending on the selected printing mode, at least any one scanning condition
of the plurality of scanning conditions may be set. However, it is preferable that the plurality of scanning conditions is
collectively set depending on the selected printing mode.
[0824] Printing Mode A shown in Fig. 49 may be applied to a monochrome mode using plain paper as the printing
medium. Printing Mode B may be applied to a four-color fast mode using the plain paper as the printing medium. Printing
Mode C may be applied to a four-color standard mode using the plain paper as the printing medium. Printing Mode D
may be applied to a four-color high-quality mode using the plain paper as the printing medium.
[0825] Printing Mode E may be applied to a six-color standard mode using coated paper as the printing medium.
Printing Mode F may be applied to a six-color high-quality mode using the coated paper as the printing medium. Printing
Mode G may be applied to a six-color super-high-quality mode using the coated paper as the printing medium.

<Description of Method of Acquiring Characteristic Parameter>

[0826] Fig. 50 is a flowchart of a method of acquiring the characteristic parameter according to the seventh embodiment.
In Fig. 50, the same steps as those of Fig. 4 will be assigned the same reference numerals, and the description thereof
will be appropriately omitted.
[0827] In a printing mode selection step S200 shown in Fig. 50, the printing mode is selected. The printing mode is
selected in a printing mode selection unit 300 shown in Fig. 48.
[0828] If the printing mode is selected in the printing mode selection step S200 shown in Fig. 50, the output condition
of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is set in a chart-output-condition setting step S202. The output condition
of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is set by the chart-output-condition setting unit 302 shown in Fig. 48.
[0829] If the chart output condition is set in the chart-output-condition setting step S202 shown in Fig. 50, the charac-
teristic parameter acquisition chart is generated or selected and the generated or selected characteristic parameter
acquisition chart is output in a chart output step S204.
[0830] The characteristic parameter acquisition chart is generated by the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart
generation unit 62 shown in Fig. 48. The characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart generation unit 62 of Fig. 48 may
select the characteristic parameter acquisition chart stored in the characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart storage unit
304. The characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output by the data output unit 66 shown in Fig. 48 and the printing
device 24 shown in Fig. 1.
[0831] If the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output in the chart output step S204 shown in Fig. 50, the
output characteristic parameter acquisition chart is read in an image reading step S206. The image reading step S206
is performed by the image reading device 26 shown in Fig. 1.
[0832] If the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is read in the image reading step S206 shown in Fig. 50, the
characteristic parameter is acquired by analyzing the read image of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart in a
characteristic parameter acquisition step S208.
[0833] The characteristic parameter is acquired depending on the printing mode through the printing mode selection
step S200, the chart-output-condition setting step S202, the chart output step S204, the image reading step S206 and
the characteristic parameter acquisition step S208 shown in Fig. 50.
[0834] That is, the printing mode selection step S200, the chart-output-condition setting step S202, the chart output
step S204, the image reading step S206 and the characteristic parameter acquisition step S208 shown in Fig. 50
constitute the method of acquiring the characteristic parameter according to the present embodiment.
[0835] A halftone-processing-rule generation step S210, a halftone-selection-chart output step S212 and a halftone
selection operating step S214 shown in Fig. 50 are the same as the halftone-processing-rule generation step S14, the
halftone-selection-chart output step S16 and the halftone selection operating step S18 the shown in Fig. 4, and the
description thereof will be omitted.
[0836] Fig. 51 is a flowchart of a method of acquiring the characteristic parameter according to a modification example
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of the seventh embodiment. In Fig. 51, the same steps as those of Fig. 50 will be assigned the same reference numerals,
and the description thereof will be appropriately omitted.
[0837] In the flowchart shown in Fig. 50, it is not necessary to necessarily generate the halftone processing rule after
the characteristic parameter. For example, as shown in Fig. 51, after the characteristic parameter may be acquired, the
acquired characteristic parameter may be applied for the error analysis of the printing system.
[0838] That is, in the method of acquiring the characteristic parameter shown in Fig. 51, an error message display
step S220 is performed after the characteristic parameter acquisition step S208. The error message display step S220
compares the existing characteristic parameter acquired in the past with the new characteristic parameter newly acquired,
extracts the characteristic parameter in a case where the characteristic parameter having a difference which exceeds
a predetermined specified value is present between the existing characteristic parameter and the new characteristic
parameter, displays the extracted characteristic parameter, and displays an error message. An error occurrence deter-
mination unit that determines whether or not an error occurs in the image processing device 20B shown in Fig. 48 is
provided. The error occurrence determination unit functions as error occurrence determination means.
[0839] The error message may be displayed on the display device 32 shown in Fig. 48. The display device 32 shown
in Fig. 48 may function as error message display means for displaying the error message.
[0840] When the image defect such as unevenness or streak occurs, the user may perform the error analysis according
to the flowchart shown in Fig. 51, or the error analysis may be regularly performed irrespective of whether or not the
image defect occurs. As an example in which the error analysis is regularly performed, there are a point of time when
the print job is started, or a point of time when the printing system is started. The error analysis may be irregularly
performed based on the determination of the user.
[0841] The specified value may be a constant value, or may be updated when the new characteristic parameter is
acquired. The specified value may be determined based on a variation in characteristic parameter calculated according
to the acquisition of the characteristic parameter over multiple times. As an example in which the variation is used as
the specified value, there is an aspect in which 6σ or 62σ shown in Fig. 31 is used as the specified value. The aspect
shown in Fig. 51 may be combined with the aspect shown in Fig. 50.

<Description of Characteristic Parameter>

[0842] As an example of the characteristic parameter applied to the printing system according to the present embod-
iment, there is a dot density, a dot diameter, a dot shape, a dot forming position shift and non-jetting for each printing
element, and a position shift for each droplet kind. The specified value of the dot density, the dot diameter or the dot
shape of Fig. 40 may be an absolute value, or may be determined as a ratio with respect to the existing dot density, dot
diameter and dot shape.
[0843] The specified value shown in Fig. 51 may be determined with a range including the plurality of nozzles such
as a nozzle array or a plurality of neighboring nozzles as a target.
[0844] Since change characteristics are different for each droplet kind, the specified value shown in Fig. 40 may be
determined for each droplet kind.
[0845] As for the non-jetting, in the error message display step S220 of Fig. 51, the error message may be displayed
in a case where the non-jetting occurs in one nozzle, or the error message may be displayed in a case where the non-
jetting occurs in the plurality of nozzles that exceeds a predetermined specified value in an arbitrary range.
[0846] As the characteristic parameter specific to the serial scanning, there are a bidirectional scanning position shift
of scanning, a bidirectional printing position shift of scanning for each droplet kind, a head vibration error according to
carriage movement, and a paper transport error. The bidirectional scanning position shift of scanning corresponds to a
bidirectional printing position shift. The bidirectional printing position shift of scanning for each droplet kind corresponds
to a bidirectional scanning position shift for each droplet kind. The head vibration error according to the carriage movement
corresponds to a vibration error of the image forming unit. The paper transport error corresponds to a transport error of
the printing medium.
[0847] As the specified value in a case where the head vibration error according to the carriage movement is the
characteristic parameter, an index indicating a difference between the existing head vibration error according to the
carriage movement and the new head vibration error may be applied. As the index indicating the difference between
the existing head vibration error according to the carriage movement and the new head vibration error, the summation
of the absolute values of the differences between the existing position shift amounts in the main scanning direction and
the new position shift amounts in the main scanning direction in the shift amount Δx(n) in the main scanning direction
with respect to the pixel position n shown in Fig. 25A or the summation of squares of the differences may be applied.
The difference between the existing position shift amount in the main scanning direction and the new position shift
amount in the main scanning direction may be calculated by subtracting the existing position shift amount in the main
scanning direction from the new position shift amount in the main scanning direction.
[0848] As the index indicating the difference between the existing head vibration error according to the carriage
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movement and the new head vibration error according to the carriage movement, the summation or summation of
squares of ratios between the existing position shift amounts in the main scanning direction and the new position shift
amounts in the main scanning direction in the shift amount Δx(n) in the main scanning direction with respect to the pixel
position n shown in Fig. 25A may be applied. The ratio between the existing position shift amount in the main scanning
direction and the new position shift amount in the main scanning direction may be calculated by dividing the new position
shift amount in the main scanning direction by the existing position shift amount in the main scanning direction.
[0849] The shift amount Δy(n) in the sub scanning direction with respect to the pixel position n shown in Fig. 25B may
be applied instead of or together with the shift amount Δx(n) in the main scanning direction with respect to the pixel
position n.
[0850] As the specified value in a case where the head vibration error according to the carriage movement, the index
indicating similarity may be applied. As the similarity, a correlation coefficient may be applied. The specified value in a
case where the head vibration error according to the carriage movement is the characteristic parameter may be deter-
mined based on the magnitude of the head vibration error according to the carriage movement. As the magnitude of the
head vibration error according to the carriage movement, a standard deviation or a variance of the magnitude of the
head vibration error according to the carriage movement may be applied. The head vibration error according to the
carriage movement corresponds to the head vibration error.
[0851] As the characteristic parameter specific to the single path type, there is the vibration error of the head module
(denoted by reference numeral 220-j (= 1, 2, ..., and Nm) in Fig. 28).
[0852] As the specified value shown in Fig. 40 in a case where the head module vibration error in the single path type
is the characteristic parameter, the index indicating the difference between the existing head module vibration error and
the new head module vibration error may be applied. As the index indicating the difference between the existing head
module vibration error and the new head module vibration error, the summation of the absolute values of the differences
between the existing position shift amounts in the main scanning direction and the new position shift amounts in the
main scanning direction in the position shift amounts (dot position shift amounts) of the main scanning direction (denoted
by reference numeral x) with respect to the position in the paper transport direction (sub scanning direction, denoted by
reference numeral y) shown in Fig. 28 or the summation of squares of the differences may be applied.
[0853] The difference between the existing position shift amount in the main scanning direction and the new position
shift amount in the main scanning direction may be calculated by subtracting the existing position shift amount in the
main scanning direction from the new position shift amount in the main scanning direction.
[0854] As the index indicating the difference between the existing head module vibration error and the new head
module vibration error, the summation or summation of squares of the ratios between the existing position shift amount
in the main scanning direction and the new position shift amount in the main scanning direction in the position shift
amounts (dot position shift amounts) in the main scanning direction (denoted by reference numeral x) with respect to
the position in the paper transport direction (sub scanning direction, denoted by reference numeral y) shown in Fig. 28
may be applied.
[0855] The ratio between the existing position shift amount in the main scanning direction and the new position shift
amount in the main scanning direction may be calculated by dividing the new position shift amount in the main scanning
direction by the existing position shift amount in the main scanning direction.
[0856] As the specified value in a case where the head module vibration error in the single path type is the characteristic
parameter, the index indicating the similarity between the existing head module vibration error and the new head module
vibration error may be applied. As the index indicating the similarity between the existing head module vibration error
and the new head module vibration error, a correlation coefficient may be applied. The head module vibration error
corresponds to a head module vibration error in a head formed using the plurality of head modules.
[0857] The specified value in a case where the head module vibration error is the characteristic parameter may be
determined based on the magnitude of the head module vibration error. As the magnitude of the head module vibration
error, a standard deviation or a variance of the magnitude of the head module vibration error may be applied.
[0858] According to the printing system having the above-described configuration and the method of acquiring the
characteristic parameter, it is possible to appropriately comprehend the characteristic parameters indicating the char-
acteristics of the printing system for the respective printing modes.
[0859] Since the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is optimized, in a case where the characteristic parameter
acquisition chart is reduced, it is possible to reduce the processing time until the characteristic parameter is acquired
after the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output. It is possible to reduce the usage amount of used ink and
the usage amount of the printing medium until the characteristic parameter is acquired after the characteristic parameter
acquisition chart is output.
[0860] In the printing system and the method of acquiring the characteristic parameter described in the present em-
bodiment, the plurality of printing modes may be selected, the chart output conditions may be respectively set to the
plurality of selected printing modes, the characteristic parameter acquisition charts may be respectively output for the
plurality of selected printing modes, and the characteristic parameter may be acquired for the plurality of selected printing
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modes. The plurality of printing modes may be all the printing modes, or may be some of the printing modes.
[0861] According to such as aspect, in a case where the plurality of printing modes is changed in one job, it is possible
to acquire the optimum characteristic parameters appropriate for the plurality of printing modes for the plurality of printing
modes by outputting the characteristic parameter acquisition charts once.

<Eighth Embodiment: Another Example of Method of Generating Halftone Processing Rule>

[Example in User Input Characteristic Parameter]

[0862] Fig. 52 is a flowchart showing another example of the method of generating the halftone processing rule shown
in Fig. 4. The flowchart shown in Fig. 52 includes a process (step S13) of allowing the user to input the characteristic
parameters related to the characteristics of the printing system instead of the process (step S10) of outputting the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart, the process (step S11) of reading the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart output in step S10 and the process (step S12) of acquiring the characteristic parameters related to the characteristics
of the printing system in the flowchart shown in Fig. 4.
[0863] As means for allowing the user to input the characteristic parameters related to the characteristics of the printing
system, the display device 32 and the input device 34 shown in Figs. 2 and 3 may be applied. That is, the user can input
the characteristic parameters related to the characteristics of the printing system by using the input device 34 while
seeing the content displayed on the screen of the display device 32 shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
[0864] As the characteristic parameters related to the characteristics of the printing system, in the ink jet printing
system, there are a droplet kind and a jetting order in addition to the resolution, the number of nozzles and the ink kind
already described. As the characteristic parameter specific to the serial scan type, there is bidirectional printing or
unidirectional printing. These characteristic parameters are characteristic parameters related to the specifications of the
printing system.
[0865] As common characteristic parameters to the plurality of printing elements, there are an average dot forming
position shift and an average position shift for each droplet kind, in addition to the average dot density, the dot diameter,
the average dot shape and the landing interference already described.
[0866] As the characteristic parameter of an individual printing element, there is a position shift for each droplet kind
in addition to the dot density, the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift and the non-jetting for each
printing element.
[0867] As the characteristic parameter specific to the serial scanning, there are a position shift between the outward
path and the inward path in the bidirectional printing, a position shift between the outward path and the inward path in
the bidirectional printing for each droplet kind, and a paper transport error.
[0868] As the characteristic parameter specific to the single path type, there is a recording head attachment error.
[0869] As another characteristic parameter which does not belong to the above-described classifications, there is an
error caused by the vibration of the recording head.
[0870] In a case where the user inputs an appropriate value for the characteristic parameter of the individual printing
element among the characteristic parameters, an operation load becomes high. However, as for the non-jetting, since
the user may input such that the non-jetting occurs in a limited number of printing elements, the above-described
configuration is applied to the inputting of the characteristic parameter of the individual printing element other than the
non-jetting.
[0871] When the user inputs the characteristic parameter of the individual printing element, the image processing
device 20 described in the present embodiment is configured to input an average value of the plurality of printing elements
or an average equivalent value which is a value equivalent to the average value. The image processing device is
configured to input a deviation from the average value or the average equivalent value. As for the characteristic parameters
other than the characteristic parameter of the individual printing element, the image processing device may be configured
to input an average value or an average equivalent value and a deviation from the average value or the average equivalent
value for the characteristic parameters for which the average value or the average equivalent value and the deviation
from the average value or the average equivalent value can be input.
[0872] The average equivalent value is a value equivalent to the average value capable of being substantially treated
as an average value. As an example of the average equivalent value, there are a center value and a representative
value (representative value capable of being treated to be equivalent to the average value).
[0873] When a target range of the average value or the average equivalent value and the deviation from the average
value or the average equivalent value are defined, all the printing elements which are provided as the plurality of printing
elements at the recording head may be used as targets, or some printing elements of the printing elements provided at
the recording head may be used as targets.
[0874] As an example of some printing elements of the printing elements provided at the recording head, there are
printing elements for the head modules 220-j shown in Fig. 28. That is, an average value of the characteristic parameters
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or an average equivalent value and a deviation from the average value or the average equivalent value may be input
for each of the head modules 220-j shown in Fig. 28.
[0875] Some printing elements of the printing elements provided at the recording head may be appropriately set so
as to correspond to the aspect in which the halftone processing rule is generated.
[0876] For the dot density, the dot diameter, the dot forming position shift and the position shift for each droplet kind,
an average value or an average equivalent value and a deviation from the average value or the average equivalent
value of values (a density value, a diameter value, a distance of the dot forming position shift, and a distance of the
position shift) indicating the degrees or quantities thereof in the plurality of printing elements.
[0877] A value acquired by digitizing the degree of collapse of the dot shape from an ideal dot shape (perfect circle)
may be used an input value of the dot shape, and an average value of the plurality of printing elements or an average
equivalent value and a deviation (an average value of values indicating the degrees of collapse of the respective dots
formed using the plurality of printing elements or an average equivalent value, and a deviation from the average value
or the average equivalent value) from the average value or the average equivalent value may be input as an average
value of the dot shapes or an average equivalent value and a deviation from the average value or the average equivalent
value.
[0878] For example, a radius from the origin of the dot to the circumference is a/2 in all directions of 360 degrees in
a case where the dot has an ideal dot shape (perfect circle) of which the dot diameter is a, and difference radiuses are
varied by a radius different from a/2 in the respective directions of 360 degrees in a case where the dot has the collapsed
dot shape. Accordingly, the standard deviation of variations in ratios of the radiuses in the respective directions of 360
degrees to a/2 may be used as an index indicating the degree of collapse of the dot, and may be input as the average
value of the plurality of printing elements or the average equivalent value and the deviation from the average value or
the average equivalent value.
[0879] The process (step S13) of causing the user to input characteristic parameters related to the characteristics of
the printing system, which is shown in Fig. 52 functions as an information input process of causing the user to input the
characteristic parameter. The information input process includes an average input process of causing the user to input
an average value of the characteristic parameters or an average equivalent value and a deviation input process of
causing the user to input a deviation from the average value of the characteristic parameters or the average equivalent
value.
[0880] Fig. 53 is an explanatory diagram showing an example of an input screen used in the input process of the
flowchart shown in Fig. 52. An input screen 32A shown in Fig. 53 is displayed on the display device 32 shown in Fig. 3.
[0881] The input screen 32A shown in Fig. 53 includes an input field 33A of the average value (or average equivalent
value) of the dot density, an input field 33B of the deviation of the dot density, an input field 33C of the average (or
average equivalent value) of the dot diameter, an input field 33D of the deviation of the dot diameter, an input field 33E
of the average value (or average equivalent value) of the dot shape, an input field 33F of the deviation of the dot shape,
an input field 33G of the average value (or average equivalent value) of the dot forming position shift, an input field 33H
of the deviation of the dot forming position shift, an input field 33K of the average value (or average equivalent value)
of the position shift for each droplet kind, an input filed 33L of the position shift for each droplet kind, an input field 33M
of the average value (or average equivalent value) of the recording head vibration (head vibration), and an input field
33N of the deviation of the recording head.
[0882] However, it is not necessary to input all the items, and it is possible to select the input target item depending
on the characteristics of the printing system. That is, among of the items shown in Fig. 53, at least a group of average
values or average equivalent values and deviations from the average value or the average equivalent value may be input.
[0883] The inputting of the average value or the average equivalent value corresponds to the determination of Value
A (average value) of the characteristic error of the graph showing the relationship between the system error distribution
and the level of the random system error shown in Fig. 31. That is, as the average equivalent value, Value A of the
characteristic error shown in Fig. 31 may be adopted.
[0884] The inputting of the deviation corresponds to the determination of 6σ or σ 62 which is the standard deviation
of the graph showing the relationship between system error distribution and the level of the random system error shown
in Fig. 31.
[0885] The vibration error of the recording head is not the characteristic parameter of the individual printing element,
but since the vibration error of the recording head has high reproducibility, the vibration error of the recording head can
be treated as the same error as the characteristic error. The image processing device described in the present embodiment
is configured to input the average value (or the average equivalent value) of the recording head positions, and the
deviation of the recording head positions as the recording head vibration error.
[0886] Fig. 54 is an explanatory diagram showing another example of the dot shape item on the input screen shown
in Fig. 53. In the ink jet type printing system, the shape of the dot generated from one liquid droplet may be an elliptical
shape, or the one liquid droplet may be divided into a plurality of liquid droplets (a main droplet and sub droplets are
generated).
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[0887] The input screen 32B of the dot shape shown in Fig. 54 includes an input field 35A of an average value (or
average equivalent value) of the lengths in the main scanning direction, an input field 35B of a deviation of the lengths
in the main scanning direction, an input field 35C of an average value (or average equivalent value) of the lengths in the
sub scanning direction, and an input field 35D of a deviation of the lengths in the sub scanning direction so as to
correspond to a case where the shape of the dot has the elliptical shape.
[0888] An input field 35E of an average value (or average equivalent value) of the distances between the main droplet
and the sub droplet, and an input field 35F of a deviation of the distances between the main droplet and the sub droplets
so as to correspond to a case where the liquid droplet jetted as one liquid droplet is divided into the plurality of liquid
droplets.
[0889] As the length in the main scanning direction on the input screen 32B of the dot shape shown in Fig. 54, the
length (dot diameter) of the dot in the main scanning direction may be applied. As the length in the sub scanning direction,
the length (dot diameter) of the dot in the sub scanning direction may be applied.
[0890] The distance between the main droplet and the sub droplet may be a distance between a center of the main
droplet and a center of the sub droplet, or may be the shortest distance between the outer circumference of the main
droplet and the circumference of the sub droplet. Although not shown in Fig. 54, the input fields of the average value
(or average equivalent value) and the deviation of the lengths in the main scanning direction and the lengths of the sub
scanning direction may be provided for the main droplet and the sub droplet. In a case where the input screen 32B of
the dot shape is provided, the input field of the dot diameter is omitted.
[0891] By doing this, in a case where the user inputs the characteristic parameters related to the characteristics of the
printing system, since the average value of the characteristic parameters of the plurality of printing elements or an
average equivalent value and a deviation from the average value or the average equivalent value are input, the char-
acteristic parameter for the individual printing element is prevented from being input, and an excessive load is prevented
from being given to the inputting of the characteristic parameter.
[0892] Although it has been described in the present embodiment that the input device 34 and the input screens 32A
and 32B are individual components, the input device 34 and the input screens 32A and 32B may be integrally formed
using a touch panel type display device.
[0893] As an aspect of the information input means, a configuration in which input screens displayed on the input
device 34 and the display device 32 shown in Fig. 2 are included may be adopted. The input device 34 shown in Fig. 2,
the input screen 32A shown in Fig. 53 and the input screen 32B shown in Fig. 54 function as average value input means
for causing the user to input the average value of the parameters of the plurality of printing elements provided in the
printing system or the average equivalent value, or the average value of the errors due to the vibration of the recording
head provided in the printing system or the average equivalent value.
[0894] The input device 34 shown in Fig. 2, the input screen 32A shown in Fig. 38 and the input screen 32B shown
in Fig. 54 function as deviation input means for inputting the deviation from the average value or the average equivalent
value. That is, an aspect of the information input means, an aspect in which the average value input means and the
deviation input means are included may be adopted.

[Ninth Embodiment: Example of Halftone Processing Rule Generation due to Landing Interference Simulation]

[0895] Fig. 55 is a flowchart of the aspect in which the influence of the landing interference when the simulation image
shown in Fig. 11 is generated is reflected. The simulation image generation to be described below is to generate the
simulation image in which the influence of the landing interference is reflected, is applied to the serial scan type ink jet
printing system shown in Fig. 6, and is applied to an operation mode in which the drawing is completed through multipath.
The printing type in the serial scan type ink jet printing device functions as the printing system that executes the serial
scan type printing.
[0896] In the present embodiment, the influence of the landing interference is simulated in consideration of an inter-
dot jetting time difference as well as the inter-dot distance. In the present embodiment, inter-color landing interference
and a difference in landing interference according to the liquid kind are simulated.
[0897] That is, the image processing device applied to the printing system described in the present embodiment
generates the simulation image in which the influence of the landing interference is reflected and which includes a
plurality of colors, the simulation image in which the inter-color landing interference is reflected and which includes dots
corresponding to the plurality of droplet kinds, the simulation image in which the influence of the landing interference
caused by the droplet kind is reflected, the simulation image in which the influence of the landing interference caused
by the inter-dot distance is reflected and the simulation image in which the influence of the landing interference caused
by the jetting time difference is reflected.
[0898] The simulation image generated shown in the flowchart of Fig. 55 is performed by repeating step S26A (dot
arrangement process) for each scanning path and step S26B (dot rearranging process) for each scanning path.
[0899] In the dot arrangement process shown in step S26A, the characteristic parameter is reflected on the dots of
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the respective pixels of the respective colors jetted along a k-th path, and the dots are arranged on the simulation image.
[0900] In the dot arrangement step S26A, if the dots are arranged on the simulation image, the process proceeds to
the dot rearranging step S26B. In the dot rearranging step S26B, at least any one of the dot movement due to the landing
interference with the already arranged surrounding dots and the surrounding dots of another color jetted along the same
path, a density change of the dots or a shape change of the dots is reflected on the dots of the respective pixels of the
respective colors jetted along the k-th path, and the dots are rearranged on the simulation image. The already arranged
dots are dots arranged from a first scanning path to a (k-1)-th path.
[0901] The surrounding dots are dots in which the landing interference with the dots (given dots) as rearranging targets
may occur, and are counterpart dots of the white dots constituting the pixels different from the given dots.
[0902] The given dot is a target dot (rearranging target dot) on which the influence of the landing interference is
reflected, and refers to a target dot on which the determination of whether or not the influence of the landing interference
is influenced is performed. The surrounding refers to a range in which the counterpart dots (surrounding dots) are present
when the determination of whether or not the given dots are influenced by the influence of the landing interference is
performed.
[0903] In a case where the landing interference occurs, one or more surrounding dots are present for one given dot.
The dot movement, the density change of the dots or the shape change of the dots due to the influence of the landing
interference are simulated based on the inter-dot distance and the jetting time difference.
[0904] In the dot rearranging step S26B, if the dots are rearranged on the simulation image along the k-th path and
the dot arrangement on which the influence of the landing interference is reflected is determined, the process proceeds
to the next scanning path ((k+1)-th path).
[0905] If the dot arrangement step S26A and the dot rearranging step S26B are performed on the (k+1)-th path and
the dot arrangement on which the influence of the landing interference of the (k+1)-th path is reflected is determined,
the process proceeds to the next scanning path ((k+2)-th path). By doing this, the dot arrangement of the simulation
image in which the influence of the landing interference is determined along all the scanning paths.
[0906] Fig. 56 is a conceptual diagram in which the jetting order of the drawing mode in which the drawing is performed
along 8 scanning paths is denoted by a path number. The number of scanning paths and the jetting order shown in Fig.
56 are acquired by adding one row is added in a row direction and one column is added in a column to the number of
scanning paths and the jetting order shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The number of scanning paths and the jetting order
shown in Fig. 56 are substantially the same as those of the number of scanning paths and the jetting order shown in
Figs. 12 and 13, and the description thereof is omitted.
[0907] A dot patch in Fig. 56 represents a difference in droplet kind. That is, a light dot patch represents that a small
droplet (small dot) is jetted. A dark dot patch represents that a medium droplet (medium dot) is jetted.
[0908] Fig. 57 is a conceptual diagram of the simulation image showing the arrangement of the dots jetted along the
first path in the generation of the simulation image. In the following description, a simulation image using two colors of
magenta and black will be described. It is assumed that the positions where magenta dots are jetted and the positions
where black dots are jetted in the same path are shifted in the sub scanning direction by two pixels. The same is true
of Figs. 58A, 58B, 59A and 59B.
[0909] In the simulation image generation (dot arrangement and dot rearrangement) to be described below, the dot
density for each droplet kind, the dot diameter for each droplet kind and the dot shape (circle) for each droplet kind as
the characteristic parameters are reflected on the dots jetted along the respective scanning paths. Meanwhile, the error
such as the dot forming position shift is not reflected. As the influence of the landing interference, the dot movement is
reflected. The dot movement is the concept including the movement distance and the movement direction.
[0910] In Fig. 57, alphabets of the reference numeral assigned to the dot represent the droplet kind and color of the
dot. mm represent magenta and medium droplet. ms represent magenta and small droplet. bm represent black and
medium droplet. bs represent black and small droplet. In Fig. 57, among numbers of the reference numerals assigned
to the dot, the tens digit represents the number of scanning paths, and the ones digit represents a serial number assigned
to the dot.
[0911] For example, dot mm12 represents the magenta, medium and second dot jetted along the first path. The same
is true of Figs. 58A, 58B, 59A and 59B.
[0912] As shown in Fig. 57, the magenta dots ms11, mm12, ms13 and ms14 and the black dots bs11 and bm12 which
are jetted along the first path are not in contact with each other, and the landing interference does not occur in these
dots. In the simulation image generation described in the present embodiment, in a case where the inter-dot distance
and the sum of radiuses of two dots are the same value, these dots are treated as being not in contact with each other.
That is, the contact in the simulation image generation described in the present embodiment refers to a state in which
there is a region where two dots overlap each other. The dot arrangement shown in Fig. 57 refers to dot arrangement
in which the dots are arranged in the dot arrangement step S26A shown in Fig. 55.
[0913] Fig. 58A is a conceptual diagram of the simulation image showing the arrangement of the dots jetted up to the
second path in the generation of the simulation image. Fig. 58B is a conceptual diagram of the simulation image showing
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the dot arrangement in which the dots are rearranged by reflecting the influence of the landing interference.
[0914] As shown in Fig. 58A, the magenta dots ms21 and mm22 and the black dots bm21 and bs22 are jetted along
the second path. Since the magenta dot ms21 jetted along the second path is in contact with the magenta dot mm12
jetted along the first path, the landing interference occurs between these dots. The magenta dot ms21 jetted along the
second path is moved toward the magenta dot mm12 jetted along the first path due to the influence of the landing
interference.
[0915] Similarly, since the black dot bs22 jetted along the second path is in contact with the black dot bm12 jetted
along the first path, the landing interference occurs between these dots. The black dot bs22 jetted along the second
path is moved toward the black dot bm12 jetted along the first path due to the influence of the landing interference. A
thick arrow line shown in Fig. 58A represents the movement direction of the dot due to the influence of the landing
interference.
[0916] The dot arrangement shown in Fig. 58B is dot arrangement in which the dots are rearranged by reflecting the
influence of the landing interference. The magenta dot ms21 of Fig. 58B is rearranged so as to be shifted toward the
magenta dot mm12 by reflecting the influence of the landing interference. Similarly, the magenta dot bs22 is rearranged
so as to be shifted toward the black dot bm12 by reflecting the influence of the landing interference.
[0917] Fig. 59A is a conceptual diagram of the simulation image showing the arrangement of the dots jetted along the
third path in the generation of the simulation image. Fig. 59B is a conceptual diagram of the simulation image showing
the arrangement of the dots in which the dots are rearranged by reflecting the influence of the landing interference.
[0918] As shown in Fig. 59A, the magenta dots mm31 and mm32 and the black dots bs31, bs32, bm33 and bm34 are
jetted along the third path. The dots jetted along the third path are arranged on the simulation image in which the dots
are rearranged in the jetting along the second path shown in Fig. 58B.
[0919] Since the black dot bs32 jetted along the third path is in contact with the black dot bm21 jetted along the second
path, the landing interference occurs between these dots. The black dot bs32 jetted along the third path is moved toward
the black dot bm21 jetted along the second path due to the influence of the landing interference.
[0920] Similarly, since the black dot bm34 jetted along the third path is in contact with the magenta dot mm22 jetted
along the second path, the landing interference occurs between these dots. The black dot bm34 jetted along the third
path is moved toward the magenta dot mm22 jetted along the second path due to the influence of the landing interference.
A thick arrow line shown in Fig. 59A represents the movement direction of the dot due to the influence of the landing
interference.
[0921] In the simulation image generation described in the present embodiment, it is assumed that in a case where
there is a jetting time difference which is equal to or greater than two scanning paths between the dots being in contact,
the landing interference does not occur. That is, the magenta dot mm31 jetted along the third path is in contact with the
magenta dot ms11 and the black dot bs11 jetted along the first path, but the landing interference does not occur between
the magenta dot mm31 jetted along the third path and the magenta dot ms11 jetted along the first path and between
the magenta dot mm31 jetted along the third path and the black dot bs11 jetted along the first path.
[0922] Similarly, the black dot bm33 jetted along the third path is in contact with the black dot bs11 and the magenta
dot ms14 jetted along the first path, but the landing interference does not occur between the black dot bm33 jetted along
the third path and the black dot bs11 jetted along the first path and between the black dot bm33 jetted along the third
path and the magenta dot ms14 jetted along the first path.
[0923] The dot movement due to the influence of the landing interference may be expressed by a function f(c,p) using
an inter-dot distance c and a jetting time difference p as the parameters. Since the landing interference occurs between
the surrounding dots in an arbitrary direction, the inter-dot distance c may be considered as a vector using the center
of the given dot as a start point and the center of the surrounding dot as an end point. In a case where the inter-dot
distance c is considered as the vector, the function f(c,p) is also treated a vector having a direction indicated by the inter-
dot distance c.
[0924] In the following description, it is assumed that the inter-dot distance c and the function f(c, p) indicating the dot
movement are treated as the vectors. It is assumed that the dot movement in the following description is treated as the
vector having the movement distance and the movement direction.
[0925] Fig. 60 is an explanatory diagram of the inter-dot distance. Dot1 shown in Fig. 60 is a given dot. Dot2 and Dot3
are surrounding dots. An inter-dot distance c1 between the given dot Dot1 and the surrounding dot Dot2 is expressed
as a vector using the center of the given dot Dot1 as a start point and the center of the surrounding dot Dot2 as an end
point. Similarly, an inter-dot distance c2 between the given dot Dot1 and the surrounding dot Dot3 is expressed as a
vector using the center of the given dot Dot1 as a start point and the center of the surrounding dot Dot3 as an end point.
[0926] In a case where the given dot is moved between the given dot and the plurality of surrounding dots due to the
influence of the landing interference, the movement of the given dot due to the influence of the landing interference may
be calculated as the summation of vectors of the movement due to the influence of the landing interference between
the given dot and the respective surrounding dots.
[0927] That is, if the landing interference occurs between the given dot Dot1 and the surrounding dot Dot2 and the
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given dot and the surrounding dot Dot3 shown in Fig. 60, the given dot Dot1 is moved in a direction from the center of
the given dot Dot1 toward the center of the surrounding dot Dot2, and is moved in a direction from the center of the
given dot Dot1 toward the center of the surrounding dot Dot3. As a result, the given dot is moved toward a position where
the movement is balanced in both the directions.
[0928] A distance at which the given dot Dot1 is moved is determined by the balance of surface tension between the
given dot Dot1 and the surrounding dot Dot2 and surface tension between the given dot Dot1 and the surrounding dot
Dot3. There is a tendency for the distance at which the given dot Dot1 is moved to become longer as the inter-dot
distance (scalar quantity) becomes shorter, and there is a tendency for the distance at which the given dot Dot1 is moved
to become shorter as the inter-dot distance (scalar quantity) becomes longer.
[0929] In the example described in Figs. 57 to 59B, the movement of each dot due to the landing interference is
expressed by Expression (11) to Expression (14).

[0930] Expression (11) corresponds to a case where the given dot is the black dot and the small droplet. The movement
of the dot bs22 shown in Fig. 58A and the movement of the dot bs32 shown in Fig. 59A due to the influence of the
landing interference are calculated using Expression (11).
[0931] Expression (12) corresponds to a case where the given dot is the black dot and the medium droplet. The
movement of the dot bm34 shown in Fig. 59A due to the influence of the landing interference is calculated using Expression
(12). Expression (13) corresponds to a case where the given dot is the magenta dot and the small droplet. The movement
of the dot ms21 shown in Fig. 58A due to the influence of the landing interference is calculated using Expression (13).
Expression (14) corresponds to a case where the given dot is the magenta dot and the medium droplet.
[0932] Fig. 61 is an explanatory diagram of the function f used in Expression (11) to Expression (14). In Fig. 61, the
description of the parameters (the inter-dot distance c and the jetting time difference p) of the function f indicating the
dot movement is omitted.
[0933] In Expression (11) to Expression (14), among suffixs assigned to the function f, suffixs on the left side of the
underbar represent the color and droplet kind of the given dot in order from the left, and suffixs on the right side of the
underbar represent the color and droplet kind of the surrounding dot in order from the left. For example, a first term of
Expression (11) represents the summation of the movement of the given dots in a case where the given dot is the black
dot, the small droplet and the surrounding dot is the black dot and the small droplet.
[0934] That is, the given dots are classified according to each color and each droplet kind, the surrounding dots are
classified according to each color and each droplet kind, and the movement of each dot due to the influence of the
landing interference is calculated using a vector summation acquired by adding a vector function indicating the movement
for each classification of the surrounding dot to each classification of the given dot.
[0935] When the movement of the dot due to the influence of the landing interference is calculated using Expression
(11) to Expression (14), it may be determined whether or not the landing interference occurs from the condition of the
inter-dot distance c and the condition of the jetting time difference p, and the dot movement due to the influence of the
landing interference may be calculated in only a case where the landing interference occurs.
[0936] The surrounding dots which are not in contact with the given dots may be excluded from the targets using the
inter-dot distance c. In a case where the diameter of the white dot is DA and the diameter of the surrounding dot is DB,
the surrounding dots that satisfy the condition of |c| ≥ (DA + DB)/2 may be excluded from the targets. That is, in a case
where the inter-dot distance c satisfies the condition of |c| ≥ (DA + DB)/2, f(c,p) = 0 may be achieved irrespective of the
value of the jetting time difference p.
[0937] The surrounding dots of which the jetting time difference is equal to or greater than two scanning paths may
be excluded from the targets using the jetting time difference p. That is, in a case where p is equal to or greater than
two scanning paths, f(c,p) = 0 may be achieved irrespective of the value of the inter-dot distance c. As the jetting time
difference, a scanning path difference may be used.
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[0938] That is, inter-dot contact determination means for determining whether or not the dots are in contact with each
other based on at least any one of the inter-dot distance c or the jetting time difference p may be provided, and the
simulation image generation functioning as simulation image generation means may generate the simulation image
acquired by reflecting the influence of the landing interference on the dots determined to be in contact with each other
by the inter-dot contact determination means.
[0939] As the reflection of the landing interference, at least any one of the density change of the dot or the shape
change of the dot in addition to the dot movement or instead of the dot movement may be adopted. Hereinafter, the
reflection of the influence of the landing interference including the shape of the dot and the density of the dot will be
described.
[0940] Fig. 62A is a conceptual diagram showing the change due to the landing interference including the shape of
the dot, and is a diagram showing the relationship between an inter-density-maximum-point distance and an inter-center
distance of two dots in a case where the landing interference does not occur. Fig. 62B is a conceptual diagram showing
the change due to the landing interference including the shape of the dot, and is a diagram showing the relationship
between an inter-density-maximum-point distance and an inter-center distance of two dots in a case where the landing
interference occurs.
[0941] Fig. 63 is a schematic diagram of the dot when the dot of Fig. 62B is viewed from the top.
[0942] As shown in Fig. 62A, an inter-center distance dAB between two dots DotA and DotB jetted at the same jetting
timing in a case where the landing interference does not occur is substantially the same as a distance eAB between a
maximum density point of the dot DotA and a maximum density point of the dot DotB.
[0943] It is assumed that the maximum density point of the dot is a position indicating the maximum density in a case
where the dot is viewed from the top and is equal to the center of the dot in a case where the deformation of the dot
does not occur. That is, in a case where the dots DotA and DotB are viewed from the top, the densities of the dots DotA
and DotB are uniformly distributed on the concentric circles from the centers OA and OB of the dots with the centers
OA and OB of the dots as the maximum densities.
[0944] In contrast, as shown in Fig. 62B, if the dots DotA and DotB are deformed due to the occurrence of the landing
interference, the other dot is drawn toward one dot. By doing this, the inter-center distance of the dot is changed to uAB
(uAB < dAB) shown in Fig. 62B from dAB shown in Fig. 62A.
[0945] The inter-density-maximum-point distance between the dots DotA and DotB is changed to vAB (vAB < eAB, vAB
< uAB) shown in Fig. 62B from eAB shown in Fig. 62A. A position denoted by reference numeral DenA in Fig. 63 is the
maximum density point of the dot DotA in a case where the landing interference occurs.
[0946] If the other dot is drawn toward the one dot due to the occurrence of the landing interference, the density
maximum positions of both dots are also drawn toward each other, and the density distribution is changed. In Fig. 63,
the density distribution (equi-density position) of the dot DotA is schematically shown using a dashed double-dotted line.
In Fig. 63, since the maximum density point and density distribution of the dot DotB are the same as those of the dot
DotA, the illustration of the maximum density point and density distribution of the dot DotB is omitted.
[0947] That is, if the other dot is drawn toward one dot due to the occurrence of the landing interference, the density
of the region where both the dots overlap each other is relatively high, and the density of a region opposite to the region
where both the dots overlap each other is relatively low.
[0948] The generation of the simulation image in which the density change of the dot and the shape change of the
dot are reflected may be performed through the following procedures.
[0949] Initially, the movement of the maximum density point due to the landing interference is defined by a function
g(c,p) using the inter-dot distance c and the jetting time difference p as the parameters. Similarly to the function f(c,p),
the functions g(c,p) are classified for each color and each droplet kind of the given dot and each color and each droplet
kind of the surrounding dot. Since the inter-dot distance c is the vector having the direction, the function g(c,p) is the
vector having the direction.
[0950] The movement of the dot due to the landing interference is calculated using Expression (11) to Expression
(14), and the dots are rearranged. The movement of the maximum density point is calculated as the summation of the
functions g(c,p), and the dots are rearranged. If the movement of the dot and the movement of the maximum density
point of the dot are determined, since the shape of the dot is acquired, the shape of the dot is replaced with the acquired
dot shape. The shape of the dot mentioned herein refers to a three-dimensional shape acquired by adding a shape in
a thickness direction to a planar shape when viewed from the top.
[0951] The rearrangement of the dots due to the movement of the dot and the rearrangement of the dots due to the
movement of the density maximum position of the dot may be changed.
[0952] By doing this, the simulation image in which the shape change of the dot due to the influence of the landing
interference and the density change of the dot are reflected may be generated.
[0953] As for the movement of the dot due to the influence of the landing interference, after the jetting is performed
along the k-th scanning path, the landing interference due to the dots jetted along the first scanning path to the (k-1)-th
scanning path is reflected on the dots jetted along the k-th scanning path, the landing interference due to the dots jetted
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along the k-th scanning path is not reflected on the dots jetted along the first scanning path to the (k-1)-th scanning path.
[0954] In other words, after the jetting is performed along the k-th scanning path, the dots jetted along the k-th scanning
path are moved, but the dots jetted along the first scanning path to the (k-1)-th scanning path are not moved. This is
because the drying and fixing of the dots jetted along the first scanning path to the (k-1)-th scanning path progress at a
jetting timing of the k-th scanning path.
[0955] However, among the dots jetted along the first path to the (k-1)-th path, the landing interference due to the dots
jetted along the k-th scanning path may be reflected on the dots jetted along the scanning path (for example, the (k-
1)-th scanning path or the (k-2)-th scanning path) close to the k-th scanning path.
[0956] That is, among the dots jetted along the first scanning path to the (k-1)-th scanning path, the movement of the
dot may be calculated for the dots jetted the scanning path close to the k-th scanning path by using Expression (11) to
Expression (14), and the dots may be rearranged.
[0957] It has been described in the present embodiment that the dots are arranged by reflecting the characteristic
parameter other than the landing interference, the movement of the dot in which the influence of the landing interference
is reflected on the dot arrangement is calculated, and the dots are rearranged. However, the reflection of the characteristic
parameter other than the landing interference and the reflection of the landing interference may be collectively performed
without performing the dot arrangement in which the characteristic parameter other than the landing interference is
reflected.
[0958] Although it has been described in the present embodiment that the magenta and the black are taken into
consideration, the light ink such as cyan, yellow, light cyan or light magenta, and the special color ink such as orange,
green or violet may be taken into consideration.
[0959] As an example in which the color is expanded, there is an aspect in which the functions f(c,p) indicating the
movement of the dot shown in Expression (11) to Expression (14) and the functions g(c,p) indicating the movement of
the maximum density point of the dot are expanded.
[0960] The dots may be rearranged using only color in which the influence of the landing interference, the dot density
change and the dot shape change is strong as a target. Among a plurality of processes of reflecting the influence of the
landing interference described above, at least one process may be performed according to the state of the landing
interference and the state of the printing system.

[Specific Example of Means for Appling Tolerance to Landing Interference]

[0961] A specific example of a configuration in which the halftone design or the halftone process of controlling the
image quality deterioration due to the landing interference is realized will be described.
[0962] In the present specification, the outline of the "means for compensating for the image quality deterioration due
to the influence of the landing interference" has been already described, and the generation of the halftone parameter
or the method of the halftone process of suppressing the image quality deterioration due to the dot movement at the
time of the landing interference has been mentioned. Here, a specific example of means for applying the tolerance to
the landing interference will be described in more detail.
[0963] Means for suppressing the image quality deterioration due to the landing interference analyzes the contact
state of each dot with another adjacent dot (that is, surrounding dot) from the data of the dot image indicating the dot
arrangement form of the plurality of pixels, evaluates the influence of the landing interference, and performs the generation
(that is, the halftone design) of the halftone parameter or the halftone process such that the tolerance to the landing
interference based on the evaluating result.
[0964] As the form for realizing such a function, some forms are considered. Here, the processing content of the
halftone design or the halftone process performed such that the movement amount of the dot due to the landing inter-
ference is estimated based on the contact direction and the contact amount of each dot with the surrounding dot and
the movement amount (that is, the influence of the landing interference) is decreased as a whole will be described. Even
though the landing interference occurs, the halftone image in which the movement of the dot due to the influence is
relatively less is acquired by performing the halftone design or the halftone process.
[0965] Three examples of an example of the process of generating the halftone parameter in the dither method or the
error diffusion method, an example of the process of generating the halftone parameter by the void-and-cluster with
respect to the dither method, and an example of the halftone process in the direct binary search method will be described
by referring to Figs. 10, 14 and 16 already described.
[0966] Fig. 64 is a flowchart related to the process of generating the halftone parameter in the dither method or the
error diffusion method.
[0967] The flowchart shown in Fig. 64 may be adopted instead of the flowchart described in Fig. 10.
[0968] The flowchart shown in Fig. 64 is a common flowchart in both the dither method and the error diffusion method.
Here, the dither method will be described as an example.
[0969] Initially, the halftone parameter is temporarily set (step S501). In the dither method, the setting of the respective
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threshold values of the dither mask corresponds to the determination of the halftone parameter. The flowchart of Fig.
64 is repeatedly performed with a threshold value from 0 to maximum value.
[0970] In step S501, after the halftone parameter is temporarily set, the halftone process is subsequently performed
using the temporarily set halftone parameter (step S502). In the dither method, step S502 corresponds to the acquisition
of the dot-ON pixels from a threshold value "0" to a current threshold value. That is, this step corresponds to the acquisition
of the halftone image (dot arrangement) acquired by performing the halftone process of applying the dither mask to the
input image of a single gradation having a current-threshold value gradation.
[0971] Subsequently, the image quality of the halftone image generated in step S502 is evaluated (step S503). Although
it has been described in the flowchart of Fig. 10 that the simulation image is generated using the characteristic parameters
related to the characteristics of the printing system when the image quality is evaluated (step S28) (step S26 of Fig. 10).
[0972] However, the generation of the simulation image is not an essential process when the image quality is evaluated
(step S503) in the flowchart shown in Fig. 64. That is, the image quality of the halftone image generated by the halftone
process of step S502 may be evaluated.
[0973] It is assumed that when the image quality is evaluated in step S503, even in a case where the simulation is
performed in consideration of the characteristic parameters of the system as shown in the example of Fig. 10, the
simulation related to the influence of the landing interference described in Fig. 11 is not performed. This is because the
influence of the landing interference is separately evaluated in step S504 of Fig. 64.
[0974] The image quality evaluation of step S503 is performed by calculating at least one evaluation value of a value
acquired by applying a low-pass filter such as a Gaussian filter or a visual transfer function (VTF) representing human
visual sensitivity to the halftone image, performing frequency conversion and performing integral calculus, root means
square (RMS) granularity, or an error or a standard deviation with the input image. The value calculated in the image
quality evaluating process of step S503 is stored as an "image quality evaluation value" in the memory.
[0975] Subsequently, the landing interference influence is evaluated (step S504). Based on the evaluating result of
the landing interference influence and the evaluating result of the image quality evaluation acquired in step S503, it is
determined whether or not the halftone parameter is updated, and the halftone parameter is updated (step S505).
[0976] The flowchart of Fig. 64 is greatly different from the flowchart of Fig. 10 in that the steps of step S504 and step
S505 are performed. The more detailed processing contents of step S504 and step S505 of Fig. 64 are described below.
[0977] In step S506 of Fig. 64, it is determined whether or not the steps of step s501 to step S505 are repeatedly
performed a predetermined number of times. The "predetermined number of times" of step S506 in the dither method
is the number of all pixels of candidates corresponding to the threshold value.
[0978] If the process is performed the predetermined number of times and the process is not completed in the deter-
mination of step S506, the step returns to step S501, and the steps of step S501 to step S505 are repeated. In the
determination of step S506, if the process is performed the predetermined number of times and the process is completed,
the process is ended.
[0979] Fig. 65 is a flowchart showing an example of the more detailed processing contents of step S504 and step
S505 of Fig. 64.
[0980] Step S511 to step S514 of Fig. 65 correspond to the process of step S504 of Fig. 64, and step S515 of Fig. 65
corresponds to the process of step S505 of Fig. 64.
[0981] As shown in Fig. 65, the movement direction and the movement amount due to the landing interference are
initially calculated based on the contact direction and contact amount of each dot of the plurality of dots included in the
halftone image with the surrounding dot (step S511).
[0982] Fig. 66 is an explanatory diagram for describing the method of calculating the movement direction and movement
amount of the dot movement due to the landing interference. Each cell of a grid of Fig. 66 represents a pixel. A rectangular
coordinate system is introduced into a two-dimensional grid shown in Fig. 39, a horizontal direction of Fig. 66 is described
an X direction, and a vertical direction is described as a Y direction. Here, the Y direction corresponds to the paper
transport direction.
[0983] A circle denoted by a broken line of Fig. 66 represents a spreading region of the dot. In Fig. 66, the numerals
"1" to "6" described in the cells represent dot numbers. The respective dots are assigned the dot numbers in such a
manner that the dot having a number of 1 is "Dot1" and the dot having a number of 2 is "Dot2".
[0984] The movement directions and the movement amounts of the dots calculated based on the contact directions
and the contact amounts of the dots having the dot number from 1 to 6 shown in Fig. 66 with the surrounding dots are
represented for the dots by arrows. The direction indicated by the arrowhead of the arrow represents the movement
direction of the dot, and the length of the arrow represents the magnitude of the movement amount. The movement
direction and the movement amount of the dot due to the landing interference may be treated as the vectors. That is,
the movement amount of each dot due to the landing interference may be expressed as a vector quantity having the
magnitudes of the movement direction and the movement amount.
[0985] The range of the surrounding dot is a range in which the landing interference may occur, that is, a range in
which there is a possibility that the adjacent dots will overlap each other. The larger the dot, the wider the range of the
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surrounding dot.
[0986] For example, the "contact direction" may be classified into any one of 8 directions of a left direction, a right
direction, an up direction, a down direction, an upper left direction, a lower left direction, an upper right direction and a
lower right direction. Of course, the contact direction may be classified into directions more minutely or roughly than 8
directions.
[0987] The "contact amount" depends on the size of the dot and the distance between the centers of the dots. The
contact amount may be simply expressed by the distance between the centers of the dots. The "contact amount" may
be expressed by the distance at which the dots overlap in a line that connects the centers of the dots, or may be expressed
by the area with which the dots overlap. For example, in a case where the diameter of Dot 1 is D1, the diameter of Dot
2 is D2, and the size of one pixel in the X direction is px, the distance between the centers of Dot 1 and Dot 2 is px, and
the distance at which the dots overlap in the line that connects the centers of Dot 1 and Dot 2 may be expressed by
(D1/2) + (D2/2)-px.
[0988] The dot arrangement form in the given halftone image is analyzed, and thus, it is possible to comprehend the
contact direction and the contact amount of each dot with the surrounding dot. It is possible to estimate the movement
direction and the movement amount of the dot due to the landing interference based on information of the contact
direction and the contact amount of each dot with the surrounding dot.
[0989] Since Dot 1 is in contact with Dot 2 formed by the adjacent pixel on the right, the movement direction of Dot 1
with Dot 2 due to the landing interference is a right direction of Fig. 66, and the movement amount due to the landing
interference is the magnitude depending on the contact amount. In Fig. 66, the moving vector indicating the movement
direction and the movement amount of Dot 1 due to the landing interference is expressed by Mv12. In a case where i
and j are integers indicating the dot numbers, the movement vector of Dot i with Dot j due to the landing interference is
described as Mvij. The magnitude of the movement vector Mvij is described as |Mvij|. The |Mvij| refers to the absolute
value of the movement amount of Dot i with Dot j due to the landing interference.
[0990] In the case of Dot 2, the landing interference with Dot 1 and the landing interference with Dot 3 are offset, and
there is "no movement". That is, in the case of Dot 2, a movement vector Mv21 with Dot 1 due to the landing interference
and a movement vector Mv23 with Dot 3 due to the landing interference have directions opposite to each other and have
the same magnitude. Accordingly, a movement vector Mv2 of Dot 2 due to the landing interference is expressed as the
vector sum of the movement vector Mv21 and the movement vector Mv23 (Mv2 = Mv21 + Mv23), the influence of the
landing interference is offset, and there is no movement. That is, |Mv2| = |Mv21 + Mv23| = 0.
[0991] Since Dot 3 is in contact with Dot 2 positioned adjacent on the left, the movement direction of Dot 3 with Dot
2 due to the landing interference is the left direction of Fig. 66, and the movement amount has the magnitude corresponding
to the contact amount. In Fig. 66, the movement vector of Dot 3 is expressed as Mv32.
[0992] Since Dot 4 is in contact with Dot 5 positioned adjacent in the upper right direction, the movement direction of
Dot 4 with Dot 5 due to the landing interference is the upper right direction, and the movement amount has the magnitude
corresponding to the contact amount. In Fig. 66, the movement vector of Dot 4 is expressed as Mv45. Since the contact
amount of Dot 4 with Dot 5 is smaller than the contact amount of Dot 1 with Dot 2, the movement amount |Mv45| of Dot
4 is smaller than the movement amount |Mv12| of Dot 1.
[0993] Dot 5 is in contact with Dot 4 and Dot 6. In the case of Dot 5, as a vector sum acquired by combining a movement
vector Mv54 with Dot 4 adjacent in the lower left direction due to the landing interference and a movement vector Mv56
with Dot 6 adjacent in the lower right direction due to the landing interference, a movement vector Mv5 = Mv54 + Mv56.
As shown in Fig. 66, the movement direction of the movement vector Mv5 of Dot 5 is the down direction, and the
movement amount |Mv5| of Dot 5 may be expressed as |Mv5| = |Mv54| x 21/2.
[0994] Since Dot 6 is in contact with Dot 5 positioned adjacent in the upper left direction, the movement direction of
Dot 6 with Dot 5 due to the landing interference is the upper left direction, and the movement amount has the magnitude
corresponding to the contact amount. In Fig. 66, the movement vector of Dot 6 is expressed as Mv65.
[0995] Bo doing this, the movement vectors of each dot of the halftone image with the surrounding dots due to the
landing interference are acquired, and Summation A of the movement amounts of each dot due to the landing interference
is calculated (step S512 of Fig. 65).
[0996] Summation A of the movement amounts calculated in step S512 indicates the summation of the absolute values
of the movement amounts of each dot due to the influence of the landing interference in a state in which the parameter
of the error of the printing system is not added.
[0997] In Fig. 66, the summation is expressed by Summation A = |Mv12| + |Mv2| + |Mv32| + |Mv45| + |Mv5| + |Mv65|.
[0998] Subsequently, the movement amount of each dot in the dot arrangement in which at least one error of the dot
diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift or the non-jetting is reflected due to the landing interference is
calculated (step S513 of Fig. 65).
[0999] Here, in order to simplify the description, an example of the dot forming position shift will be described as the
kind of reflected error. Fig. 67 shows an example of the dot arrangement on which the error due to the dot forming
position shift of the specific nozzle of the recording head is reflected. In Fig. 67, a case where the dot forming position
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shift occurs in the nozzle serving to record Dot 2 and Dot 5 is shown.
[1000] Fig. 67 shows that the landing positions of Dot 2 and Dot 5 due to the dot forming position shift are shifted in
the left direction of Fig. 67. The direction of the dot forming position and the shift amount of the landing position are
specified by the parameter indicating the error of the dot forming position shift. The shift amount of the landing position
due to the dot forming position shift is referred to as a "dot forming position shift amount". In the example of Fig. 67, the
direction of the dot forming position shift is a "-X direction", and the dot forming position shift amount is 1/2 pixel. The
dot forming position shift amount of "1/2 pixel" refers to px/2 using px which is the size of one pixel in the X direction as a unit.
[1001] The movement amount due to the landing interference is calculated based on the contact direction and the
contact amount of each dot in the dot arrangement shown in Fig. 67 with the surrounding dot.
[1002] Dot 1 in Fig. 67 is in contact with Dot 2 positioned adjacent on the right. The landing position of Dot 2 to which
the error of the dot forming position shift is added is moved in a direction close to Dot 1 unlike a state (state in which
there is no dot forming position shift) before the error described in Fig. 66 is added. Accordingly, in Fig. 67, the contact
amount of Dot 1 with Dot 2 has a value greater than the contact amount in Fig. 67.
[1003] In Fig. 67, the movement vector of Dot 1 with Dot 2 due to the landing interference is expressed as Me12.
When the movement vector of each dot in the dot arrangement to which the error of the dot forming position shift is
added due to the influence of the landing interference is described, in a case where i and j are integers indicating the
dot numbers, the movement vector of Dot i with Dot j due to the landing interference is described as Meij. The magnitude
of the movement vector is described as |Meij|.
[1004] The magnitude |Me12| of the movement vector Me12 of Dot 1 shown in Fig. 67 is greater than the magnitude
|Mv12| of the movement vector Mv12 of Dot 1 described in Fig. 39.
[1005] In the case of Dot 2 in Fig. 67, the movement vector Me21 with Dot 1 due to the landing interference and the
movement vector Me23 with Dot 3 due to the landing interference have directions opposite to each other, and have the
magnitude of |Me21| > |Me23|. Accordingly, in the case of Dot 2, the movement vector Me21 and the movement vector
Me23 are combined, and as the vector sum thereof, the movement vector Me2 = Me21 + Me23.
[1006] Dot 3 in Fig. 67 is in contact with Dot 2 positioned adjacent on the left, but the contact amount due to the dot
forming position shift of Dot 2 is smaller than that in the example of Fig. 66. Accordingly, the movement direction of Dot
3 of Fig. 67 with Dot 2 due to the landing interference is the left direction, and the movement amount has the magnitude
corresponding to the contact amount. In Fig. 67, the movement vector of Dot 3 is expressed as Me32.
[1007] Dot 4 in Fig. 67 is in contact with Dot 5 in which the dot forming position shift occurs. The contact amount of
Dot 4 with Dot 5 due to the dot forming position shift of Dot 5 is more increased than the contact amount of Dot 4 with
Dot 5 described in Fig. 66. In Fig. 67, the movement vector of Dot 4 is expressed as Me45. The magnitude |Me45| of
the movement vector Me45 of Dot 4 shown in Fig. 67 is greater than the magnitude |Mv45| of the movement vector
Mv45 of Dot 4 described in Fig. 66.
[1008] Dot 5 in Fig. 67 is not in contact with Dot 6 due to the dot forming position shift, and is in contact with only Dot
4. Thus, the movement vector Me54 of Dot 5 of Fig. 67 with Dot 4 due to the landing interference is acquired.
[1009] Since Dot 6 of Fig. 67 is not in contact with another surrounding dot, the landing interference of Dot 6 does not
occur, and the movement amount due to the influence of the landing interference is "0". That is, the magnitude of the
movement vector Me6 of Dot 6 due to the landing interference is |Me6| = 0, and there is "no movement amount".
[1010] By doing this, the movement vector of each dot of the halftone image to which the predetermined error is added
with the surrounding dot due to the landing interference is calculated (step S513), and Summation B of the absolute
values of the movement amounts of each dot due to the landing interference is calculated (step S514 of Fig. 65).
[1011] Summation B of the movement amounts calculated in step S514 indicates the summation of the absolute values
of the movement amounts of each dot due to the influence of the landing interference in a state in which the parameter
of the error of the printing system is reflected.
[1012] In Fig. 67, the summation may be expressed by Summation B = |Me12| + |Me2| + |Me32| + |Me45| + |Me54| +
|Me6|.
[1013] Through the steps from step S511 to step S514 of Fig. 65, the summation of the absolute values of the movement
amounts of each dot due to the landing interference is calculated in the state of "no dot forming position shift" described
in Fig. 66 and the state of "dot forming position shift" described in Fig. 67. That is, Summation A of the absolute values
of the movement amount of each dot due to the landing interference in the state of "no dot forming position shift" which
is the state in which the error of the dot forming position shift is not added and summation B of the absolute values of
the movement amounts of each dot due to the landing interference in the state of "dot forming position shift" which is
the state in which the error of the dot forming position shift is added are calculated. Fig. 66 corresponds to the state
before the error reflection, and Fig. 67 corresponds to the state after the error reflection.
[1014] Summation A and Summation B correspond to forms of "landing interference evaluation values". Summation
A and Summation B are evaluation values acquired by adding the movement amounts of each dot due to the landing
interference, and are respectively indices indicating the entire degree of influence of the dot movement due to the landing
interference. The degree of influence of the landing interference are quantified as values by Summation A and Summation
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B.
[1015] Summation A corresponds to one example of a "first landing interference evaluation value", and Summation B
corresponds to one example of a "second landing interference evaluation value".
[1016] The process proceeds to step S515 after step S514 of Fig. 65. Step S515 includes a determining process of
determining whether or not to update the halftone parameter, and an updating process based on the determining result.
[1017] That is, in step S515, the process of comparing Summation A and Summation B of the movement amounts
with the specified reference value and updating the halftone parameter in a case where Summation A and Summation
B are equal to or less than the specified reference value and the image quality evaluation value calculated in step S503
of Fig. 64 is enhanced is performed. The process of comparing Summation A and Summation B with the specified
reference value corresponds to one example of a "comparison process". The determination of whether or not Summation
A and Summation B are equal to or less than the specified reference value is performed based on the "comparing result"
of the comparison process.
[1018] The specified reference value mentioned here is a value that determines an allowable upper limit of the influence
of the dot movement due to the landing interference, and is previously determined in a range in which the image quality
deterioration due to the landing interference falls in an allowable level. A case where Summation A and Summation B
are equal to or less than the specified reference value means that the influence of the dot movement due to the landing
interference is equal to or less than the influence of the dot movement expressed by the reference value.
[1019] In step S515, it is determined whether or not to update the halftone parameter by combining Summation A and
Summation B of the movement amounts with the image quality evaluation value calculated in step S503 of Fig. 64.
[1020] The "halftone parameter being updated" means that the halftone parameter is updated by adopting the halftone
parameter temporarily set in step S501 of Fig. 64.
[1021] According to the configuration described in Figs. 64 to 67, it is possible to generate the halftone parameter
such that the dot arrangement falls in the allowable range represented by the specified reference value based on the
comparing result of the process of comparing Summation A and Summation B of the movement amounts which are the
landing interference evaluation values with the specified reference value.
[1022] Fig. 68 is a block diagram of major parts for describing the function of an image processing device according
to a tenth embodiment. In Fig. 68, the same or similar elements as or to those of the configuration described in Fig. 3
will be assigned to the same reference numerals, and the description thereof will be omitted.
[1023] The image processing device 20 according to the tenth embodiment shown in Fig. 68 has functions of performing
the processes described in Figs. 64 to 67. That is, the image processing device 20 shown in Fig. 68 includes a halftone
image analysis unit 532, a dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534, a landing-interference-influence evaluation unit
536, a reference value storage unit 538, a halftone process generation unit 58, a halftone-processing-rule storage unit
60, a halftone processing unit 80, and a data output unit 66. The image processing device 20 includes a parameter
acquisition unit 544, and an error reflection processing unit 546.
[1024] The halftone image analysis unit 532 analyzes data of a halftone image 550, and generates information of a
contact direction and a contact amount of each dot of the halftone image 550 with a surrounding dot which is another
dot. The halftone image analysis unit 532 corresponds to one example of "analysis means". The process of causing the
halftone image analysis unit 532 to analyze a contact state of the dots and to generate information of the contact direction
and contact amount indicating the contact state corresponds to one example of an "analysis process". The processing
function of the halftone image analysis unit 532 corresponds to one example of an "analysis function".
[1025] The halftone image 550 is the dot image generated during the process of causing the halftone process generation
unit 58 to determine the halftone parameter. The dot image refers to an image indicating a dot arrangement form. The
halftone image 550 is generated in the process of step S502 of Fig. 64.
[1026] The dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534 calculates a movement direction and a movement amount of
the dot movement of each dot due to the landing interference based on the information of the contact direction and
contact amount of each dot acquired from the halftone image analysis unit 532 with the surrounding dot. The dot-
movement-amount calculation unit 534 corresponds to one example of "movement amount calculation means". The
process of causing the dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534 to calculate the movement amount of the dot movement
corresponds to one example of a movement amount calculation step. The processing function of the dot-movement-
amount calculation unit 534 corresponds to one example of a movement amount calculation function.
[1027] The landing-interference-influence evaluation unit 536 calculates a landing interference evaluation value for
quantitatively evaluating the influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference from the information indicating
the movement direction and the movement amount acquired by the dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534. The
landing-interference-influence evaluation unit 536 corresponds to one example of "landing-interference-influence eval-
uation means". The process of causing the landing-interference-influence evaluation unit 536 to calculate the landing
interference evaluation value corresponds to one example of a "landing-interference-influence evaluating process". The
processing function of the landing-interference-influence evaluation unit 536 corresponds to one example of a "landing-
interference-influence evaluation function".
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[1028] Summation A and Summation B described in Fig. 65 are forms of "landing interference evaluation values". The
landing-interference-influence evaluation unit 536 calculates Summation A and Summation B described in Fig. 65.
[1029] The reference value storage unit 538 is storage means for storing information of a specified reference value
described in step S515 of Fig. 65. The landing-interference-influence evaluation unit 536 compares Summation A and
Summation B as the calculated landing interference evaluation values with the specified reference value, and determines
the degree of influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference.
[1030] The halftone process generation unit 58 generates the halftone processing rule in cooperation with the landing-
interference-influence evaluation unit 536.
[1031] The parameter acquisition unit 544 is means for acquiring a parameter indicating at least one error of the dot
diameter, the dot forming position shift or the non-jetting. In the example described in Fig. 67, a parameter indicating a
dot forming position shift direction and a dot forming position shift amount related to the error of the dot forming position
shift is acquired. The parameter acquisition unit 544 may be a user interface, may be a communication interface or a
data reception terminal that receives parameter information retained in an external storage medium or within the device,
or may be an appropriate combination thereof.
[1032] The error reflection processing unit 546 performs a process of generating the arrangement of dots on which
the error represented by the parameter acquired from the parameter acquisition unit 544 is reflected.
[1033] The error reflection processing unit 546 reflects the error represented by the parameter acquired from the
parameter acquisition unit 544 on the data of the halftone image 550, and generates a dot image indicating a dot
arrangement state after the error reflection. In the example described in Fig. 67, the error reflection processing unit 546
generates data of the dot arrangement to which the error due to the dot forming position shift is added. The error reflection
processing unit 546 corresponds to one example of "error reflection processing means".
[1034] The halftone image analysis unit 532 may perform analysis the contact direction and the contact amount on
the halftone image 550 before the error is added by the error reflection processing unit 546 and an after-error-reflection
halftone image acquired by adding the error to the halftone image 550 by means of the error reflection processing unit 546.
[1035] A state before the error is added corresponds to one example of a "case where the non-reflection of the error
is performed". A state after the error is added" corresponds to one example of a "case where the error is reflected".
[1036] The process of step S511 of Fig. 65 is performed by the halftone image analysis unit 532 and the dot-movement-
amount calculation unit 534. The process of the step S513 of Fig. 65 is performed by combining the parameter acquisition
unit 544, the error reflection processing unit 546, the halftone image analysis unit 532 and the dot-movement-amount
calculation unit 534.
[1037] The steps of step S512 and step S514 of Fig. 65 are performed by the landing-interference-influence evaluation
unit 536. The process of step S515 of Fig. 65 is performed by the landing-interference-influence evaluation unit 536 and
the halftone process generation unit 58.
[1038] In such a configuration, the halftone process generation unit 58 (see Fig. 68) corresponds to one example of
"signal processing means", and the step of causing the halftone process generation unit 58 to generate the halftone
parameter corresponds to one example of a "signal processing step". The processing function of the halftone process
generation unit 58 corresponds to one example of a "signal processing function".
[1039] In addition to the configuration described in Fig. 68, the image processing device 20 of Fig. 68 may have the
same configuration as that of the image quality evaluation processing unit 74 or the halftone-selection-chart generation
unit 76 described in Fig. 3.

<Case of Error Diffusion Method>

[1040] The flowchart of Fig. 64 may be applied to the generation of the halftone parameter of the error diffusion method.
Similarly to the example described in Fig. 10, a diffusion coefficient of an error diffusion matrix of each applied gradation
section is determined by repeatedly performing the flowchart of Fig. 64 on all the applied gradation sections.
[1041] That is, it is assumed that an average value of the respective evaluation values of each gradation is used as
an image quality evaluation value by temporarily setting a diffusion coefficient of the error diffusion matrix applied to a
certain gradation section for the gradation section (step S501 of Fig. 64), performing the halftone process on the input
image (a uniform image of a single gradation) of each gradation of the gradation section (step S502 of Fig. 64), and
evaluating the image quality of the halftone image (step S503). The image quality evaluation (step S503) is performed
similarly to that in the dither method.
[1042] The evaluation (step S504) of the landing interference influence and the halftone parameter update determining
and updating process (step S505) are performed similarly to those in the dither method.

<Case where Void-and-cluster Method is Applied to Dither Method>

[1043] Fig. 69 is a flowchart in a case where the void-and-cluster method is used at the time of halftone design in the
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dither method. Instead of the flowchart described in Fig. 14, the flowchart shown in Fig. 69 may be adopted.
[1044] In the flowchart shown in Fig. 69, an initial halftone image is initially prepared (step S521). The method of
generating the initial halftone image is the same as step S42 of Fig. 14.
[1045] Subsequently, the process proceeds to step S522 of Fig. 69, and a filter is applied to the halftone image. For
example, as the filter, a low-pass filer such as a Gaussian filter is used. In step S522, the filter may be applied to the
halftone image, or the filter may be applied to the simulation image in consideration of the characteristic parameters
related to the characteristics of the printing system. However, it is assumed that even in a case where the simulation in
consideration of the characteristic parameters is performed, the simulation related to the influence of the landing inter-
ference is not performed. This is because the influence of the landing interference is separately evaluated in step S523
of Fig. 69.
[1046] Subsequently, the landing interference influence is evaluated (step S523). The halftone image is updated based
on the evaluating result of the landing interference influence (step S524).
[1047] The more detailed contents of step S523 and step S524 of Fig. 69 are described below.
[1048] In step S525, it is determined whether or not the setting (that is, the setting of dots) of the threshold values for
all the gradations is completed. If the setting thereof is not completed, the process proceeds to step S522, and the steps
of step S522 to S524 are repeated. That is, the filter is applied to the halftone image to which the dots are newly added
in step S522, and step S523 and step S524 are performed.
[1049] If the process of all the gradations is completed in step S525, and the process of Fig. 69 is ended.
[1050] Fig. 70 is a flowchart showing an example of the more detailed processing contents of step S523 and step
S524 of Fig. 69. In the flowchart of Fig. 70, the same steps or similar steps as or to those of the flowchart described in
Fig. 65 will be assigned to the same step numbers, and the description thereof will be omitted. The flowchart of Fig. 70
includes the process of step S516 instead of step S515 of the flowchart described in Fig. 65.
[1051] Step S511 and step S514 of Fig. 70 correspond to the process of step S523 of Fig. 69, and step S516 of Fig.
70 corresponds to the process of step S524 of Fig. 69.
[1052] In step S516 of Fig. 70, the threshold values are set to pixels of which Summation A and Summation B of the
movement amounts are respectively equal to or less than the specified reference value and which are the minimum-
energy pixels (that is, void pixels) among the pixels of the halftone image in which the dots are not set, and the dots are
set to the void pixels of the halftone image.
[1053] The flowchart shown in Fig. 70 is the process in a direction in which the threshold values are increased from
the initial image, but a method in which the threshold values (that is, gradation values) are decreased from the initial
image also follows the known void-and-cluster method. That is, a process of updating the halftone image by regarding
the maximum-energy pixels among the pixels to which the dots are set as cluster pixels in which the dots are dense in
the energy image acquired by applying the filter to the halftone image, setting the threshold values to the pixels and
excluding the dots of the pixels is sequentially repeated.

<Case where Halftone Process using Direct Binary Search Method is Performed>

[1054] Fig. 71 is a flowchart in a case where the halftone process using the DBS method is performed. The flowchart
shown in Fig. 71 may be adopted instead of the flowchart described in Fig. 16.
[1055] In the flowchart shown in Fig. 71, an initial halftone image is initially prepared (step S531).
[1056] The initial halftone image is separately generated by performing a dither process using the halftone processing
rule of the dither method generated in step S14 of Fig. 4 or a simply generated dither mask.
[1057] Subsequently, a process of replacing the dots of the halftone image is performed (step S532 of Fig. 71). The
image quality is evaluated for the simulation images generated before the dot replacement and after the dot replacement
(step S533).
[1058] The method of evaluating the image quality of step S533 may adopt the same method as that of step S58 of
Fig. 16. It has been described in the flowchart of Fig. 16 that the simulation images are generated using the characteristic
parameters related to the characteristics of the printing system when the image quality is evaluated (step S58) (step
S56 of Fig. 16).
[1059] However, when the image quality is evaluated in the flowchart shown in Fig. 71 (step S533), the generation of
the simulation image is not an essential process. That is, the image quality may be evaluated for the halftone image
without performing the simulation.
[1060] When the image quality is evaluated in step S533, it is assumed that even in a case where the simulation in
consideration of the characteristic parameters of the printing system is performed, the simulation related to the influence
of the landing interference described in Fig. 11 is not performed as in the example of Fig. 16. This is because the influence
of the landing interference is separately evaluated in step S534 of Fig. 71.
[1061] Subsequently, the landing interference influence is evaluated (step S534). The halftone image is updated by
determining whether or not to update the halftone image based on the evaluating result of the landing interference
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influence and the evaluating result of the image quality evaluation acquired in step S533 (step S535). The more detailed
processing contents of step S534 and step S535 of Fig. 71 are described below.
[1062] The steps of step S532 and step S535 are repeated by performing the dot replacement a predetermined number
of times according to a preset "pixel updating number of times". That is, in step S536, it is determined whether or not
the process of replacing the dots a predetermined number of times is completed. In a case where the process is performed
the predetermined number of times, the process proceeds to step S532, and the steps of step S532 to step S535 are
repeated. In step S536, in a case where it is determined that the process is performed the predetermined number of
times, the process of Fig. 71 is ended.
[1063] Fig. 72 is a flowchart showing an example of the more detailed processing contents of step S534 and step
S535 of Fig. 71. Step S541 to step S544 of Fig. 72 correspond to the process of step S534 of Fig. 71, and step S545
of Fig. 72 corresponds to the process of step S535 of Fig. 71.
[1064] In step S541 of Fig. 72, the movement direction and the movement amount due to the landing interference are
calculated based on the contact direction and contact amount of each dot with the surrounding dot for each dot before
the dot replacement and after the dot replacement.
[1065] Summation A of the movement amounts due to the landing interference is calculated for each dot before the
dot replacement and after the dot replacement (step S542). The method of calculating the movement amount of each
dot due to the landing interference and the method of calculating Summation A of the movement amounts are the same
as those of step S511 and step S512 of Fig. 65 and the example described in Fig. 66.
[1066] Among Summations A acquired in step S542 of Fig. 72, the summation of the movement amounts due to the
landing interference before the dot replacement is described as "Summation A1", and the summation of the movement
amounts due to the landing interference after the dot replacement is described as "Summation A2".
[1067] Subsequently, the movement direction and the movement amount due to the landing interference are calculated
for each dot of the dot arrangement that reflects at least one error of the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming
position shift or the non-jetting of each dot before the dot replacement and after the dot replacement (step S543 of Fig. 72).
[1068] Summation B of the movement amounts due to the landing interference is calculated for each dot before the
dot replacement and after the dot replacement (step S544). The method of calculating the movement amount of each
dot due to the landing interference in a case where the error is reflected and the method of calculating Summation B of
the movement amounts are the same as step S513 and step S514 of Fig. 65 and the example described in Fig. 67.
[1069] Among Summations B acquired in step S544 of Fig. 72, the summation of the movement amounts due to the
landing interference before the dot replacement is described as "Summation Bi", and the summation of the movement
amounts due to the landing interference after the dot replacement is described as "Summation B2".
[1070] The process proceeds to step S545 after step S544 of Fig. 72. Step S545 includes a determining process of
determining whether or not to update the halftone image, and an updating process based on the determining result.
That is, in step S545, a process of respectively comparing Summation A and Summation B of the movement amounts
calculated by replacing the dots with the specified reference value and updating the halftone image in a case where
summation A and Summation B are respectively equal to or less than the specified reference value and the image quality
evaluation value calculated in step S533 of Fig. 71 is enhanced before and after the dot replacement is performed.
[1071] That is, in step S545 of Fig. 72, it is determined whether or not to update the halftone image by combining
Summation A2 and Summation B2 of the movement amounts due to the landing interference after the dot replacement
and the image quality evaluation value calculated in step S533 of Fig. 71.
[1072] The "halftone image being updated" means that the halftone image is updated by adopting the dot arrangement
state in which the dots are replaced by performing the dot replacement in step S532 of Fig. 71.
[1073] Through the process shown in Figs. 71 and 72, it is possible to generate the halftone image in which the dot
movement amount due to the influence of the landing interference is small.
[1074] The "dot movement amount being small" means that the degree of influence of the dot movement is equal to
or less than the degree of influence of the dot movement represented as the specified reference value.
[1075] According to the configuration described in Figs. 71 and 72, it is possible to generate the halftone image such
that the dot arrangement falls in the allowable range represented as the specified reference value based on the comparing
result of the process of respectively comparing Summation A2 and Summation B2 of the movement amounts which are
the landing interference evaluation values with the specified reference value.
[1076] The halftone process described in Figs. 71 and 72 may be performed by the halftone processing unit 80 shown
in Fig. 68. The halftone image 550 as a target on which the landing interference influence evaluation in this case is
performed is the dot image generated during the process performed by the halftone processing unit 80, and is the initial
image described in step S531 of Fig. 71, the image after the dot replacement in step S532, or the updated halftone
image that is updated in step S535. The halftone processing unit 80 (see Fig. 68) that performs the halftone process
described in Figs. 71 and 72 performs the updating process on the halftone image using the DBS method in cooperation
with the landing-interference-influence evaluation unit 536.
[1077] In such a configuration, the halftone processing unit 80 (see Fig. 68) corresponds to one example of "signal
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processing means", and the step of causing the halftone processing unit 80 to generate the halftone image corresponds
to one example of a "signal processing step". The processing function of the halftone processing unit 80 corresponds
to one example of a "signal processing function".
[1078] The processing content of the image processing device 20 according to the embodiment described in Figs. 64
to 72 described above may be comprehended as an image processing method.

[Specific Modification Example described in Figs. 64 to 72]

<Modification Example 1>

[1079] In the description of Figs. 64 to 72, the example in which the movement amount of the dot movement due to
the landing interference is calculated based on the information indicating the contact direction and contact amount of
each dot has been described. However, the movement amount of the dot movement due to the landing interference is
treated to be approximately proportional to the contact amount of the dot, and thus, it is possible to directly calculate the
"landing interference evaluation value for evaluating the degree of influence of the dot movement due to the landing
interference" from the contact direction and the contact amount.
[1080] For example, in the example of the dot arrangement shown in Fig. 73, a central dot is paid attention to, the
contact directions and the contact amounts of the central dot with left and right dots are depicted by arrows of Fig. 73.
The directions indicated by the arrows represent the contact directions, and the lengths of the arrows represent the
contact amounts. The dot arrangement shown in Fig. 73 corresponds to the arrangement form of Dot 1, Dot 2 and Dot
3 described in Fig. 66.
[1081] In the contact state shown in Fig. 73, it can be seen that even though the movement amount due to the landing
interference is not calculated, since the sum of vectors depicted by two illustrated arrows is "0", the landing interference
movement amount is "0". Even though the calculation of the movement vector described in Fig. 66 is not performed, it
is possible to calculate the "landing interference evaluation value" from the summation of vectors indicating the contact
directions and the contact amounts with the surrounding dots.
[1082] Accordingly, it is possible to omit the "dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534" described in Fig. 68.

<Modification Example 2>

[1083] It has been described in each flowchart of Figs. 65, 70 and 72 that the influence of the dot movement due to
the landing interference is suppressed in a case where the predetermined error is reflected in addition to the case where
the predetermined error which is at least one error of the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift or
the non-jetting is not reflected.
[1084] However, when the invention is implemented, the present invention is not limited to such a configuration, and
the halftone design or the halftone process may be performed such that the influence of the dot movement due to the
landing interference only in a case where the predetermined error may be not reflected or only in a case where the
predetermined error is reflected is suppressed. In order to suppress the influence of the dot movement due to the landing
interference in a case the predetermined error is not reflected, Summation A may be equal to or less than the specified
reference value.
[1085] In order to suppress the influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference in a case the predeter-
mined error is reflected, Summation B may be equal to or less than the specified reference value.
[1086] The influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference in a case where the predetermined error is
reflected is suppressed, and thus, it is possible to perform the halftone design or the halftone process in which the image
quality is favorable in a state in which the predetermined error is added or a deterioration in image quality is less (that
is, there is the tolerance to the error) even though the predetermined error is added.

<Modification Example 3>

[1087] It is preferable that the kind of the image as the target on which the image quality evaluation is performed in a
case where the image quality evaluation is performed without performing the simulation related to the landing interference
in step S503 of Fig. 64 is the same as the kind of the image as the target on which the landing interference is performed
in step S504. That is, it is preferable that it is determined whether or not to reflect the dot diameter, the dot shape, the
dot forming position shift, the dot density, and various other errors on the evaluating target images and the kinds and
amounts of the errors to be reflected are the same between the target image for evaluating the image quality and the
target image for evaluating the landing interference influence in a case where it is determined to reflect the errors on
the evaluating target image.
[1088] Similarly, it is preferable that the kind of the image to which the filter is applied without performing the simulation
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related to the landing interference in step S522 of Fig. 69 is the same as the kind of the evaluating target image of the
landing interference influence in step S523.
[1089] That is, it is preferable that it is determined whether or not to reflect the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot
forming position shift, the dot density, and other various errors on the image acquired by applying the filter without
performing the simulation related to the landing interference and the target image for evaluating the landing interference
influence and the kinds and amounts of the reflected errors are the same between these images in a case where it is
determined to reflect the errors on these images.
[1090] Similarly, it is preferable that the kind of the evaluating target image of the image quality in a case where the
image quality evaluation is performed without performing the simulation related to the landing interference in step S533
of Fig. 71 is the same as the kind of the evaluating target image of the landing interference influence in step S534.

<Modification Example 4>

[1091] The updating reference of the halftone parameter of step S505 of Fig. 64 or the updating reference of the
halftone image of step S524 of Fig. 69 or the step S535 of Fig. 71 is not limited to the updating reference shown in step
S515 of Fig. 65, step S516 of Fig. 70 or step S545 of Fig. 72, and various updating references may be determined.
[1092] For example, the updating reference may be a "case where the image quality evaluation value or the energy
is equal to or less than a predetermined reference value for a determination reference and the landing interference
movement amount summation is enhanced" or a "case where a weighted sum of the image quality evaluation value or
the energy and the landing interference movement amount summation is enhanced". The "energy" mentioned herein
corresponds to the image quality evaluation value of the energy image acquired by applying the filter such as a Gaussian
filter to the dot image.
[1093] The "landing interference movement amount summation" corresponds to one example of a "landing interference
evaluation value". The "landing interference movement amount summation" may be "Summation A" and "Summation
B" described in Fig. 65, 70 or 72, or may be a weighted summation of Summation A and Summation B.
[1094] The "case where the landing interference movement amount summation is enhanced" means that an in-
crease/decrease tendency indicating whether the value of the landing interference movement amount summation is
increased or decreased is comprehended, and it is determined that the "landing interference movement amount sum-
mation is enhanced" in a case where the landing interference movement amount summation is decreased. When it is
determined whether or not the landing interference movement amount summation is enhanced, since it is comprehended
whether the landing interference movement amount summation is increased or decreased by comparing the value of
the landing interference movement amount summation, a comparison process of comparing the landing interference
movement amount summation is included. The determining result of whether or not the landing interference movement
amount summation is enhanced is based on the "comparing result" of the comparsion process.
[1095] The "weighted sum of the image quality evaluation value or the energy and the landing interference movement
amount summation" corresponds to one example of an "evaluation value generated based on the landing interference
evaluation value".

<Modification Example 5>

[1096] In a case where a predetermined error (however, an error other than the non-jetting is used.) is reflected on
the dot arrangement of the halftone image, since the landing interference movement amount of the dot group on which
the error is reflected is greatly changed unlike a case where the error is not reflected in most cases, the landing interference
movement amount of only the dot group on which the error is reflected may be evaluated. That is, in the example of Fig.
67, the summation of the landing interference movement amounts of Dot 2 and Dot 5 may be calculated as the landing
interference movement amount summation in a case where the error of the dot forming position shift is reflected.
[1097] "Each dot of the plurality of pixels" in a case where the landing interference movement amount which is the
movement amount of the dot movement due to the landing interference is not limited to an aspect in which all the dots
included in the dot image are used as targets, and some dots of all the dots included in the dot image may be used as
targets like an aspect in which only the dot group to which the error is added is used as a target.

<Modification Example 6>

[1098] In a case where the dot forming position shift as the predetermined error is reflected, since the landing inter-
ference movement amount in a direction parallel to the direction to which the error is added is greatly changed in most
cases, the landing interference movement amount in only the direction parallel to the direction to which the error is added
may be evaluated. In this case, for only the dots in contact in the direction to which the error is added, that is, only the
dots including the dot movement in only the movement direction parallel to the direction to which the error is added, the
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summation of the landing interference movement amounts may be calculated, or the summation of the landing interference
movement amounts projected in a line in the direction parallel to the direction to which the error is added may be calculated.
[1099] In the example shown in Fig. 67, the dots in contact in the direction to which the error is added, that is, the dots
including the dot movement in only the movement direction parallel to the direction to which the error is added are Dot
1, Dot 2 and Dot 3. Accordingly, as the landing interference movement amount summation, the summation of the
movement amounts of the dot movement due of Dot 1, Dot 2 and Dot 3 to the landing interference may be calculated.

<Modification Example 7>

[1100] In both the single path type ink jet printing system and the serial type ink jet printing system, in a case where
the predetermined error is added, the dot movement in a direction perpendicular to the scanning direction on the paper
greatly contributes to the occurrence of the streak. The "scanning direction" refers to a direction in which the dots are
continuously jetted from the same nozzle. The "scanning direction" in the single path type is the paper transport direction,
and the "scanning direction" in the serial type is the movement direction of the head due to the carriage.
[1101] The "direction perpendicular to the scanning direction" in the single path type refers to a direction perpendicular
to the paper transport direction, that is, the main scanning direction which is the direction perpendicular to the sub
scanning direction parallel to the paper transport direction.
[1102] The "direction perpendicular to the scanning direction" in the serial type refers to a direction perpendicular to
the movement direction of the head due to the carriage, that is, the sub scanning direction which is the direction per-
pendicular to the main scanning direction parallel to the movement direction of the head due to the carriage.
[1103] Accordingly, in a case where the influence of the landing interference in a state in which the predetermined
error is added is evaluated, the movement amount of the dot movement in only the direction perpendicular to the scanning
direction may be evaluated. In this case, for only the dots in contact in the direction perpendicular to the scanning
direction, that is, only the dots including the movement in only the direction perpendicular to the scanning direction, the
summation of the landing interference movement amounts may be calculated, or the summation of the landing interference
movement amounts projected in line in the direction perpendicular to the scanning direction may be calculated.
[1104] In the example of Fig. 67, the "dots including the movement in only the direction perpendicular to the scanning
direction" are Dot 1, Dot 2 and Dot 3. In Fig. 67, the direction to which the error is added due to the dot forming position
shift is a direction parallel to the X direction, and the scanning direction is the Y direction. Accordingly, both the direction
to which the error is added and the direction perpendicular to the scanning direction are equal to the direction parallel
to the X direction.
[1105] [Another Specific Example of Means for Applying Tolerance to Landing Interference]
[1106] Hereinafter, another specific example of the configuration in which the halftone design or the halftone process
of suppressing the image quality deterioration due to the landing interference is realized will be described.
[1107] Here, the processing content of the halftone design or the halftone process in which the change (that is, the
change of the influence of the landing interference) of the dot movement due to the landing interference before and after
the error reflection is estimated based on the contact direction and the contact amount of each dot with the surrounding
dot and the change of the dot movement before and after the error reflection due to the landing interference is decreased
will be described. Through the halftone design or the halftone process, the tolerance to the error is exhibited, and thus,
the halftone image in which even though the landing interference occurs, the image quality deterioration due to the
influence thereof is relatively low is acquired.

<Application Example to Process of Generating Halftone Parameter in Dither Method or Error Diffusion Method>

[1108] Fig. 74 is a flowchart showing another example of the more detailed processing contents of step S504 and
step S505 of Fig. 64.
[1109] Step S611 to step S614 of Fig. 74 correspond to the process of step S504 of Fig. 64, and step S615 of Fig. 74
corresponds to the process of step S505 of Fig. 64.
[1110] As shown in Fig. 74, the movement direction and the movement amount due to the landing interference are
calculated based on the contact direction and the contact amount of each dot of the plurality of dots included in the
halftone image with the surrounding dot (step S611). The method described in Fig. 66 may be applied to the method of
calculating the movement direction and the movement amount of the dot movement due to the landing interference. As
described in Fig. 66, the movement direction and the movement amount due to the landing interference may be acquired
from the contact direction and the contact amount of each dot of the halftone image with the surrounding dot (step S611
of Fig. 74).
[1111] Subsequently, the movement direction and the movement amount of each dot in the dot arrangement on which
at least one error of the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift or the non-jetting is reflected due to
the landing interference are calculated (step S612 of Fig. 74). The method described in Fig. 67 may be applied to the
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method of calculating the movement direction and the movement amount of each dot in the dot arrangement on which
the error is reflected due to the landing interference. As described in Fig. 67, the movement direction and the movement
amount due to the landing interference may be acquired from the contact direction and the contact amount of each dot
of the halftone image in a state in which the predetermined error is added with the surrounding dot (step S612 of Fig. 74).
[1112] Subsequently, the changes of the movement direction and the movement amount before and after the error
reflection are calculated (step S613). The movement direction and the movement amount before the error reflection are
calculated by step S611. The movement direction and the movement amount after the error reflection are calculated by
step S612.
[1113] Fig. 75 is an explanatory diagram for describing the method of calculating the changes of the movement direction
and the movement amount before and after the error of the dot forming position shift shown in Figs. 66 and 67 is reflected.
[1114] The changes of the movement direction and the movement amount of each dot of Dot 1 to Dot 6 described in
Figs. 66 and 67 before and after the error reflection are as shown in Fig. 75. Fig. 66 corresponds to the state before the
error reflection, and Fig. 67 corresponds to the state after the error reflection.
[1115] In Fig. 75, a change vector indicating the changes of the movement direction and the movement amount before
and after the error reflection on each dot is described as "Mdi". A suffix i is an integer indicating the dot number. In the
example of Fig. 75, i = 1, 2, 3, ..., and 6.
[1116] The changes of the movement direction and the movement amount before and after the error reflection on
each dot may be calculated as a difference between a before-error-reflection movement vector indicating the movement
direction and the movement amount before the error reflection and an after-error-reflection movement vector indicating
the movement direction and the movement amount after the error reflection.
[1117] In a case where the before-error-reflection movement vector of Dot i is described as Mvi and the after-error-
reflection movement vector thereof is described as Mei, the change vector Mdi of Dot i before and after the error is
reflected may be calculated by the expression of Mdi = Mei - Mvi.
[1118] The change vector Md1 indicating the changes of the movement direction and the movement mount of Dot 1
before and after the error reflection may be calculated by Md1 = Me12 - Mv12 as a difference between the after-error-
reflection movement vector Me12 shown in Fig. 67 and the before-error-reflection movement vector Mv12 shown in Fig.
66.
[1119] Similarly, the change vector Md2 of Dot 2 may be calculated by Md2 = Me2 - Mv2. The change vector Md3 of
Dot 3 may be calculated by Md3 = Me32 - Mv32. The change vector Md4 of Dot 4 may be calculated by Md4 = Me45 -
Mv45. The change vector Md5 of Dot 5 may be calculated by Md5 = Me54 - Mv5. The change vector Md6 of Dot 6 may
be calculated by Md6 = Me6 - Mv65.
[1120] By doing this, the changes of the movement direction and the movement amount of each dot before and after
the error reflection are calculated (step S613 of Fig. 74), and the summation of changes of the movement direction and
the movement amount before and after the error reflection is calculated (step S614). The summation of the changes of
the movement direction and the movement amount before and after the error reflection calculated in step S614 is the
summation of the absolute values of the changes of the movement direction and the movement amount of each dot
before and after the error reflection.
[1121] In Fig. 75, the summation of the changes of the movement direction and the movement amount before and
after the error is reflected may be expressed by summation = |Md1| + |Md2| + |Md3| + |Md4| + |Md5| + |Md6|.
[1122] The "summation of the changes of the movement direction and the movement amount" calculated in step S614
corresponds to one example of a "landing interference evaluation value". The summation of the changes of the movement
direction and the movement amount is an evaluation value acquired by adding the changes of the movement direction
and the movement amount of each dot, and is an index indicating the degree of change of the influence of the dot
movement due to the landing interference before and after the error reflection. The influence of the landing interference
is quantified as a value by the summation of the changes.
[1123] The process proceeds to step S615 after step S614 of Fig. 74. Step S615 includes a determining process of
determining whether or not to update the halftone parameter, and an updating process based on the determining result.
That is, in step S615, a process of comparing the summations of the changes of the movement direction and the
movement amount with the specified reference value and updating the halftone parameter in a case where the summa-
tions of the changes of the movement direction and the movement amount are equal to or less than the specified
reference value and the image quality evaluation value acquired in step S503 of Fig. 64 is enhanced is performed.
[1124] The process of comparing the summation of the changes of the movement direction and the movement amount
with the specified reference value corresponds to one example of a "comparison process". The determination of whether
or not the summation of the changes of the movement direction and the movement amount is equal to or less than the
specified reference value is based on the "comparing result" of the comparison process.
[1125] The specified reference value is a value that determines an allowable upper limit of the change of the influence
of the dot movement due to the landing interference, and is previously determined in a range in which the image quality
deterioration due to the landing interference falls in an allowable level. A case where the summation of the changes of
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the movement direction and the movement amount is equal to or less than the specified reference value means that the
change of the influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference is equal to or less than the change of the
influence of the dot movement represented by the reference value.
[1126] In step S615 of Fig. 74, it is determined whether or not to update the halftone parameter by combining the
summation of the changes of the movement direction and the movement amount with the image quality evaluation value
acquired in step S503 of Fig. 64.
[1127] The "halftone parameter being updated" means that the halftone parameter is updated by adopting the halftone
parameter temporarily set in step S501 of Fig. 64.
[1128] According to the configuration described in Figs. 64, 66, 67, 74 and 75, it is possible to generate the halftone
parameter which is the dot arrangement falling within the allowable range represented by the specified reference value
based on the comparing result of the process of comparing the summation of the movement direction and the movement
amount which is the landing interference evaluation value with the specified reference value.
[1129] Fig. 76 is a block diagram of major parts for describing the function of an image processing device according
to an eleventh embodiment. In Fig. 76, the same or similar elements as or to those of the configuration described in Fig.
3 will be assigned to the same reference numerals, and the description thereof will be omitted.
[1130] The image processing device 20 according to the eleventh embodiment shown in Fig. 76 has functions of
performing the processes described in Figs. 64, 66, 67, 74 and 75. That is, the image processing device 20 shown in
Fig. 76 includes a halftone image analysis unit 532, a dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534, a movement-amount-
change calculation unit 535, a landing-interference-influence evaluation unit 536, a reference value storage unit 538, a
parameter acquisition unit 544, and an error reflection processing unit 546. The image processing device 20 includes a
halftone process generation unit 58, a halftone-processing-rule storage unit 60, a halftone processing unit 80, and a
data output unit 66.
[1131] The parameter acquisition unit 544 is means for acquiring a parameter indicating at least one error of the dot
diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift or the non-jetting. In the example described in Fig. 40, the
parameters indicating a dot forming position shift direction and a dot forming position shift amount related to the errors
of the dot forming position shift are acquired. The parameter acquisition unit 544 may be a user interface, may be a
communication interface or a data reception terminal that receives parameter information retained in an external storage
medium or within the device, or may be an appropriate combination thereof.
[1132] The error reflection processing unit 546 performs a process of generating the arrangement of dots that reflect
the error represented by the parameters acquired from the parameter acquisition unit 544.
[1133] The error reflection processing unit 546 reflects the errors represented by the parameters acquired from the
parameter acquisition unit 544 on the data of the halftone image 550, and generates a dot image indicating a dot
arrangement state after the error reflection. In the example described in Fig. 67, the error reflection processing unit 546
generates data of the dot arrangement to which the error due to the dot forming position shift is added.
[1134] The halftone image 550 is the dot image generated during the process of causing the halftone process generation
unit 58 to determine the halftone parameter. The halftone image 550 is generated in the process of step S502 of Fig.
64. The halftone image 550 corresponds to one example of "first dot arrangement" which is the dot arrangement before
the error is reflected.
[1135] The error reflection processing unit 546 corresponds to one example of "error reflection processing means".
The step of causing the error reflection processing unit 546 to add the error to the dot of the halftone image 550 and to
generate the arrangement of the dots that reflect the errors corresponds to one example of an "error reflection processing
step". The dot image generated by reflecting the error on the halftone image 550 by the error reflection processing unit
546 corresponds to one example of "second dot arrangement".
[1136] The halftone image analysis unit 532 includes a first halftone image analysis unit 532A, and a second halftone
image analysis unit 532B. The first halftone image analysis unit 532A analyzes the data of the halftone image 550 which
is the dot image before the error is reflected by the error reflection processing unit 546, and generates before-error-
reflection contact state information 553A. The before-error-reflection contact state information 553A is information indi-
cating the contact direction and contact amount of the dot as information depending on the contact state of the dots of
the halftone image 550. That is, the first halftone image analysis unit 532A analyzes the contact direction and contact
amount of each of the plurality of dots of the halftone image 550 with the surrounding dot which is another dot.
[1137] The first halftone image analysis unit 532A corresponds to one example of "first information generation means",
and corresponds to one example of "first analysis means". The before-error-reflection contact state information 553A
acquired by the first halftone image analysis unit 532A corresponds to one example of "first contact state information",
and corresponds to "first information". The step of causing the first halftone image analysis unit 532A to generate the
before-error-reflection contact state information 553A corresponds to one example of a "first information generation step".
[1138] The second halftone image analysis unit 532B analyzes the data of the halftone image after the error is reflected
on the halftone image 550 by the error reflection processing unit 546, and generates the after-error-reflection contact
state information 553B. The after-error-reflection contact state information 553B is information indicating the contact
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direction and the contact amount of the dot as information depending on the contact state of the dots of the halftone
image after the error reflection. That is, the second halftone image analysis unit 532B analyzes the contact direction
and the contact amount of each dot of the plurality of dots of the dot image after the error reflection by the error reflection
processing unit 546 with the surrounding dot which is another dot.
[1139] The second halftone image analysis unit 532B corresponds to one example of "second information generation
means", and corresponds to one example of "second analysis means". The after-error-reflection contact state information
553B acquired by the second halftone image analysis unit 532B corresponds to one example of "second contact state
information", and corresponds to one example of "second information". The step of causing the second halftone image
analysis unit 532B to generate the after-error-reflection contact state information 553B corresponds to one example of
a "second information generation step".
[1140] The halftone image analysis unit 532 may analyze the contact direction and the contact amount for the halftone
image 550 before the error is reflected by the error reflection processing unit 546 and the after-error-reflection halftone
image after the error is reflected on the halftone image 550 by the error reflection processing unit 546.
[1141] The dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534 includes a first dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534A,
and a second dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534B. The first dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534A cal-
culates the movement direction and the movement amount of the dot movement of each dot due to the landing interference
based on the information of the contact direction and the contact amount which is the before-error-reflection contact
state information 553A acquired from the first halftone image analysis unit 532A. The information indicating the movement
direction and the movement amount of the dot movement of each dot before the error reflection due to the landing
interference calculated by the first dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534A is referred to as before-error-reflection
movement amount information 554A. The first dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534A corresponds to one example
of "first movement amount calculation means". The before-error-reflection movement amount information 554A acquired
from the first dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534A corresponds to one example of "first movement amount
information.
[1142] The second dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534B calculates the movement direction and the movement
amount of the dot movement of each dot due to the landing interference based on the information of the contact direction
and the contact amount which is the after-error-reflection contact state information 553B acquired from the second
halftone image analysis unit 532B. The information indicating the movement direction and the movement amount of the
dot movement of each dot after the error reflection due to the landing interference calculated by the second dot-movement-
amount calculation unit 534B is referred to as after-error-reflection movement amount information 554B. The second
dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534B corresponds to one example of "second movement amount calculation
means. The after-error-reflection movement amount information 554B acquired from the second dot-movement-amount
calculation unit 534B corresponds to one example of "second movement amount information".
[1143] The process of step S611 of Fig. 74 is performed by the first halftone image analysis unit 532A and the first
dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534A. The process of step S612 of Fig. 74 is performed by combining the error
reflection processing unit 546, the second halftone image analysis unit 532B and the second dot-movement-amount
calculation unit 534B.
[1144] The movement-amount-change calculation unit 535 calculates the change of the movement direction and the
movement amount of the dot movement due to the landing interference after the error reflection based on the before-
error-reflection movement amount information 554A and the after-error-reflection movement amount information 554B.
The process of step S613 of Fig. 74 is performed by the movement-amount-change calculation unit 535.
[1145] The landing-interference-influence evaluation unit 536 calculates landing interference evaluation values for
quantitatively evaluating the change of the influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference before and
after the error is reflected from the information indicating the changes of the movement direction and the movement
amount acquired by the movement-amount-change calculation unit 535. The landing-interference-influence evaluation
unit 536 of the present example calculates the summation of the changes of the movement direction and the movement
amount described in step S614 of Fig. 74. The landing-interference-influence evaluation unit 536 corresponds to one
example of "landing-interference-influence evaluation means". The step of causing the landing-interference-influence
evaluation unit 536 to calculate the landing interference evaluation value corresponds to one example of a "landing
interference evaluation step".
[1146] The reference value storage unit 538 is storage means for storing information of the specified reference value
described in step S615 of Fig. 74. The landing-interference-influence evaluation unit 536 compares the summation of
the changes of the movement direction and the movement amount as the calculated landing interference evaluation
values with the specified reference value, and determines the degree of influence of the dot movement due to the landing
interference.
[1147] The halftone process generation unit 58 generates the halftone processing rule in cooperation with the landing-
interference-influence evaluation unit 536.
[1148] The process of step S615 of Fig. 74 is performed by the landing-interference-influence evaluation unit 536 and
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the halftone process generation unit 58.
[1149] In such a configuration, the halftone process generation unit 58 (see Fig. 76) corresponds to one example of
"signal processing means", and the step of causing the halftone process generation unit 58 to generate the halftone
parameter corresponds to one example of a "signal processing step".
[1150] In addition to the configuration described in Fig. 76, the image processing device 20 of Fig. 76 may have the
same configuration as that of the image quality evaluation processing unit 74 or the halftone-selection-chart generation
unit 76 described in Fig. 3.

<Case of Error Diffusion Method>

[1151] The flowchart of Fig. 64 may be applied to the generation of the halftone parameter of the error diffusion method.
Similarly to the example described in Fig. 10, the flowchart of Fig. 64 is repeated for all the applied gradation sections,
and thus, a diffusion coefficient of the error diffusion matrix of each applied gradation section is determined.
[1152] That is, the average value of the evaluation values for each gradation is used as an image quality evaluation
value by temporarily setting the diffusion coefficient of the error diffusion matrix applied to a certain gradation section
for the gradation section (step S501 of Fig. 64), performing the halftone process on the input image (a uniform image
of a single gradation) having each gradation in the gradation section (step S502 of Fig. 64) and evaluating the image
quality of the halftone image (step S503). The image quality evaluation (step S503) is performed similarly to the case
of the dither method.
[1153] The evaluation (step S504) of the landing interference influence and the halftone parameter update determining
and updating process (step S505) are performed similarly to those in the dither method.

<Case where Void-and-cluster Method is Applied to Dither Method>

[1154] Fig. 77 is a flowchart showing an example of the more detailed processing content of step S523 and step S524
of Fig. 69. In the flowchart of Fig. 77, the same or similar steps as or to the steps of the flowchart described in Fig. 74
will be assigned the same step numbers, and the description thereof will be omitted. The flowchart of Fig. 77 includes
the process of step S616 instead of step S615 of the flowchart described in Fig. 77.
[1155] Step S611 to step S614 of Fig. 77 correspond to step S523 of Fig. 69, and step S616 of Fig. 77 corresponds
to the process of step S524 of Fig. 69.
[1156] In step S616 of Fig. 77, the threshold values are set to pixels of which the summation of the changes of the
contact state is equal to or less than the specified reference value and which are the minimum-energy pixels (that is,
void pixels) among the pixels of the halftone image in which the dots are not set, and the dots are set to the void pixels
of the halftone image.
[1157] The flowchart shown in Fig. 77 is the process in a direction in which the threshold values are increased from
the initial image, but a method in which the threshold values (that is, gradation values) are decreased from the initial
image also follows the known void-and-cluster method. That is, a process of updating the halftone image by regarding
the maximum-energy pixels among the pixels to which the dots are set as cluster pixels in which the dots are dense in
the energy image acquired by applying the filter to the halftone image, setting the threshold values to the pixels and
excluding the dots of the pixels is sequentially repeated.

<Case where Halftone Process using Direct Binary Research Method is performed>

[1158] Fig. 78 is a flowchart showing an example of the more detailed processing contents of step S534 and step
S535 of Fig. 71. Step S641 to step S644 of Fig. 78 correspond to the process of step S534 of Fig. 71, and step S645
of Fig. 78 corresponds to the process of step S535 of Fig. 71.
[1159] In step S641 of Fig. 78, the movement direction and the movement amount due to the landing interference are
calculated based on the contact direction and the contact amount of each dot with the surrounding dot are calculated
before the dot replacement and after the dot replacement.
[1160] Subsequently, the movement direction and the movement amount of each dot due to the landing interference
in the dot arrangement on which at least one error of the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift or
the non-jetting are calculated before the dot replacement and after the dot replacement is reflected (step S642 of Fig. 78).
[1161] The changes of the movement direction and the movement amount before and after the error reflection are
calculated before the dot replacement and after the dot replacement (step S643).
[1162] The summation of the changes of the movement direction and the movement amount before and after the error
reflection is calculated before the dot replacement and after the dot replacement is reflected (step S644). The method
of calculating the changes of the movement direction and the movement amount before and after the error reflection is
the same as step S611 to step S614 of Fig. 77 and the example described in Figs. 66, 67 and 75.
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[1163] Among the summations of the changes of the movement direction and the movement amount acquired in step
S644 of Fig. 78, the summation of the change of the movement direction and the movement amount after the error
reflection before the dot replacement is described as "Summation Ci", and the summation of the change of the movement
direction and the movement amount after the error reflection after the dot replacement is described as "Summation C2"
[1164] The process proceeds to step S645 after step S644 of Fig. 78. Step S645 includes a determining process of
determining whether or not to update the halftone image, and an updating process based on the determining result. In
step S645, a process of comparing the summations of the movement directions and the movement amounts calculated
in step S644 with the specified reference value and updating the halftone parameter in a case where the summations
of the movement directions and the movement amounts are equal to or less than the specified reference value and the
image quality evaluation value are enhanced before and after the dot replacement is performed.
[1165] That is, in step S645 of Fig. 78, in a case where Summation C2 of the changes of the movement direction and
the movement amount before and after the error reflection after the dot replacement is equal to or less than the specified
reference value and the image quality evaluation value acquired in step S533 of Fig. 71 is enhanced before and after
the dot replacement, the process of updating the halftone image is performed.
[1166] In the present example, it is determined whether or not to update the halftone image by combining the summation
of the changes of the movement direction and the movement amount acquired in step S644 of Fig. 78 with the image
quality evaluation value acquired in step S533 of Fig. 71.
[1167] The "halftone image being updated" means that the halftone image is updated by adopting the dot arrangement
state after the dot replacement in which the dot replacement is performed in step S532 of Fig. 71.
[1168] Through the halftone process shown in Figs. 71 and 78, it is possible to generate the halftone image in which
the change of the movement amount of the dot due to the influence of the landing interference is less before and after
the error is reflected.
[1169] The "change of the movement amount of the dot being less" means that the change of the influence of the dot
movement is equal to or less than the change represented by the specified reference value.
[1170] According to the configuration described in Figs. 71 to 78, it is possible to generate the halftone image such
that the dot arrangement falls in the allowable range represented by the specified reference value based on the comparing
result of the process of comparing Summation A and Summation B of the movement amounts which are the landing
interference evaluation values with the specified reference value.
[1171] The halftone process described in Figs. 71 and 78 may be performed by the halftone processing unit 80 shown
in Fig. 76. The halftone image 550 which is the target of the landing interference influence evaluation in this case is the
dot image generated during the process performed by the halftone processing unit 80, and is the initial image described
in step S531 of Fig. 71, the image after the dot replacement in step S532, or the updated halftone image that is updated
in step S535. The halftone processing unit 80 (see Fig. 76) that performs the halftone process described in Figs. 71 and
78 performs the updating process on the halftone image using the DBS method in cooperation with the landing-inter-
ference-influence evaluation unit 536.
[1172] In such configuration, the halftone processing unit 80 (see Fig. 76) corresponds to one example of "signal
processing means", and the step of causing the halftone processing unit 80 to generate the halftone image corresponds
to one example of a "signal processing step".
[1173] The processing content performed by the image processing device 20 according to the embodiment described
in Figs. 74 to 78 described above may be comprehended as an image processing method.
[1174] According to the embodiment described in Figs. 74 to 78, it is possible to perform the halftone design or the
halftone process in which the image quality deterioration is less (that is, there is the tolerance to the error) even though
the error is added.

[Modification Example of Specific Example described Figs. 74 to 78]

<Modification Example 8>

[1175] It has been described in the description of Figs. 74 to 78 that the movement amount of the dot movement due
to the landing interference is calculated based on the information indicating the contact direction and the contact amount
of each dot. However, as described in Fig. 73, the movement amount of the dot movement due to the landing interference
is treated to be approximately proportional to the contact amount of the dot, and thus, it is possible to directly calculate
the landing interference evaluation value from the contact direction and the contact amount.
[1176] It is possible to calculate the "landing interference evaluation value" from the change of the summation of the
vectors indicating the contact direction and the contact amount with the surrounding dot even though the calculation of
the movement vector described in Fig. 66 is not performed.
[1177] Accordingly, the "dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534" described in Fig. 76 may be omitted. From a
different viewpoint, it is understood that the movement amount information indicating the movement direction and the
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movement amount of the dot movement due to the landing interference includes the information of the "contact direction
and the contact amount". For example, the movement amount information items (554A and 554B) generated by the dot-
movement-amount calculation unit 534 are information items (553A and 553B) indicating the contact direction and the
contact amount.

<Modification Example 9>

[1178] The updating reference of the halftone parameter of step S505 of Fig. 64 or the updating reference of the
halftone image of step S524 of Fig. 69 or the step S535 of Fig. 71 is not limited to the updating reference shown in step
S615 of Fig. 74, step S616 of Fig. 77 or step S645 of Fig. 78, and various updating references may be determined.
[1179] For example, the updating reference may be a "case where the image quality evaluation value or the energy
is equal to or less than a predetermined reference value for a determination reference and the landing interference
movement amount summation is enhanced" or a "case where a weighted sum of the image quality evaluation value or
the energy and the landing interference movement amount summation is enhanced".
[1180] The "summation of the changes of the landing interference movement amount" is one example of a "landing
interference evaluation value".
[1181] The "case where the landing interference movement amount summation is enhanced" means that an in-
crease/decrease tendency indicating whether the values of the changes of the landing interference movement amount
are increased or decreased is comprehended, and it is determined that the "summation of the changes of the landing
interference movement amount is enhanced" in a case where the summation of the changes of the landing interference
movement amount is decreased. When it is determined whether or not the summation of the changes of the landing
interference movement amount is enhanced, since it is comprehended whether the summation of the changes of the
landing interference movement amount is increased or decreased by comparing the values of the summations of the
changes of the landing interference movement amount calculated from different dot arrangements, a comparison process
of comparing the summation of the changes of the landing interference movement amount is included. The determining
result of whether or not the summation of the changes of the landing interference movement amount is enhanced is
based on the "comparing result" of the comparison process.
[1182] The "weighted sum of the image quality evaluation value or the energy and the summation of the changes of
the landing interference movement amount" corresponds to one example of an "evaluation value" generated based on
the "landing interference evaluation value".

<Modification Example 10>

[1183] In a case where the predetermined error (hereinafter, referred to as an error other than the non-jetting.) is
reflected on the dot arrangement of the halftone image, since the landing interference movement amount of the dot
group on which the error is reflected is greatly changed unlike the case where the error is not reflected in most cases,
the change of the landing interference movement amount of only the dot group on which the error is reflected may be
evaluated. That is, the example of Figs. 66 and 67, the summation of the changes of the landing interference movement
amount of only Dot 2 and Dot 5 on which the error of the dot forming position shift is reflected may be calculated.
[1184] In a case where the change of the landing interference movement amount after the error reflection is estimated,
the present example is not limited to the aspect in which all the dots included in the dot image are used as the targets,
and some dots of all the dots included in the dot image may be used as the targets like an aspect in which only the dot
group to which the error is added is used as the target.

<Modification Example 11>

[1185] In a case where the dot forming position shift is reflected as the predetermined error, since the landing inter-
ference movement amount is greatly changed in a direction parallel to the direction to which the error is added, the
change of the landing interference movement amount in only the direction parallel to the direction to which the error is
added may be evaluated. In this case, for only the dots in contact in the direction to which the error is added, that is,
only the dots including the dot movement in only the movement direction parallel to the direction to which the error is
added, the summation of the changes of the landing interference movement amount may be calculated, or the summation
of the changes of the landing interference movement amount projected in a line in the direction parallel to the direction
to which the error is added may be calculated.
[1186] In the example shown in Fig. 67, the dots in contact in the direction to which the error is added, that is, the dots
including the dot movement in only the movement direction parallel to the direction to which the error is added are Dot
1, Dot 2 and Dot 3. Accordingly, as the summation of the changes of the landing interference movement amount, the
summation of the changes of the movement amounts of the dot movement of Dot 1, Dot 2 and Dot 3 due to the landing
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interference may be calculated.

<Modification Example 12>

[1187] In both the single path type ink jet printing device and the serial type ink jet printing device, in a case where
the predetermined error is added, the dot movement in the direction perpendicular to the scanning direction on the paper
greatly contributes to the occurrence of the streak.
[1188] Accordingly, in a case where the influence of the landing interference in a state in which the predetermined
error is added is evaluated, the change of the movement amount of the dot movement in only the direction perpendicular
to the scanning direction may be evaluated. In this case, for only the dots in contact in the direction perpendicular to the
scanning direction, that is, only the dots including the movement in only the direction perpendicular to the scanning
direction, the summation of the changes of the landing interference movement amount may be calculated, or the sum-
mation of the changes of the landing interference movement amount projected in a line in the direction perpendicular to
the scanning direction may be calculated.

[Example of Halftone Design or Halftone Process in which Change of Dot Contact State after Error Reflection is less]

[1189] In Figs. 74 to 78, the example of the halftone design or the halftone process in which the changes of the
movement direction and the movement amount of the dot movement due to the landing interference after the error
reflection are less has been described.
[1190] Hereinafter, another embodiment capable of acquiring the same effect as that of the embodiment described in
Figs. 74 to 78 will be described. In the embodiment to be mentioned below, the halftone design or the halftone process
is performed such that the change of the contact state of the dot after the error reflection is less without calculating the
movement direction or the movement amount of the dot due to the landing interference. There is an advantage that the
influence of the landing interference can be simply evaluated from only the changes of the contact state of the dot before
and after the error is added without performing the process of calculating the movement direction and the movement
amount of the dot due to the landing interference.
[1191] Specifically, the "change of the contact state" mentioned herein may be represented by the number of dots
exhibiting any one state change of a first state change in which a state in which a dot is in contact with another dot is
changed to a state in which a dot is not in contact with another dot and a second state change in which a state in which
a dot is bit in contact with another dot is changed to a state in which a dot is in contact with another dot, or both the state
changes of the first state change and the second state change.
[1192] The first state change which is the case where the state in which the dots are in contact is changed to the state
in which the dots are not in contact is described as "contact → non-contact". The second state change which is the case
where the state in which the dots are not in contact is changed to the state in which the dots are in contact is described
as "non-contact → contact". It is possible to quantitatively evaluate the change of the contact state by any one of the
number of dots of "contact → non-contact" and the number of dots of "non-contact → contact" or the number of dots of
both states.
[1193] Fig. 79 is a flowchart capable of being applied instead of the flowchart of Fig. 74. Fig. 79 is a flowchart showing
another example of the more detailed processing contents of step S504 and step S505 of Fig. 64. Step S661 to step
S664 of Fig. 79 correspond to the process of step S504 of Fig. 64, and step S665 of Fig. 79 corresponds to the process
of step S505 of Fig. 64.
[1194] As shown in Fig. 79, the contact state of each dot of the plurality of dots included in the halftone image with
the surrounding dot is initially comprehended (step S661). Information indicating the contact state of the dot before the
error reflection is acquired by step S661. The information indicating the contact state acquired in step S661 is information
indicating whether or not each dot is in contact with another dot, and corresponds to one example of "first information".
[1195] Subsequently, the contact state of each dot with the surrounding dot in a case where at least one error of the
dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift or the non-jetting is reflected is comprehended (step S662).
Information indicating the contact state of the dot after the error reflection is acquired by step S662. The information
indicating the contact state acquired in step S662 is information indicating whether or not each dot is in contact with
another dot, and corresponds to one example of "second information".
[1196] Subsequently, the change of the contact state with the surrounding dot after the error reflection is evaluated
from the information indicating the contact state of the dot before the error reflection acquired by step S661 and the
information indicating the contact state of the dot after the error reflection acquired in step S662 (step S663).
[1197] In the example of Figs. 66 and 67, the "change of the contact state" is described. For example, the state change
of Dot 5 and Dot 6 is "contact → non-contact". In this case, a total of two state changes of one state change of Dot 5 of
interest and one state change of Dot 6 of interest may be regarded as being "contact → non-contact", or the state change
of a group of Dot 5 and Dot 6 may be regarded as being "contact → non-contact". The number of groups treated in the
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latter is half the number of dots treated in the former. The evaluation of the change of the contact state by the number
of dots of which the contact state is changed includes the evaluation of the change of the contact state by the number
of dot groups of which the contact state is changed.
[1198] Figs. 80A and 80B are explanatory diagrams showing another example related to the change of the contact
state. Fig. 80A shows an example of the dot image before the error reflection, and Fig. 80B shows an example of the
dot image after the error reflection. Similarly to Fig. 67, in Fig. 80B, the error of the dot forming position shift is added to
Dot 5.
[1199] As shown in Fig. 80A, another one Dot A in addition to Dot 6 is in contact with Dot 5 in the dot image before
the error reflection. As shown in Fig. 80B, since Dot 5 is moved in the dot image after the error reflection, it is considered
that the state change of Dot A in addition to Dot 6 is "contact → non-contact". As for the change of the contact state in
this case, a total of 4 state changes of two state changes of Dot 5 of interest, one state change of Dot A of interest and
one state change of Dot 6 of interest may be regarded as being "contact → non-contact", or the state change of a total
of two groups of one group of Dot 5 and Dot 6 and one group of Dot 5 and Dot A may be regarded as being "contact →
non-contact".
[1200] Figs. 81A and 81B are explanatory diagrams showing another example related to the change of the contact
state. Fig. 81A shows an example of the dot image before the error reflection, and Fig. 81B shows an example of the
dot image after the error reflection. Similarly to Fig. 67, in Fig. 81B, the error of the dot forming position shift is added to
Dot 5.
[1201] As shown in Figs. 81A and 81B, Dot 5 and Dot 6 before and after the error reflection exhibit the state change
of "contact → non-contact", and Dot 5 and Dot A exhibit the state change of "non-contact → contact". In this case, since
one "contact → non-contact" state change and one "non-contact → contact" state change of Dot 5 of interest, one "non-
contact → contact" state change of Dot A of interest, and one "contact → non-contact" state change of Dot 6 of interest,
a total of two "contact → non-contact" state changes and two "non-contact → contact" state changes may be regarded
as a whole. Alternatively, the "contact → non-contact" state change of a group of Dots 5 and 6 and the "non-contact →
contact" state change of a group of Dots 5 and A may be regarded.
[1202] In step S663 of Fig. 79, the change of the contact state of the dot before and after the error reflection is evaluated
by the above-described method.
[1203] Subsequently, the summation of the changes of the contact state is calculated (step S664). The summation
calculated in step S664 corresponds to one example of a "landing interference evaluation value". The summation of the
changes of the contact state is an evaluation value acquired by adding the changes of the contact state of the dots within
the dot image, and is an index indicating the degree of change of the influence of the dot movement due to the landing
interference after the error reflection. For example, the summation of the state changes of "non-contact → contact" and
"contact → non-contact" is calculated as the landing interference evaluation value.
[1204] The process proceeds to step S665 after step S664 of Fig. 79. Step S665 includes a determining process of
determining whether or not to update the halftone parameter, and an updating process based on the determining result.
That is, in step S665, the process of comparing the summations of the changes of the contact state with the specified
reference value and updating the halftone parameter in a case where the summations of the changes of the contact
state are equal to or less than the specified reference value and the image quality evaluation value acquired in step
S503 of Fig. 64 is enhanced is performed.
[1205] The process of comparing the summation of the changes of the contact state with the specified reference value
corresponds to one example of a "comparison process". The determination of whether or not the summation of the
changes of the contact state is equal to or less than the specified reference value is based on the "comparing result" of
the comparison process.
[1206] A case where the summation of the changes of the contact state is equal to or less than the specified reference
value means that the change of the influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference is equal to or less
than the change of the influence of the dot movement represented by the reference value.
[1207] In step S665 of Fig. 79, it is determined whether or not to update the halftone parameter by combining the
summation of the changes of the contact state with the image quality evaluation value acquired in step S503 of Fig. 64.
[1208] Fig. 82 is a block diagram of major parts for describing the function of an image processing device according
to a twelfth embodiment. In Fig. 82, the same or similar elements as or to those of the configuration described in Fig.
76 will be assigned the same reference numerals, and the description thereof will be omitted.
[1209] The image processing device 20 according to the twelfth embodiment shown in Fig. 82 has the function of the
process described in Fig. 79. That is, the image processing device 20 shown in Fig. 82 includes a halftone image analysis
unit 532, a contact-state-change calculation unit 558, a landing-interference-influence evaluation unit 536, a reference
value storage unit 538, a parameter acquisition unit 544, and an error reflection processing unit 546. The image processing
device 20 includes a halftone process generation unit 58, a halftone-processing-rule storage unit 60, a halftone processing
unit 80, and a data output unit 66.
[1210] A first halftone image analysis unit 532A of the halftone image analysis unit 532 analyzes data of a halftone
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image 550 before the error is reflected by the error reflection processing unit 546, and generates before-error-reflection
contact state information 556A. The before-error-reflection contact state information 556A is information indicating wheth-
er each dot of the halftone image 550 is in contact or is not in contact with another dot. The before-error-reflection contact
state information 556A corresponds to one example of "first contact state information", and corresponds to one example
of "first information".
[1211] A second halftone image analysis unit 532B of the halftone image analysis unit 532 analyzes data of a halftone
image after the error is reflected on the halftone image 550 by the error reflection processing unit 546, and generates
after-error-reflection contact state information 556B. The after-error-reflection contact state information 556B is infor-
mation indicating whether each dot of an after-error-reflection contact halftone image is in contact or is not in contact
with another dot. The after-error-reflection contact state information 556B corresponds to one example of "second contact
state information", and corresponds to one example of "second information".
[1212] The process of step S661 of Fig. 79 is performed by the first halftone image analysis unit 532A of Fig. 82. The
process of step S662 of Fig. 79 is performed by combining the error reflection processing unit 546 with the second
halftone image analysis unit 532B.
[1213] The contact-state-change calculation unit 558 calculates a change of an after-error-reflection contact state
based on the before-error-reflection contact state information 556A and the after-error-reflection contact state information
556B. The process of step S663 of Fig. 79 is performed by the contact-state-change calculation unit 558.
[1214] The landing-interference-influence evaluation unit 536 calculates a landing interference evaluation value for
quantitatively evaluating a change of the influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference before and after
the error is reflected from the information indicating the change of the contact state acquired by the contact-state-change
calculation unit 558. The landing-interference-influence evaluation unit 536 of the present example calculates the sum-
mation of the changes of the contact sate described in step S664 of Fig. 79.
[1215] The reference value storage unit 538 of Fig. 82 is storage means for storing information of the specified reference
value described in step S665 of Fig. 79. The landing-interference-influence evaluation unit 536 of Fig. 82 compares the
summation of the changes of the contact state as the calculated landing interference evaluation value with the specified
reference value, and determines the degree of change of the influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference.
[1216] The process of step S665 of Fig. 79 is performed by the landing-interference-influence evaluation unit 536 and
the halftone process generation unit 58 of Fig. 82.

<Case where Void-and-cluster Method is Applied to Dither Method>

[1217] Fig. 83 is a flowchart capable of being applied instead of the flowchart of Fig. 77.
[1218] Fig. 83 is a flowchart showing an example of the more detailed processing contents of step S523 and step
S524 of Fig. 69. In the flowchart of Fig. 83, the same or similar elements as or to the steps of the flowchart described
in Fig. 79 will be assigned the same reference numerals, and the description thereof will be omitted. The flowchart of
Fig. 83 includes the process of step S666 instead of step S665 of the flowchart described in Fig. 79.
[1219] Step S661 to step S664 of Fig. 83 correspond to the process of step S523 of Fig. 69, and step S666 of Fig. 83
corresponds to the process of step S524 of Fig. 69.
[1220] In step S666 of Fig. 83, the threshold values are set to pixels of which the summation of the changes of the
contact state is equal to or less than the specified reference value and which are the minimum-energy pixels (that is,
void pixels) among the pixels of the halftone image in which the dots are not set, and the dots are set to the void pixels
of the halftone image.
[1221] The flowchart shown in Fig. 83 is the process in a direction in which the threshold values are increased from
the initial image, but a method in which the threshold values (that is, gradation values) are decreased from the initial
image also follows the known void-and-cluster method. That is, a process of updating the halftone image by regarding
the maximum-energy pixels among the pixels to which the dots are set as cluster pixels in which the dots are dense in
the energy image acquired by applying the filter to the halftone image, setting the threshold values to the pixels and
excluding the dots of the pixels is sequentially repeated.

<Case where Halftone Process using Direct Binary Research Method is Performed>

[1222] Fig. 84 is a flowchart capable of being applied instead of the flowchart of Fig. 78. Fig. 84 is a flowchart showing
an example of the more detailed processing contents of step S534 and step S535 of Fig. 71. Step S671 to step S674
of Fig. 84 correspond to the process of step S534 of Fig. 71, and step S675 of Fig. 84 corresponds to the process of
step S535 of Fig. 71.
[1223] In step S671 of Fig. 84, the contact state of each dot with the surrounding dot is comprehended before the dot
replacement and after the dot replacement. In step S671, information indicating the contact state of the dot before the
error reflection before and after the dot replacement is acquired. The information indicating the contact state of the dot
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before dot replacement and before the error reflection acquired in step S671 and the information indicating the contact
state of the dot after the dot replacement and before the error reflection correspond to one example of "first contact state
information and correspond to one example of "first information".
[1224] Subsequently, the contact state of each dot in the dot arrangement on which at least one error of the dot
diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift or the non-jetting is reflected with the surrounding dot is compre-
hended before the dot replacement and after the dot replacement (step S672). In step S672, information indicating the
contact state of the dot after the error reflection before and after the dot replacement is acquired. The information
indicating the contact state of the dot before the dot replacement and after the error reflection acquired in step S672
and the information indicating the contact state of the dot after the dot replacement and after the error reflection correspond
to one example of "second contact state information" and correspond to one example of "second information".
[1225] Subsequently, the change of the contact state with the surrounding dot before and after the error reflection is
evaluated before the dot replacement and after the dot replacement (step S673). The method of evaluating the change
of the contact state is the same as the method described in step S663 of Fig. 79.
[1226] The summations of the changes of the contact state before and after the error reflection are calculated before
the dot replacement and after the dot replacement (step S674 of Fig. 84). The method of acquiring the summation of
the changes of the contact state is the same as the example described in step S664 of Fig. 79.
[1227] Among the summations of the changes of the contact state acquired in step S674 of Fig. 84, the summation
of the changes of the contact state before the dot replacement is described as "Summation E1", and the summation of
the changes of the contact state after the dot replacement is described as "Summation E2".
[1228] The process proceeds to step S675 after step S674 of Fig. 84. Step S675 includes a determining process of
determining whether or not to update the halftone image, and an updating process based on the determining result.
That is, in step S675, a process of comparing the summations of the changes of the contact state calculated in step
S674 with the specified reference value and updating the halftone image in a case where the summations of the changes
of the contact state are equal to or less than the specified reference value and the image quality evaluation value is
enhanced before and after the dot replacement is performed.
[1229] That is, in step S675 of Fig. 84, in a case where summation E2 of the changes of the contact state after the dot
replacement is equal to or less than the specified reference value and the image quality evaluation value calculated in
step S533 of Fig. 71 is enhanced before and after the dot replacement, the process of updating the halftone image is
performed.
[1230] In the present example, it is determined whether or not to update the halftone image by combining the sum-
mations of the changes of the contact state calculated in step S674 of Fig. 84 with the image quality evaluation value
calculated in step S533 of Fig. 71.
[1231] Through the halftone process shown in Figs. 71 and 84, it is possible to generate the halftone image in which
the change of the dot contact state due to the influence of the landing interference before and after the error is reflected
is less.
[1232] The "change of the dot contact state being less" means that the degree of change of the dot contact state is
equal to or less than the degree of change represented by the specified reference numeral. That is, the change of the
dot contact state being less means that the change of the influence due to the dot movement is less.
[1233] The halftone process described in Figs. 71 and 84 may be performed by the halftone processing unit 80 shown
in Fig. 82. The halftone image 550 as the target of the landing interference influence evaluation in this case is the dot
image generated during a process performed by the halftone processing unit 80, and is the initial image described in
step S531 of Fig. 71, the image after dot replacement in step S532, or the updated halftone image that is updated in
step S535. The halftone processing unit 80 (see Fig. 82) that performs the halftone process described in Figs. 71 and
84 performs the updating process on the halftone image using the DBS method in cooperation with the landing-inter-
ference-influence evaluation unit 536.
[1234] In such configuration, the halftone processing unit 80 (see Fig. 82) corresponds to one example of "signal
processing means", and the step of causing the halftone processing unit 80 to generate the halftone image corresponds
to one example of a "signal processing step".
[1235] According to the embodiment described in Figs. 71 to 84, it is possible to generate the halftone image such
that the dot arrangement falls in the allowable range represented by the specified reference value based on the comparing
result of the process of comparing the summation of the changes of the contact stage as the landing interference
evaluation value with the specified reference value.
[1236] The processing content performed by the image processing device 20 according to the embodiment described
in Figs. 79 to 84 described above may be comprehended as an image processing method.
[1237] According to the embodiment described in Figs. 79 to 84, it is possible to perform the halftone design or the
halftone process in which the image quality deterioration is less (that is, there is the tolerance to the error) even though
the error is added based on only the change of the dot contact state without calculating the movement direction and the
movement amount of the dot movement due to the landing interference.
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[Modification Example of Specific Example described in Figs 79 to 84]

<Modification Example 13>

[1238] When the influence of the landing interference is evaluated, it has been described in the above-described
specific example that the summation of the state changes of "non-contact → contact" and "contact → non-contact" is
calculated as the landing interference evaluation value, and the method of calculating the landing interference evaluation
value is not limited to this example. For example, the summation of the state changes of "non-contact → contact" and
the summation of the state changes "contact → non-contact" may be respectively used as the landing interference
evaluation values. The summation of the state changes of only any one of "non-contact → contact" and "contact → non-
contact" may be used as the landing interference evaluation value.

<Modification Example 14>

[1239] The updating reference of the halftone parameter of step S505 of Fig. 64 or the updating reference of the
halftone image of step S524 of Fig. 69 or the step S535 of Fig. 71 is not limited to the updating reference shown in step
S665 of Fig. 79, step S666 of Fig. 83 or step S675 of Fig. 84, and various updating references may be determined.
[1240] For example, the updating reference may be a "case where the image quality evaluation value or the energy
is equal to or less than a predetermined reference value for a determination reference and the summation of the changes
of the contact state is enhanced" or a "case where a weighted sum of the image quality evaluation value or the energy
and the summation of the changes of the contact state is enhanced".
[1241] The "summation of the changes of the contact state" is one example of a "landing interference evaluation value".
The "summation of the changes of the contact state" may be the summation of the state changes of "contact → non-
contact", may be a weighted summation of the summation of the state changes of "contact → non-contact" and the
summation of the state changes of "non-contact → contact", or may be the summation of the state changes of any one
of "contact → non-contact" and "non-contact → contact".
[1242] The "case where the summation of the changes of the contact state is enhanced" means that an increase/de-
crease tendency indicating whether the value of the summation of the changes of the contact state is increased or
decreased is comprehended, and it is determined that the "summation of the changes of the contact state is enhanced"
in a case where the summation of the changes of the contact state is decreased. When it is determined whether or not
the summation of the changes of the contact state is enhanced, since it is comprehended whether the summation of the
changes of the contact state is increased or decreased by comparing the value of the summation of the changes of the
contact state acquired from different dot arrangements, a comparison process of comparing the summation of the
changes of the contact state is included. The determining result of whether or not the summation of the changes of the
contact state is enhanced is based on the "comparing result" of the comparison process.
[1243] The "weighted sum of the image quality evaluation value or the energy and the summation of the changes of
the contact state" is a total evaluation value acquired by adding the evaluation of the image quality and the evaluation
of the influence of the landing interference, and corresponds to one example of an "evaluation value generated based
on the landing interference evaluation value".

<Modification Example 15>

[1244] In a case where a predetermined error (hereinafter, an error other than the non-jetting is used.) is reflected on
the dot arrangement of the halftone image, since the contact state of the dot group on which the error is reflected is
greatly changed unlike a case where the error is not reflected in most cases, the change of the contact state of only the
dot group on which the error is reflected may be evaluated. That is, the example of Fig. 67, the summation of the changes
of the contact state of only Dot 2 and Dot 5 is reflected may be calculated as the summation of the changes of the contact
state on which the error of the dot forming position shift is reflected.
[1245] In a case where the change of the contact state of the dot before and after the error reflection is calculated,
the present example is not limited to the aspect in which all the dots included in the dot image are used as the targets,
and some dots of all the dots included in the dot image may be used as targets like an aspect in which only the dot group
to which the error is added is used as a target.

<Modification Example 16>

[1246] In a case where the dot forming position shift as the predetermined error is reflected, since the contact state
of the dot in a direction parallel to the direction to which the error is added is greatly changed in most cases, only the
change of the contact state in only the direction parallel to the direction to which the error is added may be evaluated.
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In this case, only any one of the state change of "contact → non-contact" in a direction parallel to the direction to which
the error of the dot forming position shift is added and the state change of "non-contact → contact" or both the state
changes may be evaluated, or the landing interference evaluation value may be calculated.

<Modification Example 17>

[1247] As already described, in both the single path type and serial type ink jet printing devices, in a case where the
predetermined error is added, the dot movement in the direction perpendicular to the scanning direction on the paper
greatly contributes the occurrence of the streak. Accordingly, only the change of the contact state of the dot in the
direction perpendicular to the scanning direction may be evaluated. In this case, "contact → non-contact" and/or "non-
contact → contact" in the direction perpendicular to the scanning direction is paid attention to, and only the number of
dots exhibiting "contact → non-contact" and/or "non-contact → contact" in the direction perpendicular to the scanning
direction may be evaluated.
[1248] For example, in the example of Figs. 81A and 81B, the direction to which the error due to the dot forming
position shift is added is a direction (a horizontal direction in the drawings) parallel to the X direction, and the scanning
direction is the Y direction (a vertical direction in the drawing). In the example shown in Figs. 81A and 81B, the "change
of the contact state of the dot in the direction perpendicular to the scanning direction" is the state change of "non-contact
→ contact" of Dot 5 and Dot A.

[Still Another Specific Example of Means for Applying Tolerance to Landing Interference]

[1249] Hereinafter, still another specific example of the configuration in which the halftone design or the halftone
process of suppressing the image quality deterioration due to the landing interference is realized will be described. Here,
the processing content of the halftone design and the halftone process having favorable dispersibility of the dot for each
group (that is, on a per group basis) by estimating the movement direction and the movement amount of the dot movement
due to the landing interference based on the contact direction and the contact amount of each dot with the surrounding
dot and classifying the dots into groups according to the movement direction and the movement amount will be described.
Even though the landing interference occurs, the halftone image in which the image quality deterioration due to the
influence thereof is relatively less is acquired by performing the halftone design or the halftone process.
[1250] Three examples of an example of the process of generating the halftone parameter in the dither method or the
error diffusion method, an example of the process of generating the halftone parameter by the void-and-cluster with
respect to the dither method, and an example of the halftone process in the direct binary search method will be described
by referring to Figs. 10, 14 and 16 already described.

<Application Example to Process of Generating Halftone Parameter in Dither method or Error Diffusion Method>

[1251] Fig. 85 is a flowchart showing an example of the more detailed processing contents of step S504 and step
S505 of Fig. 64.
[1252] Step S711 to step S713 of Fig. 85 correspond to step S504 of Fig. 64, and step S715 of Fig. 85 corresponds
to the process of step S505 of Fig. 64.
[1253] As shown in Fig. 85, the movement direction and the movement amount due to the landing interference are
initially calculated based on the contact direction and the contact amount of each dot of the plurality of dots included in
the halftone image with the surrounding dot (step S711). The method described in Fig. 66 may be applied to the method
of calculating the movement direction and the movement amount due to the landing interference. As described in Fig.
66, the movement vector of each dot of the halftone image with the surrounding dot due to the landing interference, that
is, the movement direction and the movement amount is calculated (step S711 of Fig. 85), and the dots are classified
into groups based on the movement direction and the movement amount (step S712). The detailedness of the movement
direction and the movement amount classified into the groups does not matter. For example, the movement directions
are classified into 8 groups of left, right, up, down, upper left, upper right, lower left, and lower right, and the movement
amounts are classified into three groups of "no movement or minute-scale movement", "medium-scale movement" and
"large-scale movement". Thus, it is possible to perform the classification into a total of 24 groups by the combinations
of the movement directions and the movement amounts. The "minute-scale movement", "medium-scale movement" and
"large-scale movement" related to the movement amount are categories acquired by dividing the degree of movement
amount into 3 steps. It is possible to appropriately set the value range of the movement amount for determining the
categories of the minute-scale movement, the medium-scale movement and the large-scale movement".
[1254] In the example of Fig. 66, Dot 2 is classified as the group of "no movement or minute-scale movement". Dot 3
is classified as the group of "medium-scale movement to the left", Dot 1 is classified as the group of "medium-scale
movement to the right", Dot 5 is classified as the group of "medium-scale movement down", Dot 6 is classified as the
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group of "medium-scale movement to the upper left", and Dot 4 is classified as the group of "medium-scale to the upper
right".
[1255] It has been described in Fig. 67 that the error of the dot forming position shift is reflected on the dot image
shown in Fig. 66. As described in Fig. 67, the movement vector of each dot of the halftone image in a state in which the
predetermined error is added with the surrounding dot due to the landing interference, that is, the movement direction
and the movement amount may be calculated.
[1256] Accordingly, a configuration in which the movement direction and the movement amount due to the landing
interference are calculated based on the contact direction and the contact amount of each dot of the after-error-reflection
halftone image in which at least one error of the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift or the non-
jetting is reflected and the group classifying process is performed based on the acquired movement direction and
movement amount may be adopted.
[1257] In the example shown in Fig. 67, in a case where the classification into a total of 24 groups is performed by the
combinations of the movement directions of the dot movement due to the landing interference are classified into 8 kinds
of groups and the movement amounts are classified into 3 kinds of groups, Dot 3 and Dot 6 are classified as the group
of "no movement or minute-scale movement". Dot 2 of Fig. 67 is classified as the group of "medium-scale movement to
the left", Dot 1 is classified as the group of "large-scale movement to the right", Dot 4 is classified as the group of "large-
scale movement to the upper right", and Dot 5 is classified as the group of "large-scale movement to the lower left".
[1258] A configuration in which the group classifying process and the evaluation of the dispersibility of each group are
performed in only a case where at least one error of the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift or
the non-jetting is reflected may be adopted.
[1259] The dot group of each group classified in terms of the movement direction and the movement amount of the
dot movement due to the landing interference in a case where at least one error of the dot diameter, the dot shape, the
dot forming position shift or the non-jetting is reflected has favorable dispersibility, and thus, it is possible to perform the
halftone design or the halftone process in which the image quality is favorable in a state in which the error is added or
the image quality deterioration is less even though the error is added (that is, there is the tolerance to the error).
[1260] The "favorable dispersibility" refers to a state in which the distance between adjacent dots is uniform or the
density is uniform, and in the present example, root mean square (RMs) granularity is calculated as a dispersibility
evaluation value as an index for evaluation dispersibility by applying a visual transfer function (VTF) which is a function
representing human visual sensitivity to the dot data.
[1261] The RMS granularity is the root mean square of density variations, and is expressed by the following expression. 

[1262] Here, SQRTO represents a function for acquiring the square root of values designated by parameters described
in parentheses. Di represents the density of each pixel. D_ave represents a density average. N represents the number
of pixels. ∑(Di-D_ave)2 represents the summation of all pixels of (Di-D_ave)2.
[1263] A state in which the value of the RMS granularity is small refers to "favorable dispersibility".
[1264] The process proceeds to step S713 after the group classifying process of Step S712 of Fig. 38. In step S713,
a process of evaluating the dispersibility of dots belonging to each group of the classified groups is performed. As
mentioned above, in the present example, the RMS granularity is calculated as the dispersibility evaluation value as the
index for evaluating the dispersibility by applying the visual transfer function to the dot data.
[1265] It may be considered that the dispersibility evaluation value is one example of the landing interference evaluation
value for evaluating the influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference. The degree of influence of the
landing interference is quantified as a value by the dispersibility evaluation value.
[1266] The process proceeds to step S715 after step S713 of Fig. 85. Step S715 includes a determining process of
determining whether or not to update the halftone parameter, and an updating process based on the determining result.
[1267] In step S715, a process of comparing the dispersibility evaluation value of each group acquired for each group
with the specified reference value and updating the halftone parameter in a case where the dispersibility evaluation
value of each group is equal to or less than the specified reference value and the image quality evaluation value acquired
in step S503 of Fig. 64 is enhanced is performed. The process of comparing the dispersibility evaluation value of each
group with the specified reference value corresponds to one example of a "comparison process". The determination of
whether or not the dispersibility evaluation value of each group is equal to or less than the specified reference value is
based on the "comparing result" of the comparison process.
[1268] The specified reference value mentioned herein is a value that determines an allowable upper limit of the
influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference, and is previously determined in a range in which the
image quality deterioration due to the landing interference falls in an allowable level. A case where the dispersibility
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evaluation value is equal to or less than the specified reference value means that favorable dispersibility equal to or
greater than the dispersibility represented by the reference value is acquired for each group. That is, a case where the
dispersibility of each group is equal to or less than the specified reference value means that the influence of the dot
movement due to the landing interference is equal to or less than the influence of the dot movement represented by the
reference value.
[1269] In step S715, it is determined whether or not to update the halftone parameter by combining the dispersibility
of each group with the image quality evaluation value acquired in step S503 of Fig. 64.
[1270] The "halftone parameter being updated" means that the halftone parameter is updated by adopting the halftone
parameter temporarily set in step S501 of Fig. 64.
[1271] According to the configuration described in Figs. 64 and 85, it is possible to generate the halftone parameter
such that the dot arrangement falls in the allowable range represented by the specified reference value based on the
comparing result of the process of comparing the dispersibility evaluation value with the specified reference value.
[1272] That is, according to the process described in Figs. 64 and 85, it is possible to generate the halftone processing
rule in which the dispersibility of each dot group which is moved in the same movement direction by the same movement
amount is favorable and the image quality deterioration due to the landing interference is less, that is, which has the
tolerance to the landing interference even though the dot movement due to the landing interference occurs.
[1273] As the "same movement direction", the range of the movement directions classified as the same group is
comprehensively described as the "same movement direction". The range of the movement direction corresponding to
the "same movement direction" is different depending on the detailedness of the classification when the group classifying
process is performed.
[1274] As the "same movement amount", the range of the movement amounts classified as the same group is com-
prehensively described as the "same movement group". The range of the movement amount corresponding to the "same
movement amount" is different depending on the detailedness of the classification when the group classifying process
is performed.
[1275] Fig. 86 is a block diagram of major parts for describing the function of an image processing device according
to a thirteenth embodiment. In Fig. 86, the same or similar elements as or to those of the configuration described in Fig.
3 will be assigned the same reference numerals, and the description thereof will be omitted.
[1276] An image processing device 20 according to the thirteenth embodiment shown in Fig. 86 has a function of
performing the processes described in Figs. 64 and 85. That is, the image processing device 20 shown in Fig. 86 includes
a halftone image analysis unit 532, a dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534, a group classification processing unit
537, a reference value storage unit 538, a dispersibility-evaluation-value calculation unit 539, a halftone process gen-
eration unit 58, a halftone-processing-rule storage unit 60, a halftone processing unit 80, and a data output unit 66.
[1277] The halftone image analysis unit 532 analyzes data of a halftone image 550, and generates information of the
contact direction and the contact amount of each dot of the halftone image 550 with the surrounding dot which is another
dot. The halftone image analysis unit 532 corresponds to one example of "analysis means". The process of causing the
halftone image analysis unit 532 to analyze the contact state of the dot and to generate the information of the contact
direction and the contact amount indicating the contact state corresponds to one example of an "analysis process". The
processing function of the halftone image analysis unit 532 corresponds to one example of an "analysis function".
[1278] The halftone image 550 is the dot image generated during the process of causing the halftone process generation
unit 58 to determine the halftone parameter. The dot image refers to an image indicating a dot arrangement form. The
halftone image 550 is generated in the process of step S502 of Fig. 64.
[1279] The dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534 calculates a movement direction and a movement amount of
the dot movement of each dot due to the landing interference based on the information of the contact direction and
contact amount of each dot acquired from the halftone image analysis unit 532 with the surrounding dot. The dot-
movement-amount calculation unit 534 corresponds to one example of "movement amount calculation means". The
process of causing the dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534 to calculate the movement amount of the dot movement
corresponds to one example of a movement amount calculation step. The processing function of the dot-movement-
amount calculation unit 534 corresponds to one example of a movement amount calculation function.
[1280] The group classification processing unit 537 performs a group classifying process of classifying the dots into
one or a plurality of groups based on the information indicating the movement direction and the movement amount
calculated by the dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534. It is understood that since the information of the movement
direction and the movement amount acquired from the dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534 is generated based
on the information of the contact direction and the contact amount acquired from the halftone image analysis unit 532,
the group classification processing unit 537 performs the group classifying process based on the information of the
contact direction and the contact amount acquired from the halftone image analysis unit 532. The group classification
processing unit 537 corresponds to one example of "group classification means". The process of causing the group
classification processing unit 537 to perform the group classifying process corresponds to one example of a "group
classifying process".
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[1281] The dispersibility-evaluation-value calculation unit 539 calculates the dispersibility evaluation value for evalu-
ating the dispersibility of the dot group for each group classified by the group classification processing unit 537. The
dispersibility-evaluation-value calculation unit 539 may further have a function of generating another evaluation value
based on the dispersibility evaluation value of each group. As the evaluation value generated based on the dispersibility
evaluation value of each group, there may be a weighted sum of the dispersibility evaluation values of the respective
groups, and a weighted sum of the dispersibility evaluation value of each group and the image quality evaluation value
generated in step S503 of Fig. 37. The dispersibility-evaluation-value calculation unit 539 corresponds to one example
of "dispersibility-evaluation-value calculation means". The process of causing the dispersibility-evaluation-value calcu-
lation unit 539 to calculate the dispersibility evaluation value corresponds to one example of a "dispersibility-evaluation-
value calculation step".
[1282] The reference value storage unit 538 is storage means for storing the information of the specified reference
value described in step S715 of Fig. 85. The dispersibility-evaluation-value calculation unit 539 compares the calculated
dispersibility evaluation value or the evaluation value generated based on the dispersibility evaluation value with the
specified reference value, and determines the degree of influence of the dot movement due to the landing interference.
The dispersibility-evaluation-value calculation unit 539 has a function of the landing-interference-influence evaluation
means for evaluating the influence of the landing interference.
[1283] The halftone process generation unit 58 generates the halftone processing rule in cooperation with the dis-
persibility-evaluation-value calculation unit 539.
[1284] The process of step S711 of Fig. 85 is performed by the halftone image analysis unit 532 and the dot-movement-
amount calculation unit 534. The process of step S712 of Fig. 85 is performed by the group classification processing
unit 537. The process of step S713 of Fig. 85 is performed by the dispersibility-evaluation-value calculation unit 539.
The process of step S715 of Fig. 85 is performed by the dispersibility-evaluation-value calculation unit 539 and the
halftone process generation unit 58.
[1285] In such a configuration, the halftone process generation unit 58 (see Fig. 86) corresponds to one example of
"signal processing means", and the process of causing the halftone process generation unit 58 to generate the halftone
parameter corresponds to one example of a "signal processing step". The processing function of the halftone process
generation unit 58 corresponds to one example of a "signal processing function".
[1286] In addition to the configuration described in Fig. 86, the image processing device 20 of Fig. 86 may have the
same configuration as that of the image quality evaluation processing unit 74 or the halftone-selection-chart generation
unit 76 described in Fig. 3.

<Case of Error Diffusion Method>

[1287] The flowchart of Fig. 64 may be applied to the generation of the halftone parameter of the error diffusion method.
Similarly to the example described in Fig. 10, a diffusion coefficient of an error diffusion matrix of each applied gradation
section is determined by repeatedly performing the flowchart of Fig. 64 on all the applied gradation sections.
[1288] That is, it is assumed that an average value of the respective evaluation values of each gradation is used as
an image quality evaluation value by temporarily setting a diffusion coefficient of the error diffusion matrix applied to a
certain gradation section for the gradation section (step S501 of Fig. 64), performing the halftone process on the input
image (a uniform image of a single gradation) of each gradation of the gradation section (step S502 of Fig. 64), and
evaluating the image quality of the halftone image (step S503). The image quality evaluation (step S503) is performed
similarly to that in the dither method.
[1289] The evaluation (step S504) of the landing interference influence and the halftone parameter update determining
and updating process (step S505) are performed similarly to those in the dither method.

<Case where Void-and-cluster Method is Applied to Dither Method>

[1290] Fig. 87 is a flowchart showing an example of the more detailed processing contents of step S523 and step
S524 of Fig. 69. In the flowchart of Fig. 87, the same or similar steps as or to the steps of the flowchart described in Fig.
85 will be assigned the same step numbers, and the description thereof will be omitted. The flowchart of Fig. 87 includes
the process of step S716 instead of step S715 of the flowchart described in Fig. 85.
[1291] Step S711 to step S713 of Fig. 87 correspond to the process of step S523 of Fig. 69, and step S716 of Fig. 87
corresponds to the process of step S524 of Fig. 69.
[1292] In step S716 of Fig. 87, the threshold values are set to pixels of which the dispersibility evaluation values of
the respective groups are respectively equal to or less than the specified reference value and which are the minimum-
energy pixels (that is, void pixels) among the pixels of the halftone image in which the dots are not set, and the dots are
set to the void pixels of the halftone image.
[1293] The flowchart shown in Fig. 87 is the process in a direction in which the threshold values are increased from
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the initial image, but a method in which the threshold values (that is, gradation values) are decreased from the initial
image also follows the known void-and-cluster method. That is, a process of updating the halftone image by regarding
the maximum-energy pixels among the pixels to which the dots are set as cluster pixels in which the dots are dense in
the energy image acquired by applying the filter to the halftone image, setting the threshold values to the pixels and
excluding the dots of the pixels is sequentially repeated.

<Case where Halftone Process using Direct Binary Search Method is Performed>

[1294] Fig. 88 is a flowchart showing an example of the more detailed processing contents of step S534 and step
S535 of Fig. 71. Step S741 to step S744 of Fig. 88 correspond to the process of step S534 of Fig. 71, and step S745
of Fig. 88 corresponds to the process of step S535 of Fig. 71.
[1295] In step S741 of Fig. 88, the movement direction and the movement amount due to the landing interference are
calculated based on the contact direction and the contact amount of each dot with the surrounding dot before the dot
replacement and after the dot replacement.
[1296] The dots are classified into groups based on the movement direction and the movement amount before the
dot replacement and after the dot replacement (step S743). The method of calculating the movement amount of each
dot due to the landing interference and the group classifying method are the same as step S711 and step S712 of Fig.
85 and the example described in Fig. 66.
[1297] Subsequently, the dispersibility of each group is evaluated (step S744 of Fig. 88). The dispersibility evaluation
value of each group of the dot image before the dot replacement and the dispersibility evaluation value of each group
of the dot image after the dot replacement are acquired.
[1298] The process proceeds to step S745 after step S744. Step S745 includes a determining process of determining
whether or not to update the halftone image, and an updating process based on the determining result. That is, in step
S745, a process of comparing the dispersibility evaluation value of each group of the dot image after the dot replacement
calculated through the dot replacement with the specified reference value and updating the halftone image in a case
where the dispersibility evaluation value of each group is equal to or less than the specified reference value and the
image quality evaluation value acquired in step S533 of Fig. 71 is enhanced before and after the dot replacement is
performed.
[1299] That is, in step S745 of Fig. 88, it is determined whether or not to update the halftone image by combining the
dispersibility evaluation value of each group after the dot replacement with the image quality evaluation value acquired
in step S533 of Fig. 71.
[1300] The "halftone parameter being updated" means that the halftone image is updated by adopting the dot arrange-
ment state after the dot replacement on which the dot replacement is performed in step S532 of Fig. 71.
[1301] According to the configuration described in Figs. 71 and 88, it is possible to generate the halftone processing
rule in which the dispersibility of each dot group which is moved in the same movement direction by the same movement
amount is favorable and the image quality deterioration due to the landing interference is less, that is, which has the
tolerance to the landing interference even though the dot movement due to the landing interference occurs. The "favorable
dispersibility" means that the dot group has favorable dispersibility which is equal to or greater than a reference of the
dispersibility represented by the specified reference value.
[1302] According to the configuration described in Figs. 71 and 88, it is possible to generate the halftone image such
that the dot arrangement falls in an allowable range indicated by the specified reference value based on the comparing
result of the process of comparing the dispersibility evaluation value with the specified reference value by calculating
the dispersibility evaluation value of each group for each group of the dot groups in which the movement direction and
the movement amount of the dot movement due to the landing interference are the same.
[1303] The halftone process described in Figs. 71 and 88 may be performed by the halftone processing unit 80 shown
in Fig. 86. The halftone image 550 as a target on which the landing interference influence evaluation in this case is
performed is the dot image generated during the process performed by the halftone processing unit 80, and the initial
image described in step S531 of Fig. 71, the image after the dot replacement in step S532, or the updated halftone
image that is updated in step S535. The halftone processing unit 80 (see Fig. 86) that performs the halftone process
described in Figs. 71 and 88 performs the updating process on the halftone image using the DBS method in cooperation
with the dispersibility-evaluation-value calculation unit 539.
[1304] In such a configuration, the halftone processing unit 80 (see Fig. 86) corresponds to one example of "signal
processing means", and the process of causing the halftone processing unit 80 to generate the halftone image corre-
sponds to one example of a "signal processing step". The processing function of the halftone processing unit 80 corre-
sponds to one example of a "signal processing function".
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[Example of Halftone Design and/or Halftone Process having Error Tolerance]

[1305] Hereinafter, the configuration examples in which the image quality deterioration due to the landing interference
in a case where there is at least one error of the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift or the non-
jetting is suppressed will be described.
[1306] Fig. 89 is a block diagram of major parts for describing a function of an image processing device according to
a fourteenth embodiment. In Fig. 89, the same or similar elements as or to those of the configuration described in Fig.
3 and 86 will be assigned the same reference numerals, and the description thereof will be omitted.
[1307] An image processing device 20 according to the fourteenth embodiment described in Fig. 89 includes a pa-
rameter acquisition unit 544, and an error reflection processing unit 546 in addition to the configuration described in Fig. 86.
[1308] The parameter acquisition unit 544 is means for acquiring the parameter indicating at least one error of the dot
diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift or the non-jetting. In the example described in Fig. 67, the parameter
indicating the dot forming position shift direction and the dot forming position shift amount related to the error of the dot
forming position is acquired. The parameter acquisition unit 544 may be a user interface, may be a communication
interface or a data reception terminal that receives parameter information retained in an external storage medium or
within the device, or may be an appropriate combination thereof.
[1309] The error reflection processing unit 546 performs a process of generating the arrangement of dots on which
the error represented by the parameter acquired from the parameter acquisition unit 544 is reflected. The error reflection
processing unit 546 reflects the error represented by the parameter acquired from the parameter acquisition unit 544
on the data of the halftone image 550, and generates a dot image indicating a dot arrangement state after the error
reflection. In the example described in Fig. 67, the error reflection processing unit 546 generates data of the dot arrange-
ment to which the error due to the dot forming position shift is added. The error reflection processing unit 546 corresponds
to one example of "error reflection processing means". The process of causing the error reflection processing unit 546
to add the error on the dot of the halftone image 550 and generate the dot arrangement on which the error is reflected
corresponds to one example of an error reflection processing step.
[1310] The halftone image analysis unit 532 may perform analysis the contact direction and the contact amount on
an after-error-reflection halftone image after the error is added to the halftone image 550 by the error reflection processing
unit 546.
[1311] The halftone image analysis unit 532 may perform analysis the contact direction and the contact amount on
the halftone image 550 before the error is added by the error reflection processing unit 546 and an after-error-reflection
halftone image acquired by adding the error to the halftone image 550 by means of the error reflection processing unit 546.
[1312] The halftone image 550 before the error is added (that is, the case where the non-reflection of the error is
performed) is a dot image.
[1313] In such a configuration shown in Fig. 89, the movement direction and the movement amount of the dot movement
due to the landing interference may be calculated for an after-error-reflection-dot acquired by reflecting at least one error
of the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift or the non-jetting on the halftone image 550, and the
group classification process may be performed depending on the movement direction and the movement amount. The
specific group classification method is as described in Fig. 67.
[1314] Although the flowchart of the processes performed by the image processing device 20 according to the fourteenth
embodiment shown in Fig. 89 is not shown, the movement direction and the movement amount are calculated based
on the contact direction and the contact amount of each dot in a case where at least one error of the dot diameter, the
dot shape, the dot forming position shift or the non-jetting is reflected instead of the process of step S711 of Fig. 85 or
87 with the surrounding dot. Thereafter, similarly to the flowchart of Fig. 85 or 87, the group classification process is
performed based on the movement direction and the movement amount in a case where the error is reflected (step
S712), and the evaluation of the dispersibility of each group is performed (step S713).
[1315] As for the halftone process using the direct binary search method, the movement direction and the movement
amount due to the landing interference are calculated based on the contact direction and the contact amount of each
dot with the surrounding dot before the dot replacement and after the dot replacement in a case where at least one error
of the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift or the non-jetting is reflected instead of step S741 of
Fig. 88. Thereafter, similarly to the flowchart of Fig. 88, the group classification process is performed based on the
movement direction and the movement amount before the dot replacement and after the dot replacement in a case
where the error is reflected (step S743), and the evaluation of the dispersibility of each group is performed (step S744).
[1316] According to the configuration of the fourteenth embodiment, the respective dot groups in which the influence
of the dot movement due to the landing interference is the same in a case where the predetermined error which is at
least one of the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift or the non-jetting is reflected have favorable
dispersibility having, and thus, it is possible to perform the halftone design and/or the halftone process in which the
image quality is favorable in a state in which the predetermined error is added or the image quality deterioration is less
(that is, there is the tolerance to the error) even in a state in which the predetermined error is added.
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[1317] The group classification and the evaluation of the dispersibility of each group may be performed in only a case
where the predetermined error which is at least one error of the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position
shift or the non-jetting is reflected, or the group classification and the evaluation of the dispersibility of each group may
be performed in a case where the predetermined error is not reflected and in a case where the predetermined error is
reflected.
[1318] The processing content performed by the image processing device 20 according to the embodiment described
in Figs. 85 to 89 may be comprehended as the image processing method.

[Specific Modification Example described in Figs. 85 to 89]

<Modification Example 18>

[1319] It has been described in Figs. 85 to 89 that the movement direction and the movement amount of the dot
movement due to the landing interference are calculated based on the information indicating the contact direction and
the contact amount of each dot. However, as described in Fig. 73, the movement amount of the dot movement due to
the landing interference is treated to be approximately proportional to the contact amount of the dot, and thus, it is
possible to directly perform the group classification process from the contact direction and the contact amount.
[1320] In the contact state shown in Fig. 73, it can be seen that even though the movement direction and the movement
amount due to the landing interference are not calculated, since the sum of vectors depicted by two illustrated arrows
is "0", the landing interference movement amount is "0". Even though the calculation of the movement vector described
in Fig. 66 is not performed, it is possible to perform the group classification process using the vectors indicating the
contact directions and the contact amounts with the surrounding dots.
[1321] Accordingly, it is possible to omit the "dot-movement-amount calculation unit 534" described in Fig. 86 or 89.

<Modification Example 19>

[1322] Each of the dispersibility evaluation values of the respective groups may be used as the evaluation value for
evaluating the influence of the landing interference, or a weighted sum of the dispersibility evaluation values of the
respective groups may be used as the evaluation value. In a case where the predetermined error which is at least one
error of the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift or the non-jetting is reflected, the updating reference
of the halftone parameter or the halftone image may be set using the "evaluation value on which the error is not reflected"
calculated without reflecting the predetermined error and the "evaluation value on which the error is reflected" calculated
by reflecting the predetermined error, or the updating reference may be set for the weighted sum of the evaluation value
on which the error is not reflected and the evaluation value on which the error is reflected.

<Modification Example 20>

[1323] The updating reference of the halftone parameter of step S505 of Fig. 64 or the updating reference of the
halftone image of step S524 of Fig. 69 or the step S535 of Fig. 71 is not limited to the updating reference shown in step
S716 of Fig. 87 or step S745 of Fig. 88, and various updating references may be determined.
[1324] For example, the updating reference may be a "case where the image quality evaluation value or the energy
is equal to or less than a predetermined reference value for a determination reference and the dispersibility evaluation
value of each group is enhanced" or a "case where a weighted sum of the image quality evaluation value or the energy
and the dispersibility evaluation value of each group is enhanced". Instead of the "dispersibility evaluation value of each
group", the "evaluation value generated based on the dispersibility evaluation value of each group" may be used, and
the updating reference may be a "case where the image quality evaluation value or the energy is equal to or less than
a predetermined reference value for a determination reference and the evaluation value generated based on the dis-
persibility evaluation value of each group is enhanced" or a "case where a weighted sum of the image quality evaluation
value or the energy and the evaluation value generated based on the dispersibility evaluation value of each group is
enhanced". The "energy" mentioned herein corresponds to the image quality evaluation value of the energy image
acquired by applying the filter such as a Gaussian filter to the dot image.
[1325] The "case where the dispersibility evaluation value is enhanced" means that an increase/decrease tendency
indicating whether the value of the dispersibility evaluation value is increased or decreased is comprehended, and it is
determined that the "dispersibility evaluation value is enhanced" in a case where the dispersibility evaluation value is
decreased, that is, in a case where the dispersibility is improved. When it is determined whether or not the dispersibility
evaluation value is enhanced, since it is comprehended whether the dispersibility evaluation value is increased or
decreased by comparing the values of the dispersibility evaluation values calculated from different dot images, a com-
parison process of comparing the dispersibility evaluation value is included. The determining result of whether or not
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the dispersibility evaluation value is enhanced is based on the "comparing result" of the comparison process.
[1326] The "weighted sum of the image quality evaluation value or the energy and the dispersibility evaluation value"
corresponds to one example of an "evaluation value generated based on the dispersibility evaluation value". The "weight-
ed sum of the image quality evaluation value or the energy and the dispersibility evaluation value of each group" may
correspond to one example of a weighted sum of the image quality evaluation value and the dispersibility evaluation
value, or may be a weighted sum of the energy and the dispersibility evaluation value.

<Modification Example 21>

[1327] In a case where the predetermined error (here, the error other than the non-jetting is used) is reflected on the
dot arrangement of the halftone image, since the movement direction and the movement amount of the dot group on
which the error is reflected due to the landing interference are greatly changed in most cases unlike the case where the
error is not reflected, the group classification process may be performed on only the dot group on which the error is
reflected. That is, in the example shown in Fig. 67, the group classification may be performed on only Dot 2 and Dot 5
on which the error of the dot forming position shift is reflected.
[1328] The dot group as a target on which the group classification process of evaluating the influence of the dot
movement due to the landing interference is performed is not limited to an aspect in which all the dots included in the
dot image are used as targets, and some dots of all the dots included in the dot image may be used as targets like an
aspect in which only the dot group to which the predetermined error is added is used as a target.

<Modification Example 22>

[1329] In a case where the dot forming position shift is reflected as the predetermined error, since the movement
amount due to the landing interference is greatly changed in a direction parallel to a direction to which the error is added
in most cases, the group classification process may be performed for only the dots of which the movement direction of
the dot movement due to the landing interference is a direction parallel to a direction to which the error is added. In this
case, for only the dots in contact in the direction parallel to the direction to which the error is added, that is, for only the
dots including the dot movement in only the movement direction parallel to the direction to which the error is added, the
group classification process may be performed.
[1330] In the example shown in Fig. 67, the dots in contact in the direction to which the error is added, that is, the dots
including the dot movement in only the movement direction parallel to the direction to which the error is added are Dot
1, Dot 2 and Dot 3. Accordingly, in the example shown in Fig. 67, the group classification process is performed on Dot
1, Dot 2 and Dot 3.

<Modification Example 23>

[1331] In a case where the dot forming position shift is reflected as the predetermined error, the dispersibility evaluation
value may be calculated for only the group to which the dots of which the movement direction of the dot movement due
to the landing interference is a direction parallel to a direction which the error is added belong.
[1332] Modification Example 23 is not limited to the adaptation to the combination with the configuration of Modification
Example 22, and may be applied to a case where the group classification is performed without imposing the restrictions
of Modification Example 22 in the group classification process. The dispersibility-evaluation-value calculation unit 539
shown in Fig. 86 or 89 may have a function of calculating the dispersibility evaluation value for only the specified group
in Modification Example 23.

<Variation of System Configuration>

[1333] The respective devices such as the means for acquiring the characteristic parameters related to the charac-
teristics of the printing system, that is, the device that allows the user to input the characteristic parameters, the chart
output control device that outputs the characteristic parameter acquisition chart, the printing device that prints the char-
acteristic parameter acquisition charts according to the control, the device that reads the characteristic parameter ac-
quisition charts and acquires the characteristic parameters based on the analyzing result of the read image, the device
that generates two or more kinds of halftone processing rules, the chart output control device that outputs the halftone
selection charts, the device that generates the simulation image from the halftone processing result of the halftone
selection chart, the device that reads the output result of the halftone selection chart and calculates the image evaluation
value from the chart read image and the device that allows the user to perform the operation of selecting the halftone
processing rule may be an integrated-type system, or may be a functionally-distributed separation type system provided
by combining a plurality of systems.
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[1334] Similarly, the configurations of the image processing device 20 described in Fig. 36, the image processing
device 20A described in Fig. 37, the image processing device 21 described in Fig. 47, the image processing device 20B
described in Fig. 48, the image processing device 20 described in Fig. 68, the image processing device 20 described
in Figs. 76 and 82, and the image processing device 20 described in Figs. 86 and 89 may be an integrated-type system,
or may be a functionally-distributed separation type system provided by combining a plurality of systems.

[Modification Example 1 of System Configuration]

[1335] For example, the device that performs the process of acquiring the characteristic parameter and the device
that performs the process of generating the halftone processing rule may be provided as different devices.

[Modification Example 2 of System Configuration]

[1336] The device that performs the process of outputting the halftone selection chart and the device that allows the
user to perform the selection operation of the halftone process may be provided as different devices.

[Modification Example 3 of System Configuration]

[1337] The device that performs the process of acquiring the characteristic parameter and the device that retains the
priority parameter and performs the process of generating the halftone processing rule may be provided as different
devices.

[Modification Example 4 of System Configuration]

[1338] As another configuration example, the device that performs the process of outputting the characteristic param-
eter acquisition chart, the image reading device that reads the output characteristic parameter acquisition chart, the
device that performs the process of generating and acquiring the characteristic parameter from the read image of the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart and the device that performs the process of generating the halftone processing
rule using the acquired characteristic parameter may be provided as different devices.
[1339] For example, the operation form may be configured such that the process of outputting the characteristic
parameter acquisition charts or the halftone selection charts and reading the images of the charts is performed in a
factory of a printing machine manufacturer or a local printing system of a printer company, the acquired read images
are collectively sent to a server of the printing machine manufacturer of a development branch or a separate company,
the acquisition of the characteristic parameters and the generation of the halftone processing rules are performed in a
system of the development branch or the separate company, the generated halftone processing rules are repeatedly
sent to the original individual local printing system.

<Configuration Examples>

[1340] The above-described embodiments may have the following configurations.

[Configuration Example 1]

[1341] Whenever a new print job is executed, or during the execution of the print job, the system error parameter may
be automatically acquired from the outputting and reading result of the chart, and the halftone processing rule may be
generated based on the acquired parameter. Whenever a new print job is executed, or during the execution of the print
job, the chart may be output and read, and the halftone generation may be newly performed in a case where the system
error parameter is equal or greater than a specified reference, or for only the changed parameter. In this case, if the
system error parameter (including the characteristic parameter) is not changed, that is, in a case where the change
amount of the system error parameter falls in a specified reference, the process of generating the halftone processing
rule is omitted, and a time loss is not generated.
[1342] The chart may be output together with an image immediately before the image on which the halftone process
is performed. In this case, the time loss is reduced. The halftone process and the process of generating the halftone
processing rule may be performed in parallel.

[Configuration Example 2]

[1343] Any one of the chart content, the chart output condition, the scanning condition (synonym for the reading
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condition of the chart), the parameter acquisition method and the generation content of the halftone processing rule, or
a plurality of combinations thereof may be changed in response to the quality request of the user for the print image
acquired by the quality request acquisition means. In such a configuration, it is possible to reduce a time loss required
for the process.

[Configuration 3]

[1344] A dedicated chart (dot-reproduction-accuracy investigation dedicated chart) to investigate dot reproduction
accuracy may be output by the dot-reproduction-accuracy-investigation-dedicated-chart output means, the dot repro-
duction accuracy may be analyzed from the dot-reproduction-accuracy investigation dedicated chart by the dot-repro-
duction-accuracy analysis means, and any one of the content of the parameter acquisition chart, the chart output condition,
the scanning condition, the parameter acquisition method and the generation content of the halftone processing rule or
a plurality of combinations thereof may be changed based on the analyzing result. In such a configuration, it is possible
to reduce a time loss required for the process.

<Program Causing Computer to Function as Image Processing Device>

[1345] As the image processing device described in the above-described embodiments, programs for operating a
computer may be recorded a compact disc read-only memory (CD-ROM), a magnetic disk, and a computer-readable
medium (non-transitory tangible information storage medium), and the programs may be provided through the information
storage medium. Instead of the aspect in which the programs are provided while being stored in the information storage
medium, program signals may be provided as a download service via a communication network such as the Internet.
[1346] The programs are incorporated in the computer, and thus, the computer may realize the function of the image
processing device 20. A part or all of the programs for realizing printing control including the image processing function
described in the present embodiment may be incorporated in a higher control device such as a host computer, or may
be operated as an operating program of a central processing unit (CPU) of the printing device 24.

<<Printing Medium>>

[1347] The "printing medium" is referred to as various terms such as a print medium, a printed medium, an image
forming target medium, an image receiving medium, a jetted medium, and a recording sheet. When the present invention
is implemented, the material or shape of the printing medium is not particularly limited, and various sheets such as resin
sheet such as continuous paper, cut paper, seal paper or overhead projector (OHP) sheet, film, fabric, nonwoven fabric,
a printed board on which a wiring pattern is formed, and rubber sheet may be used irrespective of the material or shape
thereof.

<<Image Quality Deterioration>>

[1348] The "image quality deterioration" mentioned in the present specification primarily refers to the occurrence of
the streak or unevenness and granularity deterioration. As the image quality deterioration, there are various causes
such as ink aggregate unevenness, gloss unevenness, banding of density, color, gloss, or a combination thereof, or
bleeding.

<<Combination of Embodiments>>

[1349] The configuration acquired by appropriately combining the configurations described as the aforementioned
embodiments or modification examples or the other configuration examples may be adopted. For example, the config-
uration of the following combination may be adopted.

[1] The configurations of the first embodiment to the third embodiment may be appropriately combined with the
configuration of the fourth embodiment or the configuration of the modification example of the fourth embodiment.
[2] The configurations of two or more embodiments of the first embodiment, the second embodiment and the third
embodiment may be appropriately combined with the configuration of the seventh embodiment.
[3] The configuration of the ninth embodiment or the configurations of the first embodiment to the third embodiment
may be appropriately combined with the configuration of the eighth embodiment.
[4] The configurations of two or more modification examples of Modification Example 5, Modification Example 6 and
Modification Example 7 may be appropriately combined with the configuration of the tenth embodiment.
[5] The configurations of two or more modification examples of Modification Example 10, Modification Example 11
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and Modification Example 12 may be appropriately combined with the configuration of the eleventh embodiment.
[6] The configurations of two or more modification examples of Modification Example 15, Modification Example 16
and Modification Example 17 may be appropriately combined with the configuration of the twelfth embodiment.
[7] The configurations of two or more modification examples of Modification Example 21, Modification Example 22
and Modification Example 23 may be appropriately combined with the configuration of the thirteenth embodiment
or the configuration of the fourteenth embodiment.

<Advantages of Embodiments>

[1350] According to the aforementioned embodiments, there are the following advantages.

(1) It is possible to simply acquire various characteristic parameters related to the characteristics of the printing
system from the read image of the characteristic parameter acquisition chart. Accordingly, it is possible to greatly
reduce the operation load of the user related to the setting of the characteristic parameters unlike the configuration
in which the user inputs all the various characteristic parameters through the user interface. It is possible to generate
the halftone processing rule appropriate for the printing system based on the characteristic parameters acquired
from the characteristic parameter acquisition chart.
(2) It is possible to generate the halftone processing rule appropriate for the printing system in consideration of the
system error on the assumption of the actual printing performed by the printing system. Accordingly, it is possible
to realize the appropriate halftone process capable of acquiring favorable image quality, and it is possible to acquire
the print image having favorable image quality.
(3) Since the characteristic parameters are updated depending on the difference between the existing characteristic
parameter and the new characteristic parameter, it is possible to update the characteristic parameter according to
the change of the characteristics of the printing system. Accordingly, the halftone processing rule is generated using
the updated characteristic parameter, and thus, it is possible to perform the printing using the halftone processing
rule corresponding to the change of the characteristics of the printing system.
(4) According to the method of generating the processing rule, during the execution of an arbitrary print job, the
characteristic parameter acquisition chart used to generate the halftone processing rule used for the subsequently
output image is output together with the image, and thus, it is possible to determine the change of the characteristics
of the printing system whenever the image is output (whenever the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is
output) and it is possible to generate the halftone processing rule corresponding to the change of the characteristics
of the printing system. Accordingly, the image is output using the halftone processing rule corresponding to the
change of the characteristics of the printing system, and thus, it is possible to prevent the image quality from being
deteriorated even in a case where the characteristics of the printing system are changed.
(5) As described in the seventh embodiment, the chart output condition is set depending on the printing mode, and
thus, it is possible to appropriately comprehend the characteristic parameters indicating the characteristics of the
printing system for each printing mode.(6) Since the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is optimized by setting
the chart output condition depending on the printing mode, the processing time until the characteristic parameter is
acquired after the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is output is reduced in a case where the characteristic
parameter acquisition chart is reduced.(7) Since the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is optimized by setting
the chart output condition depending on the printing mode, the usage amount of the ink and the usage amount of
the printing medium used until the characteristic parameter is acquired after the characteristic parameter acquisition
chart is output in a case where the characteristic parameter acquisition chart is reduced.(8) As described in the
eighth embodiment to the fourteenth embodiment, it is possible to generate the halftone parameter or the halftone
image having tolerance to the landing interference. It is possible to suppress the image quality deterioration caused
by the landing interference, and it is possible to realize the generation of the halftone image capable of forming the
image having high image quality.

[1351] It is possible to generate the halftone parameter or the halftone image having tolerance to at least one error of
the dot diameter, the dot shape, the dot forming position shift or the non-jetting, and it is possible to suppress the image
quality deterioration caused by the error.(9) It is possible to generate the halftone processing rule appropriate for the
printing system in consideration of the system error on the assumption of the actual printing performed by the printing
system. Accordingly, it is possible to realize the appropriate halftone process capable of acquiring favorable image
quality, and it is possible to acquire the print image having favorable image quality.(10) It is possible to simply acquire
various characteristic parameters related to the characteristics of the printing system from the read image of the char-
acteristic parameter acquisition chart. Accordingly, it is possible to greatly reduce the operation load of the user related
to the setting of the characteristic parameters unlike the configuration in which the user inputs all the various characteristic
parameters through the user interface. It is possible to generate the halftone processing rule appropriate for the printing
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system based on the characteristic parameters acquired from the characteristic parameter acquisition chart.

Explanation of References

[1352] 10: printing system20, 20A, 21: image processing device24: printing device26: image reading device32: display
device34: input device52: characteristic parameter acquisition unit53: system-error-parameter acquisition unit54: char-
acteristic parameter storage unit55: system-error-parameter storage unit56: priority parameter retention unit58: halftone
process generation unit58A: previous-stage halftone process generation unit58B; halftone automatic selection unit59:
determination-evaluation-value calculation unit60: halftone-processing-rule storage unit62: characteristic-parameter-
acquisition-chart generation unit64: image analysis unit67: system error setting unit70: evaluation value calculation
unit74: image quality evaluation processing unit76: halftone-selection-chart generation unit100: characteristic parameter
acquisition chart101: printing medium102C, 102M, 102Y, 102K: single dot pattern104C, 104M, 104Y, 104K: first con-
tinuous dot pattern106C, 106M, 106Y, 106K: second continuous dot pattern 150: halftone selection chart151, 152:
primary color patch

200: characteristic parameter acquisition chart
201: printing medium
202C, 202M, 202Y, 202K: single dot pattern
204C, 204M, 204Y, 204K: first continuous dot pattern
206C, 206M, 206Y, 206K: second continuous dot pattern
230: characteristic parameter update determination unit
300: printing mode selection unit
302: chart-output-condition setting unit
304: characteristic-parameter-acquisition-chart storage unit
323: specified value acquisition unit
532: halftone image analysis unit
532A: first halftone image analysis unit
532B: second halftone image analysis unit
534: dot-movement-amount calculation unit
534A: first dot-movement-amount calculation unit
534B: second dot-movement-amount calculation unit
535: movement-amount-change calculation unit
536: landing-interference-influence evaluation unit
537: group classification processing unit
538: reference value storage unit
539: dispersibility-evaluation-value calculation unit
546: error reflection processing unit
558: contact-state-change calculation unit

Claims

1. An image processing device (20, 20A, 21) comprising:

setting means for setting a parameter related to system errors assumed in a case where printing is performed
by a printing system (10);
simulation image generation means for generating a simulation image in which the system error indicated by
the parameter is reflected;
image quality evaluation means for evaluating image quality of the simulation image; and
halftone process generation means for generating halftone processing rules that defines the processing contents
of halftone processes used in the printing system based on the simulation image in which the evaluation falls
within a target range, wherein each halftone processing rule is specified by a combination of a halftone algorithm
and a halftone parameter, wherein the halftone parameter is updated based on the image quality evaluation.

2. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to claim 1,
wherein any one method of a dither method, an error diffusion method, and a direct binary search method is adopted
as the halftone algorithm.
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3. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein the halftone parameter includes at least one parameter of a size and a threshold value of a dither mask in
the dither method, a size of an error diffusion matrix, a diffusion coefficient and setting of an applied gradation section
of the error diffusion matrix in the error diffusion method, the number of times pixels are updated and an exchange
pixel range in the direct binary search method, or a parameter for evaluating system error tolerance.

4. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein the image quality evaluation means calculates an image quality evaluation value of the simulation image.

5. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to any one of claims 1 to 4, further comprising:
parameter acquisition means for acquiring the parameter related to the system error.

6. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to claim 5, further comprising:
information input means, as the parameter acquisition means, for allowing the user to input the parameter.

7. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to claim 6,
wherein the information input means includes average value input means for inputting an average value of the
parameters in a plurality of printing elements provided in the printing system (10) or an average equivalent value
which is a value equivalent to the average value, or an average value of errors due to the vibration of a recording
head provided in the printing system (10) or an average equivalent value which is a value equivalent to the average
value, and a deviation input means for inputting a deviation from the average value or the average equivalent value.

8. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to any one of claims 5 to 7, further comprising:
image analysis means, as the parameter acquisition means, for acquiring the parameters by analyzing a read image
of a characteristic parameter acquisition chart (100) printed by the printing system (10).

9. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to claim 8,
wherein the characteristic parameter acquisition chart (100) includes a continuous dot pattern in which two or more
dots are recorded so as to be in contact, and
the characteristic parameter acquisition means acquires a parameter related to landing interference from the con-
tinuous dot pattern.

10. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to claim 9,
wherein the characteristic parameter acquisition chart (100) includes multiple kinds of continuous dot patterns in
which at least one of an inter-dot distance between the two or more dots or a recording time difference between the
two or more dots is differentiated.

11. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to any one of claims 1 to 10,
wherein the system errors are characteristic errors expected to exhibit reproducibility as the characteristics of the
printing system (10).

12. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to any one of claims 1 to 10,
wherein the system errors include characteristic errors expected to exhibit reproducibility as the characteristics of
the printing system (10), and random system errors as irregularly changed errors.

13. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to claim 12,
wherein a plurality of levels is determined for values of the random system errors, and simulation images for the
respective levels in which the random system errors corresponding to the plurality of levels are reflected are generated
by the simulation image generation means.

14. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to claim 13,
wherein the plurality of levels is determined according to a system error of distribution of the printing system.

15. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to claim 13 or 14,
wherein the image quality evaluation means performs image quality evaluation on the simulation images for the
respective levels and calculates an image quality evaluation value acquired by integrating the image quality evaluation
of the simulation images for the respective levels.
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16. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to any one of claims 13 to 15,
wherein the image quality evaluation means includes calculation means for calculating the summation of the eval-
uation values of the simulation images for the respective levels or a weighted sum acquired by multiplying a weighing
factor to the evaluation values of the simulation images for the respective levels, and
the weighting factor is determined according to the system error distribution of the printing system (10).

17. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to any one of claims 1 to 16, further comprising:

a storage unit that accumulates data of the parameter acquired in the past,
wherein the halftone processing rule is generated based on the accumulated data.

18. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to claim 17,
wherein information of the system error distribution of the printing system (10) is updated based on the accumulated
data.

19. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to any one of claims 1 to 18,
wherein the simulation image generation means generates a simulation image in which the influence of landing
interference is reflected.

20. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to any one of claims 1 to 19,
wherein the simulation image generation means generates a simulation image which includes a plurality of colors,
the simulation image being generated by reflecting the influence of landing interference between the colors.

21. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to any one of claims 1 to 20,
wherein the simulation image generation means generates a simulation image which includes dots corresponding
to multiple droplet kinds, the simulation image being generated by reflecting the influence of landing interference
caused by the droplet kind.

22. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to any one of claims 1 to 21,
wherein the simulation image generation means generates a simulation image in which the influence of landing
interference caused by an inter-dot interference is reflected.

23. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to any one of claims 1 to 22,
wherein the simulation image generation means generates a simulation image in which the influence of landing
interference caused by a jetting time difference is reflected.

24. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to any one of claims 1 to 23,
wherein the simulation image generation means generates a simulation image in which at least any one of a change
in inter-dot distance, a change in dot density, or a change in dot shape is reflected as the influence of landing
interference.

25. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to any one of claims 1 to 24, further comprising:

inter-dot contact determination means for determining whether or not dots are in contact,
wherein the simulation image generation means generates a simulation image in which the influence of landing
interference is reflected on dots determined to be in contact by the inter-dot contact determination means.

26. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to any one of claims 1 to 25,
wherein the simulation image generation means calculates a vector summation acquired by adding vectors indicated
by directions from a given dot which is a target dot on which the influence of landing interference is reflected toward
surrounding dots having a possibility that the landing interference with the given dot occurs and distances between
the given dot and the surrounding dots, and generates a simulation image in which the influence of the landing
interference of the given dot is reflected using the calculated vector summation.

27. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to any one of claims 1 to 26,
wherein the simulation image generation means generates a simulation image in serial scanning type printing
performed using a plurality of scanning paths, reflects the influence of landing interference on dots jetted along each
scanning path when the simulation image is generated, and repeats the reflection of the landing interference for the
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respective scanning paths.

28. The image processing device (20, 20A, 21) according to any one of claims 1 to 27,
wherein the simulation image generation means generates a high-resolution simulation image through the halftone
processing result.

29. A printing system (10) comprising:

the image processing device according to any one of claims 1 to 28; and
a printing device (24) that performs printing on a printing medium based on a halftone image generated through
a halftone process defined by a halftone processing rule.

30. A method of generating a halftone processing rule, comprising:

a setting step of setting a parameter related to a system error assumed in a case where printing is performed
by a printing system (10);
a simulation image generation step of generating a simulation image in which the system error indicated by the
parameter is reflected;
an image quality evaluation step of evaluating image quality of the simulation image; and
a halftone process generation step of generating halftone processing rules that define the processing contents
of halftone processes used in the printing system (10) based on the simulation image in which the evaluation
falls within a target range, wherein each halftone processing rule is specified by a combination of a halftone
algorithm and a halftone parameter and wherein the halftone parameter is updated based on the image quality
evaluation.

31. The method of generating a halftone processing rule according to claim 30,
wherein any one method of a dither method, an error diffusion method, and a direct binary search method is adopted
as the halftone algorithm.

32. The method of generating a halftone processing rule according to claim 30 or 31,
wherein the halftone parameter includes at least one parameter of a size and a threshold value of a dither mask in
the dither method, a size of an error diffusion matrix, a diffusion coefficient and setting of an applied gradation section
of the error diffusion matrix in the error diffusion method, the number of times pixels are updated and an exchange
pixel range in the direct binary search method, or a parameter for evaluating system error tolerance.

33. An image processing method comprising:

a setting step of setting a parameter related to a system error assumed in a case where printing is performed
by a printing system;
a simulation image generation step of generating a simulation image in which the system error indicated by the
parameter is reflected;
an image quality evaluation step of evaluating image quality of the simulation image;
a halftone processing generation step of generating a halftone processing rule that defines processing contents
of a halftone process used in the printing system based on the simulation image whose evaluation falls within
a target range, the halftone processing rule being specified by a combination of a halftone algorithm and the
halftone parameter, wherein the halftone parameter is updated based on the image quality evaluation; and
generating a halftone image by performing a halftone process defined by the halftone processing rule generated
in the halftone processing generation step.

34. A printed material manufacturing method comprising:

a setting step of setting a parameter related to a system error assumed in a case where printing is performed
by a printing system;
a simulation image generation step of generating a simulation image in which the system error indicated by the
parameter is reflected;
an image quality evaluation step of evaluating image quality of the simulation image;
a halftone processing generation step of generating a halftone processing rule that defines processing contents
of a halftone process used in the printing system based on the simulation image whose evaluation falls within
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a target range, the halftone processing rule being specified by a combination of a halftone algorithm and the
halftone parameter, wherein the halftone parameter is updated based on the image quality evaluation;
generating a halftone image by performing a halftone process defined by the halftone processing rule generated
in the halftone processing generation step and
acquiring a printed material by performing printing on a printing medium based on the generated halftone image.

Patentansprüche

1. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21), umfassend:

eine Einstelleinrichtung zum Einstellen eines Parameters bezüglich Systemfehlern, die für den Fall angenommen
werden, dass ein Druckvorgang durch ein Drucksystem (10) ausgeführt wird;
eine Simulationsbild-Erzeugungseinrichtung zum Erzeugen eines Simulationsbilds, in welchem der durch den
Parameter angegebene Systemfehler sich widerspiegelt;
eine Bildqualitäts-Auswerteeinrichtung zum Auswerten der Bildqualität des Simulationsbilds; und
eine Halbtonprozess-Erzeugungseinrichtung zum Erzeugen von Halbton-Verarbeitungsregeln, die die Verar-
beitungsinhalte von Halbtonprozessen definieren, die in dem Drucksystem abgewendet werden, basierend auf
dem Simulationsbild, bei dem die Auswertung in einen Zielbereich fällt, wobei jede Halbton-Verarbeitungsregel
spezifiziert wird durch eine Kombination eines Halbtonalgorithmus’ und eines Halbtonparameters, wobei Letz-
terer basierend auf der Bildqualitäts-Auswertung aktualisiert wird.

2. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach Anspruch 1, bei der als Halbtonalgorithmus ein Ditherverfahren,
ein Fehlerdiffusionsverfahren und ein Direkt-Binärsuchverfahren Anwendung findet.

3. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, bei der der Halbtonparameter mindestens einen
Parameter einer Größe und eines Stellenwerts einer Dithermaske des Ditherverfahrens, eine Größe einer Fehler-
diffusionsmatrix, einen Diffusionskoeffizienten und Einstellen eines angewendeten Gradationsabschnitts der Feh-
lerdiffusionsmatrix bei dem Fehlerdiffusionsverfahren, die Häufigkeit von aktualisierten Pixeln und einen Austausch-
pixelbereich bei der dem Direkt-Binärsuchverfahren, oder einen Parameter zum Bewerten von Systemfehlertoleranz
enthält.

4. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, bei der die Bildqualitäts-Auswerte-
einrichtung einen Bildqualitäts-Bewertungswert des Simulationsbilds berechnet.

5. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, weiterhin umfassend:
eine Parametererfassungseinrichtung zum Erfassen des zu dem Systemfehler in Beziehung stehenden Parameters.

6. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach Anspruch 5, weiterhin umfassend:
eine Informationseingabeeinrichtung als Parametererfassungseinrichtung, um dem Benutzer die Eingabe des Pa-
rameters zu erlauben.

7. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach Anspruch 6, bei der die Informationseingabeeinrichtung eine Durch-
schnittswert-Eingabeeinrichtung zum Eingeben eines Durchschnittswerts des Parameters in mehrere in dem Druch-
system (10) vorgesehene Druckelemente oder eines Durchschnitts-Äquivalentwerts, das ist ein Wert äquivalent zu
dem Durchschnittswert, oder eines Durchschnittswerts von Fehlern aufgrund der Vibration eines in dem Drucksystem
(10) vorhandenen Aufzeichnungskopfs, oder eines Durchschnitt-Äquivalentwerts, das ist ein Wert äquivalent zu
dem Durchschnittswert, und eine Abweichungs-Eingabeeinrichtung zum Eingeben einer Abweichung von dem
Durchschnittswert oder dem Durchschnitt-Äquivalentwert enthält.

8. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach einem der Ansprüche 5 bis 7, weiterhin umfassend:
eine Bildanalyseeinrichtung als Parametererfassungseinrichtung zum Erfassen der Parameter durch Analysieren
eines gelesenen Bilds einer Charakteristikparameter-Erfassungskarte (100), die von dem Drucksystem (10) gedruckt
wird.

9. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach Anspruch 8,
bei der die Charakteristikparameter-Erfassungskarte (100) ein kontinuierliches Punktemuster enthält, in welchem
zwei oder mehr Punkte in Berührung miteinander aufgezeichnet werden, und
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die Charakteristikparameter-Erfassungseinrichtung aus dem kontinuierlichen Punktemuster ein zu der gegenseiti-
gen Landestörung in Beziehung stehenden Parameter erfasst.

10. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach Anspruch 9,
bei der die Charakteristikparameter-Erfassungskarte (100) mehrere Arten kontinuierlicher Punktemuster enthält,
bei denen mindestens einer von einem Zwischenpunkteabstand zwischen den zwei oder mehr Punkten oder einer
Aufzeichnungszeitdifferenz zwischen den zwei oder mehr Punkten unterschieden ist.

11. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 10,
bei der die Systemfehler charakteristische Fehler sind, von denen erwartet wird, dass sie als Charakteristik des
Drucksystems (10) Reproduzierbarkeit aufweisen.

12. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 10,
bei der die Systemfehler charakteristische Fehler enthlalten, von denen erwartet wird, dass sie als die Charakteristik
des Drucksystems (10) Reproduzierbarkeit aufweisen, ferner zufällige Systemfehler als unregelmäßig geänderte
Fehler.

13. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach Anspruch 12,
bei der mehrere Stufen für Werte zufälliger Systemfehler bestimmt werden, und Simulationsbilder für die jeweiligen
Stufen, in denen die zufälligen Systemfehler entsprechend mehreren Stufen sich widerspiegeln, von der Simulati-
onsbild-Erzeugungseinrichtung erzeugt werden.

14. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach Anspruch 13,
bei der die mehreren Stufen nach Maßgabe einer Systemfehlerverteilung des Drucksystems bestimmt werden.

15. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach Anspruch 13 oder 14,
bei der die Bildqualitäts-Auswerteeinrichtung die Bildqualitätsauswertung an Simulationsbildern für die jeweiligen
Stufen ausführt und einen Bildqualitäts-Bewertungswert berechnet, der erfasst wird durch Integrieren der Bildqua-
litätsbewertung der Simulationsbilder für die jeweiligen Stufen.

16. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach einem der Ansprüche 13 bis 15,
bei der die Bildqualitäts-Auswerteeinrichtung eine Berechnungseinrichtung enthält zum Berechnen der Aufsummie-
rung der Bewertungswerte der Simulationsbilder für die jeweiligen Stufen oder einer gewichteten Summe, die erfasst
wird durch Multiplizieren eines Wichtungsfaktors mit den Bewertungswerten der Simulationsbilder für die jeweiligen
Stufen, und
der Wichtungsfaktor nach Maßgabe der Systemfehlerverteilung des Drucksystems (10) bestimmt wird.

17. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 16, weiterhin umfassend:

eine Speichereinheit, die in der Vergangenheit erfasste Daten des Parameters akkumuliert,
wobei die Halbtonverarbeitungsregel basierend auf den akkumulierten Daten erzeugt wird.

18. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach Anspruch 17,
bei der Information über die Systemfehlerverteilung des Drucksystems (10) basierend auf den akkumulierten Daten
aktualisiert wird.

19. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 18,
bei der die Simulationsbild-Erzeugungseinrichtung ein Simulationsbild erzeugt, in welchem sich der Einfluss der
gegenseitigen Landebeeinflussung widerspiegelt.

20. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 19,
bei der die Simulationsbild-Erzeugungseinrichtung ein Simulationsbild erzeugt, das mehrere Farben enthält, wobei
das Simulationsbild erzeugt wird durch Wiedergabe des Einflusses der gegenseitigen Landebeeinflussung zwischen
den Farben.

21. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 20,
bei der die Simulationsbild-Erzeugungseinrichtung ein Simulationsbild erzeugt, das Punkte entsprechend Mehrfach-
Tröpfchenarten enthält, wobei das Simulationsbild erzeugt wird durch Wiedergabe des Einflusses der gegenseitigen
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Landebeeinflussung aufgrund der Tröpfchenart.

22. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 21,
bei der die Simulationsbild-Erzeugungseinrichtung ein Simulationsbild erzeugt, in welchem der Einfluss der gegen-
seitigen Landebeeinflussung aufgrund der gegenseitigen Punktestörung widergespiegelt wird.

23. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 22,
bei der die Simulationsbild-Erzeugungseinrichtung ein Simulationsbild erzeugt, in welchem der Einfluss der gegen-
seitigen Landebeeinflussung aufgrund einer Ausstoßzeitdifferenz widergespiegelt wird.

24. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 23,
bei der die Simulationsbild-Erzeugungseinrichtung ein Simulationsbild erzeugt, in welchem mindestens als Einfluss
der gegenseitigen Landebeeinflussung eine Änderung des Zwischenpunkteabstands, eine Änderung der Punkte-
dichte und/oder eine Änderung der Punkteform widergespiegelt wird.

25. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 24, weiterhin umfassend:

eine Zwischenpunkteberührung-Bestimmungseinrichtung zum Bestimmen, ob Punkte miteinander in Berührung
stehen oder nicht,
wobei die Simulationsbild-Erzeugungseinrichtung ein Simulationsbild erzeugt, in welchem der Einfluß der ge-
genseitigen Landebeeinflussung widergespiegelt wird bei Punkten, die gemäß Bestimmung durch die Zwischen-
punktekontakt-Bestimmungseinrichtung als in Berührung stehend festgestellt wurden.

26. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 25,
bei der die Simulationsbild-Erzeugungseinrichtung eine Vektorsumme berechnet, erfasst durch Addieren von Vek-
toren, die bestimmt werden durch Richtungen von einem gegebenen Punkt als Zielpunkt, bei dem der Einfluss der
gegenseitigen Landebeeinflussung widergespiegelt wird, zu umgebenden Punkten mit der Möglichkeit, dass die
gegenseitige Landebeeinflussung mit dem gegebenen Punkt stattfindet, und Abständen zwischen dem gegebenen
Punkt und den umgebenden Punkten, und ein Simulationsbild erzeugt, in welchem der Einfluss der gegenseitigen
Landebeeinflussung des gegebenen Punkts widergespiegelt wird, indem die berechnete Vektorsumme verwendet
wird.

27. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 26,
bei der die Simulationsbild-Erzeugungseinrichtung durch Druck mit serieller Abtastung unter Verwendungen meh-
rerer Abtastpfade ein Simulationsbild erzeugt, wobei der Einfluss der gegenseitigen Landebeeinflussung auf Punkte
widergespiegelt wird, die entlang jedem Abtastpfad bei der Erzeugung des Simulationsbilds ausgestoßen werden,
und die Widerspiegelung der gegenseitigen Landebeeinflussung für die jeweiligen Abtastpfade wiederholt.

28. Bildverarbeitungsvorrichtung (20, 20A, 21) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 27,
bei der die Simulationsbild-Erzeugungseinrichtung durch das Halbton-Verarbeitungsergebnis ein hochauflösendes
Simulationsbild erzeugt.

29. Drucksystem (10), umfassend:

eine Bilderzeugungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 28; und
eine Druckvorrichtung (24), die einen Druck auf einem Druckmedium basierend auf einem Halbtonbild druckt,
welches erzeugt wird durch einen Halbtonprozess, der durch eine Halbtonverarbeitungsregel definiert ist.

30. Verfahren zum Erzeugen einer Halbton-Verarbeitungsregel, umfassend:

einen Einstellschritt des Einstellens eines Parameters in Bezug auf einen Systemfehler, der angenommener-
weise vorliegt, wenn von einem Drucksystem (10) ein Druckvorgang ausgeführt wird;
einen Simulationsbild-Erzeugungsschritt des Erzeugens eines Simulationsbilds, in welchem der durch den
Parameter gekennzeichnete Systemfehler widergespiegelt wird;
ein Bildqualitäts-Auswerteschritt des Bewertens der Bildqualität des Simulationsbilds;
einen Halbtonprozess-Erzeugungsschritt des Erzeugens von Halbton-Verarbeitungsregeln, die die Verarbei-
tungsinhalte von Halbtonprozessen definieren, die in dem Drucksystem (10) verwendet werden, basierend auf
dem Simulationsbild, in welchem die Bewertung in einen Zielbereich fällt, wobei jede Halbton-Verarbeitungsregel
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spezifiziert wird durch eine Kombination aus einem Halbtonalgorithmus und einem Halbtonparameter, wobei
der Halbtonparameter basierend auf der Bildqualität-Bewertung aktualisiert wird.

31. Verfahren zum Erzeugen einer Halbton-Verarbeitungsregel nach Anspruch 30,
bei dem als Halbtonalgorithmus ein Ditherverfahren, ein Fehlerdiffusionsverfahren und/oder ein Direkt-Binärsuch-
verfahren angewendet wird.

32. Verfahren zum Erzeugen einer Halbton-Verarbeitungsregel nach Anspruch 30 oder 31, bei dem der Halbtonpara-
meter mindestens einen Parameter einer Größe und eines Stellenwerts einer Dithermaske des Ditherverfahrens,
eine Größe einer Fehlerdiffusionsmatrix, einen Diffusionskoeffizienten und Einstellen eines angewendeten Grada-
tionsabschnitts der Fehlerdiffusionsmatrix bei dem Fehlerdiffusionsverfahren, die Häufigkeit von aktualisierten Pixeln
und einen Austauschpixelbereich bei der dem Direkt-Binärsuchverfahren, oder einen Parameter zum Bewerten von
Systemfehlertoleranz enthält.

33. Bildverarbeitungsverfahren, umfassend:

einen Einstellschritt des Einstellens eines Parameters bezüglich eines Systemfehlers, der angenommenerweise
vorliegt, wenn von einem Drucksystem ein Druckvorgang ausgeführt wird;
einen Simulationsbild-Erzeugungsschritt des Erzeugens eines Simulationsbilds, in welchem der durch den
Parameter gekennzeichnete Systemfehler widergespiegelt wird;
einen Bildqualitäts-Auswerteschritt des Bewertens der Bildqualität des Simulationsbilds;
einen Halbtonverarbeitungs-Erzeugungsschritt des Erzeugens einer Halbton-Verarbeitungsregel, die Verarbei-
tungsinhalte eines Halbtonprozesses definiert, der in dem Drucksystem verwendet wird, basierend auf dem
Simulationsbild, dessen Bewertung in einen Zielbereich fällt, wobei die Halbton-Verarbeitungsregel spezifiziert
ist durch eine Kombination aus einem Halbtonalgorithmus und dem Halbtonparameter, und der Halbtonpara-
meter basierend auf der Bildqualitätsbewertung aktualisiert wird, und
Erzeugen eines Halbtonbilds durch Ausführen eines Halbtonprozesses, definiert durch die in dem Halbtonver-
arbeitungs-Erzeugungsschritt erzeugte Halbton-Verarbeitungsregel.

34. Druckerzeugnis-Fertigungsverfahren, umfassend:

einen Einstellschritt des Einstellens eines Parameters in Bezug auf einen Systemfehler, der angenommener-
weise vorliegt, wenn von einem Drucksystem (10) ein Druckvorgang ausgeführt wird;
einen Simulationsbild-Erzeugungsschritt des Erzeugens eines Simulationsbilds, in welchem der durch den
Parameter gekennzeichnete Systemfehler widergespiegelt wird;
ein Bildqualitäts-Auswerteschritt des Bewertens der Bildqualität des Simulationsbilds;
einen Halbtonprozess-Erzeugungsschritt des Erzeugens von Halbton-Verarbeitungsregeln, die die Verarbei-
tungsinhalte von Halbtonprozessen definieren, die in dem Drucksystem (10) verwendet werden, basierend auf
dem Simulationsbild, in welchem die Bewertung in einen Zielbereich fällt, wobei jede Halbton-Verarbeitungsregel
spezifiziert wird durch eine Kombination aus einem Halbtonalgorithmus und einem Halbtonparameter, wobei
der Halbtonparameter basierend auf der Bildqualität-Bewertung aktualisiert wird und
Erhalten eines Druckerzeugnisses durch Ausführen eines Druckvorgangs auf einem Druckmedium, basierend
auf dem erzeugten Halbtonbild.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21), comprenant :

un moyen de réglage pour régler un paramètre lié à des erreurs système supposées dans un cas où une
impression est réalisée par un système d’impression (10) ;
un moyen de génération d’image de simulation pour générer une image de simulation dans laquelle l’erreur
système indiquée par le paramètre est réfléchie ;
un moyen d’évaluation de qualité d’image pour évaluer la qualité d’image de l’image de simulation, et
un moyen de génération de traitement en demi-teinte pour générer des règles de traitement en demi-teinte,
lesquelles définissent le contenu de traitement des traitements en demi-teinte utilisés dans le système d’im-
pression sur la base de l’image de simulation, où l’évaluation est comprise dans les limites d’une plage cible,
dans lequel chaque règle de traitement en demi-teinte est spécifiée par une combinaison entre un algorithme
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de demi-teinte et un paramètre de demi-teinte, et dans lequel le paramètre de demi-teinte est mis à jour sur la
base de l’évaluation de qualité d’image.

2. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel l’un quelconque des procédés parmi un procédé de tramage, un procédé de diffusion d’erreurs, et un
procédé de recherche binaire directe est adopté comme algorithme de demi-teinte.

3. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon la revendication 1 ou 2,
dans lequel le paramètre de demi-teinte inclut au moins un paramètre parmi une taille et une valeur seuil d’un
masque de tramage dans le procédé de tramage, une taille d’une matrice de diffusion d’erreurs, un coefficient de
diffusion et un réglage d’une section de gradation appliquée de la matrice de diffusion d’erreurs dans le procédé
de diffusion d’erreurs, le nombre de fois où des pixels sont mis à jour et une plage de pixels d’échange dans le
procédé de recherche binaire directe, ou un paramètre pour évaluer une tolérance d’erreurs système.

4. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3,
dans lequel le moyen d’évaluation de qualité d’image calcule une valeur d’évaluation de qualité d’image de l’image
de simulation.

5. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, comprenant en outre :
un moyen d’acquisition de paramètre pour acquérir le paramètre lié à l’erreur système.

6. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon la revendication 5, comprenant en outre :
un moyen d’entrée d’informations, comme moyen d’acquisition de paramètre, pour permettre à l’utilisateur d’entrer
le paramètre.

7. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon la revendication 6,
dans lequel le moyen d’entrée d’informations inclut un moyen d’entrée de valeur moyenne pour entrer une valeur
moyenne des paramètres dans une pluralité d’éléments d’impression prévus dans le système d’impression (10),
ou une valeur équivalente moyenne, laquelle est une valeur équivalente à la valeur moyenne, ou une valeur moyenne
d’erreurs dues à la vibration d’une tête d’enregistrement prévue dans le système d’impression (10), ou une valeur
équivalente moyenne, laquelle est une valeur équivalant à la valeur moyenne, et un moyen d’entrée d’écart pour
entrer un écart par rapport à la valeur moyenne ou la valeur équivalente moyenne.

8. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 5 à 7, comprenant en outre :
un moyen d’analyse d’image, comme moyen d’acquisition de paramètre, pour acquérir les paramètres en analysant
une image lue d’un diagramme d’acquisition de paramètre caractéristique (100) imprimé par le système d’impression
(10).

9. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon la revendication 8,
dans lequel le diagramme d’acquisition de paramètre caractéristique (100) inclut un motif de points continus où
deux ou plus points sont enregistrés de manière à être en contact, et
le moyen d’acquisition de paramètre caractéristique acquiert un paramètre lié à une interférence d’atterrissage à
partir du motif de points continus.

10. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon la revendication 9,
dans lequel le diagramme d’acquisition de paramètre caractéristique (100) inclut de multiples types de motifs de
points continus, ou au moins une élément parmi une distance inter-points entre les deux ou plus points ou une
différence de temps d’enregistrement entre les deux ou plus points est différenciée.

11. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 10,
dans lequel les erreurs système sont des erreurs caractéristiques supposées présenter une reproductibilité en tant
que caractéristiques du système d’impression (10).

12. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 10,
dans lequel les erreurs système incluent des erreurs caractéristiques supposées présenter une reproductibilité en
tant que caractéristiques du système d’impression (10), et des erreurs système aléatoires en tant qu’erreurs modi-
fiées de manière irrégulière.
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13. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon la revendication 12,
dans lequel une pluralité de niveaux est déterminée pour des valeurs des erreurs système aléatoires, et des images
de simulation pour les niveaux respectifs, où les erreurs système aléatoires correspondant à la pluralité de niveaux
sont réfléchies, sont générées par le moyen de génération d’image de simulation.

14. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon la revendication 13,
dans lequel la pluralité de niveaux est déterminée conformément à une distribution d’erreurs système du système
d’impression.

15. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon la revendication 13 ou 14,
dans lequel le moyen d’évaluation de qualité d’image réalise une évaluation de qualité d’image sur les images de
simulation pour les niveaux respectifs, et calcule une valeur d’évaluation de qualité d’image acquise en intégrant
l’évaluation de qualité d’image des images de simulation pour les niveaux respectifs.

16. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 13 à 15,
dans lequel le moyen d’évaluation de qualité d’image inclut un moyen de calcul pour calculer la sommation des
valeurs d’évaluation des images de simulation pour les niveaux respectifs ou une sommation pondérée acquise en
multipliant un facteur de pondération avec les valeurs d’évaluation des images de simulation pour les niveaux
respectifs, et
le facteur de pondération est déterminé conformément à une distribution d’erreurs système du système d’impression
(10).

17. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 16, comprenant en
outre :

une unité de stockage, laquelle cumule des données du paramètre acquis dans le passé,
dans lequel la règle de traitement en demi-teinte est générée sur la base des données cumulées.

18. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon la revendication 17,
dans lequel des informations de la distribution d’erreurs système du système d’impression (10) sont mises à jour
sur la base des données cumulées.

19. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 18,
dans lequel le moyen de génération d’image de simulation génère une image de simulation où l’influence des
interférences d’atterrissage est réfléchie.

20. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 19,
dans lequel le moyen de génération d’image de simulation génère une image de simulation, laquelle inclut une
pluralité de couleurs, l’image de simulation étant générée en reflétant l’influence des interférences d’atterrissage
entre les couleurs.

21. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 20,
dans lequel le moyen de génération d’image de simulation génère une image de simulation, laquelle inclut des
points correspondant à de multiples types de gouttelettes, l’image de simulation étant générée en reflétant l’influence
des interférences d’atterrissage provoquées par le type de gouttelette.

22. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 21,
dans lequel le moyen de génération d’image de simulation génère une image de simulation, où l’influence des
interférences d’atterrissage provoquées par des interférences inter-points est réfléchie.

23. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 22,
dans lequel le moyen de génération d’image de simulation génère une image de simulation, où l’influence des
interférences d’atterrissage provoquées par une différence de temps d’éjection est réfléchie.

24. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 23,
dans lequel le moyen de génération d’image de simulation génère une image de simulation, où au moins un chan-
gement quelconque parmi un changement de la distance inter-points, un changement de la densité de points, ou
un changement de la forme de point est réfléchi comme influence des interférences d’atterrissage.
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25. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 24, comprenant en
outre :

un moyen de détermination de contact inter-points pour déterminer si oui ou non des points sont en contact,
dans lequel le moyen de génération d’image de simulation génère une image de simulation, où l’influence des
interférences d’atterrissage est réfléchie sur des points déterminés comme étant en contact par le moyen de
détermination de contact inter-points.

26. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 25,
dans lequel le moyen de génération d’image de simulation calcule une sommation vectorielle acquise en ajoutant
des vecteurs indiqués par des directions à partir d’un point donné, lequel est un point cible sur lequel l’influence
des interférences d’atterrissage est réfléchi vers des points environnants présentant une possibilité que les inter-
férences d’atterrissage avec le point donné se produisent, et des distances entre le point donné et les points
environnants, et génère une image de simulation, où l’influence des interférences d’atterrissage du point donné est
réfléchie à l’aide de la sommation vectorielle calculée.

27. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 26,
dans lequel le moyen de génération d’image de simulation génère une image de simulation lors d’une impression
de type à balayage série réalisée à l’aide d’une pluralité de trajets de balayage, réfléchit l’influence des interférences
d’atterrissage sur des points éjectés le long de chaque trajet de balayage lorsque l’image de simulation est générée,
et répète la réflexion des interférences d’atterrissage pour les trajets de balayage respectifs.

28. Dispositif de traitement d’image (20, 20A, 21) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 27,
dans lequel le moyen de génération d’image de simulation génère une image de simulation de haute résolution par
le biais du résultat de traitement en demi-teinte.

29. Système d’impression (10), comprenant :

le dispositif de traitement d’image selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 28, et
un dispositif d’impression (24), lequel réalise une impression sur un support d’impression sur la base d’une
image en demi-teinte générée par le biais d’un traitement en demi-teinte défini par une règle de traitement en
demi-teinte.

30. Procédé destiné à générer une règle de traitement en demi-teinte, comprenant les étapes suivantes :

une étape de réglage pour régler un paramètre lié à une erreur système supposée dans un cas où une impression
est réalisée par un système d’impression (10) ;
une étape de génération d’image de simulation pour générer une image de simulation où l’erreur système
indiquée par le paramètre est réfléchie ;
une étape d’évaluation de qualité d’image pour évaluer la qualité d’image de l’image de simulation, et
une étape de génération de traitement en demi-teinte pour générer des règles de traitement en demi-teinte,
lesquelles définissent le contenu de traitement de traitements en demi-teinte utilisés dans le système d’impres-
sion (10) sur la base de l’image de simulation, où l’évaluation est comprise dans les limites d’une plage cible,
dans lequel chaque règle de traitement en demi-teinte est spécifiée par une combinaison entre un algorithme
de demi-teinte et un paramètre de demi-teinte, et dans lequel le paramètre de demi-teinte est mis à jour sur la
base de l’évaluation de qualité d’image.

31. Procédé destiné à générer une règle de traitement en demi-teinte selon la revendication 30,
dans lequel l’un quelconque des procédés parmi un procédé de tramage, un procédé de diffusion d’erreurs, et un
procédé de recherche binaire directe est adopté comme algorithme de demi-teinte.

32. Procédé destiné à générer une règle de traitement en demi-teinte selon la revendication 30 ou 31,
dans lequel le paramètre de demi-teinte inclut au moins un paramètre parmi une taille et une valeur seuil d’un
masque de tramage dans le procédé de tramage, une taille d’une matrice de diffusion d’erreurs, un coefficient de
diffusion et un réglage d’une section de gradation appliquée de la matrice de diffusion d’erreurs dans le procédé
de diffusion d’erreurs, le nombre de fois où des pixels sont mis à jour et une plage de pixels d’échange dans le
procédé de recherche binaire directe, ou un paramètre pour évaluer une tolérance d’erreurs système.
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33. Procédé de traitement d’image, comprenant les étapes suivantes :

une étape de réglage pour régler un paramètre lié à une erreur système supposée dans un cas où une impression
est réalisée par un système d’impression ;
une étape de génération d’image de simulation pour générer une image de simulation dans laquelle l’erreur
système indiquée par le paramètre est réfléchie ;
une étape d’évaluation de qualité d’image pour évaluer la qualité d’image de l’image de simulation, et
une étape de génération de traitement en demi-teinte pour générer une règle de traitement en demi-teinte,
laquelle définit le contenu de traitement d’un traitement en demi-teinte utilisé dans le système d’impression sur
la base de l’image de simulation, où l’évaluation est comprise dans les limites d’une plage cible, la règle de
traitement en demi-teinte étant spécifiée par une combinaison entre un algorithme de demi-teinte et un paramètre
de demi-teinte, et dans lequel le paramètre de demi-teinte est mis à jour sur la base de l’évaluation de qualité
d’image, et
pour générer une image en demi-teinte en réalisant un traitement en demi-teinte défini par la règle de traitement
en demi-teinte générée lors de l’étape de génération de traitement en demi-teinte.

34. Procédé de fabrication de matériau imprimé, comprenant les étapes suivantes :

une étape de réglage pour régler un paramètre lié à une erreur système supposée dans un cas où une impression
est réalisée par un système d’impression ;
une étape de génération d’image de simulation pour générer une image de simulation, où l’erreur système
indiquée par le paramètre est réfléchie ;
une étape d’évaluation de qualité d’image pour évaluer la qualité d’image de l’image de simulation, et
une étape de génération de traitement en demi-teinte pour générer une règle de traitement en demi-teinte,
laquelle définit le contenu de traitement d’un traitement en demi-teinte utilisé dans le système d’impression sur
la base de l’image de simulation dont l’évaluation est comprise dans les limites d’une plage cible, la règle de
traitement en demi-teinte étant spécifiée par une combinaison entre un algorithme de demi-teinte et un paramètre
de demi-teinte, et dans lequel le paramètre de demi-teinte est mis à jour sur la base de l’évaluation de qualité
d’image, et
pour générer une image en demi-teinte en réalisant un traitement en demi-teinte défini par la règle de traitement
en demi-teinte générée lors de l’étape de génération de traitement en demi-teinte, et
pour acquérir un matériau imprimé en réalisant une impression sur un support d’impression sur la base de
l’image en demi-teinte générée.
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